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OUR LIFE WITH THE FBI

This banner hanging from the InteriorDepartmentbuilding in Washington, D.C., senta clear message
to federal biocrats about their foot-dragging approach to wolf issues. The banner, and an associated
demonstration, was partofa nationwide day ofEF! wolfactions on November 20. See page 8 for more
details.

tions, where snow is scant and ground forage
is still available; but as soon as the snow
compacts enough to support their weight,
they return to the high basins and ridges to
eat lichens. Lichens are low in protein but
high in carbohydrates, which help warm the
animals. They seek the highest levels of their
range near or above timberline in late sum
mer and late winter.

The peak of mating season for the Sel
kirk Caribou population is in early October.
During this period, the bulls are especially
handsome. Their large, glossy antlers sweep
gracefully backward and then curve forward

continued on page 5

Another of the targeted activists, Timo
thy Bechtold, said he could see very little
connection between the subpoenas and the
events supposedly u.nder investigation.
"The people they subpoenaed were the
people in the news," he said, since the seven
included some of the most visible activists in
Missoula. "They thought they'd give us
something else to think about for a while."
Bechtold admitted the government had
succeeded, "for about a day and a half.",
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trail follOWing that of the predators. Un
doubtedly, the Coyotes had experienced the
awesome clout of those large hooves!

The Woodland Caribou's body color is
generally chocolate brown with grayish
white on the 15elly, buttocks, underside of
tail, and lower legs; and large white areas on
the neck of the bull. They take on a lighter,
bleached color .by late winter after being
exposed to the sun on high, open snow
covered mountain ridges.

Caribou are restless animals, even when
feeding. The deep powder snows of early
winter may force them into dense old
growth cedar/hemlock stands at lower eleva-

handwriting samples) reqUired of them.
They have not handed down any indict
ments, and defense attorneys say it could
take up to a halfyear for the FBI's forensic lab
to analyze the samples.

In the meantime, the government has
refused to release the warrants shOWing their
"probable cause" for searches and seizures of
personal property of the seven. That means
defense attorneys can only speculate on why
the government moved against the seven.
According to defense attorney Bill Boggs, the
searches last April may have violated the
Fourth Amendment rights - protection
against unreasonable search and seizure - of
the targeted individuals.

Boggs is representingJenniferJohnson,
one of the seven. Johnson's home was
searched and her personal papers taken,
including diaries dating back to her high
school years, an address book, and a calen
dar. She filed suitto recover herproperty, but
it was denied, as was a request to learn why
she had been subjected to the search.

"Sealing an affidavit in support of a
search warrant is a direct violation of the
people tei be secure in their persons, houses,
papers and effects," Boggs told a local re
porter. "You're not secure against an unrea
sonable search ifyou can't question whether·
it was reasonable or not."

dependent upon old-growth or climax forest
environments. In this article, the Caribou in
all areas of the contiguous US will be referred
to as Woodland Caribou.

By Dale Turner

Federal agents in Montana and Arizona
have gone back into their respective holes,
leaVing harassment of EF!ers to the
government's attorneys.
ARIZONA

Despite procedural roadblocks put up
by the FBI and US Attorney's office, defense
attorneys have begun reviewing the
government's taped evidence against the
Arizona 4. While hesitant to discuss specif
ics, Dan Conner of the Legal Defense Fund
said the tapes provide evidence that should
exonerate Dave Foreman, at the least.

Mark Davis, Peg Millett, and Foreman
have maintained a high profile in presenting
their side of the case, speaking in public and
meeting with a steady stream of reporters.
Recent visitors include folk from Rolling
Stone, The Philadelphia Inquirer, and 60 Min
utes. Marc Baker has been avoiding the
spotlights.

Atrial date for the four is currently set at
Feb. 6, though further postponement is
possible.
MONTANA

The grand jUry investigatingallegations
of tree spiking has met once since the seven
subpoenaed Missoula residents provided the
physical evidence (fingerprints, hair and

Woodland Caribou Ecology
Woodland Caribou are considerably

larger than deer but smaller than Elk, with
mature animals standing about 4 feet high at
the shoulder. They are forest animals, in
contrast to the smaller and better-known
Barren-ground Caribou which frequent mg
ge.d Arctic tundra regions. Unlike other
members of the deer family, both bulls and
cows carry antlers, but the bulls' antlers are
much larger and distinctively branched. . .

Woodland Caribou in the Northern
Rockies spend summers and winters in high
moist glacial basins and on alpine ridges
above 4400 feet in elevation - some of the
last remaining pristine places on the conti
nent. They are well adapted to the harsh
environment. Heat loss is minimized by
hollow guard hairs, fine underfur, and a
compact body. They have a blunt and broad
muzzle surrounded by white hairs, and their
short tail and unusually small ears are well
furred. Their habitat is characterized by
majestic stands of old-growth spmce and fir,
alpine lakes, glacial bogs and wet meadows.
During summer they feed on a wide selection
of succulent grasses, sedges, and the soft
leafy tips of shrubs.

Caribou have an acute sense of smell,
but rather dim eyesight and poor hearing.
TIley are unwary at times and inquisitive
about objects they cannot smell. Conse
quently, they are easy to shoot. This contrib
uted to the demise of the animals in the early

. 1900sand continues to threaten them today.
Caribou may appear awkward (particu

larly calves) due to their long stilt-like legs
and large, almost pie-sized hooves. Yet these
features enable them to move freely in deep
winter snow and in wet, boggy terrain.
Caribou·hooves splay in soft snow, enabling
them to walk on top, thus bringing them
closer to their vital winter food supplies 
lichen hanging on the branches of spruce,
fir, cedar, and hemlock trees. Deep compact
snow benefits Caribou since it allows them to
reach lichens in the higher branches..

One winter in the Selkirks as I was track
inga small band ofCaribou being pursued by
Coyotes, I saw a trail of blood in the tracks
leading up a steep snow-covered slope. A
short way up the mountain, the trails ·of
Caribou and Coyotes parted with the blood

by Jasper Carlton

Treat each bear as the last bear.
Each wolf the last, each caribou.
Each track the last track,
gone spoor, gone scat.
There are no more deertrails,
no more flyways.
Treat each animal as sacred..
each minute our last.
Ghost hooves. Ghost skulls.
Death rattles and
dry. hones.
Each bear walking alone
in warm night air.

-Gary Lawless (from "Two For Bear")

Mention Caribou, Grizzly Bears, Gray
Wolves, and Northern Bog Lemmings and
mostpeopie think only ofAlaska or Canada.
Yet all of these dWindling species still exist
together in the wild in northern Idaho, ex
treme northeastern Washington, and occa
sionally northwestern Montana.

As western spurs of the Rockies, the
mgged Selkirk, Purcell, Cabinet and White
fish Mountains along the US/Canadian bor
der form ecosystems marked by snow
spangled peaks, deep conifer forests, crystal
clear streams and high country lakes. These
complex geographical landscapes are among
the last bastions for large mammals in the
lower United States. An incredible array of
lTI':::ffiffials - including Mule Deer, Moun
tain Goat, Ly'1 '(, Bobcat, Mountain Lion,
Blac" Bear. Marten, Fisher, and Wolverine
move unconstrained among the graceful
contours of Bear Grass in bloom, high
meadow wildflowers and ancient stands of
Engelmann Sprllce and Subalpine Fir. While
many of these species are rapidly disappear
ing due to habitat destruction, none is rarer
or less und~rstood in the contiguous US than
the Woodland Caribou, Rang/fer tarandus
caribou, perhaps one of the last remnants of
a glacial age going back 20,000 years.

Historic Range
Woodland Caribou historically inhab

ited almost the entire forested region from
southeastern Alaska and British Columbia to
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, extending
to the southern limit of the boreal forest.
Records substantiate that Caribou roamed
the forests of Washington, Idaho, Montana,
North Dakota, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Michigan, Vermont,New Hampshire, and
Maine. Many times they have been declared
extinct in these states then later reappeared
from the mists ofhistory. Habitat loss due to
logging, and over-hunting and other hu
man-related mortality factors have severely
reduced Caribou or eliminated them from
most of these states. The present known
range of Woodland Caribou is northern
Idaho, northeast Washington, and parts of
British Columbia, with few rare occurrences·
in northwest Montana and extreme north
east Minnesota in this decade. A Woodland
Caribou reintroduction program is under
way in. Maine. With much of the North
American northern boreal forest gone, the
Woodland Caribou is probably the rarest and
most endangered indigenous mammal sur
viving in the wild in the lower 48 states.

North American Caribou (Rangifer
tarandus), a cousin of European Reindeer
[same species], crossed the frozen Bering
Land Bridge from Asia to Alaska dUring the
mid-Pleistocene period. Woodland Caribou
is the largest of four existing Caribou subspe
cies native to this continent. The Barren
ground subspecies still exists in fairly
healthy numbers in Alaska and throughout
Canada. The subspecies of Woodland Cari
bou referred to as Mountain Caribou
(Rangifer tarandus montanus) occur almost
exclusively in British Q)lumbia with the
exception of those found in the Selkirk
Mountains of northern Idaho, extreme
northeast Washington, and northwest
Montana. Both Mountain and Woodland
Caribou are sensitive, specialized animals
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An all-woman tree-sit protesting clearcutting ofredwoods by VJ!!rgia-Pacific was held in mid-August
near Ft. Bragg, CA, as part of the nationwide tree-sitting action. _
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RAMBLINGS
Tom Skeele and Carla Neasel drifted

through Canton last month, and talked with
us about the Earth First! Journal. Tom and
Carla expressed overall satisfaction with the
EF! movement's heftiest periodical but noted
some concerns they and other EF! activists
have with the Journal. Tom said that a
straightforward explanation of the Journal's
needs and limitations is due. He challenged
the editor to present such an explanation
lucidly, so that it's not a chore to read - in
words not exceeding 8 letters in length!
Needless to say, this constitutes a burden
some assignment - or rather, this is a hard
job - but I shall endeavor to fulfill the
mandate - or rather, I'll try to do it. Since
writing an essay in all short words is too
tough, this answer will be given in the form
of a partly reaI talk between Tom (n and me
(E).

T: EF! has been dry lately. Why is there
less humor in it these days?

E: Activists ain't sending us funny sto
ries no more. This seems to be for a few
reasons: 1) Some ofour early writers who had
a real flair for mixing humor and news sel
dom write for us now - e.g., Head of
Joaquin, Marcy Willow, Mike Roselle 
having taken real jobs. 2) Our newer writers
tend not to use wit so much. 3) It's hard to
write with humor on a dying planet.

T: EF! is too academic at times.
E: More and more EF!ers now see biol

ogy as useful for saving wild lands. Conser
vation biologists are making a splash. We
would err if we failed to help spread their
words. Also, we've more trained people
writing for us now than ever before.

T: Why are news pieces I send in cUt so
much?

E: Since I can't say here 'prolixity' and
'discursiveness', I'll just say that we mustedit
most stories we get. We can onlyprint about
25% of the stuff we get; 35 pages hold only so
much text. People won't read more text than
we're now using each issue. People in the US
are spoiled by TV, and don't like to read
much. They alsodon't like to read big words,
it seems.

T: EF! has too many dark fuzzy photos
and not enough drawings.

E: I agree. Too few artists send us
drawings. We hope our' artists will send
more, butwe don't have money to pay many
artists or writers. Photos on news print
usually look poor, but they seem popular, so
we run some anyway. .

T: What's the deadline for articles and
graphics?

E: We must have them at least 3 weeks
before the date on the cover of the issue in
which they are to run. Most of our writers
send their stuff at or after the dead line. This
stinks. Editing an article well is hard if it
comes at the line; we likely won't run it until
the next issue if it's late.

T: You don't focus on actions as much
as you used to.

E: We run almost all action articles we
get. Most EF! groups have their own news

letters now, so they run many reports there
instead. We urge EF!ers who want more
action stories to subscribe to these news
letters. We also urge EF!ers to keep sending
us their action reports, ifonly the bare essen
tials for our Actions Listing. We'll run what
we get; though we may shorten articles to fit
our pages. Also, if an action is just another
banner hanging or common protest, a short
report is all that's needed. It may be time for
EF!ers to think of new typesorach5m~,_ -
'<-. T: Ihe trInket pages and rnrectory take

too much space.
E: We're thinking of running full list

ings of trinkets only once or twice a year, and
other times running only a short version.
With the Directory, though, many EF!ers
insist they need the whole listing each issue.

T: Some of the book reviews you run are
too long. Why not just give a good plug for
worthy books and let readers judge them for
themselves?

E: To some extent, we intend to do that.
You '11 notice in this issue our reviews consist
largely of excerpts. Likewise, in the future,
we'll tend to give brief reviews of books, and
short excerpts from them (much as Whole
Earth Review does) to give a taste of the
content and writing style.

T: Do you have guidelines on SFB let
ters?

E: No strict ones, but we like shorter
letters better. Also, we do ask that letter
writers include their name and address if
they level serious charges against specific
persons or groups. We recently received a
letter accusing certain people of certain
wrongs. We won't publish the letter because
the writer gave no name or address, nor any
sources by which we could verify the
charges.

T: Do you expect the Journal to change
in the future?

E: It will likely remain much as it has
always been, but we do expect to begin to
narrow our focus back to what it was in early
years: wilderness and biodiversity. Without
such focus, we would risk covering too much
too thinly. So we will in the future tend to
decline articles that don't relate closely to
these two main linked themes. Other jour-

.." .. '
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nals may need to fill some of the gaps we
leave by focusing on these key topics. Live
Wild Or Die may fill some of the gaps. Per
haps a new journal is needed for the people
in EF! who are most into spirit and right brain
thought (it could be called Ether First.0. As for
the future of the EF! movement, Howie
Wolke says what needs to be said in his
column for this issue.

One addition to the Journal we hope to
see is a section like Ned Ludd but dealing
with public actions. We hope to run more
articles in the future on tactics and creative
ideas for actions. We receive very few such
articles now, so we're urging EF!ers to send
them.

Now; unfettered from the constraints of
minimalist language, I'll disclose several
elements from this issue. This' issue gives
special attention to the Southern Appalachi
ans and to old-growth, with an inspiring
discussion of old-growth potential in that
bioregion by Bob Zahner. The old-growth
theme is carried westward by Jasper Carlton
in his Caribou discourse, and by Peter Galvin
in his discussion of the sky islands of the
Southwest. The Northern Appalachians are
also well represented, thanks largely to the
tireless efforts of PAW and Vermont EF!

EF!ers have also been active in Maine of
late; and our very own Gary Lawless is on· the
steering committee for the North American
Bioregional Congress, to be held next sum
mer in Maine, ensuring that the Congress
will pay special heed to the forests for which
New England EF!ers have been fighting so
hard. Incidentally, 'twas Gary who penned
the splendid Spel Against Developers that we
ran last issue; we apologize for not crediting
the poem. The computer ate the credit line;
perhaps it was envious.

Those wondering about the great meet
ing of Murray Bookchin and Dave Foreman
will have to wait. We hope to run an article
next issue, after the Learning Alliance has
processed the tapes from the talks. For now,
suffice it to say that there were no fatalities.
Murray and Dave both realized and stated
that they share goals, though differing in

'g. their areas of focus. Murray called for con
g cemed persons everywhere to support EF!'s
~ wilderness preservationefforts.
~ Having raised the topic of detente, it
;:; seems logical to close this column with a
g word about Czechoslovakia: The dramatic
2. changes occurring there and in most Eastern
~ European nations may bode well for the

planet. Some of the industrial old guard
leaders are being tossed out, and the rapid
pace of change reminds us (even though the
reforms under way are anthropocentric and
probably superficial) that society can change
course abruptly.'in times of'crisis. As Joe
Bernhard says in this issue, maybe there is
hope after all. .

-John Davis

••••••••••••••••••••
MOVING?

The Post Office does not forward Third
Class Mail but they do charge us 30 cents apiece
to to send us your change ofaddress. Please send
us your change ofaddre;;s promptly so you do not
miss an issue ofEarth First! and we do not have
to pay the Post Office to receive it.
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Dear sfb,
I'm renewing even though I stay gener

ally legal (which is tough now-adays even for
people who are trying!) Your articles on
biology are excellent, referenced, and help
ful; I've given up on the mainstream enviro
mags because they act like I can't handle
college-level ideas. I guess those don't sell.
Anyways, I also use the activist news, and can
respond to the situations with more knowl
edge and on time, somethingelse the enviro·
mags are increasingly moving away from.
And I can recycle what I don't put in my files.

I'd like to add a couple thoughts for you
monkeywrenchers. I'm a Freddie biologist,
and one of the things that pisses me off is the
necessity of wildlife funds having to fence
cows out of riparian areas. This is under the
doctrine of "the benefitting species pays." A
couple'of issues ago, one writer suggested
cutting fences whenever you come across
them. Well~ we paid for those things to
protect riparian areas, endangered species,
etc., and that's who will suffer. Please make
sure your fury is vented at an appropriate
target.

I'd also like to suggest that some EF!ers
ought to consider seasonal wildlife work
with the Freddies. Before you puke, consider:
1) We need people who are dedicated, don't
get lost in the woods going cross-country or
calling owls at night, and love finding spe- '
cies that need protected territories. 2) You
can finance EF! actions with your salary. 3)
If you don't plan a career with the Freddies,
you can be more outspoken. (1he agency
needs both long-term monitors and agita
tors.) 4) You can gather information that
would require FOIA requests from the out·
side, if it is even obtainable that way (some
wildlife info is exempt). You also will get to
know the powerful people and procedures.
You can fi1'!d out fuck-ups that the Freddies
would neveradmitto an outsider. When you
get out, you can challenge timber sales a lot
more effectively. (What the hell-do it be
tween seasons.)

As an alternative, consider fire crew
and feed info to the biologists. Or be a
volunteer ifyou are too proud to take money
from rapists. Or clench your teeth and work
for the timber beasts-and question what is
going on ... you can do some good!

Sometimes I think EF!ers might be the
only people alive who, when the going gets
really rough, will put principles ahead of
monetary gain. We need you. Our wildlife ,
needs you. The FBI has the right idea, folks.
Infiltrate! Forall of you already in the works,
hang in there! And keep those observation
cards and input letters coming!

- Sign me, Just Another Bureaucrat

Dear Shit fer Brains -
This is in response to the letter from

"Dawn Walker" (Samhain 89) regarding the
pulling of permits for RRRs.

The Rainbozos fight one battle every
year: The right to peaceably assemble (Le.,
hold the Rainbozo gathering). Earth First!
on the other hand is constantly fighting a
multitude of battles. While I believe in our
first amendment right to do so, it is not
worth the time and energy to fight the fred
dies to be able to hold the RRR sans permit. '

.We have too much to do fighting them
where it really matters: environmental is
sues.

Although we do jump through some
bureaucratic hoops during the permit proc·
ess, it's not like the freddies have complete
say as to what goes down. For instance, in
1989 the RRRcomrnittee picked a spot for the
event to.which the freddies objected. When
told that they could grant us a permit for
Butterfly Springs or contend with 400 irate
EF!ers roaming the Santa Fe NF for a week,
doing whatever it is that EF!ers like to do in
the woods, they qUickly saw the light.

Also, if we demand that other public
land users (loggers, miners, grazers, etc.)
adhere to NEPA, NFMA, ESA, etc., we cannot
then operate as a public land user without'
adhering to public land management laws
and not open ourselves up to a legitimate
charge of elitism.

- Gary Schiffmiller, 1989 RRR Com
mittee

Dear SFB,
As you may remember, in October 1986

I was arrested in an action in Sam Houston
National Forest of Texas in an area once
considered for Wilderness designation
(called Four Notch). The USFS was using a
50-ton tree crusher to crush and kill all living
things in the wilderness area so they could
plant pine. I climbed an elm tree near the
tree crusher, hung a banner, and began read
ing to the crowd below from the book Deep
Ecology. To my surprise, the head of security
for the USFS in Texas, Billy Bob Ball, and
USFS employees Otis Burden and Doug
Hobbs, began chopping my tree with a
machete and then an axe. As that tree fell
against the tree crusher, I jumped to another
tree which was also cut down. I fell with the
tree and suffered injuries to my legs. The
judge ultimately dismissed all charges

against me. I filed a claim and am suing the
U.S. and all parties involved for damages.
Although my attorney is working on a con
tingency, this has been costly to me in terms
of travel to a doctor in Dallas and elsewhere
and other expenses.

The point is, if you think we should not
let the U.S. Forest Service chop EF!ers out of
trees, then help me cover some of the ex
penses. Please send your donation toJAMES
R. JACKSON LEGAL DEFENSE FUND,
ROUTE 3, BOX 113, CLEVELAND, TEXAS
77327. Thanks!

Also, anyone with knowledge of any
negative actions or comments against active
environmentalists made by the U.S. Forest
Service in recent years in Texas, please write
and notarize a short affidavit and send it to
me. A handwritten letter is fine. It should
include your address, phone number, and
the date.

- James RedwolfJackson

Dear Comrades,
In this here S.F.B. column, oneJ .S. from

Point Baker, Alaska, fleetingly addressed
native rights.

As one who chiefly deals with little
green things (i.e., plants) in yonder winter
wasteland (i.e., the Arctic), I spend virtually
all my summer in wee Inuit communities
and their outskirts in the far north. Forthose
who don't know the story, these people were
ushered into "convenient" settlements to
serve the Hudson Bay Company and attend
Canadian schools and abide by Canadian
laws. They did so, largely, in good faith. And
have' since seen the wage economy into
which they were indoctrinated become a
political football kicked about by such heav
ies as the EEC, Int'!. Fund for Animal Welfare,
Greenpeace, and the federal government. In
short, they have a right to harvest ring seals
and other game which comprise their tradi
tional diet, but usually have no means to do
so because of economic limitations imposed
by powers much greater than they-or the
game is scared away by equally powerful
military entities.

Granted, this is out of the realm of the
bulk of the EF! activists, but the domain of
the devout tree-hugger often overlaps with
that ofthe devout bunny-hugger and both of
these sometimes.overlap with the domain of
the original settlers of this vast'patchwork of
"civilization~'and silviculture we call North
America. Thus, when you send your hard
earned colored paper to Stephen Best and his
bunny-hugging ilk, remember the "eaters of
raw flesh" (or Esquimaux) and know that
their diet is one that is largely in tune with
their surroundings and does not run (com
pletely) on grapes from So. California and
oranges from Florida. These items are on sale
in the typical "Bay" store, but do not provide
the nutritive or caloric value a slab of raw seal
does. And remember, this is not a cute, white
fuzzy seal (even as a baby), but a species
which has seldom graced the pages of main
stream media and is not now, nor was ever
endangered (as was not the harp seal).

In short, step hard on the toes of
Maxxam and other big businesses (till they
fall and rot) but tread ever so lightly, or avoid
altogether, those of the true founding fathers
and mothers ofthis continent. They deserve
that much and more.

- B.C. Forbes, McGill University,
Montreal, Canada
P.S. Next year look for a book detailing the
real story of native harvesting and the ani
mal rights movement in the Arctic. The
author will be G. Wenzel.

Dear SFB,
Just a few thoughts in response to the.

Dear SFB column in the November 1edition.
The letter by the Vigilant Angora

Sleuthmaster ("Biodiversity will not be pre
served by any of the follOWing: VW buses,
crystal worship..." etc.) was well put. It's
about time somebody came out and said it. I
have a few additions to his list. Biodiversity
will not be preserved, nor will the cause of
biocentrism be helped, by anyofthe follow
ing: burning American flags, paganism,

Le~+ers
to the
Editor

shamanism, using New Age buzzwords like
"paradigm" or "networking," publishing EF!
Journal on "old Pagan European nature holi
days," anarchism, free love, knocking the
NRA, making jokes about Republican politi-

. cians (though I admit the majority of them
deserve it!), sporting "Another Mormon On
Drugs" bumperstickers, printing such absurd
letters as "Abort all fetuses-conception is
murder," or for that matter, most of the
Mirth First! insert in the Sept. 22 edition.
(yeah, I know, it was a joke, right? Even the
statement to the effect that people with
"Jesus Is Lord" bumperstickers are inherently
land rapists and better off dead...) Also,
feminism, insisting that feminism and envi
ronmentalism are inseparable, knocking the
Sierra Club and Audubon Society, and
"Darwin" bumperstickers with the Christian
fish symbol sprouting legs are not going to
preserve any wilderness. .

What will preserve wilderness and help
the biocentric cause is: political lobbying,
writing government officials and corporate
land·rapists, guerilla theater, nonviolent
civil disobedience, and monkey-wrenching
when all else fails. EF! should stick to these
basics, and by doing so, we will not alienate
so many Christians, Mormons, Republicans,
patriotic Americans and "mainstream" envi
ronmentalists who would otherwise support
us.

As for Negative Population Growth, I
was not aware of their views (tho' I recall
seeing an ad of theirs In Sierra magazine
once) but judging by West Fungi's letter;
NPG should be rabidly avoided by anyone.
anarchist, leftist, rightist, or whatever. The
"truly effective national system of identifica
tion" they advocate will almost certainly
involve a permanent, computer-readable
tattoo in the wrist or forehead (remember the
"Mark of the Beast"?). I do agree with NPG,
however, that immigration into the U.S.
should be restricted, at least until the U.S. has
wilderness area protection for all uninhab
ited areas and Mexico gets its overpopulation
problem under control.

Coors is anti-labor? That's all the more
reason to drink Coors, but since they are also
anti-earth, I will continue to boycott them.
(Preserving the earth is more important than
ending labor-union violence and inflation
causing pay raise demands.)

Oh, yeah, something you guys might
have overlooked... EF! is just asking for FBI
harrassment when you print such state
ments as "we do not accept the authority of
the hierarchical state."

- J. Edgar Whoever, Glen Canyon City,
UT
P.S. I have a "Hunt Cows· Not Bears"
bumpersticker next to my "Jesus Is Lord"
bumpersticker on my late model Oldsmobile
with double baby buckets (empty!). In short,
I am one of the millions living who would be
better off monkeywrenching! As Dave Fore
man once wrote, "Even Republicans mon
keywrench."

Dear 'Bra·ins:
Lynn Jacobs' interpretation of my ar

ticle ("Love Your Mother-Don't Become
One", Lughnasadh '89) attributes ideas to
me that have never entered my head. I did
not, for instance, proclaim that the solution
to overpopulation is for no one to have
children. Although that would wor.k, I have
enough sense to know that most people will
become parents. I thought it was clear that
the purpose of my article was to assure indi
viduals who forego parenthood that they are
not the selfish reprobates society makes
them out to be.

Lynn also contends that I made the
"tenuous assumption that humans won't
survive more than a few decades" to justify
"se)f-imposed genocide." My article made
no mention of the virtues ofsaving potential
offspring from an early death. Although the
next generation's chances of survival are
relevant to a discussion about parenthood, I
centered my arguments on childlessness for
Earth's sake.

I also did not advocate that all environ
mentalists stop haVing children. I only

deplored the idea that childless people are
shirking a duty to contribute to a new army
of nature lovers. Such notions put us on a
level with rival religious groups who engage
in fertility contests. Despite my claim that
we're not necessarily what our parents raised
us to be, I have the highest hopes for Lynn's
efforts to raise children who will protect
nature. I also hope that environmentalists
will avoid the conceit that our children are
better or more valuable than other people's
kids. It's all very fine and well to educate our
own children, but it's equally important that
we make an effort to enlighten the over
whelming majority who get no nature train
ing at home.

Lynn's objection to intellectual (hence
"unnatural") decisions about parenthood
would play quite well at a right-to-life con
vention. Abortion, birth control, and sterili
zation may not be natural, but they've saved
Earth from having to support untold mil
lions of unwanted children. Let's face it, we
do use our brains in a way most animals
don't. If I hadn't made an intellectual deci
sion 20 years ago to use birth control, I might
have produced 20 young'uns by now. Some
day, I hope, contraception and the need for
it will be a thing of the past, but for now we
humans must avoid blundering into parent
hood.

As hard as I tried not to offend parents
or belittle the joys of parenthood, Lynn's
letter suggests I did just that. Everyone is
familiar with the reasons he cites for haVing
kids, and most of us, including me, respect
them. The problem is that so few parents are
comfortable with reason,s for NOT haVing
kids. How sad It is that most of the parents I
know regard my non-parenthood as a silent
reproach. Rather than letting this question
degenerate into "us versus them," we should
simply recognize that non-parenthood Is
every bit as noble and valuable as parent
hood.

- Leslie Lyon

DearEF!,
I am writing in response to Ms. Jacob's

letter (November issue) about population
control. The "extra bodies propagating
EF!ers leave on the planet" may seem like a
drop in the bucket, but so is the energy an
individual saves by riding a bike instead of
driving a caror the tree an individual saves by
using both sides of a sheet of paper. Please
don't belittle those drops. They do add up.
The1"e are five billion people on this planet. I
could easily jUstify every harmful activity I
might choose to be involved in by saying It's
just a drop.

I don't wish to sound judgmental to
those who have already had children. I
would like to have children, too. One EF!er
down here rationalized having kids by say
ing that we need "little Earth First!ers, too."
We do need little H!ers, but don't forget that
wecan adopt them. That is what Iplan to dp.

- Renee Lyn Perry, Gainesville, FL

Dear Shit for Brains,
In response to Mark M. Giese's letter, I

just want to say, comment on that issue after
you've had an abortion, and I hope you have
had a vasectomy, because if you haven't, me
and a few of my eco-feminist friends will
gladly perform one for you!

Love your mother. Don't decide her
fate.

- Delylha Dogwoman, Four Corners,
MT

Dear EF!ers,
Joe Fournier's letter in the Litha issue of

EF! on vasectomy, and Leslie -Lyon's excel
lent article "Love Your Mother -Don't Be
come One" in the follOWing issue prompted
me to send in my two cents.. I'm a never·
married 32-year-old man with no children
who had a vasectomy at age 28. Where I was
working at the time, I was covered by my
union's health plan (since gutted by "take
back" contracts) and determined to obtain a
vasectomy.

I went to the first urologist on the
union's "medical panel," who had me beat
off into a bottle and put the results under a
microscope-sure enough, the slide was full
oflittle spermies, !Ill dressed up with no place
to go. Then he tried to dissuade me by
repeatedly suggesting that the woman I was
living with at the time instead get a tubal
ligation (a much more involved and uncom,
fortable operation for a woman than vasec- .
tomy is for a man). I replied that: 1) It's me
I want to prevent from being a parent-what
she does is her business; 2) I don't think
'monogamy is natural for most humans, and
not at all for me (it's historically a rather
recent Invention); and 3) there's no guaran
tee I'll even be liVing with the same woman
five years hence (true, it turned out). He said
he couldn't argue with me, but couldn't
bring himself to do it because I was young,
unmarried and without children, I.e., I'd
probably change my mind and regret it.

But... he referred me to another "panel"
urologist. Sans the fertility test, same story.

continued on page 4
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Dear SFB,
"Professionals" can participate in de

fense of our planet. My friend and I are
government employees - both with ad
vanced degrees and "responsible" jobs. I
ordered some Ocean-Dolphin Task Force
Day-glo stickers. I split them with my friend.
We both enjoy participating in corrective
labeling at the grocery (while shopping for
our middle-class families) and at restaurants
(right over the Heinz logo),

We rarely discuss our activities, but we
agree we are our own Earth First! group and
will do whatever we can to forward its goals,

Makes us feel good!
- The Twins, Somewhere in the Mid

west

Dear EF! Movement via EFt:
..April Z2nd is Earth Day 1990. Cam

puses nationwide will celebrate the bio
sphere with concerts, rallies, protests, pick- .
ets, marches, speakers, and lots of media
noise: I ask three things: 1) Add to the event
in your locality ~ this should be a nation
wide uprising against exploitation. 2) Con
tact me and take part in the enormous UVA
EF! Bash to be held on April 22 and surround
ing days. 3) Plan monkeywrenching, sit-ins,
etc. to coincide with Earth Day. If we're
causing trouble all over the place, the mes
sage is sure to be heard, and the pigs won't be
able to suppress it.

. - Ellis Bodard, UVA EF!, Charlot
tesville, VA

cuses. The hypnotist then creates a new
focus on a particular object, Hypnosis can
easily be induced in a darkened room by
looking at a flickering light.

The television experience is almost
identical to hypnosis. In both cases tte
person sits in a comfortable body position
without moving, all external stimuli are
reduced to a minimum, and a flickering light
is looked at. Under hypnosis, suggestions
and directions come directly from the
hypnotist. With television, the suggestions
and directions come directly from the adver
tisers.

As the article by Gary Suttle suggests,
the prime message of television advertising is
consume, consume, consume. They try to
convince you to buy products that the earth
cannot possibly supply in quantities suffi

·cient for the whole race.
Two things need to be emphasized

about the points discussed in this piece.
First,~are t imme~t~y....QQyi~
'O~'rTId this subtlety is one_oLthuea~o!}s. ..
w y is so dan erous. _An obViously bla
tant attempt to affect our decisions would be
more consciously resisted by a larger per
centage of the population. Second, these
effects are completely independent ortlle'
coment6fwhat ISiYemgwatched. They stem
directly from the tecllli610gy itself. It makes
no difference whether you are watching a
PBS nature series, the evening news, car
toons, or a football gan;Ie. You are being
manipulated. /j.,~

I suggest 2 books that greatly expand
the comments of myself and Gary Suttle:

Mander, Jerry, 1978, Four Arguments
for the Elimination of Television, Morrow
Quill Paperbacks, New York. .

Winn, Marie, 1976, The Plug-In Drug,
Viking Press, New York.

Finally, I must confess that I do own a
television set but I have found a use for it that
solved a problem I had a few years ago. You
see, I acqUired a very beautiful Ansel Adams
seascape. Try as I would, I couldn't find a
spot on the wall that would do it justice until
I noticed that its diagonal measurement was
an almost perfect 19 inches. Guess where I
put the picture!

- John Potter, Petrolia, CA

Dear Friends,
Are- you horrified over the desecration

of Jefferson County, and part of Saint Law
. rence, .due to the Fort Drum expansion?
Would you like to see some wilderness pre
served? We're· forming a new organization.

If interested, please contact me at POB
428, Watertown, New York 13601-0428, or
phone 316-782-1858.

- Winifred J. Dushhind

CA

cially since the elephants are disappearing at
an alarming rate in Africa. Even if there were
such a thing as legitimate selection of so
called excess elephants in South Africa, it is
impossible to be sure the source of the skin
was not from a poacher. Purchase of any
product made from the elephant is irrespon
sible, and selling the products is unconscion
able. The letter I received from Sheplers is
questionable and smug. It did nothing to
alleviate my indignation, Beyond never
bUying anything from Sheplers, what can be
done to stop this practice of selling exotic
skins, particularly elephants, in this or any
other country?

- Sincerely, Mamie Gaede, La Canada,

Hello,
Here's something I saw on national TV.

I was at a friend's worrying about some
eminent domain problems we were having.
They had a TV on (I don't own one) and it
was a show called Life Goes On (we glanced
at it occasionally) and it had a wolf, a devel
oper, and a retarded kid who befriended the
wolf. The wolf was BEAUTIFUL! It had
Indians in itquoting from ChiefSeattle-but
the neatest thing was this string of visuals:
trees falling (chainsaws), bulldozers, mining
blasts, LA freeways, smokestack industry,
and the last picture; with a voice-over of
Chief S-2attle's world view, .. WAS A BULL
DOZER.. BURJ."IING! On national TV! I
couldn't believe my eyes!

- B, Greer, Cornwallville, NY

and health food stores; 6) Just bUying or
ganic produce helps our planet in many ways
(does not support agribusiness, does not
pollute aquifers, does not support chemical/
oil industries by not using pesticides, herbi
cide, etc.). All these economic options open
to us might not be exactly what we would
like them to be, but they are certainly better
than their alternatives (environmental pol
luters, military contractors, animal testers,
and pro-nuclear companies),

The beautyof making pro-environment
economic choices is that once all the changes
are in place, it takes no extr\! time or effort to
make these positive, sustainable impacts.

- Rich Conte, Sparrowbush, NY

Dear Spruce Duff for Brain Stuff:
It had to happen sometime. We blindly

drove them to the edge and the oil spilleth
over. Itcame from a deep chasm between our
Selves and the Beast, Simply, the Beast bit
back.

The pain of loss still grinds within us.
We know that the oil will not go away and
that the power brokers' hunger for it contin
ues to grow. Even at this moment, the
unceasing roar of the Beast demands the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in return for
200 days of driving; driving a little closer to
the edge, Our hands are firmly on that big
wheel.

It had to happen sometime, We em
brace the paradox of consumption as we
should embrace the Earth, the Mother ofour
family. Ironic it is that Alaskans are paid off
by the state's Permanent Fund Dividend, a
method used to assuage the sting ofoil in our
eyes. No more-we can use the same salve as
a sword against the Beast.

Sign me up for a lifetime subscription
it was oil money that created the Fund, and
it is the same money that will help us van
quish the Beast,

Exxon sucks.
- Pluck E. Duck, Haines, Alaska

.'.Letters.

Dear SFB,
The article by Gary Suttle in the August

'89 issue expressed many of my thoughts
about television and its relation to the enVi
ronment. Iwould like to address a few points
that Gary did not cover.

Television and Advertising
The connection between TV and its

promotion of over-consumptive lifestyles
cannot be stressed enough. By the end of

Dear Paskaa alyssa, WW II our industrial capacity had reached
I love reacting about the animal attired an 'all-time high, Our factories were provid-

actions, but do tell: where do the duds come ing close to full employment to a populace
from? Not exactly a pattern you'd buy at that had just survived a major depression
your local fabric store, and I get the cold and world war. With the onset of peace, the
shakes when I'm 10 feet from a sewing factories were no longer needed. If only
machine. Are there really so many talented there were some way to u.se all that produc-
tailors out there in our ranks? I'd like to do tion capacity in a peacetime economy. But
an anti-fur demo in Helsinki (a big fur coat what will the factories make? Consumer
animal murdering country) and a mink cos- goods, of course. The same assembly lines
tume would be the ticket. Any advice? that turned out bombers and tanks could

- All Thumbs, Helsinki, Finland switch to airliners and cars. But there is still
~- too much unused capacity. No problem.

Hi, EF! (Shit fer Brains and the rest of the t Dear Editor: ----------.~__ .... Don't build manufactured goods to last long.
tribe), . ( One of the reasons our "friends" in \ After all, those new cars won't have to with-

First ofall, thanks to everyone in the EF! / Washington, DC are so generous in giving \stand a landing on a Japanese-held island or
movement for putting EARTH FIRST! (away our national forests is that they are tbe expected to breach the Siegfried Line.

Second of all: since ~ve.fY0ne in the EF!I .' somehow left unaccountable for their crimes iStill, there justwa~n'tenough demand. New
movement are VItal, thmking people, the, i against the environment. Here's a way to ! things had to be mvented and pushed on a
time has come to think about the power the, I balance the score, and maybe make them I country of neophyte consumers. The prob
dollar bills in our pockets truly wield (unforJ I think twice next time. We encourage the I lem was how to convince the public to buy
tunately). Since money is the name of tqe I environmental community to start erecting all these things. The answer was ready to
game in our present society, it seems only: a series of large signs/placards/monuments hand-television. Born in the 1920s, the
10gicalJo keep as many dollars flOWing into \, at the sites of all the clear cuts across the technology of television lay languid for
the right hands as opposed to the wrong i' country: "This clearcut was carried out dur- almost 20 years until it was realized that a

. ones. An example being: to buy recycled ,; ing the tenure of F. Dale Robertson, Chief, visual medium beamed into the very homes
paper as opposed to giving our dollars to U.S. Forest Service, August 10, 1989." Or of potential customers had tremendous
paper companies that cut forests, pollute how about this: "This Mark 0, Hatfield advertising power, Television sets first began
watersheds, plant mono tree groves, etc. , Memorial Clearcut was the direct result of to appear in American homes in 1948 and by
This concept may seem redundant and obvi- \\ that Senator's tireless efforts that resulted in 1952 some 15,000,000 homes had them.
ous to many people, butit isone that must be \ PL-1OO-446. May 18, 1989," etc. Now, there are few homes without TV sets. It
constantly raised, Every day a new strategy \: -Keep up the fight! was the marriage of television and advertis-
for supporting environmental groups is ", ing that enabled television to blossom. The
concocted. Examples being: 1) U.S. Sprint Folks~_.__ barrage of advertising that our television-
long distance telephone service has a pro- American Express, through their Ameri- saturated culture has endured for forty years
gram called "Working Assets"; they donate can Express Travel Related Services Com-. is responsible, to a greater or lesser extent, for
1% of their members' bills to environmental pany, offers (along with copious quantities the lifestyles of consumption that we regard
groups; 2) socially responsible investing; 3) of other useless catalogs and trinkets) a large as the norm. What is it about television that
credit cards (Wilderness Society, Sierra Club, selection of fur coats for women, Their 24- gives its induc~ments to consume such
Defenders of Wildlife); the bank gives a roy- page fur catalog includes a toll-free number power over our lives?
alty to the individual club every time the for "orders." Give them a call at 1-800-528- Television as Hypnotism
card is used; 4) Greenpeace checks: Green- .§O~nddemand that they discontinue'tili.;- HypnotisII).is a state of mind induced by
peace is given $1 every time someone orders "service." another personor object in which a person's
their bank checks from the company listed - Rocky Raccoon ordinary state of mind is destabilized and
on the last page of Greenpeace magazine; 5) transformed to an altered state. In this
Council on Economic Priorities (CEP): they Dear EF! condition the person will follow a particular
rate corporations on enviro,nment, military I received the Sheplers Western Wear input or stimulus much more strongly than
contracts,So.Africa,women'sadvancement, Holiday 1989 catalog (6501 West Kellogg, they normally would and with much less
animal testing. Their It is 1-800-822-6435. Wichita, KS 67209-2211) and was outraged critical reflection. Inducing hypnosis is very
They publish a book [Shopping For A Better to see the variety of exotic skins they sell for easy; all that is reqUired is keeping a person
World, $5.95 from CEP, 30 Irving Place, New cowboy boots and belts. The elephant skin very still and quiet,. the elimination of all
York, NY 10003) that rates 1300 companies bootsparticularlycaughtmyattention,espe- diversions, and removal of all outside fo-
whose products are found in supermarkets '
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continued from page 3
But... he referred me to another "panel"

urologist, saying this third guy would proba.
bly do it because he could perform the opera·
tion so it would be reversible in the future.
Fine, I said, I just wantto get it done. This
,third urologist was extremely puzzled at this,
since he claimed no such expertise, and only
did vasectomies intended as permanent (by
this time I was getting somewhat pissed off).
Even though he still didn't think it was a
good idea for a young man without kids to
get sterilized, and was the last urologist on
the "panel," I insisted on my desire for a
vasectomy, even if I had to pay for it myself
(about $600-my weekly take-home pay at
the time was roughly $150). He referred me
to a fourth urologist, whom he said would
probably do it if I could convince him(!),

No.4 asked me all the usual questions
after I related my "saga," and then asked me
what I would think at 40 if I didn't get a
vasectomy. Without blinking an eye, I re
plied I'd be kicking myself for not having it
done 12 years earlier. At that point-three
months after starting my quest-he said,"
Well, you've got yourself a vasectomy"-and
actually gotn!lmQrtive. relating an anecdote
about his very happy, loving, childless aunt
and uncle, A couple of weeks later it was
done, snip, snip, in 20 minutes, !ind Iwalked
home, missing only one day of work.

I relate all the above mainly to let
brother Joe, and other men who are inter
ested, know that it iL possible to obtain a
vasectomy without beingan older father, but
it takes determination to slog through ail the
literally patriarchal prejudices, expectations .
and garbage from urologists (and friends and
family if you let them know). DT's sugges
tion you call Planned Parenthood is good-

.ifyou can't get it done locally, consider going
to New York, Providence or Boston, See the
jerks-that's the only way you'll convince
one. I didn't force the issue in so many
words, but 1'm certain that, if! were of darker
complexion, any of the first three urologists
would've done the job in a minute, I left
their offices angry because they "independ
ently" of each other all tried to make me feel
like I was some sort of "traitor" to my race
(white, in their minds, but human in mine,
with a Pagan loyalty to Mother Earth!). They
tried to deny me the single reproductive
rights decision a man can make himself.
Maybe it's simply the city I lived in (New
York), maybe it would be different else
where. But your letter brought back memo
ries of those three racist, patriarchal jerks.

The story ended happily, though, both
for myself and for my woman-friends who
have reason to know (except with a couple of
them I still always use condoms for health/
safety reasons, but it's still a "load" off
everyone's mind!), The last urologist even
acceptedmy union's health insurance! I've
never regretted it-parenthood is not
"everyone's path," whether your decision is
personal, political, ecological, or all of these
(as with ·me). All it takes is resolve, persis-

. tence, hip boots and a clear knowledge of
your desires, and you'll be firing blanks in no
time.

- Gae Sidhe, Santa Clara, CA



Forest Destruction and Woodland Caribou. • •
continued from page 1
and are up to 4 feet across. They have a mane
of white hair flowing from throat to chest.
The breeding and battlingofthe bulls during
the rut may cause them to lose up to 25% of
their body weight.

The calving season in late May and early
June has yet to be closely observed by wild life
biologists in the Selkirk Mountains. Wood
land Caribou have a relatively low reproduc
tive potential. Cows usually do not produce
calves until they are three years old, and they
give birth to at most one calfper year. During
calving season in the Selkirks, cows separate
from the rest of the herd and give birth on
high windblown ridges, where little or no
green vegetation exists to sustain a large
mammal and consequently where precl~tors

are also usually absent. Calves weigh 10-12
pounds at birth; they are dark brown and
lack the spots characteristic of White-tailed
Deer fawns. Only about 50% of -Caribou
calves in the Selkirks live to one year of age.

Threats to Caribou
Currently, major threats to Caribou in

the border ecosystems include logging, road
building, mining, and hunting. The decline
in the Woodland Caribou population during
the first halfofthis centurywas primarilythe
result of hunting for market, subsistence,
and sport, coupled with habitat destruction
by fire. Woodland Caribou are particularly
vulnerable to fire because of their depend- 
ence on old-growth spruce and fir. Fires,
however, do not completely destroy their
habitat; the most critical Caribou habitat
components, bogs and wet meadows, resist
fires. Woodland Caribou can thrive In areas
with wild fires, but not in areas with both
fires and logging.

In the last two decades, human activity
has become the dominant influence on the
status of the Selkirk herd. Quality Caribou
habitat still exists on both sides ofthe border,
but various Intrusions into their established
range have disrupted traditional movement
corridors, and made them vulnerable to
other human threats.

Construction of Trans-Canada High
way 3 through the Kootenai Pass area four
miles north of the border, logging and ac
companying access roads, and clearing for
gas and power transmission lines have elimi
nated critical winter habitat and may be
restricting the declining population to
smaller and more isolated areas. Although
motor vehicles on Highway 3 have stricken
and killed many Caribou in the past decade,
the British Columbia Highway Department
has failed to reduce and enforce speed limits
at Caribou crossing points or to remove the
salt at Kootenai Pass that attracts the Caribou
onto the highway.

The US Forest Service plans increasing
energy and mineral development - oil, gas,
and hard rock mining - in the border eco
systems. The mines and accompanying
roads would further fragment and degrade
areas occupied by Caribou and GriZZly Bears.

Logging roads
cut through almost
every drainage in the
Colville and Idaho
Panhandle Naticinal
Forests. Forest Service
roads make Caribou,
Grizzlies and Gray
Wolves vulnerable to
poaching and inad
vertent shooting 
the lead causes of
mortality among
these Threatened and
Endangered species.

Although the
Forest Service has
"seasonally" or "ad
ministratively" closed
some roads, it has not
closed enough nor has
it vigorously enforced
road closures. Road
closures are urgently
needed in the
Colville, Idaho Pan
handle, and Kootenai
National Forests to
provide large mam
mals with greater se
curity. Road closures
ar~ particularly
needed in feeding ar
eas and movement .
corridors. Snowmobile use must also be
curtailed in Caribou habitat, as it displaces
animals from preferred habitat and causes
stress. Some snowmobilers deliberately har
ass ungulates.

- Illegal hunting, whether inadvertent or
not, will continue to be a serious problem.
With the death of each cow, generations of
reproduction are lost. .

Canada has Wisely closed the Selkirk
herd's range to all hunting in the British
Columbia section ofthe ecosystem. US agen

.cies, fearing a negative reaction by hunters,
have not closed any areas to hunting. Sig
nificantly, there has been no major adverse
reaction to the Canadian actions.

Along with available habitat, what
Caribou, Grizzlies, and Gray Wolves need
most is to not be shot. None of these species
occur in sufficient numbers in the lower US
to allow for any human-induced mortalities,
whether through a hunting season (such as
Montana's Grizzly hunting season), inadver
tent shooting, or poaching. Yet, in the case
of Woodland Caribou, which are easily mis
taken for Elk or deer (and Caribou cows carry
antlers and thus can resemble bull Elk) none
of the species' critical habitat from northeast
Washington to the Whitefish Range In
Montana is off-limits to hunters.

Of course, the reason for reestablishing
Woodl,llld Caribou in its historic range is not
so that it can eventually be hunted as a game
animal. The Caribou plays an essential role
in its ecosystem, and ultimately, as with so
many other species in decline, is necessary
for the proper functioning of the biosphere.

Insects: Part of Caribou Ecology .
The Forest Service continues to use the.

excuse oflnsect infestations to justify cutting .
in Caribou habitat, but Caribou biologists
say a slight opening of the forest canopy by
beetle-caused mortality may stimulate
growth of the tree lichens and shrubs eaten
by Caribou. Beetle-killed snags can support
lichens for up to 15 years. Some of the
highest lichen concentrations occur on dead
and dying trees, due to their increased expo
sure to sunlight. Thus, endemic infestations
ofSpruce Bark Beetles may play an important

_ role in lichen and Caribou ecology. Spruce
Bark Beetle populations may, however, reach
epidemic proportions in slash created by
logging in spruce stands.

Lichens are a slow-growing union of
algae and fungi dependent on a mixture of
humidity and sunlight. If destroyed by
clearcutting or fire, replacing them may take
a hundred years.

Selkirk Transplant Program
Currently the only known permanent

Woodland Caribou herd in the US resides in
the Selkirks, a mountain range shared by
Washington, Idaho and British Columbia.
Historically, they roamed as far south in
Idaho as the StJoe River.

Teddy Roosevelt hunted this member of
the deer family in 1888 In the "Selkirks. He
shot a bull, and later recorded his comments
on the inquisitive nature of this mountain
monarch in his book, The Wilderness Hunter.

The Selkirk Caribou have barely sur
vived logging, hunting, poaching road
building and other human encroachments
on their habitat. By 1983, when the Selkirk
Caribou were finally federally emergency

listed as Endangered under the Endangered
Species Act (ESA), the herd numbered only
20-25 animals. .

The Forest Service manages about
250,000 acres of designated Caribou habitat
in the Selkirk Ecosystem. Although Caribou
are no danger to people or livestock, local
opposition to the protection of mature to
old-growth spruce/fir and cedar/hemlock
Caribou habitat has been intense. Logging
interests in Idaho's Panhandle worried that
protection of an enhanced Caribou herd
would slow the flow of big logs to their mills.
The Bonners Ferry Chamber of Commerce
lobbied Idaho's congressional delegation
and pressured the FS to delay a Caribou
transplant program proposed by biologists.
The US Fish and Wildlife Service, in abroga
tion of its responsibilities under the ESA and
in response to local pressure, failed to desig
nate Critical habitat for Woodland Caribou
at the time the Selkirk population was listed.
The FWS also failed in that it limited the
Caribou's Endangered status to Idaho and
Washington.

Biologists suspected that t1)e species'
gene pool in the geographically isolated Sel
kirk Ecosystem was so reduced that the herd
could be doomed to death by inbreeding.
FollOWing the federal listing of the Selkirk
Caribou as Endangered, biologists, in an ef
fort to increase the population and provide
genetic enrichment, implemented a Caribou
augmentation program using animals from
similar habitat in Be. To date, two Caribou
transplants have been completed. In each,
24 Caribou were transplanted from BC into
the Selkirks. A third and probably final
transplant of 24 is planned for this winter.

Mortalities have been high among the
transplants due to predation by bears and
Mountain Lions, natural deaths, and poach
ing; but overall the program has been mod
erately successful. If human-induced mor
talities can be controlled and reproduction
and calf survival rates increased, the Selkirk
Caribou restoration program may set an
example for other areas to follow.

At last report, the estimated population
of the Selkirk herd was 50-60, far too few to
carry the species past problems of eventual
inbreeding and natural catastrophe. AL
though some Caribou biologists consider
100 to be a minimum viable population for
any area, the Earth First! Biodiversity Project
believes that no specific number can be used
to define a recovered Selkirk Caribou popula
tion and that not enough information is
available to determine the present carrying
capacity of the Selkirks for Caribou.

The Project maintains thatwe must seek
to restore as many Woodland Caribou as the
Selkirks and otherecosystems can support
not simply a minimum viable population.
This will require the preservation of all old
growth spruce/fir Caribou habitat left in
northeast Washington, northern Idaho and
northwest Montana as a source of winter
food and cover.

ID F&G: A Caribou SuppOrt Group
The political climate in Idaho makes it

difficult to aggressively support any Endan
gered species program there that may have
economic repercussions. Nonetheless, the
Idaho Fish and Game Department has taken
a leadership role in Woodland Caribou resto
ration efforts. Proposals bya state agency for

protection of a species under the ESA have,
unfortunately, been rare; yet Idaho Fish and
Game submitted the formal petition to list
Woodland Caribou in Idaho as Endangered.
Idaho F&G lobbied for state and federal
funding for the restoration program, and has
since challenged Forest Service logging and
road-building plans in Caribou habitat. Its
research biologists have demonstrated a
high level of professionalism. Without its
support, the Caribou might have disap
peared by now from Idaho.

A small number of Forest Service biolo
gists have also bucked the system in support
of Caribou. Their willingness to tell the
biological truth despite intense pressure
from within the FS also contributed to the
survival of the Selkirk Caribou.

Compromising Away Caribou Habitat
In 1985, Idaho Senator Jim McClure,

one of the most anti-wildlife senators in
Congress, held up the funds for the Selkirk
augmentation program, only releasing the
money after the Panhandle National Forest
increased the proposed anl1ual timber har
vest on its Bonners Ferry District from 28 ,to
32 million board feet. Apparently, Idaho
Fish & Game had little choice but to accept
this trade-off if the transplant was to pro
ceed.

Due to this compromise, habitat de
struction is continuing in the Idaho Pan
handle'NF's portion of the Selkirks, where
the Caribou and its habitat are ostensibly
protected. Clearcutting of old-growth
spruce/fir forests continues and roads con
tinue to be built in Caribou range, allowing
greater access for hunters and setting up
possible collisions between vehicles and
Caribou.

Woodland Caribou in the Selkirks are
being forced to adapt to increasing range
discontinuity and disruption of movement
corridors. These conditions could further
isolate individual bands and cause a break
down in social structure and leamed behav
iors relative to habitat use. Moreover, Cari
bou habitats - typically composed of steep
slopes with shallow soils, and high elevation
wet meadows- are not places where logging
should occur even if Caribou were not pres
ent.

Mountain Caribou in BC
Caribou habitat is also being lost to

logging, and road, dam, and utility corridor
construction in British Columbia. Mountain
Caribou only number about 2000 in the
southern half of the province, yet they are
not formally considered as endangered.
Limited hunting is allowed, though opposi
tion to this is mounting. With declining
Caribou numbers and habitat, it is unlikely
that BC can continue to supply animals for
US transplant programs much longer.

Caribou in Montana
There have been 158 reports of Wood

land Caribou in oradjacent to Montana from
1900 to 1989, some of them from Glacier
National Park. Recent reports of Caribou
have primarilycome from the Yaakdrainage,
and Galton and Whitefish ranges- all in the
northwestern part of the state. Currently
there is no evidence of a resident Caribou
population in Montana. Caribou were reo

continued on page 6
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WOODLAND CARIBOU.
populations in these areas would be through
reintroduction.

Despite these scientific findings and the
critical need for a second recovery area out
side the Selkitks, on 15 July 1986 the US Fish
and Wildlife Service ruled that the federal
listing of Caribou in Montana was not war
ranted and recommended including the
species in Category 2 of the candidate species
list. Essentially, this classification means
there is almost no chance for federal listing
under the present priority listing system.
Meanwhile, the Forest Service continues to
destroy some of the last old-growth Caribou
habitat on the Kootenai and Flathead Na
tional Forests.

Frank Dunkle, FWS Director at the time,
was from Montana, and is believed to be
largely responsible for his agency succumb-

Maine: Reintroduction Attempted Again
Although Caribou had inhabited the

northern Maine woods since the last ice age,
they had all but disappeared from the state
by the late 1800s due to habitat destruction,
overhunting and the brainworm parasite
transmitted by White-tailed Deer. The last
band ofCaribou was observed on Baxter Peak
in 1908.

nesota and Canada; but it appears that log
ging and hunting pressure, and their suscep
tibilityto infection bybrainworm (Parelapos
trongylus tenuis), which is carried by White
tailed Deer, have prevented Caribou from
returning to the state.

Woodland Caribou in Minnesota have
typically been associated with climax stands
of northern boreal forest. Historically, they·
utilized spruce and cedar swamps dUring the
summer and open muskeg, fens, and barrens
during the winter. While conducting Cari
bou habitat assessments in northeast Minne·
sota in 1985, I observed the paucity of old
growth stands and drying-out of some
swampy areas due to logging. The greater
dependency ofMinnesota Caribou on terres
trial lichens and forage in winter contrasted
sharply with the dependency of the Selkirk
Caribou on arboreal (tree) lichens during
winter.

Caribou are considered a species of
"special concern" in Minnesota, but are not
listed under the federal ESA. The reason for
this omission is the opposition of the Minne
sota Department of Natural Resources to the
federal listing and the failure ofany citizen or
conservation group to file and support a
petition for listing. That omission, which
has deprived Caribou and its habitat from
protection, is now being legally corrected by
the EF! Biodiversity Project.

In the past few years, the Dulu~h Safarl
Club has promoted Caribou reintrodttction
in Minnesota. The Club has raised seed
money for the program and organized an
"interagency committee fo,! the reintroduc
tion of Caribou in Minnesota." The Minne
sota Zoo may also be participating in this

. effort. The motive for the effort may be the
eventual "sport" hunting of the species.

Last year, the EF! Biodiversity Project
formally requested that the Superior Na·
tional Forest conduct a Caribou habitat
suitability study. The Forest Supervisor re
sponded that the Forest would complete an
evaluation of Caribou reintroduction poten-
tial, but it has not done so. .

While support for the reintroduction of
Caribou in Minnesota grows, it is crucial that
the best potential movement corridor along
the US/Canadian border in the Arrowhead
Region be protected in its natural condition.
It is also crucial that Caribou gain federal
Endangered species protection in Minne
sota.

Importance of Border Ecosystems
Typically, the Canadian side of the US/

Canadian border supports larger popula
tions of Caribou, Gray Wolves, and GriZzly
Bears. The wild areas along the border tn
British Columbia and Alberta are important
wildlife reservoirs that could enable these
species to return to parts of their former
range in Washington, Idaho and Montana.
From west to east, the border ecosystems
include the North Cascades Ecosystem (WA),
the Selkirk Ecosystem (WA & ID), Cabinet/
Yaak Ecosystem (ID & Ml), and the Northern
Continental Divide Ecosystem (Ml).

Woodland Caribou, Grizzly Bear and
Gray Wolf recovery areas should be redrawn
to include contiguous Canadian/US habitat,
sucll.as has been accomplished in programs
developed for the Selkirk Mountain Caribou.
In most cases, Canadian resource manage
ment agencies are willing to match the
"demonstrated" level ofconcern by US agen
cies. However, they justifiably point to the
hypocritical economic exploitation of criti
cal wildlife habitat on the US side of the
border, as the US Forest Service continues to
promote timber harvest and energy develop
ment in these areas. It is a national disgrace
that no US Forest Service Ranger District
along the US/Canadian border has wildlife as
its principal management emphasis.

Caribou in Minnesota
Woodland Caribou were once common

in northern Minnesota, but their numbers
declined precipitously early this century and
they were declared extirpated from the state
in 1946. Confirmed sightings in northeast
ern Minnesota have verified the occasional
presence of Caribou in the state since 1946.
The most recent confirmed sightings oc
curred near Hovland in 1980and 81. Reports
were also received in 1982, but not con-
firmed.' .

An atte~pt was made to introduce.
Caribou from Canada in the mid-1930s
when the band in the Red Lake area had been
reduced to only three cows. The program did
not succeed, however, and a few years later,
no sign of Caribou could be found.

Biologists now recognize that Wood
land Caribou range Widely according to. sea
sonal forage abundance or breeding condi
tions. Caribou could be expected to roam
periodically across the border between Min-

to delist the Grizzly Bear under the ESA in the
Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem.

The 1988 Amendments to the ESA
mandate that species listings be conducted
only in a biological forum, and not be cur
tailed simply because an agency or industrial

.interest is opposed. My attorney and I are in
the process of challenging the FWS decision
not to extend federal ESA listing and protec-
tion to Montana Caribou. .

••

ing to the wishes of the Montana Depart
ment of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Montana
~imberinterests, and the Forest Service. With
such a powerful political coalition against it,
the fate of Montana Caribou was sealed.

The reason why the Forest ServiCe and
timber interests in the Northern Rockies
opposed federal Endangered 'species listing
for the Selkirk herd in the early 1980s, and,
aiongwith the Montana Department ofFish,
Wildlife and Parks (MDFWP), is presently
working to prevent the federal listing of
Woodland Caribou in Montana, is that fed
eral listing of Woodland Caribou would
place restrictions on the Forest Service's,cut
ting of mature to old-growth spruce/fir and
cedar/hemlocks stands. MDFWP's position
on the federal listing of Woodland Caribou
was made clear in a 15 May 1989 letter to me
by K.L. Cool, Director" ... such designation
would serve no useful purpose and would
most likely eliminate the possibility of a
successful caribou program in Montana."

The State of Montana has failed to initi
ate habitat suitability studies for either the
Cabinet Mountains or the Whitefish Range/
Glacier National Park - both of which still
contain substantial spruce/fir Caribou habi
tat. Nor has the state mounted any legal
challenges to the Forest Service's continued
roading and logging of these potential rein
troduction areas. The FS and MDFWP seem
to agree that. they don't want the Fish and
Wildlife Service telling them what to do. In
contrast, the Idaho and Washington state
agencies have taken the lead role in Caribou
recovery efforts in the Selkirk Ecosystem,
with the FWS in a supportive role.

MDFWP's opposition to ESA listing is
also preventing positive involvement by
other agencies. Without a cooperative effort,
little can be accomplished and the necessary
financing will not available. MDFWP's
opposition to Caribou restoration in north
west Montana parallels their present efforts

continud from page 5
ported in the upperYaak area of the Kootenai
National Forest in 1981 and 82, and FS biolo
gists reported Caribou tracks in the 10 Lakes
area of the Wigwam drainage (an area pro
posed for Wilderness designation) in 1984.

In October 1987, a Caribou bull from
the Selkirk herd crossed the Idaho line into
Montana's Yaak area. It was tracked and
photographed by a biologist engaged in
Black Bear research. The bull is now believed
to be part of the Moyie River herd, 25-30
miles north of the border. This distance is
easy for Caribou, as normal home ranges can
extend beyond 30 miles.

Caribou from the Moyie River herd in
BC are believed to be those that have histori
cally rotated their range down into the Cabi
netlYaak Ecosystem of Montana. Caribou

crossing south into Montana, however, have
no protection under the Endangered Species
Act, and Kootenai NF officials appear hell
bent on destroying ("harvesting'') the last
mature to old-growth spruce/fir and cedar!
hemlock basins and historic Caribou move
ment corridors.

A formal petition to amend the Endan
gered species listing of Woodland Caribou,
listed only for Washington and Idaho (Sel
kirk Ecosystem), to include Montana was
filed in 1984 by nature writer Douglas Chad
wick. FWS made a 90-day finding on 16
October 1984 that the petitioned action
might be warranted, initiating a status re
view for this population. FWS made a 12
monthfinding2July 1985, and reported itin
the Federal Register for 1 January 1986, that
the petitioned action was warra,nted but
precluded by other listing actions of higher
priority.

The formal listing process for Caribou
in Montana was thus halted. This "war
ranted but precluded" option was used by
the Reagan administration, and is now being
used by the Bush administration, to delay or
stop new federal listings. In this case, the
FWS, under pressure from industry and the
State of Montana, deprived the rarest indige
nous mammal in the US offederal protection
under the Endangered Species Act.

This was'notthe end ofpolitical maneu.
vers against Caribou restoration in Montana.
The status review of Woodland Caribou in
Montana was completed 23 May 1986, and it
showed convincing evidence of the occa
sional presence of Caribou. It also showed
that Glacier National Park, the Galton and
Whitefish ranges, and the west Cabinet
Mountains (an ecosystem along the Idaho/
Montana line adjacent to the Selkirks) proba
blyhave the highest capability of supporting
Caribou popuiations in the future, based on
habitat and future management of the areas.
It said the most likely way to have Caribou
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LATE NEWS FLASH

BARSTOW T·O VEGAS
RACE CANCELLED
FOREVER!

just before this issue went to press, news came that the BLM
has permanently banned running of the Barstow to Las Vegas
motorcycle race, along with two others in the California desert.

Citing threats to the DesertTortoise and the past failure of
race sponsors to follow (laughable) rules meant to limit damage
from the races, BLM officials said they will never again allow
running of the Barstow to Vegas, the johnson Valley to Parker,
AZ, or the Parker 400 races.

We will have a full report on this long-overdue event in the
journal's next issue. .
•••••••••••••••••••••••••*****••••••••••**•••••*

Help Save the Desert Tortoise

The first reintroduction effort took
place in 1963 when 23 adult Caribou from
Newfoundland were transplanted on Mt.
Katahdin by the Maine Department of In
land Fisheries and Wildlife. They survived
the winter, but within a few months all had
disappeared. The reasons for this failed at
tempt are uncertain, but the Caribou may
have been the victims of poaching or disease
or they may have dispersed back to the
north.

A second, privately funded, experimen
tal reintroduction program began in 1986,
and in December of that year, 27 Caribou
were captured on Newfoundland's Avalon
Peninsula and transported to Maine. Since
this was to be a captive breeding program,
the animah were held in a IS acre enclosure
at the University of Maine in Orono. The
original plan was to first release only young
animals raised in captivity, assuming that
these Caribou would remain more sedentary
following release. The adult animals would
be released back into the wild with the last
release of captive-bred ,animals in 1992.

The program has run into problems.
Initially, several Caribou were inadvertently
killed during capture and transport from
Newfoundland. All 17 female Caribou in the
Orono nursery produced calves this past
spring, but 5 calves died within the critical
first 2 weeks of life. By lateJune, a suspected
bacterial disease swept through the captive
herd, killing 11 more calves.

Meanwhile, 14 of the captive Caribou
were released in a remote area of Maine's
Baxter State Park in May 1989. All the ani
mals were radio-tagged. At this writing, only
6 of the 14 remain alive, though additional
animals may be released this fall. Some were
killed by Black-Bears, one in a rock slide, one
died of injuries"suspected" ofbeing inflicted
by a Coyote, and perhaps a few had previ
ously contracted brainworm parasite at the
Orono compound. The program is now
seeking to import additional Caribou from
Canada to replenish the experimental herd.

Despite all these set backs, the Maine
Caribou Project will continue its efforts to
reestablish Caribou in northern Maine.
However, consideration is now being given
to scrapping the strategy of raising Caribou
in captive breeding pens at the University of
Maine, and instead, releasing newly cap
tured Canadian animals directly into Baxter
Park.

Whether this new strategy will work
may depend on whether a core group of
previously released Caribou has established
itself in the area. Six animals, some ofwhich
have already dispersed, may be too small to
establish social bonding or central point
breeding areas in new habitat. .

In Idaho, the dispersal of newly cap
tured and released Caribou diminished after
a core group of Caribou was established in
the southern Selkirk Caribou range. Also,
there was an established resident herd in the
Idaho/BC border area, just north of the re
lease area. Consequently, only a small per
centage of released animals have wandered
out of the Selkirk Ecosystem recovery area.

Some Caribou biologists believe that
the Maine ,Caribou reintroduction program
is doomed to fail because the animals cannot
survive in the same forests with White-tailed
Deer. ArthurT. Bergerud, ofthe Universityof
Victoria, BC, believes White-tailed Deer in
eastern North America are infested with a
parasite that carries a disease fatal to Caribou.
The deer are immune to P. tenuis, a disease
caused by the meningeal worm, more com
monly known as the brainworm. Bergerud
points out that "every caribou introduction
has failed where there has been a high brain
worm infection rate."

This past summer I visited the Maine
Caribou Project, reviewed the program with
its staff, and was shown the captive animals.
The Project Director, Dr. Mark McCollough,
was candid about past mistakes, yet was

. optimistic that the reintroduction effort
could succeed in the long run. My reaction
to the breeding compounds in Orono, how
ever, was not favorable. The pens were much
too small and had been located in clearcuts,
rather than in cool forest canopy-covered
areas. The animals were naturally attracted
to the few wet, poorly drained areas of the
pens. There they gathered, defecated, and
drank the water. It should not have been a
surprise that the weak new calves contracted
a harmful strain of bacteria. I told the staff
that all healthy animals would be better off
being released into the wild at Baxter State
Park.

Raising Caribou in captivity, though
successful in parts of Canada, is not essential
to transplant success. Newfoundland has
successfully released animals in l1abitatwith
out an established herd. However, the qual
ityofCaribou habitat in Newfoundland may
have been the key to this success.

What is the present quality of Maine's
potential Caribou habitat? What is the ex
tent of brainworm infestation in White
tailed Deer populations? Does Maine have
too many large clearcuts? Have movement
corridors and secure breeding areas been
disrupted? What is the winter forage availa
bility? Have too many critical wet sites dried
up due to logging? Are Caribou now subject
to poachingand inadvertent shootingdue to
the vast network of logging roads? These
questions all should have been addressed in
a habitat suitability studyprior to implemen
tation of the program.

Caribou reintroduction in Maine is
being financed by a private organization, the
Caribou Transplant Corporation. State of
Maine wildlife biologists have merely ap
proved the experiment. The US Fish and
Wildlife Service has played no part in the
program, as Caribou in Maine are not feder
ally listed. Protection for Maine Caribou
under the ESA would provide better funding,
ensure biological program soundness, and
provide greater deterrence against illegal
shooting. It should be pursued expedi
tiously.

The' northern Maine boreal ecosystems
have lost much of their natural diversity.
The time has come to setthese lands aside as
biological preserves - to allow the forests to
naturally restore themselves, and become
again a home for the magical Caribou.

Captive Breeding Programs: A Poor, Last
Ditch Alternative

Although programs in Canada and
Alaska have demonstrated that Caribou can
be successfully bred in captivity, biologists
have also learned that once the species is lost
in an <I rea, reintroduction is a forrrtidable
task. An ominous trend is developing across
North America - captive breeding programs
are being used to excuse the development
that caused the demise of various species in
the wild. Huge amounts of money are being
pumped into these programs while remain
ing wild habitat is destroyed. Many, if not
most, endangered species captive b,reeding
programs do not allow species to co-evolve
with newly emerging threats such as com
petitors, predators, parasites and diseases.

With Woodland Caribou and many
other species, we still do not under~tandhow
to preserve the complex cultural heritage
that animals in their natural habitat pass
along from one generation to the next - the
learned behaviors that allow for continued
survival in the wild. This is usually conven-

iently ignored by zoo sponsored captive
breeding programs and bodes ill for the Cali
fornia Condor, Mexican Wolf, Black-footed
Ferret and many other species.

The time to save species is in advance
while population levels are still suffiCiently
healthy to allow for restoration in the wild
without captive breeding programs. If we
have learned anything it is that we must
preserve all remaining habitat - not simply
enough to support "minimum viable popu
lations.'"

Conclusion
The Woodland Caribou - this darkly

majestic link with the ice age - is in danger
ofextinction throughout its historic range in
the United States. It needs federal protection
under the Endangered Species Act in Mon
tana, Minnesota and Maine, as it is presently
protected in the Idaho and Washington Sel
kirk Mountains.

Along with Gray Wolves, Grizzly Bears,
Wolverines, Lynx, Northern Bog Lemmings,
Goshawks, and Snowy Owls, Woodland
Caribou are vanishing symbols of the bio
logical richness of the last wild lands in
North America. The restoration and protec
tion oftheir habitats would foster the contin
ued survival and well-being of innumerable
other life forms.

The domino theory applies in nature
with a vengeance! The continued loss of
remaining old-growth forests threatens spe
cies diversity, the loss of which endangers
the richly intertwined ecosystems of this
continent.

CARIBOU NEED YOUR HELP NOW!
, Write to John Turner, Director, US

Fish and Wildlife Service, 18th & C Streets,
NW, Washington, DC 20240. Urge FWS to
list Woodland Caribou as Endangered in
Montana, Minnesota, and Maine.

Activists in the Northern Rockies
should write to K.L. Cool, Director, Mon
tana Dept of Fish, Wildlife & Parks, 1420 E
Sixth Ave, Helena, MT 59620. Ask the
State of Montana to support Woodland
Caribou restoration efforts in the state and
the federal listing of Caribou under 'the
ESA.

Write to the Park Superintendent,
Glacier National Park, West Glacier, MT
59936. Request that the Park conduct a
reintroduction feasibility and habitat
suitability study for the possible reintro
duction of Woodland Caribou.

Write F. Dale Robertson, Chief, US
Forest Service, POB 96090, Washington,
DC 20090-6090. Insist that the FS stop the
cutting of all potential old-growth spruce/
fir and cedar/hemlock Caribou habitat on
the Kootenai and Flathead Nationals For
ests and initiate Caribou habitat and rein
troduction studies for the west Cabinet,
Galton, and Whitefish ,ranges in north
west Montana.

ed. note: The following is condensed from a
Defenders of Wildlife (J 244 19th St, NW,
Washington, DC 20036) Action Alert of 2
November 1989. For background information,
seeJasper Carlton's Desert Tortoise article in our
September issue.

On October 13, a longoverdue proposal
was submitted by the Fish and Wildlife Serv
ice (FWS) to list as Endangered the Mojave
population ofthe Desert Tortoise in portions
of Utah, Nevada, California and Arizona.
The proposal has generated enormous oppo
sition from development interests, ranchers
and off-road vehicle groups. It is critical that
the FWS have your comments on this pro
posal by 11 January 1990.

FWS also proposed to "determine the
Sonoran population of the desert tortoise
found outside its natural range in Arizona

.(south and east of the Colorado River) and
Mexico as a threatened species, due to simi
larity of appearance to the Mojave popula
tion." The reason for this confused situation
is that a few Sonoran tortoises have been
released into the Mojave Desert. However,
Sonoran tortoises in their native habitat
south and east of the Colorado are not pro
posed for listing.
. Both the Sonoran and the Mojave tor

toise populations are suffering from loss of
habitat to urban development, off-road
vehicle recreation, mining, and livestock
grazing; and from illegal collecting and
vandalism. A new threat is a contagious fatal
disease called the Desert Tortoise Respiratory
Disease Syndrome. The disease has been
spread from captive tortoises released in the
wild.

Environmentalists support the FWS's
proposal to protect the DesertTortoise under
the ESA. However, they consider the pro
posed rule inadequate in several ways:

To find oui: how to work for road
closures in our National Forests, contact
Keith Hammer, Road Closure Coordina
tor, EF! Biodiversity Project, POB 2072,
Kalispell, MT 59903.

Support the establishment of a large
NorthwoodsPreserve in northern New
England. In Maine, the Preserve should
include all lands contained in the Maine
Woods Preserve proposed by The Wilder
ness Society: In addition, all lands north
of the Appalachian Trail and west and
north of TWS' preserve, including all
roadless areas in Maine's St. John and
Allagash River areas, should be included.
Encourage federal government purchase
of these lands.

Work for the end of US Forest Service
jurisdiction over all of the biologically
sensitive border ecosystems from Wash
ington to Montana. These critical wildlife
habitats should be removed from the
National Forest multiple-abuse system
and converted to a system of National
Biological Preserves under a new Native
Ecosystem Act.

Support the EF! Biodiversity Project
with your financial contributions. Please
send to POB 4207, Parkersburg, WV
26104-4207. Thank you.

Jasper Carlton is a self-taught naturalist
who conducted four years of Caribou field re
search in the Selkirk, Purcell, and Whitefish
Mountains, directed the private Montana Cari
bou Ecology Proje.ct, and brought the successful
legal action against Secretary ofInterior James
Watt that resulted in the emergency listing of
Caribou in the Selkirk Ecosystem. He now coor
dinates EFt's Biodiversity Project.

Caribou Man
He went there in a dream
to the place where the caribou go
to the mountain where the caribou go
mountain not ofsnow, but ofcaribou hair.
He became the Caribou Man,
came to live among them,
eating moss, fathering young,
riding on the backs of the bulls.
He gives meat to the hunters.
He takes care ofthe caribou,

in a dream she came, called me,
she stepped from the herd, whispered my

name,
come live as husband among the caribou

We talked with him, wishing meat for our fami
lies.
He warned that our troubles came from killing
too freely.
We must kill only for food, to renew tools, tents,
clothing.
We must not waste life, their blood is his blood
their blood is our blood
their dreams are our dreams, and he
is one of us.

-Gary Lawless

It does not add the Sonoran population of
the Desert Tortoise to the list of Endangered
species. We disagree with FWS's assertion
that the Sonoran popu lation is less subject to
habitat disturbance because it inhabits steep
sided canyons. In reality, this population is
susceptible to habitat loss because of the
attractiveness of foothills habitat to new
development.

It fails to designate any Critical habitat for
the Mojave tortoises. Under the Endangered
Species Act; agencies are reqUired to desig
nate Critical habitat for listed species.

It does not indicate if or when a species
recoveryplan will be adopted. The ESA requires
that recovery plans be drawn up for each
listed species. However, the FWS often expe
riences lengthy delays in the writing of these
recovery plans. An excellent example of
such a delay is the Beaver Dam Slope popula
tion ofthe Desert Tortoise -listed as Threat
ened since 1980, and still without a recovery
plan.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Please write in
support of a stronger rule to protect the
tortoise. In your letter 1) support Mojave
tortoise listing and protection; 2) request
Sonoran tortoise listing and protection; 3)
request designation of Critical habitat; 4)
and request recovery plan adoption
within one year. Send comments to Re
gional Director (Attn: Listing Coordina
tor), US Fish and Wildlife Service, 1002 NE
Holladay St, Portland; OR 97232-4181.

Send a copy of your letter to Interior
Secretary Manuel Lujan with a note re
questing that Secretary Lujan direct FWS
Regional Director Michael Spear to sup
port listingand protection forthe $onoran
population. Address to Manuel Lujan,
Secretary, Interior Dept, 18th & C Sts, NW,
Washington, DC 202-40.
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VICTORY!!!-EARTH FIRST! SAVES·
COLORADO OLD GROWTH

A wolfat the Interior's door faces questions by a
D.C. policeman during the Nov. 20 action there.

Tell the FWS to begin REAL wolf recovery
and protection. Tell them to adopt the
Earth First! Wolf Action Network pro
posal.
"US senators, Senate, DC 20510
·US representatives, House of Representa
tives, DC 20515
Tell your congresspersons to support Rep
resentative Owens's Yellowstone Wolf
Reintroduction Bill (HR 2786), but to look
at EF!'s proposed National Wolf Recovery
and Protection Act for an idea of what
legislation with teeth would be like.

-Tom Skeele, EF! Wolf Action Network
coordinator .

unfortunate juxtaposition for the media, but
we believed we had done what we had come
to do for that day: shut down part of their
operations, get in their faces, keep up the
publicity for Bowen Gulch, and buy a little
time. We unlocked and walked away with no
arrests and all our Kryptonites. On the way
out, we noticed one of the logging vehicles
we had stopped was stalled at an intersection
with engine trouble, further delaying taking
the logs to the mill.
III. The Medicine Wheel and November
Activities

On Saturday, October 21, a wake was
held for the Bowen Gulch trees that had been
cut. A stump was pulled from the rubble,
taken three hours away to the capitol steps in
Denver, and adorned with flowers, candles
and other ritual gear. Several activists had
slept beside the stump on Friday night. That
night, an Oglala Sioux noticed the group and
became interested. On Saturday, he per
formed a traditional ceremony for the
stump, followed by a Unitarian minister,
who performed his version oflast rites for the
trees.

Our Oglala brother offered to help us
build a medicine wheel at Bowen Gulch. We
built the medicine wheel in a secluded,
snowy meadow in the path of one of the
timber cutting units. Made of large stones
from the surrounding hillsides, the medicine
wheel measures about 25 feet in diameter.
We then performed a traditional medicine
wheel ceremony and blessed the site as
sacred. We all agreed to return to the site in
one month-November 22-to finish build
ing two sweat lodges on the medicine wheel
site.

In early November, after a reconnais
sance trip to Bowen Gulch, we learned that a
skidder had been ruined. One ofthe skidders
ofJim Winter- the local redneck contractor
for Pathetic - had abrasives poured into its
crank case, costing him $10,000 in damages.
Another contractor said he was pulling out of
Bowen Gulch because he didn't want to be
involved in the controversy. Finally, a
meeting between a few ofus, the head terror
ist for L-P in Colorado, and some state poli
ticians' aides on November 14 concluded the
controversy over Bowen Gulch for the sea
son. L-P plans to return nextJuly, but they're
pulling out entirely for now. Maybe they
think we'll forget about Bowen Gulch by
next summer...

Canyon Wolf has been active with Colo
rado Earth First! for three years,especially its old
growth preservation and wolf reintroduction
campaigns. She is also a renegade graduate
student in the Philosophy Department at Colo
rado State. University.

~ ..¥ •

national that it is. Lastly, let's remember this
is not a single species issue. America needs
wolves for healthy ecosystems, thus the scope
of this issue extends far beyond one species.

If you want information (particularly
the updated fact sheet or proposal) or advice
on what to do, contact the Wolf Action
Network [address in Directory]. If you have
information, articles, or suggestions, please
send them to the Network. Also, both the
Network and New Mexico EF! (which is filing
suit against the FWS) desperately need
money! [See NMEF! bulletin i,n this issue.]

Meanwhile, write the following
people:
"President Bush, The White House, Wash
ington, DC
"NPS Director james Ridenour, Interior
Dept, 18th &: C Sts, DC 20240
Insist that the educational programs in
Yellowstone be reinstated, or you'll defect
to the Eastern Bloc, where freedom of
information is groWing. Ask Bush why, if
he is running such an environmental
administration, this sort of suppression is
occurring. Tell them that if they won't
educate the public, we will - and they
won't like our story! .
"Alaska Board of Game, Box 3200, juneau,
AI( 99802 .
"Governor Steve Cowper, State Capitol,
juneau, AK
Tell the governor that his Board ofGame is
a sham, and that he'd better fix 'it or we'll
start our own land and shoot program....
Tell the Board of Game to ban wolf hunts.
"Fish &: Wildlife Service Director john
Turner, Interior Dept, 18th &: C Sts, DC
20240

extremely slowly at this altitude.
The area has a somewhat wet, subalpine

climate with frequent lightning and rain in
the summer and heavy snow in the winter. It
lies on the western slope of the northern
Colorado Continental Divide,. where the
clouds release their moisture before moving
out to the eastern high plains of the state.
II. Environmental History and EF! Presence

Colorado mainstream environmental
ists had tried for years to stop or modify
timber sale plans for Bowen Gulch, but were
unsuccessful. The National Park Scurvy
approved of the plans, saying the cut would
help increase the "harvesting" of Elk by
draWing them out of Rocky M0untain Park
and into the "treated" areas. The high Elk
population is due to the elimination of large
predators in the area, especially Gray
Wolves. The sale was contracted to Louisi
ana-Pathetic (LP) and they were authorized
to begin logging in August 1989. However,
unknown warriors had spiked the area in
1986-87. This activity remained largely
unknown until two years later.

At the 1989 jemez, New Mexico RRR,
plans were made to put sitters up in trees all
over the country. Colorado EF! chose Bowen
Gulch as their site. Written off by some as
too late to save, Bowen Gulch suddenly
became the center of attention for environ
mentalists on the Front Range. For three
days, three people sat in the trees with seven
people for ground support. The media cov
ered the action well, and we promised fur
ther defense actions.

In September, a new group of about 25
activists gathered at Bowen Gulch to escalate
our defense. We camped four miles from the
site targeted for action. L~P began logging
operations before dawn, but soon the gate
had been locked closed with Kryptonite
locks. Also, two people had locked them
selves by the neck to the gate. The rest of us
sat in front of the gate, emphasizing our
uncompromising position. Loaded mono
liths sat behind the barricaded gate, waiting
to go to the mill in Walden, Colorado. Soon
after daylight, Huck Henderson, Grand
County Sheriff, arrived with his band ofpea
brained cronies. Huck, being a polite guy,
told us he couldn't arrest us because he didn't
know who had jurisdiction over the gate.and
the stretch of road we were blocking. He
ambled off with his buddies and tried to
decide what to do.

Meanwhile, a band of loggers showed
up for work. Instead of using the blocked
road to access the "timber," they climbed the
hill justto our west, whipped outtheirchain
saws and began cutting the marked trees. A
hauler on a previously cut skid road began
cleaning up the felled trees. This created an

then be reinstated. For nOw, the NPS is
limiting the public's access to information
about an issue mandated to be addressed at a
federal level because the agency wants to be
"prudent" and not act in a "premature"
manner.

What we in the Lower 48 are experienc
ing in regard to wolf recovery is similar to
what Alaska residents just witnessed in their
state. As reported in the last Journal, Alaska
recently held public hearings concerning
"land and shoot" wolf hunting (among
other forms). Areport from Michael Lewis in
Valdez confirmed that wolf bigotry runs
deep in the state's Board of Game, a so-called
citizen's panel appointed by the governor:

Despite 2 to 1 testimony against wolf
hunting, the Board passed new aerial hunting
areas, effectively doubling the territory open to
land and shoot hunting. The chairman of the
committee admitted that they aren't influenced
bypublic testimony. They look to local residents'
desires instead. They view Greenpeace, Df!fend
ers of Wildlife, Sierra Club, etc. as "outside
interests* which do not need to be taken into
account in the decision process. So the hearing
was a sham ... Perhaps we can still save the wolf
in Alaska through federal intervention. Per
haps....

WHAT YOU CAN DO: National dem
onstrations are il good idea, but let's not wait
for someone else to organize a big action
every 6 months. Let's get out and demand
recovery and protection of wolves and the
ecosystems they require more often. It was
exciting with this past Wolf Action to see
people organize In places not preViously
thought of as haVing active wolf advocates,
particularly in the East. Let's make this the

by Canyon Wolf

After two costly tree-spikings and
$10,000 worth of damage to a skidder, Lou
isiana-Pacific (L-P) has decided to discon
tinue cutting in Bowen Gulch for the season.
Several years ago, one spiking incident cost
the freddies $16,000 to despike. The second
incident involved non-metallic materials
(possibly ceramics), which they have been
unable to detect. More recently, sand and
grit were found in the crank case of the
skidder that belonged to L-P's contractor. In
addition, about 75 activists have been mobi
lized along the Front Range in efforts to
rescue Bowen Gulch and other high-altitude
old growth forests; and the Colorado public
at large has been made aware of the crisis.
I. Bowen Gulch Ecology

Some of the oldest and largest spruce
and fir trees in Colorado are in Bowen Gulch.
The 640 acre "planning area" slated for a
three-step shelterwood cut (30-year clearcut)
is in Arapaho National Forest adjacent to
Rocky Mountain National Park on its west
side, the wildest part of the Park. Just to its
north lies the Never Summer Wilderness.
Bowen Gulch is an area of simple, rugged,
high-altitude beauty, between 10,000 and
11,500 feet in elevation. Much of the forest
in this area remains, but is being cut rapidly.

The threatened area is dotted with lush
meadows, and is home to deer and Elk, an
occasional Moose, Black Bear, and Wolver
ine. The forest is rich with wet soil, mosses,
a complex array of undergrowth and forest
grasses, dead and decaying trees, and mixed
age stands of spruce and fir trees, some of
which are many centuries old. Our Grandfa
ther Tree is estimated to be at least 600 years
old. Two of us could not quite touch hands
around its trunk at breast height. Trees grow'

NATIONAL WOLF RECOVERY ACTion
The banner, reading "America Needs

Wolves" with a howling wolf at the bottom,
hung 30 feet from the balcony outside the
Itlterior Department building in Washing
ton, DC, and it made our message clear. So
did the 30 plus activists ",ho howled, leaf
leted, and held signs stating "001, Do Your
Job," "Ecology, Not Economy" and a banner

. saying "NPS Muzzles Wolf Education." Add
to this action the demonstrations, articles,
and slideshows in locations from the Adiron
dacks to Montana, and it is fair to judge the
National Wolf Recovery and Protection
ACfion on November 20 a success, in several
ways:

First, we showed the federal and state
agencies responsible for the recovery and
protection ofwolves, particularly the US Fish
and Wildlife Service, that we are outraged at
their efforts to date. Indeed, in Albuquerque
the group filed an intent to sue the FWS for
violation of the Endangered Species Act
concerning the Mexican Wolf. In DC, an
activist risked arrest to make his statement
(hanging the banner), but was released un
charged.

Second, we presented our version of
what a real, uncompromising wolf recovery
and protection plan would entail. We pre
sented both a proposal and a drafted piece of
legislation. People inside and outside the EF!
movement are already discussing their mer
its. .

Third, and perhaps most important, we
educated more people about the plight of
wolves and the ecosystems they require. This
we did through skits, distributing fact sheets,
and talking to the media.

The statement that America needs
wolves for healthy, intact ecosystems and
thus America needs an uncompromising
national wolf recovery and protection plan,
in which biology and ecology take prece
dence over politics and economics, must be
made loud and clear and otten, as recent
decisions by both the Fish and Wildlife Serv
ice and the National Park Service have set
wolf recovery and protection back even fur
ther. In the last issue of the Journal, Ireported
about the death of three wolves in northwest
Montana. These deaths occurred as a result
of irresponsible handling by the FWS of a
livestock depredation complaint.

More recently, NPS Director Ridenour
called for the removal of a cut-out coupon in
Yellowstone National Park's Visitor Newslet- .
ter, which advertised an educational packet
called "Wolf Pac"; and Superintendent Bar
bee told a Park biologist to stop pr~senting

his wolf slide show to public audiences across
the country (as he has been doing for a few
years now). Wolf Pac w~s created by the
Denver Museum of Natural History, and was
available to teachers through the newsletter.
It will no longer be advertised In, or available
through, the newsletter.

As usual, public land agency bureau
crats bowed to pro-livestock lackeys - this
time two senators - moaning about efforts
to help wolves return to the wilds of North
America. Senators Malcolm Wallop (R-WY)
and Conrad Bums (R-MT) presented com
plaints' to Interior Secretary Lujan in May
stating that Wolf Pac was biased in favor of
wolf reintroduction in Yellowstone (because
the packet mentioned it) and that It never
addressed the "taking" of wolves if livestock
depredation occurred.

In October, Ridenour discussed the
senators' concerns with Superintendent
Barbee. Barbee later said he was asked to
ensure that the Park's wolf presentations
were not biased. That would be easy! Simply
add to these programs a section about the
livestock issue - explaining that money
exists to compensate depredations, and that
in Minnesota, where a viable wolf popula
tion survives, only 1-2% of the livestock are
preyed upon by wolves each year - and
allow the public to make an informed deci
sion. Instead of such a practical approach,
two of the Park's most Widely used public
forums about wolves are no longer available
through the Park Service.

In a conversation with Yellowstone's
spokeswoman, I learned the following:
1) The Museum paid for mailing costs of the
packet. All the Park was doing was allOWing
the announcement to run in their newsletter
and offering packets to Park visitors. The
Museum is still distributing the Wolf Pac.
2) Biologist Norm Bishop will not present

his show until the congressionally-man
dated biological study on the impact of wolf
reintroduction on the Park's ecosystem and
surrounding regions is finished (probably by
the first of the year) and the NPS takes a
formal stand on wolf reintroduction in YNP
(the second step in this bureaucratic proc.
ess). Should the NPS come out in favor of re
introduction and recommend that Congress
pursue it, these educational programs could
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Geothennal Project Threatens Big Island

A road blockade to stop geothermal development in Hawaii's Wao Kele 0 Puna forest drew police to
the site, a few miles above the town ofPahoa.

First!ers Cricket and Larry Hammond, who
monitor streams as well as forest In these
mountains. Despite threats to their personal
safety, the Hammonds confronted the river
rapers and goaded reluctant federal and state
bureaucrats to take action to protect the
river. Unfortunately these river rapers were
friends of the local US congressman, who
earlier had advised the Hammonds "to not
squeal on their neighbors" when he was
asked for help. In this case having friends in
high places paid off. When US Army Corps
of Engineers and state Game and Inland
Fisheries agents launched a sting operation
early the morning of November 1, the cul
prits had been warned and had pulled out
their equipment dUring the night. However,
the entire operation, which involved large
profits, has been halted - for now. Thanks
Cricket and Larry! We continue to monitor
this and other streams in the area.

-Bob Mueller, VA EF! contact

Big Bend EF! Protests
FS Mismanagement

On November 2, 20 EF! warriors joined
Smokey the Bear, Long Leaf Pine and Red
Cockaded Woodpecker in front of US Forest
Service headquarters in Tallahassee, to pro
test the mismanagement of the Apalachicola
National Forest. Smokey the Bear distributed
copies of his resignation and declared "Only
You Can Prevent Clearcuttlng!"

Florida's National Forests are home to
many rare, Threatened, and Endangered
species, including Black Bear, Red-cockaded
Woodpecker, Gopher Tortoise, Indigo and
Pine Snakes and Sherman's Fox SqUirrel. Yet
60% of Florida's NF land is used for timber
production, primarily by c1earcuttlng, whlle '
less than 7% is designated Wilderness.

Connie Dickard, public affairs officer of
the FS, stated to the press and participants
that clearcutting the forest and replanting
benefits some wildlife. Owls and woodpeck
ers hooted and flapped their wings in dis
agreement while a lumberjack chainsawed a
screaming long leaf pine. The EF! street
theatre demonstrated the plight of Florida's
vanishing ecosystems and gained cheers
from pedestrians and passing smog-mobiles
during lunch hour traffic.

Later that afternoon, the woodland
creatures and their compatriots moved their
protest to Highway 319 along a proposed
c1earcut in the Apalachicola NF. There they
rallied passing motorists with "Burma-Shave
style" signs spread over a mile that urged
motorists to call the FS to protest this
clearcut.

Local news media sympathetically car
ried the EF! message to the public. These
demonstrations fired our enthusiasm for
further actions.

-Big Bend EF!, POB 20582, Tallahassee,
FL 32316

S. Appalachian EF! Group
Forms

On October 27, the Green Fire Road
Show brought together 150 people at the
Stone Soup restaurant in Asheville, North
Carolina, for an evening of entertainment
and a call to help save the Earth's dWindling
wilderness. After the show, 50 folks an
swered that call by forming a Southern
Appalachian chapter of Earth First! Pres
ently, the ,group calls itself Earth Liberation
Front or ELF!

ELF! staged its first action a week later,
risking arrest by trespassing into the
Asheville Watershed to protest a Widely
opposed c1earcut there. Two grassroots
groups have effectively brought this unusual
cut to the public's eye: Western North Caro
lina Alliance and CACAW (Citizens Against
Clearcutting in the Asheville Watershed)
have rIl')unted letter writing campaigns,
petition drives and peaceful protests agains't
the destruqion.

In June of 1987, Powell Lumber Com
pany leased 51 acres from the Asheville
Water Authority for $57,000. By fall of that

continued on page 10
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FLEF! Protests for Ocala NF
On November 4, three Florida black

bears, a red-cockaded woodpecker, a giant
gopher tortoise and a caravan of Florida
Earth First!ers visited the Ocala National
Forest's Lake George District Ranger station,
nestled between a new convenience store
and a shopping center. There the animals
and EF!ers performed street theatre before an
audience of county and Forest Service law
enforcement agents and tourists.

Because of our protest, more of Florida's'
public is n,ow aware of the abuse of their
National Forests. Correspondence has be
gun with media contacts. We hope to pres
sure the Freddies to consider RNA (Research
Natural Area) designation for Riverside Is
land (Longleaf Pine/wiregrass community)
and the Halfmoon Scrub area (ancient Sand
Pine scrub).

-Florida EF!

Virginia EF! Protects a River
An ongoing threat to Virginia's rivers is

gravel mining - some of it illegal. This was
the case lastJuly and again in October when
the gravel hogs struck Brattons Run, a trout
stream near our fall rendezvous site. How
ever, the hogs hadn't reckoned with Earth

olulu, HI 96802
*BemardAkana, mayor, 25 ApuniSt, Hilo,
HI 95813
*Senator D. Inouye, Hilo Lagoon Center,
101 Apuni St #205, Hilo, HI 96720
*President Bush, The White House, Wash
ington, DC
Send donations to Rainforest Action
Group, POB AB, Kutistown, HI 96760

-W.S. Merwin

There Just Might Be Hope
Attending a gathering of environmen

talists in central California is generally about
as much fun as squatting in the outhouse
when you know a couple dozen scorpions are
down there. Everyone at these get-togethers
is so exqUisitely coiffed and accoutered, so
goddamn antiseptic, that as soon as you sit
down you wish you had a fifth of hundred
proof Wild Turkey and a stinking cigar and
could cut loose a loud onion fart.

So my enthusiasm about attending the
California Wilderness Conference in Visalia
is near the level it would be if I were swilling
Coors while my car was being filled with
Exxon on my way to a date with Nancy
Reagan. I've excuses not to go: there's pine to
split before the next rain, I'll fall behind on
my condor-l080 book, etc.

Yet it's only 80 miles downhill and Dave
Foreman will be there and he and I rarely get
together these days to knock off a few beers
and let our thoughts careen around, crash
and collide. So, along with three other no
compromisers, I put on a gas mask and ride
through the middle San Joaquin Valley,
trying not notice the thoroughness with
which it's been trashed by gargoyles of greed
gobbling up government subsidies.

When I enter the Visalia convention
center a Bob Dylan line ricochets through
my mind: "Wheri your gravity fails and
negativity won't pull you through." For, no
matter how much electricity they save, fluo
rescent lights are harsh and unnatural and
can lead to headaches and that's mostly what
the place has. Also, the joint is filled with
khaki uniforms: BLMers, State Parkers, Forest
Circusers, Fish and Garners. This time a Tom
Waits line conquers my cranium; "I'm tired
ofall these soldiers here." And in the audito
rium the forest killers have erected a giant
display with a recorded tape that drools and
drips deception and is augmented by photos
of piles of tree cadavers in North Fork, CA.
North Fork's my turf and Idon't have to drive
80 miles through a murdered desert to be
reminded of the carnage taking place there.

Where in hell's the Wild Turkey?
But as tempo slowly fugits coffee suf

fices. I realize there's more of us - real
ecoraiders like tree sitters Greg King and
Darryl Cherney - than kind and gentle
mitigators who refuse to recognize that na
ture can be both beautiful and cruel, serene
and unmanageable.

, A former Forest Circuser ends his work
shop by advising folks not to believe any
thing the Circus says: even its maps lie. The
shops that last too long are so numerous and
so interesting it's tough to decide which to
attend. The speeches and slide -shows, also
too long plus too frequent, come out with
the message we were shouting eight years
ago: "Fuck mitigation! If you don't get the
whole loaf the crumbs you're left with aren't
worth picking up."

'Inspirational' ain't my kind of word
but I honestly feel inspired listening to the
oldtimers who were fighting almost alone
before most of us knew a war'was going on.

It's hard to say it's an EF! gathering but
it's harder to say it isn't. Firsters run a lot of
workshops, Ecotage and Bill Oliver and Glen
Waldeck supply the music and Dave is the
dominant figure throughout the whole four

. days. And the attitude among the vast ma
jority of the 800 plus persons present, repre
senting over 80 organizations, is: "NO
COMPROMISE!"

And yes, Dave and I do get together over
a few beers and joke and iaugh and damn
near cry and exchange stories ofbeing rudely
aroused and looking into the barrels of
cocked and loaded guns. But it's not in the
usual cantina; it's on the auditorium stage
where we're participating in a skit that's
supposed to reinforce the music. When Bill
and Glen and Ecotage are taking breaks,
Dave tells the famous story of his encounter
with]im Watt while rafting down the Grand
Canyon and I recite a poem describing the
effects on life of outlaw dead bodies like Ed
Abbey.

Meanwhile being hopeful doesn't stop
me from keeping a proper perspective and
being prepared. Three times a day I eat
onions, smoke cigars and drink Wild Turkey.

-J.P. Bernhard, Clovis, CA

LORE

destroy the biota. Brine from the wells would
be released on the surface and, after killing
the surface vegetation, would percolate
down to contaminate the island's lense of
fresh water. The area where the wells are
proposed is the most geologically active in
the world. Theyplan to drill intel an ACTIVE
volcano. '

The effects will extend far beyond the
rainforest. The energy from the wells would
be transported on 100 foot towers to the sea,
and in oil-filled conduits, at depths of up to
6000', under the sea to Maui; then on towers
again, across Maui to the sea, and undersea to
Waimanalo on Oahu. Theoll-filled conduits
have never been tested at such depths. The
sea bottom shifts. An oil leak would become
an oil spill from below.

In October, bulldozers razed a swath
three miles into the forest. They had a permit
to begin a road, but they destroyed more
than twice the area designated to them.
When notified of the trespass, the authori
ties gave them a token fine. The great 'ohia
trees were cut up and buried in crushed lava.
The 'ie'ie vines, which grow only in this
forest, withered in the sun.

On October 7, sev~ral hundred protest
ers 'from all the main islands, led by native
Hawaiians, walked to the new iron gate,
where they met police and hired guards: the
Hawaii Protective Association. A lawyer
from a company named True Venture, oper
ating out 6f Casper, Wyoming, told the
Hawaiians they would not be allowed to
pass., The Hawaiians said the land was theirs.
They were then told that they would not be
prevented from proceeding but would do so
at their own risk. The procession continued
to an ancient 'ohia tree that had somehow
been spared. The natives laid offerings to the
fire-goddess at the foot of this remnant of
their place and then walked back out again.

Much more damage is planned. The
developers are counting - as innumerable
destructive schemes in Hawaii have counted
- on people not knOWing what is happening
until it is too late to stop.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Write the
Hawaiian newspapers, Hawaii County
mayor and your congresspersons and
President protesting the destruction ofthe
US's last tropical lowland rainforest:
*Star Bulletin, POB 3080, Honolulu, HI
96802
*HawaiiTribune Herald, POB 767, Hilo, HI
96721
*Honolulu Advertiser, POB 3110, Hon-

TRIBA

ed. note: John Seed reported in our last issue on
the imminent destruction of the only tropical
lowland rainforest in the United States. Rain
forest activists and EF!ers have been protesting
with the native Hawaiians for the forest. Activ
ists interested in joining this campaign should
write Mike Roselle ofthe EF! DirectAction Fund.

The last lowland tropical rainforest in
the United States, growing on the flanks of
the highly active Kilauea volcano on the Big
Island of Hawaii, is about to be destroyed. A
road was recently constructed and an area
cleared to begin test drilling. Unless the
project is stopped, several hundred shafts
will be sunk more than a mile underground
to generate steam for electricity.

The Wao Kele 0 Puna forest begins a few
miles above the town of Pahoa. Even before
the bulldozers invaded the forest this fall, it
had been reduced to about 27,000 acres. Yet
it is the largest intact bit oflowland rainforest
remaining in the Hawaiian islands. A few
imported species have established them
selves around the edges, but for the most part
the flora consists of native species evolved in
the Hawaiian islands. The Wao Kele 0 Puna
is the only place in the Islands where native
birds, Wiped out everywhere else in the low
lands, have managed to survive and to de
velop immunity to the avian malaria that
arrived with Europeans and the. mosquito.

The Wao Kele 0 Puna is part of the
"ceded lands," legally dedicated to the use of
the Hawaiian people. It was recently
"swapped" for an adjoining-area ofdisturbed
and non-native forest, by the State ofHawaii,
without the consent of the native Hawaiians.
This was done to allow the invasion of the
forest. The Wao Kele 0 Puna has supplied
traditional practitioners of the Hawaiian
healing arts with medicinal plants since long
before European contact. If the land-swap
now disputed in the courts - is finally de
clared legal, the Hawaiians will no longer
have access to it. But that will not matter, for
the forest itself will soon cease to exist.

Opposition from native Hawaiians and
other residents has been ignored and the
developers have proceeded with the encour
agement of Senator Inouye, Governor
Waihee and other officials. Few people
anywhere know of the destruction. Local
papers in Hawaii have done little more than
tefer to it.

The adverse environmental' effects of
the proposed geothermal project are many.
The geothermal wells would release hydro
gen sulfide, which is poisonous and would



Asheville, North Carolina's Earth Liberation Front stages its first action by trespassing into the
Asheville Watershed to protest a widely opposed clearcut there.
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continued from page 9
year, Powell had cut about 20 acres. This cut
can be seen from the Blue Ridge Parkway.
The public outcry was so great that the water
authoritysoughtto buyback the contract on
the remaining acreage. Bruce Powell, presi
dent of Powell Lumber, agreed verbally in
May of 1989 to sell back his contract. Evi
dently, the strong timber interest in western
North carolina convinced Powell that if he
did so, it would be a great victory for conser
vationists. As it stands now, he plans to
continue with the clearcut.

For a designated watershed, a receptacle
of clean water for the population of
Asheville, this area is far from pristine. There
are roads, a lodge, a huge working quarry
near the reservoir, and of course a clearcut.
Powell Lumber is cutting beautiful hard
woods not for timber, but to use as pulp at
Champion's mill in Canton. Thus Powell
destroys forest in Buncombe County, so
Champion can further pollute the Pigeon
River and foul the air of Haywood County.

Earth Liberation Front! believes further
action may be necessary to halt the clearcut.
Hopefully, however, public outcry will con
vince Bruce Powell and the Asheville Water
Authority of the foolishness of their endeav
ors, and they will cease destroying this beau
tiful area.

-Mad Dog, ELF!

The Occupation of
Nitassinan

"Militarism is a form of colonization
which takes away from our lives.... But, we
will fight for our rights. I believe in non
violence and civil disobedience. I am ready
to go to jail, to take blows ordie for our cause,
because I believe in the struggle for the free
dom of my people. I don't want your sy;mpa
thy. I want your strong and collective sup
port against the oppression of your govern
ment. What we need is your resistance."
Penate Ben Michel made this plea at aJanu
ary 1987 conference in Montreal on milita
rism in LabradorlNitassinan.

Northwest River, Labrador, a place
called Nitassinan or "our land" by the lnnu
people who have lived there for 9000 years or
so, and a place known as Goose Bay by the
Canadian armed forces and more recently
NATO, is the site ofone of the most enduring
struggles against militarism on the conti
nent.' The Innu people are fighting the
expansion of the military base and an in
crease from the present 8000 to over 40,000
low level flights a year. The Innu people, and
recently a Newfoundland court decision,
maintain that this is their land. The Cana
dian government, in a bid for a billion dollar
international NATO facility, sees Goose Bay
as a money ma~ngmilitary venture.

A desire for peace in the land is what
brings Rose Gregoire, Innu mother of four,
her sister Elizabeth Penashue, and friend
Francesca Snow to speak throughout the
country and defend their rights. These
women and their families have led the resis
tance at the Goose Bay military base. Astring
of occupations and demonstrations and the
peaceful taking by storm of the base's run
ways represent the most significant chal
lenge yet to war exercises in the Innu home
land. In the spring of 1989; these women
spent 19 days in a provincial jail for occupy
ing the military runway. They were acquit-

-Mike Stabler, CO EF!

event. There will probably be funding to
reimburs'e for transportation (carpool!). We
also welcome donations: CO EF!, POB 1166,
Boulder, CO 80306.

Whether or not you're able to attend
this annual event, some day you may get the
opportunity to talk to Cowboys or
Cowsymps (Cow Sympathizers). Here are
some facts to keep in mind:

Less than 5% of ranchers use public
lands. Less than 2% of cattle graze on public

, lands. Yet 40% ofall land in the West is open
to grazing. (That's 80% of Western public
lands, which comprise 50% of the West.)

Virtually all waterways on Colorado's
Western Slope (more than half the state) are
in violation of the Clean Water Act due to
public lands grazing. The situation is similar
for all other Western states.

The General Accounting Office (GAO)
has issued reports highly critical of the Bu
reau of Land MaI'\agement's and Forest
Service's management of the grazing pro-

. gram. James Duffus III of the GAO reports,
"BLM has often placed the needs of livestock
permittees ahead of the long-term health of
resources." The GAO concludes that "BLM is
not mana_g ranchers. Rather, ranchers are
managing BLM."

The GAO published a separate report on
public rangelands and riparian zones inJune
1988. One of its many damaging conclu
sions was that "Many of the field staff re
sponsible for riparian improvement work ...
do not believe their work will supported by
agency management if it is opposed by
ranchers using the 'public rangelands." A
recent example of this was when a BLM
employee stopped a certain rancher from
cutting down trees on an environmentally
sensitive piece ofBLM property. The rancher
complained, and the employee was ordered
by his boss not only to apologize to the
rancher, but also to personally deliver the
illegally cut wood to the rancher's house!

Representative George Darden (D-GA)
reports that BLM and FS collected a total of
$26 million from grazing in 1984, while the
programs cost $73 million to run. Taxes
made up the difference.

A study sponsored jointly by the FS and
BLM in 1985 found that of 47,000 individual
grazing leases throughout the West, more
than 1000 were illegal sublets.

Even the President's own Council on
Environmen tal Quality has called over
grazing a leading cause of the growing
amount of Western rangeland turning to
desert!

Grim facts like these are enumerated at
length in Lynn Jacobs's Free Our Public Lands
tabloid (available from the Grazing Task.
Force; see Directory). Remember, though,
that you don't need snappy answers and
hard statistics. Simply speaking your heart
can work wonders. For more information on
the Stock Show demonstrations, contact
Norbret Arensdorf at 303-786-9460 or Rob
Taylor at 303-443-2496. The Earth needs
your help counteracting the ranching can
cer.

VI' EF! Holds Street Theatre
for James Bay

At lOAM, November 13, in Burlington, the
winter chill stung fingers as the reaper, followed
by electric toothbrush, razor, TV, microwave,
hair dryer and two businessmen, strolled up to
Vermont's second largest utility: Green Moun
tain Power (GMP). Caribou, Atlantic salmon,
owls, snow goose, cougar and wolfcame out of
the woods as the reaper's entourage arrived. The
businessmen cried "Ugh! Animals! Get rid of
them!, • and ran after caribou and friends beat
ing them with briefcases. The battle between
unnecessary electrical appliances and the crea
tures ofJames Bay had begun.

Salmon and caribou fell; wolf and cougar
ran off. Executives from GMP walked somewhat
annoyed past the clash. TV cameras arrived.
The bulldozercame alive and led the reaper et. al. '
to the charge "Phase One, Phase One!"

The northern Quebec-Labrador Penin
sula is one of the wildest areas in eastern
North America. A look at Phase 1 of Hydro
Quebec'sJames Bay Project gives us a picture
of the negative impact Phase 2 will have on
this fragile ecosystem. In 1971 Robert
Bourassa, Quebec's once and current pre
mier, rammed Phase 1 through over the
objections of European environmentalists
and the native Cree and Inuit. It destroyed
La Grande River. Eight of the world's largest
dams backed up 4600 square miles of mud
and water. Mercury released from flooded
lands reached toxic levels in the fish, a main
stayofthe local diet. Phase 2 oftheJames Bay
Project will destroy the Great Whale, East
Main, Rupert, Broad Back and Nottaway
Rivers, along with 3000 kilometers of east
coast James Bay salt marsh estuary.

Reorganized, the business team again
charged at the lames Bay ecosystem. "Phase
Two, Phase Two!" This time the caribou, wolf
and cougarwereprepared. They unplugged those
nasty appliances and wrenched the dozer. The
businessguys offered to make a deal. The ani
mals replied with a ferocious sound that drove
those guys away. All ofJames Bay ecosystem
rejoiced.

While the creatures, death and appliances
paraded through the office complex, our neigh
borhood purveyor of double-newspeak, Chris
Dutton, GMP's attorney and spokesperson, tried
justify the desecration ofthe lames Bay Ecosys
tem. The conversation was live/yas the PRguys
talked oftheir concern for adequate energy sup
plies with a pink-faced businessman, dollar bill
over his mouth and the reaper by his side.

In the fall of 1984, the US media Widely
reported the "accidental" drowning of
10,000 Caribou in the Caniapiscau River
near the Inuit town of Kuujjuaq (a.k.a. Fort
Chimo). Hydro-Quebec released a large
volume of water into the river during the
annual migration of the George River Cari
bou herd. Hydro-Quebec claimed the "inci
dent" was "mainly an act of god" and the
result of "torrential rain." The Inuit knew
that rainfall had been below average. The
salmon had been very late coming upstream
due to the very low water.

While we can't undo the extensive
damage done to the James Bay area, we can
protectwhat remains by insistingour elected
officials say "no" to the purchase of addi
tional "cheap" Canadian power.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Write to the,
officials below. Tell them you want the
northern Quebec-Labrador Peninsllla to
remain wilderness. Say you want Hydro
Quebec to stop the Great Whale and Not
taway, Broadback, Rupert complexes. Tell
them James Bay belongs to the Caribou,
Polar Bear,James Bay Cree, Mocreebec and
Inuit.
*Governor Madeliene Kunin, Montpelier,
vr 05602
*Governor Mario Cuomo, State Capitol,
Albany, NY
*Premier Robert Bourassa, Provincial Of
fices, Quebec City, Quebec, CANADA
*Hon. Tom McMillan, Minister of Envi
ronment, Ottawa KIA OA6

-Deadmeat Verde, Vermont EF!

What Do You Say to a
Cowboy?

How many of you have had the oppor
tunity to talk with a real cowboy? Colorado
Earth Firstfwill provide the chance again this

,year at the National Western Livestock Show
and Rodeo in Denver, January 8-22. Among
the fun and games planned, we hope to have
a booth in the Exhibitors' Hall, right between
Larry's Leather Accessories and a display of
the latest thing 'in cattle prods.

Monday January 8 is the date of. the
Livestock Show Parade, which last year saw
two EF!ers and a banner hanging high above
it. Similar fun is planned for this year. Mid
week we'll have a gr-';ng party, with well
known EF! entertainers, banner making and
beer drinking. January 13 we'll attend the
Livestock Show, picketing, performing guer
illa theatre and holding a few unannounced
events. \

Colorado EF! invites all activists to at
tend; we want to make this a multi-state

New England EF!ers Stage
Hostile Take-o~er

In mid-November, New England EF!ers
staged a hostile take-over of Great Northern
Nekoosa at Great Northern's offices in Port
land, Maine, to highlight Georgia Pacific's
attempt to take over Great Northern, and to
protest Great Northern's clearcutting of the
Maine Woods. EF!ers anticipate that GP will
accelerate development and clearcutting of
these forest lands if it succeeds in its bid to
acquire Great Northern. If it succeeds, GP
will be the world's largest forest products
industry. GP is presently offering over $3
billion for Great Northern.

-Tom Butler, Vermont EF!

Alabama: the Heart of Dixie
Alabamians often wince at th~irplacein

history. Never mind THE war; it is modern
things that cast a shadow over Dixie. Look
ing at various charts, one often finds Ala
bama near the bottom in education, per
sonal income, even pollution. Emelle, AL, is
the site ofone ofthe world's largest commer
cial toxic waste dumps. Football is the
number two event, right behind breathing.
And, though George Corley Wallace is not
still the governor of Alabama, a Baptist
preacher now is.

A report in the Birmingham News re
cently decried that Alabama's number one
cash crop is no longer cotton, nor peanuts,
nor peaches. It is marijuana! That's right,
green chop. Dorris Teague, of the Alabama
State Troopers, said that marijuana can be
found growing in virtually every county in
Alabama. Police discovered more of the
weed in Jefferson County, the state's most
urban area, than anywhere else.

What makes Alabama's biggest cash
crop a concern for environmentalists is that
it is being grown within the National Forests
of the state. According to the News, National
Forests are becoming "popular spots for ille
gal horticulture." EVidently, marijuana is
hard to see via air reconnaissance when it is
interspersed among third growth pulp pines.

-Ned Mudd, Jr., Alabama Rustics

level of rarity. Laura Jackson, author of The
Wilderness Society's regional study, Moun
tain Treasures at Risk, urged that individuals
take responsibility for an area of manageable
size and challenge specific timber sales. Jeff
Elliott spoke for ecotage, and Jamie Sayen,
presenting the Preserve Appalachian Wilder
ness (PAW) proposal, noted the role that
conservation of wood products could play.
Only 13% of the wood fiber used by industry
in this country comes from timber cut on
public land. Decreasing use of products
made from wood pulp would make lumber
ing on public land unnecessary.

During lively discussion toward the
close ofthe workshop, Peter Kirby, Southeast
Regional Director ofThe Wilderness Society,
suggested that people from the conference
gather to design a map of the Southern
Appalachian region as a tool for strategizing.
On the map, protected areas might be col
ored green; essential unprotected areas, red;
connecting corridors and buffer zones, yel
low. A meeting was agreed upon butthe date
has not yet been set.

Meanwhile, David Wheeler, a member
of the conference organizing committee and
an editor of Katuah Journal, has drawn to
gether into a program the diverse ideas ex
pressed at the conference. He is propOSing
the program to the newly formed Western
North Carolina Earth First! group [ELF!] and
to other organizations in the region. To him

'as to other conference participants, the
weekend will prove to have been a,success, If
the "focus" in the future is "action."

-Mary Davis

..'Tribal Lore.

Southern Appalachians
Host Habitat Conferences

Between 1830 and 1930 the forests of
the Southern Appalachian Mountains were
ravaged by logging and burning. In the
upper elevations of the Smokies, more than
100,000 acres were spared; but, as trees fell
almost everywhere else, an unknown num
ber of plant and animal species disappeared.
Subsequently conservation policies for sev
eral million acres of recently established
National Forests allowed mountain habitats
to begin to recover. Today trees in these
fOrE~sts are sixty to eighty or even a hundred
years 01d. In another hundred.years they
could be old-growth, sheltering a diversity of
species resembling that of the primeval for
est. Could, but .....

Robert Zahner, professor emeritus of
forestry at Clemson University, turned his
history of the Southern Appalachian forests
into a call for action atthe conference Restor
ing Biodiversity in the Southern Appalachi
ans: A Strategy for Survival, held at the
University of North Carolina Asheville, Oc
tober 27. He was not alone in his sense of
urgency. During the conference and dUring
a workshop, For All things Wild, at Warren
Wilson College the follOWing day, person
after person spoke of regional, national, and
international crises.

Hall Salwasser, deputy ,director for
Wildlife and Fisheries in the US Forest Serv
ice, referred, for instance, to the "new Four
Horsemen of Environmental Apocalypse,"
the first of which is "human population
growth." William Mclarney, a consulting
aquatic biologist from North Carolina, dis
cussed the plight ofaquatic wildlife, so over
looked in the region that a forest manage
ment plan established "fish" as an indicator
species; and Charles Roe, director 6f the
North Carolina Natural Heritage Program,
pointed out that more than 400 species of
plants and animals in North Carolina are in
danger of extinction.

Suggested remedies were as varied as the
threats. Analyzing the destructiveness of
habitat fragmentation, Reeg Noss of the EPA
National Laboratories, Corvallis, Oregon,
spoke, for example, of the need for a Native
Ecosystems Act that would preserve both
endangered ecosystems and a representative
of every type of ecosystem regardless of its



ted of the charges, when the Newfoundland
c,ourt determined that they sincerely be
lIeved they were occupying their own land
and hence could not be trespassing. These
women, eight other Innu women, and seven
Innu men did their time anyway, as they
refused to sign the conditions that would
have led to their release. By this summer,
over 250 arrests had taken place.
The Military Buildup

The Goose Bay military base was built'
~uring World War II as an outlying station
ImkingNorth America and Europe. In 1952,
the US Air Force signed a 20 year lease to use
the base, and soon began lending their in
stallations to the British Royal Air Force. Bv
the mid 70s, with resistance in Europea~
countries to low flying military flights over
densely populated areas, several countries
began looking greedily at the Canadian
north for new testing zones. By the 1980s,
over 4000 training flights a year were occur
ring over the 100,000 square kilometer area.
By 1989 there were 8000 low level flights a
year; from April to November, 30-50 a jay.

The worst is yetto come. In 1980 NATO
sponsored a feasibility study for the con
struction ofa fighter plane trainlhg center in
Goose Bay. In 1985, the Canadian Minister
of Defense announced that the government
would spend $93 million to modernize the
base; and encouraged new countries to join
the W;H games. Six countries - Belgium,
Great Britain, West Germany, Holland, the
US and Canada are now using the Nitassinan
skies. The NATO training center for which
the Canadian government is bidding would
entail. 100,000 low level flights a year, 2-6
bo~billg ranges, and replicas of landing
strIpS, hangars, refineries, industrial plants,
and other "enemy" targets.

The Innu learned this summer that a
decision to proceed with the full-scale NATO
tactical weapons training center will be
announced in December. "That means we
have 7 months to save our homeland," said
Rose Gregoire. "If the NATO base is estab
lished, Nitassinan will be turned into a war
zone and our nation will be utterly de
stroyed."
Buzzing the North

Currently, jet bombers use 38,000
square miles of northern Quebec and labra
dor to fly at altitudes lower than are allowed
almost anywhere else in the world. In West
Germany, no flights are permitted under 250
feet: lower levels are considered too danger
ous over populated areas. The Canadian
Department of National Defence (DND) and
NATO apparently think that Nistassinan is
uninhabited; the 15,000 lnnu who live there
think otherwise.

The low level flights create terrifying
booms Without warning in the otherwise
unbroken peace of the northwoods. Studies
have shown that "bUZZing" adversely affects
the sense of hearing, the nervous system, and
the metabolism of most species in the north
ern ecosystem.

The impact on the Caribou herds, the
Bea.ver, fish, geese, and all the animals upon
whIch the Innu rely is what the Innu are
fighting. The lnnu depend totally upon the
fragile northern ecosystem. The George
.River Caribou herd is the largest migratory
mammal herd in North America, estimated
at o~er 500,00? animals. The buzzing is
creatmg stress m the herd. Caribou weak
ened by stress are easy prey for bears and
wolv~s. Mortality rates are increasing and
the birth rate is declining.

"The militarization, that's what you'
have to fight," said Francesca Snow. "When
the animals are destroyed, the people are
forced off the land, into wage work, into
welfare, and the very soul of the community
is destroyed...." ,

"This year," Rose Gregoire says, "five
families will be just outside the restricted
zone near the range. They are going to walk
up to the range and put up a tent to keep
ligh~ly inhabit'ed during the day. They'll be
out. ill the woods hunting, and if the military

. helIcopters come they're going to hide in the
woods. If people are living in the bombing
range, they are going to come and take them
to jail. They don~t want that to happen ....
The people are not going to stop now.... They
are going to resist."

The Innu are asking people to lobby to
stop the base, in any way they can, and to
directly support the struggle. For more infor
mation, please write Greg Penashue, NMIA,
Box 119, Sheshatshiu, Nitassinan, Labrador
AOP IMO Canada; or Mennonite Central
Committee, General Delivery, Northwest
River, Labrador AOP IMO.

-Winona LaDuke; translations by
Mark Drouin . .

The Second Spill
That magical date, September 15, when

every mile of the once oiled Alaskan coast
line would be clean, came and went. Exxon
left, the oil stayed, and a-new terminology
was born in Alaska -"spillswill" refers to the
garbage the Texxons left behind after their
"clean-up." The state regards the problem as
so serious they are dubbing it the "second
spill."

Two friends and I decided to document
a Prince William Sound Exxon dump site for
the state. We chose to circle Knight Island,
one of the worst hit places in the Sound and
video the remaining crude and garbage.' One

. of us, Bob, had been an Exxon whore, Le.,
clean-up worker, on this island, so he knew
where to go. Our captain, Ted, a fishermen
put out of business by the spill, had joined
the volunteer clean-up effort.

On our way down the east side of
Knight, Bob told us about the Dan Quayle
visit. He was on the crew that was washing
the Quayle beach. They were made to blast
this area, on Smith Island, with water for 16
hours, pushing the oil into the water to be
contained bya boom, ready for thes~ers
to pick up. Exxon's air force in the area was
told to "buzz around and look pusy" for the
media cameras. Quayle came, inspected the
beach, and was gone within 15 minutes. As
soon as Quayle was in the air in his chopper,
the order was given, "demobilize the beach
as soon as possible," and within 20 minutes
the beach was deserted and the containment
boom had been removed without any of the
oil being recovered. It was all loose in the
ocean, ready to, wash 'back up on the beach
again.

We saw no wildlife on the .east side of
the island - no birds, no sea otters, no sea
lions, no whales ... nothing. It felt eerie. The
west side was a little more lively, but not
much: At each beach we checked, oil was still
present and Exxon's trash everywhere. It
became apparent that a clean-up of the
"clean_up" would be needed. The worst
problem was the plastic pom-poms used to
absorb oil. Being plastic, they will take for
ever to break down. They were piled in huge
mounds, jammed between boulders and
hanging off trees. We found a dead sea-otter
wrapped in a string of them. Absorbant pads
and huge plastic bags (used to haul the oily
beach away to Oregon) were the next largest
problem. Amid this trash was evidence of
bioremediation - bricks and pellets of the
toxic chemical Exxon used to break the toxic
oil off the beaches. Signs warned us to stay
off beaches so treated, as workers using this
chemical had suffered burns and state offi
cials had said that touching "treated"
beaches may cause kidney damage. We
wondered if Exxon expected the animals to
read the signs too.

One night, in sn'ug Harbor, Bob and I
were stranded on a beach by a vicio'us winter
storm with a pounding 10 foot surf that
wouldn't allow Ted to rescue us. We wit
nessed then how an "environmentally
stable" ([exxon's words) beach reacted to
the waves smashing down on it.. Disturbed
oil poured from this "clean" beach in a
brown slurry into the sound. The waves were
brown with oil. Sea birds and a seal swam
around in the huge oil slick, oblivious to
their peril. .

Herring Bay was the worst hit place on
the island. I had seen the bay in July, when
a~ Exxon navy was anchored there. Nowoil,
diesel, gas and hydrolic fluid spills, and as
sorted trash marred the beach. An absorbant
boom had been anchored and left; a floating
metal walkway had been abandoned.

Exxon left many untreated test sites so
that Nature's effects on an uncleaned beach
can be <!ocumented, and next year Exxon

can tell us the beaches cleaned themselves
over the winter and that in the event of
another oil spill we can leave it all to Nature
to mop up. One official was quoted in an
Anchorage newspaper as saying that Exxon
had cleaned too many beaches and there
weren't enough oiled ones left to test so
some should be re-oiled, '

We gave our film to the state, which is
now using it to produce a video news release
to inform the lower 48 of the second spill.
We .also proposed a clean-up the "clean-up"
project. The state is receptive to the idea
since it had plans to put 521 million into it~
own clean-up this winter - as the Texxons
are smugly counting their money back in
Houston.

Chugging back into Whittier harbor
we .saw an old boat with 2 blue pom-pom~
saIlmg proudly from its mast. Bob said that
each porn-porn indicates 5100,000 made on
the spill. Ten pom-poms and you become a
"spillionaire." That prompted me to ask Ted
ifwe could hang dead animals from his boat
:- one dead animal indicating 10,000 killed
m the spill- butwe decided the mast wasn't
tall enough to accommodate this.

-Verena

Refuge Reform Bill
Introduced

Ask the average American, "What is a
National Wildlife Refuge?" and most will
describe images of happy animals in a natu
ral haven, safe from human disruptions.
Indeed, these were the images that guided
Theodore Roosevelt to create the National
Wildlife Refuge System in 1903. The System
was created to provide "inviolate sanctuar
ies" for animals. Today, the American public
still holds these images of benevolent Ref
uges. Unfortunately, that's all they are ...
images. Since 1949, when the price of Duck
Stamps increased and hunters demanded
privileges, certain Refuges have been open to
hunting. .

Abill to restore the originalintent ofthe
Refuge System has been introduced. HR
1.693 would prohibit hunting and trapping
on National Wildlife Refuges.

The National Wildlife Refuge System is
the only system of federal lands set aside
specifically for wildlife. The NWR System
shelters many Endangered, Threatened and
declining species. Recently, a Whooping
Crane, one of America's most endangered
species, was shot and killed by a hunter
adjacent to Aransas NWR, the Whooper's
winter home in Texas.

The NWR System is needed as a sanctu
ary for America's rapidly-declining wild duck
populations, yet thousands of ducks are
kil.led each year in Refuge hunting programs.
With all due respect for Ducks Unlimited and
other e.ffective conservation/hunting or
ganizatIOns, sanctuaries where animals
breed and live in safety can only benefit wild
populations. Very little huntable land would
~e removed by this bill. HR 1693 would
withdraw only 90 million acres (77 of this in
Alaska), or about 5%, of the more than 1.5
billion currently open to hunting.

Ninety-five percent of visitors to NWRs
are hi.kers, birdwatchers, photographers, and
wlldhfe lovers. Yet these visitors find large
~reas of Refuges closed to them during hunt
mg season to accommodate a few hunters.'
Worse, when the non-hunting visitors re
turn, animals are shy and skittish.

. . HR 1693 would not stop legitimate
wlldhfe management. It would simply in
~_ure that any necessary killing of wildlife is
done humanely and as a last resort.

Write your representative (House of
Representatives, DC 20515), asking for co
sponsorship of HR 1693. Tell Congress
that the~ are plenty ofplaces to hunt, but
not many places where nature can just be
nature, without "help" from humans.
Talk to people about this, because most
people don't know what is happening. For
more information, contact the Wildlife
Refuge Reform Coalition, POB 18414,
Washington, DC 20036-8414' 202-778-
6145. '

-Jane Scheidler, Wildlife Refuge Re
form Coalition

Badger & Hall Creek Wells
Pending

. .Th~ draft EIS for proposed exploratory
dnllmg In the Badger-Two Medicine area of
western Montana will be released soon. Send
a comment opposing this drilling within a
critical link of the Northern Continental
Divide Ecosystem to: Supervisor Dale Gor
man, Lewis & Clark National Forest, POB
871, Great Falls, MT 59403. Support preser
vation as Wilderness. Note that impacts on
Elk migration to and from this area and
~lacier Park have not been adequately con
SIdered, and that the reqUired mitigation
analysis for future road management (clo
sures) does not resolve anticipated problems.
For more information, write Coalition for
Canyon Preservation, Box 422, Hungry
Horse, MT 59919.

Eugene Conservationists
Appeal FS Cougar/Bear
Decision

Eugene-based conservation group, Citi
zen~ ~oncerned for Wildlife, has appealed a
declSlon made by the Willamette National
Forest Supervisor allOWing Cougar and Black
Bear to be commercially h'unted with
hounds and horses on three National Forests,
in ~estern Oregon. This special-use permit
was ISSUed fprtwo consecutive years, and will
allow commercial guides to hunt up to 70
Cougars in Willamette NF alone, over that
period.

The appeal was filed simultaneously in
Eugene and the Portland Regional Office of
the Forest Service. It alleges that Willamette

. National Forest Supervisor Michael Kerrick is
violating the public trust, the National Envi
.ronmental Policy Act and the National For
est Management Act in submitting an inade
quate Environmental Assessment (4 pp.).

Specific charges include concerns over
the con?nued viability of bear and Cougar
populations on National Forest lands, be
~ause of increased sport hunting and pciach
mg of both species. Citizens Concerned for
Wildlife worries that current population
numbers are not sufficient to sustain the
p~esentkill levels; "especially in conjunction'
With the ever-inCreasing depletions from
federal, state and county Animal Damage
Control patrols, which are annually paid for
killing both listed species."

-Citizens Concerned for Wildlife, POB
1783, Eugene, OR 97440 '

Court Condemns Wolf on
Halloween

. Loose Lips Circles (aka Lone Wolf
Circles) was found guilty of Criminal Mis
chief II, a Class C Misdemeanor, at his trial in
Josephine County, Oregon, on 31 October
1989. This was the first of the trials of the
Lazy Bluff 24, a group of Earth First! protest·
ers that blockaded a logging road near Grants
Pass, Oregon, on July II. (See August issue.)
He was fined S200 plus court costs.

Ef-Iers seated at the rear of the court
room had been optimistic as Loose Lips took
the stand. The previous testimony had cast
doubts on the officers' (untrue) testimony
that Loose Lips had been-locked to the gate.
Two reporters and three EF!ers testified that

. they had not seen Loose Lips attached to the
gate. The DA and Sheriff's Deputy were
squirming in their seats, irritated at their
inability to prove the charge.

When Loose Lips testified, he spoke
eloquently about the role of civil disobedi
ence, and how people from coast to coast
support the addition ofthe North Kalmiopsis
roadless area to the Kalmiopsis Wilderness.
Then the DA asked the fatal question: "What
was your role at this media event?" Few
realized the danger as the DA lead Loose Lips
down the path to his conviction. As Loose
Lips explained his role as a support person for
the lockdowns, he used the C word: Com
fort! He spoke of attending to the well-being
of the protesters locked to the gate and
cemented in the gravel road. As question
after question was posed to him about his
role, Loose Lips finally asked, "Was it against

continued on page 12
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Citizens ofBielsko, Poland, took to the streets in October toprotest againsta bigcokeplant in the nearby
Beskidy Mountains:-n:iis p}/Oto of the demonstration is copied from the front page of the local

communist newspaper. Thanks to John Seed and his European tours, biocentric Poles have formed an
ongoing Workshop for All Beings and have begun a regular environmental newsletter.
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continued from page 11
the law to provide for the safety and comfort
of my friends?" The DA smiled.

After a short recess the judge an
nounced his decision. Loose liDS Circles had
aided and abetted those comrrlitting Crimi
nal Mischief and therefore was guilty him
self. Itwas as ifhe had been locked to the gate
himself.

The judge was impressed that three
protesters with trials pending (Coyote Jack,
Wildfire, Little Bear) had testified, risking
self-incrimination. This, along with the
reporters' testimonies, persuaded the judge
that the sheriff's testimonies were false. The
judge said he would have had no choice but
to find Loose Lips innocent, had Loose Lips
not testified in his own defense.

We learned a valuable lesson from this.
If you are a support person and do not wish
to be charged along with the arrestees, do not
be seen assisting or comforting them in any
way, nor admit doing these things. Other
wise, you too can be fined and jailed.

A moral of this story is expect the worst
when you do civil disobedience in a county
where sheriffs wear their log trucks on their
sleeves! .

-Wildfire and Little Bear

Forest Voice Speaks
In 1949 the cut from the entire National

Forest System, coast to coast, was just 2.6 billion
board feet. Last year, 16 billion board feet of
public and private timber were hauled out of
Washington and Oregon alone. This cut repre
sents a line oflog trucks more than 20,000 miles
long. And twice as much public and private raw
material was exported as was cut on our federal
Northwest forestlands. Less than 5% of the
nation's original native forests remain. In Ore
gon and Washington, less than 10% of this
ancient old-growth forest remains. Yet, 10
square miles are logged every month in Oregon
alone. And, the Forest Service and Bureau of
Land Management intend to cut most of the
remaining unprotected old-growth forests ac
cording to their 1989 ten-year Forest Plans.

Thus begins the first edition of Forest
Voice, a publication of the Native Forest
Council and an urgent appeal to citizens and
Congress to stop the destruction of the last
remnants of the public's native forests. This
compelling 12 page tabloid is available free
from Native Forest Council, POB 2171, Eu
gene, OR 97402 (503-688-2600). Member
ship In the Council costs $15 or more and
includes a subscription to Forest Voice. The
Council is devoting all its efforts to saving
this country's remnant virgin forests. To
that end, it has sent copies of the tabloid to

Tribal Lore. • •
all congresspersons, and it aims to distribute
1 million of them. Your help in distributing
the tabloids is needed.

Wreck-the-Nation Bureau
to Study Its Killing of
Grand Canyon

Not satisfied with haVing built the
environmental nightmare called Glen Can
yon Damn, the US Bureau of Reclamation
has been systematically destroying the ripar
ian ecosystem of the Grand Canyon with
radical fluctuations in the amount of water
released from the dam. Beaches are eroding,
backwater nursery areas for endangered fish
are disappearing, and bird habitat is being
lost to water levels that rise and fall as much
as 13 feet in a few hours. Raft trips through
the canyon are becoming more difficult,
since low water levels make some rapids
nearly impossible to run safely, and many
camping beaches have vanished. The sand
and silt that once replenished beaches is now
stopped by the dam.

The wildly fluctuating flows are the
result of manipulations to maximize output
of grossly underpriced electricity for the
Southwest.

The environmental damage caused by
. BuRec's operation of Glen Canyon Damn

has been well documented by the Bureau
itself. Last year, the Bureau completed a five
year study on the subject, concluding (in fine
bureaucratese) that "flood releases and fluc
tuating releases were found to have substan
tial adverse effects on downstream re
sources." The study also showed that a
change in the pattern of releases could, for a
minor loss in power sales revenue, reduce
"resource loss" and even improve the river
side environment downstream. (It did not
address the resurrection of riparian life !!12=
stream from the dam.)

Instead of moving to limit the damage
identified in its own report, BuRec has initi
ated more studies. They have begun prepar
ing a Draft Environmental Impact Statement
on "Operating Criteria and Alternatives of
Glen Canyon Dam." The DEIS will be com
pleted by the end of 1991, and there's no
telling when the final EIS will be done and
implemented.

Meanwhile, the Canyon is getting
flushed down the tubes.
What to do: The solution, of course, is to
remove the dam. (That might take out a few
downstream cities, but heck, let's not be
greedy.) .

As a short-term approach, Friends of the
River has mounted a campaign to have
Congress intervene. So, write your Reps. and
Senators. For more details on the issue, write
Friends of the River, Building C, Fort Mason
Center, San Francisco, CA 94123.

- Dale Turner

Freddies Seed Weed
Forest Service personnel accidentally

seeded 6000 acres of the Hells Canyon Na
tional Recreation Area last fall with a weed
that can kill livestock and wildlife. Accord
ingto FS spokesfolk, Yellow StarThistle seeds
were part of a grass mixture applied by heli
copter to control erosion after the Tepee
Butte fire.

FS workers returned to the area this fall
to hand pick seed heads from mature thistle
plants, in an attempt to keep the infestation
from spreading.

SKYGUARD Launches Quar
terly Newspaper

For everyone who's been buzzed by a
milit?ry jetorwho cares about the militariza
tion of our skies, there's a new paper on the
horizon. SKYGUARD, a quarterly tabloid, is
produced by the same folk who put out
Citizen Alert, and contains news from around
the country about the frequency and effects
of military overflights, and about citizen
groups fighting plans that would increase
flights over their areas.

To receive SKYGUARD, write them at
POB 5391, Reno, NV 89513. They will send
a copy for free, but welcome contributions.

Spotted Owl Killed
In mid-Octo!?er, a mutilated Northern

Spotted Owl was found hanging from a
noose just east ofOakridge, OR. The rope was
attached to a Forest Service information
kiosk.

According to FS spokesmen, the young
adult owl appeared to have been shot, one
wing had been broken, and the talons had
been pulled out.

This was only the second reported case
of a human-killed Spotted Owl (the first
having occurred in August in the Siskiyou
National Forest), but Northwest loggers have
been sporting "Save a logger, eat an owl" t
shirts for some time.

Mt. Graham Sleeps,
.Activists Fight On

As the bears of Arizona's Mt. Graham
bed down for the winter, work proceeds on
the campaign to protect the mountaintop
from astrophysical development.

The Univ. of Arizona's Steward Obser
vatory succeeded in cutting, digging, and
biasting a new road to the mountain's top
before the snows set in, but they were con
strained from doing further destruction by
past judicial and administrative rulings.

In the last week, of November, a federal
judge heard the lawsuit brought by the Sierra

Club Legal Defense Fund, a suit which could
ultimately stop the project. The judge de
layed his decision, pending review of some
affidavits, and placed a gag order on all
present in the courtroom. Thatorderis being
challenged, but meanwhile, details on the
hearing are slim.

In another new development, the San
Carlos Apache elders have come out strongly
against the project, describing Mt. Graham
as their most sacred mountain.

Activists Spill Oil on Exxon
Exxon got back some of its own when it

tried to recruit new workers from U of Cali
fornia at Berkeley in early October. Shouting
slogans, about 30 protesters disrupted a re
cruitment presentation on campus and
poured motor oil from coffee cups over the
table, floor, a pizza, job brochures, and the
Exxon representatives.

Alyeska Befouls The Air, Too
New testing procedures at the Alyeska

Marine Terminal Facility in Valdez, Alaska
have revealed that the terminal has been
releasing benzene and other toxic gases at a
level 100 times greater than preViously
thought. Alyeska was already known as the
most toxic industrial site in the state; this
announcement makes it rank as one of the
worst in the nation..

Alyeska was in national headlines fol
lOWing the Exxon Vaidez oil spill in Prince
William Sound when it was revealed that
Alyeska officials had consistently resisted
attempts to prepare for just such a disaster.
Alyeska was altogether unable to respond to
the 11 million gallons of crude oil released
from the Exxon Valdez.

Alyeska has continually fought at
tempts by the Alaska Department of Envi
ronmental Conservation to control air and
water pollutants from the facility, to the
point of suing ADEC and the EPA to keep
them from imposing more stringent envi
ronmental guidelines. Alyeska has no waste
gas recovery system in operation at the facil
ity. Toxic benzene gases are being released
directly into the atmosphere.

The Alyeska facility was designed to
handle one-third the amount of crude oil
now flOWing through the pipeline. Alyeska
promised Congress that they would have the
best available technology to handle the oil.
Obviously, that never happened. The Aly
eska facility should be closed, IMMEDI-
ATELYl .

-Michael LeWis, Valdez, AK



Pooyamkutty Forest Faces Inundation
Big dams and power projects like the

ones planned for Narmada, Tehri and
Pooyamkutty are threatening the remaining
primary forests in India. The lives of tribals
in these forests are being disrupted and mil
lions of people depending on forest based
(reed, bamboo) industries are being ad·
verselyaffected.

One of the big dam networks threaten
ing India, the Pooyamkutty project, is
planned in the southern portion of the
Western Ghats (Sahyadri) ranges. These
mountains stretch 2000 kilometres on
India's west coast and pass through the states
of Kerala, Tamilnadu, Kamataka, Goa, Ma
harashtra and GUjerat. Next only to the
mighty Himalayas, the Western Ghats

ranges are crucial ecologically because of
their rainforests (sholas) and shola-grass
lands. Deforestation of the Western Ghats
for agriculture, timber, and development
projects has already changed climatic pat
terns in the region, with increasing droughts
followed by floods, and desertification under
way.

The Pooyamkutty project would be
built on the tributaries of the Periyaar River
in Kerala. Its 11 dams would produce 750
megawatts of electricity. The dire conse
quences are already being foretold in the
mountainous district of Idukki in Kerala,
where landslides and seismic tremors 'have
become common in the past few years. With
the completion of the new dams, the district

would have 20 large dams, including the
gigantic Idukki dam. Geologists say this
district, which is on the sensitive "Madurai
Cochin arch," is highly susceptible to seismi
city, and they predict a catastrophe if more
dams are built here.

The project would submerge 5000 hec
tares of primary forest, including both rain
forest and reed forests. Since the dams would
be spread over a large area, with dams and
townships £ragmen ting the forest, 400
square km (40,000 ha) of forest would be
destroyed.

Nearly 2000 Adivasis (early tribal in
habitants) would have to be relocated from
lands submerged by the dams. Many of them
were already resettled once, when an earlier
dam was built in the same district. In total,
hundreds of thousands of people would be
damned by the dams; for the Pooyamkutty
reed belt, the last remaining large reed forests
in the Western Ghats, sustains 200-300,000
native people dependent upon the tradi
tional reed baskets and mat weaving indus~

try.
Environmental activists from the West

ern Ghats have formed a campaign to save
the Pooyamkutty. The Western Ghats are
already riddled like a sieve. The destruction
of such a huge area of forest as Pooyamkutty
would trigger the collapse of the Western

.Ghats ecosystem.
Letters of protest against the

Pooyamkutty project can be addressed to
Rajiv Gandhi, Prime Minister of India,
New Delhi 110 011, INDIA; and to E.K.
Nayanar, Chief MinisterofKerala, Trivan
drum 695001, Kerala, India. For further
details, write to Anand Skaria, Save
Pooyamkutty Campaign, c/o SEED, Post
Box 14, Cochin 682 001, Kerala, INDIA.

SEED is a group/centre studying and publi.
cizing the ecological problems of the Western
Ghats region. We use the media, courts, and
public education measures and link grassroots
workers with scientists and lawyers. In addition
to trying to save the Pooyamkutty forests, we are
campaigning for the following:
*Toget all rainforest areas in the Western Ghats
declared natural heritage areas and protected as
sanctuaries.
'To protect the wildlife sanctuaries in the West
ern Ghats. These include the Nilgiri Biosphere
Reserve comprising Nagarahole National Park,
Bandipur Tiger Reserve, Silent Valley NP, and
Periyar and Agasthyarmalai Conservation
Units.
'To stop the nuclear power plants coming at
Kaiga. (Karnataka) and Koodangulam
(familnadu), and the mining activities in Goa.

To help, or for more details, please write
Anand Skaria, Secretary; SEED, Post Box 14,
Cochin 682 001, Kerala, INDIA. Financial
contributions are urgently needed.

Short sleeve shirts in: White, Teal,
and Lilac. S~ M, L, XL. $9.00
Long sleeve shirts in: White, Red.

o S, M, L, XL. $12.00
.1:1100% Cotton

Order From:
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Get your T-Shirts Now!

Wild Rockies T-Shirts
834 Sherwood
Missoula, MT. 59802

LET THERE BE

WOLVES!

~uJdn't YOU like a nice unpoisoned
planet to five on?

SAVE THE SHAWNEE
NATIONAL FORESTI
ILLINOIS' ONlY SURV/VING WIWERNESSl

O
Ool'~~~!II. CIea, C""l

EARTH FIRST!

BE·WAREl
THIS PRODUCT KillS WEEDS.

IT ALSO KILLS
TREES, BIRDSz...

DOGS & PEOPLt:!

.STOP THE SLAUGHTER!

A EARTH FIRST!\1(1' P.Qh:642.,EvanstonlL60204

EARTH FIRSTI .@ P. O. Box 6424, Evanston IL 60204

NO JAILS for WHALES!
STOP THE KIDNAPERS!

JUST SAY NO
TO CEMENT!
LONG LIVE

WILDERNESS!

EARTH FIRST!
_ p.o. ~ 6424, El'UI'Uto .. IJ. 60204

Bumperstickers.· $1 each
20 for $15 / 100 & up 50 cents each

Silent Agitators: 3 for $1
45 for $10 / 100 & up 20 cents each

Please add 50 cents postage!

SAVE THE SHAWNEE
NATIONAL FORESTI

ILLINOIS' ONLY SURVIVING WILDERNESS!
ILLINOIS EARTH FIRSTI 0 P. O. Box 6424. Ev:lDston IL 60204

CIDCAGO EARTH FIRST!
P. O. Box 6424, Evanston IL 60204

. .. .

DOWN WITH ALL HIGH·RISES!
OUT WITH ALL MALLS!

DREAM BACK THE FORESTS
AND PRAIRIES!

CAPITALIST·
CIVILIZATION

•STINKS!
.. .

BUMPERSTICKERS·
.& SILENT AGITAlORS!

on permanent crack'n'peel paper!
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COLORADO EARTH FIRST!
T-SHIRTS

Desii;n by Resa Gordon. Brown on
natural. S M L XL in adult and children
sizes. $9 ppd.
Order from Resa Gordon, POB 6494,
Sa'lta fe, NM 87502



Earth First! Directory
The Earth First! Directory lists the contact points for the international

Earth First! movement. It is divided into four sections: 1) National EF! offices
in the United States; 2) International contacts; 3) Active EF! Chapters or
Groups; and 4) Contact persons where there is as yet no active EF! group. If
you are interested in becoming active with the Earth First! movement, reach
the folks listed for your area.

Earth First! The Radical Environmental Journal is an independent entity
within the international Earth First! movement, and is not the newsletter of
the Earth First! movement. It does, however, provide a forum for Earth
First!ers around the world. This directory is provided as a service to
independent EF! groups. If you would like to be listed as a contact or as a
group, PLEASE contact Bob Kaspar (305 N. Sixth St., Madison, WI 53704
(608)241-9426). Please send address changes or correcttons to him also. If
you do not have a phone number listed, please send it to him. Bob acts as
coordinator for local EF! groups for the EF! movement.

LOCAL NEWSLETTERS: Addresses marked with a "... produce either an
Earth First! newsletter or regular mailings for their area or issue. Contact
them directly to receive their newsletter or otherwise be on their mailing list.

USUAL DISGUSTING PLEA
FOR MONEY

The Earth First! movement runs on your financial support. We don't need
as much as othergroups since we are grassroots, volunteer, decentralized and
have low overhead. Moreover, you get to select where your hard-earned
money goes. Don't send your contributions to this newspaper, send them
directly to one of these hard working groups:
·Earth First! Foundation, POB POB 1683, Corvallis, OR 97339 (contributions
to the Foundation are tax-deductible)
*Arizona Earth First!, POB 3412, Tucson, AZ 85722
*Bay Area Earth First!, POB 83, Canyon, CA 94516
·EF! Biodiversity Project, Jasper Carlton, 2365 Willard Road, Parkersburg,
WV 26101-9269 (Contributions to the EF! Foundation earmarked for the
Biodiversity Project are tax-deductible.)
*EF! Ocean-Dolphin Task Force POB 77062 San Francisco, CA 94107-7062
*Colorado Earth First!, Box 1166, Boulder, CO 80306
·Florida Earth First!, 6820 SW 78th St., Gainesville, FL 32608
·Grazing Task Force, POB 5784, Tucson, AZ 85703
·Humboldt County Earth First!, POB 34, Garberville, CA 95440
*Los Angeles Earth First!, POB 4381, North Hollywood, CA 91607
·Midwest Headwaters Earth First!, POB 516, Stevens Point, WI 54481
*New Mexico Earth First!, 456 Amado St, Santa Fe, NM 87501
*Nomadic Action Group, POB 210, Canyon, CA 94516
*Ohio Earth First!, POB 91, Greencamp, OH 43322
·PAW (Preserve Appalachian Wilderness), POB 36, Jefferson, NH 03583
·Portland Earth First!, POB 13765, Portland, OR 97213
*Santa Cruz Earth Fiist!, POB 344, Santa Cruz, CA95061
·Southern Willamette Earth First!, POB 10384, Eugene, OR 97440
*Texas Earth First!, POB 7292, University Station, Austin, TX 78713
*Virginians for Wilderness, Route 1, Box 250, Staunton, VA 24401
*Washington Earth First!, POB 2962, Bellingham, WA 98227
·Wild Rockies Earth First!, c/o 834 Sherwood, Missoula, MT 59802
·Wolf Action Network, POB 6733, Bozeman, MT 59771
*Yellowstone Earth First!, Box 6151, Bozeman, MT 59715
This fundraising appeal is placed as a service to the Earth First! move
ment. THANK YOU for your support!

MASSACHUSETTS
Attlcus Finch 358 Dorchester 5t. #3
Boston, MA 02127-2735 (617)268-3751

Andrew Power 1874 Commonwealth Ave. #7
BUgh ton, MA 02135

MICHIGAN
Martin Leverenz 3553 David K. St.
Waterford, MJ 48095 (313)623-9433

MINNESOTA
John Petroskas 471 Frontier
701 Fulton SE Minneapolis, MN 55455-0399

MISSOURI
Sue SkIdmore 1364 S. Plaza
Springfield, MO 65804 (417)882-2947

Herb Simon 1007 E. SIxth, Holden, MO 64040
(816) 732-6400 (w) 732-4954 (h)

NEBRASKA
David Langston 839 S. 15th
LIncoln, NE 68508

VIRGINIA
Larry Hollsh 410 RidgeView Apts.
Blacksburg, VA 24060 (703)95 1-9155

Geeskaenh c/o Johnson RR1 Box 280
Barker Rd., Tully NY 13159 (315)696-6199

OHIO
Ohio Valley EF!
Brian I":< Theresa Hagemann
529 Riddle Rd. CincInnati, OH 45220

ClInt Holley III 28410 S. Bridge Clr.
Westlake, OH 44145 (216)892-7891

OKLAHOMA
Lynette Setzkorn 914 South Pittsburg,
Tulsa, OK 74112 (918) 834-1759

OREGON
Desert Dog 1245 NW Newport
Bend, OR 97701 (503)388-8927

NEW YORK
Gary Bennett 127 Vassar St
Rochester, NY 14607 (716)461-0797

Kalmlopsls EF! POB 1444
Cave Junction, OR 97523

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Lawrence H. St.Laurent Jr.
POB 14-Annex Concord, NH 03301

TEXAS
William Larson 9122 Oak Downs Road
San Antonio, TX 78230 (512)342-2520

PENNSYLVANIA
AntoInette Owlnga

.842 LIbrary Ave. CarnegIe, PA 15106

Tom "Bigfoot" Byers 1075 Steuben 5t. ti2
Pittsburgh, PA 15220 (412)921-8269

TENNESSEE
KIm Pilarski Turner 2015 Ford Lane
Knoxvllle,1N 37920 (615) 577-1257

Yellowstone H!
Randall Restless Box 6151
Bozeman, MT 59715 (406)587-3356

Wyoming H!
655 North Cedar laramie, WY 82070

LOCAL EF!
CONTACTS

Wind River 260 Ashley Ave. #15
Woodland, CA 95695 (916)668-1409

DELAWARE/MARYLAND
Greg DeCowsky Upper Shore Ecology Center
POB 71 Georgetown, MD21930
(301)275-8091

FLORIDA
Black Rhino Vegetarian Soc.
MaVynee O. Betsch
Rt 3, Box 292 American Beach, FL 32034

ALASKA
Eric Holle POB 1324 Haines, AK 99827

Pan c/o 1507 Edgevale Rd.
Fort Pierce, FL 34982 (305)466-0833

HAWAII
Greenpeace Hawall POB 10909
Hllo, HI 96721 (808)935-0770

INDIANA
B.Y.R.D. 101 Crawford St. #308
Terre Haute, IN 47807

CALIFORNIA
Dakota SId Clifford POB 637
Cedar Ridge, CA 95924 (916)273-7186

WILD ROCKiE5 HI *
Jake Jagoff POB 7891 Missoula, MT 59807

louis Ellseo 5S79 Medea Valley Dr.
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 (818)991-4769

C.T. White 1959 Lake Blvd. #242
Davis, CA 95616

IOWA
Hal Rowe 722 WeslWlnds Dr. #3
Iowa City, IA 52246 (319)354-6674

KANSAS
Mountain Yarrow 214 Neosho
Emporia, KS 66801 (316)342-1621

Don Yockey Rt. 1, Box 906
Soldier, KS 66540 (913)834-2431

LOUISIANA
ARKLATEX EF!
c/o Eddie W. Hand 504 W. louisIana #4
Ruston, LA 71270 (318)251-2580

MARYLAND
Leonard J. Kerpelman 2403 W. Rogers
Baltimore, MD 21209 (301)367-8855

Virginia Highlands EF! *
c/o Brenda Vest POB 40 Goshen, VA 24439

UVAEF!
Ellls 142 Webb, Station #2
UnIversity of VirginIa
Charlottsvllle, VA 22904-0030

WASHINGTON EARTIf F1RSTI GROUPS

MIDWEST HEADWATERS EF'
Hank Bruse 235 Travis Drive
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494 (715)423-5636

Paul Rechten 7405 Shields Rd..
Harvard, IL 60033 (815)943-4178

Okanogan Highlands EF!
POB 361 Republlc, WA 99166

VIRGINIA/OC EARTH FIRSTI
Robert F. Mueller Rt. 1 Box 250
Staunton, VA 24401 (703)885-6983

Chee lWoot EF!
POB 10147 Olympia, WA 98502

Columbia Plateau EF!
Brian Barry 222 N. 29th
Yakima, WA 98902 (509)452-8074

Appalachian EF! *
ErnJe Reed Box 309
Nellysford, VA 22958 (804)361-9036

Seattle EF!/Washlngton EF!*
George Draffan
POB 95316 Seattle, WA 98145

Shuksan EF!
Tony Van Gessel
POB 773, Belllngham, WA 98227

Chicago EF!
POB 6424 Evanston, IL 60204
(312)281-0599 - Gina

Southern illinois H!
!'OB 1059 EdwardSVille, IL 62026-1059
(618)692-3246

MISSOURI EARTH FIRSTI
The Gateway H! Tribe POB 1961
St. Louis, MO 63118 (314)752-5011

Big River EF! POB 189 Pacific, MO 63039
Orin Langelle (314)257-2437
A. Woodtree (314)776-3390

EF! Siskiyou
Bobcat POB 212. .
Williams, OR 97544 (503) 846-7342

Ganges Wilson Drawer W
Taos, NM 87571 (50S)758-4899

Kansas City EF!
Mark Swanholm
POB 10213 Kansas City, MO 64111

NEW MEXICO EARTH F1RSTI
Brad Lagorlo * 2405 Meadow Rd SW
Albuquerque, NM 87105 (505)873-0299

Olympic Peninsula EF!
Robin McMillan
POB 368 Port Townsend, WA 98368

Long Island EF!
PO Box 812, Huntington, NY 11743
(516) 424-6499

NORTH CAROLINA EARTH FIRSTI *
Blue Ridge Earth First!
Bob Cargile/Val Muehlhausen
61 Church St. #202 Asheville, NC 28801

Upper Rio Grande EF!
Gary Schlffmlller POB 8659
Santa Fe, NM 87504 (505)984-1428

NEW YORK EARTH FIRSTI
Finger Lakes EF!
Caren Smiley
POB 101 Ithaca, NY 14851

OHIO EARTH F1RSTI
Scioto River Group Steve Moore POB 91
Greencamp, OH 43322 (614)528-2517

Black Swamp EF! OHIO S.E.C.T.
Rick B. Van landingham III c/o Office of
Student Activities, Student UnJon Rm 3518
University of Toledo, 2801 W. Bancroft St.
Toledo, OH 43606

Oberlln EF! c/o Bill Fleig
OCMR Box 874 Oberlln, OH 44074
(216)775-5588

OREGON EARTH FIRST!
Portland EF!
POB 13765 Portland, OR 97213
(503)235-0642

Southwestern WA EF!
RoryBowman
POB 202 Vancouver, WA 98666-0202

Walla Walla WA EF!
Environmental House Whitman College
Walla Walla, WA 99362 (509)527-5378

Southern Wlllamette H!
Barry Martin/Karen Wood POB 10384
Eugene, OR 97440 (503) 726-4738

PENNSYLVANIA EF!
Three Rivers EF!rrnEES! c/o deh'Alrte
322 Mall Blvd. #128 Monroeville, PA 15146
(412)795-2542

TEXAS EARTH FI RSTI *
Clulstl Stevens POB 7292 UnJverslty Station
Austin, TX 78713 (512) 320-0413

.East Texas EF!
Dave Burkart Rt. 3, Box 114
Cleveland, TX 77327 (713)592-7664

VERMONTEF!
Erik Sohlberg RR1, Box 80-A
East Corinth, VT 05040 (802)439-6266

'I

Santa Barbaril/Isla VIsta EF! 6639 Abrego
Goleta, CA 93117 (805)685-0183

LA Rainforest Action Committee
POB 34427 Los Angeles, CA 90034
(213)839-4247

NORTHCOAST CALIFORNIA EF! GROUPS
Northcoast Callfornla EF! *
POB 368 Bayside, CA 95524
Larry Evans (707)826-7501
Bill Devall (707)677-3914

DanIel Barron I":< Brian Gaffney POB 411233
San Francisco, CA 94141 (415)824-3841

laytonville EF!
POB 372 laytonville, CA 95454
(707)984-8263

SAN FRANCISCO BAY EF! *
Karen Pickett POB 83 Canyon, CA 94516
(415)376-73Z9

Chico EF!
Michele Miller POB 5625 Chico, CA 95927
(916)894-7362

Big Bend EF! *
Mike SChoelen POB 20582
Thilahassee, FL 32316 (904)224-6782

HAWAII EARTH FIRST!
c/o Paul Faulstich 1777 East-West Rd.
Honolulu, HI 96848

CAUFORNIA EARTIf FIRST! GROUPS

Sa n ta Cruz EF! *
Karen DeBraal POB 344
Santa Cruz, Ca 95061 (408)425-8094

South Bay EF!
Rick Bernardi POB 20803
San Jose, CA 95 160 (408)927-0274.

Eastern SIerra EF!
Sally Miller POB 22 Lee VInIng, CA 93541
(619)647-6411

LOS ANGELES EARTH FIRSTI
POB 4381 North Hollywood, CA 91617
(818)905-0583 (80S)499-7183

Orange County EF!
POB 28318 Santa Ana, CA 92799
(714)494-6349(Henry) (714)540-9863

Cheryl Bashaw CU Box 7893
Flagstaff, AZ 86011 (602)523-3909dx

leslie Sellgren 10631 N. 15th Way #6
PhoenJx, AZ 85020 (602)395-0655 .

LOCAL EF!
GROUPS

Colorado Springs EF!
528-C N. Tejon SI.
Colorado Springs, CO 80903 (719)473-8164

FLORIDA EARTH FIRSTI *
POB 13864 Gainesville, FL 32604
(904)371-8166

COLORADO EARTH FIRST! *
Walkabout Newsletter
POB 1166 Boulder, CO 80306

MAINE EARTH FIRSTI
Gary Lawless Gulf of MaIne Books
61 Main St. Brunswick, ME 04011
(207)729-5083

MASSACHUSETTS
Connectlcutt Valley EF!*
POB 324 Rowe, MA 01367 (413)339-4216

MICHIGAN
WapIn'
Bob Treemore· 357S Junior Dr.
Pinckney, Ml 48169 (313)878-3805

Scott Sala 114.l Emerson St.
Denver, CO 80203 (303)831-6093

Wilderness Defense!
POB 460101 Smoky Hili Station
Aurora, CO 80015

ALASKA EF!
MIchael Lewts POB SOl Valdez, AK 99686
(907)835-5205

ARIZONA EARTH FIRSTI *
Julia Swanson POB 3412 Thcson, AZ 85722
(602)792-2690

Sonoma County EF!
Pam Davis POB 7544
Santa Rosa, CA 95407 (707)523-1229

South Humboldt EF!
Darryl Cherney I":< Greg KIng c/o POB 34
Garberville, CA 95440 (707)247-3320

Ukiah EF!
Judi Barl 106 West Standley
Ukiah, CA 95470 (707)485-0478
Betty Bail (707)468-1660

SAN DIEGO EARTH FIRST! *
Claude Mathis POB 311
Encinitas, CA 92024 (619)942-8069

KENYA
Environmental LIaison Centre (International)
POB 72461 NaIrobi, Kenya
(2S4-2)24770/340849/336989

MEXICO
Eco-Solar Ave. Eugenia 1510 Col. Narvarte
MexIco 03020 D.E Mexico

EF! GRIZZLY BEAR TASK FORCE
P9B6151 Bozeman, MT59715

EF! INDEPENDENT ORGANIZER
Roger Featherstone Box DB
Bisbee, AZ 85603 (602)432-4145

EF! ALASKA TASK FORCE
POB 1019 San Raphael, CA 9491S
(415) 824-3841

EF! BIODIVERSITY PROJECT *
Jasper CaritOI) 2365 Willard Road
Parkersburg, WV 26101-9269
(304)428.5405

CANADA

EARTH FIRSTIJOURNAL
Canton Office
Krls Sommerville, business manager
John Davis, editor
POB 7 Canton, NY 13617
(315)379·9940

EF! RAINFOREST ACI10N
Bay Area Earth First! POB 83
Canyon, CA 94516 (415)376-7329

EF! REDWOOD ACI10N TEAM (RAT)
Greg KIng POB 1031 Redway, CA 95560

EF! WOLF ACI10N NETWORK *
Tom Skeele POB 6733 Bozeman, MT 59771
(406)587-3356

PAW (PRE5ERVE APPALACHIAN WILDERNESS)
Jamie Sayen RFD I, Box 530
N. Stratford, NH 03590 (603)636-2952

Boreal Owl
Box 1053 Kamloops, BC Canada V2C 6H2

ONTARIO
Eastern Canada EF!
Mike Kaulbars POB 4612, Station E
Ottawa, ONT K1S SB6 Canada

GERMANY
Cynical Tormentors
Redderwed 23
2090 Wlnsen-Roedorf
Federal Republic of Germany

INfERNATIONAL
EF! GROUPS

SCOTLAND
Grant Col1le c/o 11 Forth St. Edinburgh,
Scotland UK

Marianne Heyneinann
PO Box 256 Mitchem, 3132 Australia

Fearghuls McKay 4 York Rd. Edinburgh,
Scotland, UK

SOUTH SWEDEN EF!
R. "Rldgerascal" Wlerlnga, Dalslundsvagen 82,
S-232 51 Akarp Sweden ph: (040) 46 18 63

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Paul Wa\SOn POB 48446
Vancouver, BC V7X 1A2 Canada
(604)688-SEAL

Species Defense Coordlr.ator-Western States
Keith Hammer POB 20/2
Kalispell, MT 59903 (406)755-1379

EF! DIRECT ACI10N FUND
Mike Roselle POB 210 Canyon, CA 94516
(415)376-7329

EARTH FIRSTI FOUNDATION
POB 1683 Corvallls, OR 97339

EF! GENETIC ALERT
POB 20 Piercy, CA 95467

EF! GRAZING TASK FORCE
POB 5784 Tucson, AZ 85703

Thcson Offlce
Nancy Zlerenberg, merchandising
Dale Thrner, assistant editor
POB 5871 Thcson, AZ 85703
(602)622-1371

EF! NONVIOLENT CD TRAINING
MB Nearing M341 Wolf Creek, OR 97497

EF! OCEAN-DOLPHIN TASK FORCE
POB 77062
San Frandsco,CA 94107-7062

NATIONAL EF!

AUSTRALIA
John Seed
Ralnforestlnformatlon Centre
POlf 368, Lismore

. New South Wales 2480 Australia
phone: 066-21-85-05
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Population Conference
"Restoring the Balance", a conference about
population and the environment, will be
held on 9-10 Feb. 1990, at the Uof Colorado,
Boulder. Activists, academics, and politicos
will address the causes, effects, and solutions
to this plague of humanity. Registration is
$15 at the door. For more information,
contact: CU Environmental Center, UMC
331-A, Campus Box 207, Univ. of Colorado,
Boulder, CO 80309.

Green Fire Sweeps Country. Roger Feather
stone and Dakota Sid Clifford have been at it 
again. Another Earth First! road-show has
just swept the country. The Green Fire tour
traveled through 30 states and covered
12,000 miles in 44 days, completing 33
shows.

The tour was a spring-board for actions
and local group formation. The day after a
show in Carbondale, lllinois, three people
were arrested blocking the road leading to a
clearcut in the Trail of Tears State Forest (see
story last issue). Action also followed the
Green Fire tour in Tallahassee (see story this
issue). FollOWing a show in Asheville, North
Carolina - destined to be a new hot-bed of
EF! activity - 60 people stayed to form a new
EF! group and did their first demonstration a
few days later (story this issue).

The tour focused primarily in the East,
with the most dynamic partof the tour in the
Southeast. The two largest crowds were in
this region, Knoxville, 300 people and
Asheville, 150 people. The enthusiasm in
Nashville - that bastion of commercial
country - was amazing. For most tour stops
in the South it was folks' first exposure to the
Earth First! movement. The response was
overwhelmingly positive and people there
are ready for action. The South will rise
again!

The format of this tour was new to the
EF! road~show concept and was very popular.
Sid and Roger are already planning two
Green Fire tours for next year, one in the
spring ana one in the fall. Write us soon;
these tours will book fast!

For more information on the Green Fire
tours, contact Roger Featherstone at Box DB,
Bisbee, AZ 85603.

-Roger Featherstone

NAME:
ADDRES""S-:-----------------

CITY/STATE/ZIP: _

YA CAN'T SEE WHAT HAPPENS AT SEA,
BUT IT STILL SUCKS.

I'm in. Send me: __ x 60 assorted stickers (at $1.00 per 60) __

Tuna free planet! Send us __ x 1000 (at $12.00 per 1000)

Copy and mail to:
EARTH FIRST! OCEAN-DOLPHIN TASK FORCE
P.O. BOX 77062
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-7062

Truth in labeling begins at home!

FIRST EVER ANNUAL AUSSIE RAG
ROUND RIVER RENDEZVOUS. Australian
Rainforest Action Groups and £F!ers from all
over Oz will converge on Walwa ( on the
Murray River upstream from Aubury on the
NSWVICTborder) from Dec. 28,1989 tojan.
2, 1990, to discuss tactics, share experiences,
information, inspiration, music and plan
strategies for the coming year. In case anyof
you Yanks feel like another summer this year·
and can make it on over, workshops will
include Timber Ship Blockades, Good Wood
Advice, Union Liason, and No Wimps! The
RRR will take place within the confest (alter
native lifestyles annual festival). Tickets
($50) are needed to attend the confest.
Contact: Down to Earth Coop Soc LTD. 247
Flinders Lane, Melb, 3000. Enquiries Phone;
036544833...

60 MINUTES EF! STORY. ~rly next year,
perhaps in january, the TV show 60 Minutes
will air a story on EF!, part of the FBI's
ongoing publicity campaign for us.

. 3149. Designate the Alaska Wildlife Alliance
(POB 190953, Anchorage 99519) as recipient
of a donation, approXimately 2% of your
ticket price, at no additional cost to you.
Have your friends do likewise, and thereby
support Alaska wildlife.

Public Interest Law Conference
Environmental activists from around the
world will meet at the U of Oregon on 1-4
March. 1990 for the 8th annual Public Inter
est Law Conference. The conference will
cover such issues as global warming, old
growth legislation, pesticide exportation,
and international conservation. Speakers
will include David Brower, Petra Kelly, Jay
Hair, and Vandana Shiva. Also featured will
be the "That Ain't a Wetland, That's a

. Swamp" photo contest. For more informa
tion, write to: Public Interest Law Confer
ence, c/o Land Air Water, Univ. of Oregon
School of Law, Eugene, OR 97403.

THE WOLF PROGRAM. A wolf educational
program featuring Pamela Brown of the
Clem&jethro Lecture Service, Kent Weber of
Mission: Wolf, and wolf ambassador Sha-·
man is available to your sc~olor group. The
program teaches about wolves, respect for all
life, and encourages environmental involve
ment. The Clem & Jethro Lecture Service, a
national educational effort named for its first
two wolf ambassadors, has visited thousands
of schools, made TV appearances, been fea
tured in three National Geographic books,
and toured with musician Paul Winter.
Mission: Wolf, a sanctuary for captive wolves
and an educational facility, is home to our
latest wolf ambassador, Shaman. With the
natural return of wolves to Glacier Park and
Washington state, and possible reintroduc
tions to Yellowstone Park and the Rockies,
wolves' survival depends on an enlightened
public. The hour-long presentation includes
a film about wolves, a visit with Shaman, and .
questions from the audience. It is geared to
every age level. We ask a negotiable fee to
cover expenses. Call or write to arrange a.
booking: Pamela Brown, C&jLS, Box 5817,
Santa Fe, NM 87502; 505-98.3-8602.

SAVE THE REDWOODS t-shirts
100% cotton. Available in M-L-XL.
Black ink on red, gold, silver, or lavender. $10.

North Coast Earth First!
.. POBox 368

Bayside, CA 95524

NACE PLANS CONCERT. Native Americans
for a Clean Environment, a non-profit or
ganization whose purpose is to raise public

. consciousness about environmental issues,
with emphasis on the·nuclear industry, is
planning a benefit concert for 1990. Earth's
Concert: Earth Awareness will be a birthday
celebration in honor of our planet. We plan
to incorporate a powwow and orchestrate
our efforts with other organizations such as
the Global Walk Project for world peace. Our
event needs a poster, so we are conducting a
contest to find the best entry. For informa
tion, contact Earth's Concert coordinator,
Dale DuShane, NACE, POB 1671, Tahlequah,
OK 74465 (918-458-4322); .

SANCTUARY TRAVEL HELPS AK
WILDLIFE. If you plan to visit Alaska, call
Sanctuary Travel Service, toll free, 800-247-

EARTH FIRST! BIODIVERSITY

REBEL AGAINST

SAVE AMERICAN
ECOSYSTEMS

BIODIVERSITY BUMPERSTICKERS
Only $1.50 each. Additional contributions will help us buiid a
needed species and ecosystem legal defense fund.

Earth First! Biodiversity Project
2365 Willard Road

Parkersburg, WV 26101

ECO-POETRY TOUR 1990. Two poets are
organizing a performance tour for 1990 to
celebrate the 20th anniversary year of the
first Earth Day. jeff Poniewaz (Poe-nYEAH
vAHsh) and Antler, Widely acclaimed for
their powerful eco-poems and dynamic per
formance of them, are devoting themselves
to helping reverse the global ecological disas
ter. jeff and Antler are available between
Milwaukee and New York City March 26
April 7 and available anytime August
through December. Any kindred eco-spirits
interested in having Antler and jeffperform,
please write: jeff Poniewaz & Antler, c/o
Inland Ocean Books, 4540 S. 1st St., Milwau
kee, WI 53207. Antler's Last Words and jeff
Poniewaz's Dolphin Leaping in the Milky Way
can be ordered from Inland Ocean Books for
$5 and $6.95 plus $2 postage.

Quality Green on White
Price Includes Postage

Send $3 To:
Wilderness Defense!
P.O. Box 460101
Smoky Hill Station
Aurora, Colorado 80015

EF! BULLETINS

Full Size
IIA6N£TIC
BUmPER. STIC KER

IEARTH FIRSTll

NEW MEXICO EARTH FIRST! NEEDS
YOUR HELP! We are currently involved in
3 major campaigns: suing USFWS over wolf
reintroduction, saving the jemez Mountains
from being stripmined for pumice torvake
stone/acid washed jeans, and defending the
Mexican Spotted Owl and Southwestern old
growth. However, we need money to con
tinue the work. Please send a donation to
NMEF!, POB 40445, Albuquerque, NM
87196.

COMPARATIVELY BENIGN TOILET PA
PER AVAILABLE. Seventh Generation, a
socially responsible, Vermont-based com
pany, offers a catalog of environmentally
safe products. Seventh Generation products
include organic baby food, dioxin-free bio
degradable disposable diapers and sanitary
napkins, energy-efficient lightbulbs, low
flow showerheads, non-toxic soaps and
toothpaste, and recycled toilet paper. This
year, purchases by Seventh Generation cus
tomers will save more than 14 million gal
lons of water and keep over 400 million
pounds of carbon dioxide from the atmos
phere. Fora catalog, call 1-800-441-2538.
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GRIZZLY BEARS, POLITICS, AND DEATH
A Montana Department of Fish, Wild

life and Parks [MDFWPj biologist has again
supplanted biological fact with political fic
tion in his reporting of the death of a Grizzly
Bear. The death was initially listed on the
Department's tally of 1989 Grizzly Bear
Mortalities in the Lower 48 States as "Natural
mortality - killed by another bear while in
snare set for research purposes."

The three year old female Grizzly was
found dead in a snare set by Department
researchers, apparently killed by an older,
larger Grizzly Bear while unable to flee. The
death occurred in the Grizzly Creek-Burnt
Creek area of the Cabinet-Yaak Ecosystem of
northwest Montana and northern Idaho.

Endangered Species Biologist Arnold
Dood's listing of the mortality as "natural"
drew criticism from within the Department,
as well as from representatives of conserva
tion groups such as Swan View Coalition and
The Alliance for the Wild Rockies. Critics
argued that, regardless of how prudent re
searchers were in their trapping efforts, the
death was man-caused in that the Grizzly
would not have died had it been able to flee
from other bears.

Dood reasoned that the decision be
tween "natural" and "man-caused" was a
toss up, but revealed that he used political
considerations in making his final decision.
He told Swan View Coalition that, given the
already negative to hostile view of bears and
bear researchers by Libby, MT, area loggers
and miners, Dood did not want the death
attributed to research activities. Swan View
responded that the Department was again
twisting the facts in favor of political expedi
ency.

In a November 9 letter to Swan View,
Dood wrote:

Based on comments from you and other
interested individuals as well as further discus
sion with the research personnel involved, I have
changed the classification of the 1989 Cabinet
Yaak mortality from a natural mortality to a trap
casualty. This category identifies the man
,caused factors which contributed to the mortal
ity.

Arnold Dood was also the supervising
author of the Department's 1986 Final Pro
grammatic EIS entitled "The Grizzly Bear in
Northwestern Montana." This EIS has be
come the basis for the Department's effort to
"delist" or remove the Grizzly from the pro
tected "threatened" status afforded under
the Endangered Species Act in the Northern
Continental Divide Ecosystem (NCDE) of
northwest Montana.

The delisting effort gained considerable
momentum and the support of the US Fish
and Wildlife Service under the reign of past
Director Frank Dunkel. Dunkel was ap
pointed as FWS director by then President
Reagan based on his past performance as a
mining lobbyist and former head of
MDFWP. Dunkel resigned in 1989 following
the release of a General Accounting Office
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report stating that top FWS officials "sub
stantially changed the body of scientific
evidence" in a 1987 study on threats to the
Northern Spotted Owl in the Pacific North
west: The GAO report found that the 1987
study's conclusion that Forest Service log
ging plans endangered the owl's survival was
cut out and an opposite conclusion inserted.

MDFWP's EIS was prepared in part as a
result ofa Defenders of Wildlife challenge to
the Department's allOWing ofa limited sPort
hunt of Grizzly Bear even though it is listed
as Threatened. The Endangered Species Act
allows such hunts to occur only "in the
extraordinary case where population pres
sures within a given ecosystem cannot be
otherwise relieved." The EIS concludes:

It does not appear that Grizzly Bear popu
lation pressure (or lack ofpressure) !:an be biO
logically demonstrated at present or in the
immediate future ... Excessive population pres
sure is not cleariy defined but appears to be
basically a social consideration, not solely a
biological one (some people feel 1 bear is exces
sive while others feel 100 bears are not). There
fore, the problem is really a social one in that we
must balance bear numbers with what society
(especially thos,e living with the bears) will ac
cept, at the same time attaining recovery levels to
meet the requirements of the ESA.

In one short paragraph, the Depart
ment abandons the strict ESA requirements
that scientific information, not social and
political concerns, be used in making man
agement decisions. The EIS extrapolates
freely from numerous local bear population
studies, many ofwhich explicitly stated they
should not be used for extrapolation pur
poses, concluding that the Grizzly popula
tion is already at a recovered level.

Unable to demonstrate that the "ex_
traordinary case" of extreme population
pressure exists, the Department nonetheless
recommends the delisting of the Grizzly in
the NCDE. Meanwhile, the hunt continues
under a somewhat reduced quota systemand
the local Defenders office remains virtually
silent in the delisting debate.

Another Department author of the EIS,
Rick Mace, is now completing the second
year ofa $200,000 per year nine year studyof
Grizzly Bear populations and movements in
the Northern Swan Range ofthe NCDE. Part
of the purpose of the study is to confirm that
the bear population is indeed as high as the
EIS says it is, yet the Department and the FWS
are considering delisting the bear well before
the study is completed. Ironically, because
the study is being funded mostly by federal
money granted under Sec.tion 6 of the ESA, it
would most likely have to be terminated if '
the bear is delisted, as this funding would no

, longer be available.
'The study has produced interesting

information in its first 2 years, especially
regarding bear mortalities. Of the 22 GriZzly
Bears fitted with radio tracking collars, 6 are
already dead. Four of those deaths occurred

this past September, 3 confirmed at the
hands ofmen with guns. Forthe fourth bear,
only the radio collarWas found, having been
cut off and tossed into a swamp.

, A two-year average annual mortality
rate of 14% is much higher than the annual
mortality rate of about 5% documented in
the EIS. If the mortality rate of the sample
population in the Swan (South Fork) Study is
indicative of the rest of the population, the
bear is indeed in big trouble! -,

, It is evident from the Department's bear
obituary list and the preliminary results of
the Swan Study that adequate land manage
ment programs are not in place for the Griz
zly Bear. For example, the US Forest Service,

. National Park Service, and the Montana
Department failed to force Burlington
Northern to promptly clean up tons of corn
spilled in the winter of 1988-89 in three
separate train derailments along a two mile '
stretch of track in essential GriZzly Bear
habitat along 'the Flathead National Forest/
Glacier National Park border. Despite les
sons learned follOWing a corn spill in 1985,
which afforded Highway 2 tourists ready
access to drunken Grizzly Bears, and efforts
to clean up and close the area to humans in .
the summer of 1989, a deadly combination
ofcorn, fermenting corn "miso" paste, bears,
and trains resulted.

Up to 12 Grizzlies were attracted to, and
remained to feed on, the fermenting corn
this past spring, summer, and fall. Several
wore radio tracking collars fitted during the
Swan Grizzly Study and had crossed tWo
major river drainages and one or two major
mountain ranges to feed at the Corn-Spill
Cafeteria. TwoGrizzlies and one Black Bear
have been confirmed as killed when hit by
trains in the corn spill area. How many have
crawled off and died and not been discov
ered?

The Swan Study has also confirmed that
Grizzly Bears from the east side of the Swsm
Range cross over the, divide to feed in the
lower elevations of the Noisy Face portion of
the Swan Range on the Flathead National
Forest. Years ago, Hungry Horse ~servoiron
t4e South Fork of the Flathead River east of
the Swan Range inundated 22,000 acres of
once prime low elevation spring Grizzly
habitat. Swan View Coalition and others
have longconterided that bears need the low
elevation habitats of the Flathead and Swan
Valleys on the west side to compensate for
this loss. '

Using appeals, the courts, and GriZzly
documentation gathered by citizens; Swan
View Coalition won the closure of a critical
portion. of these low elevation west-side
habitats to off-road vehicles and annual
cross-country motorcycle races, and won the
closure of scores of Flathead NF roads to
passenger vehicles as well. The forest to the'
south of the National Forest closure area,
however, is managed by the Montana De
partment of State Lands, which has not fol-

'lowed the lead of Swan View and the
Flathead.

The Swan Study has documented use of
the state-owned Birch Flats/Mud Lake area at
the foot of the Noisy Face by 5 of its collared
Grizzlies this past year.. One of those bears, a
21/2 year ol~ male, is now dead. As men
tioned above, authorities found its radio
collar thrown into a swamp. They have not
found the dead bear or the culprit.

The fate of this bear is most likely the
result of a simple formula: Roads plus ve
hicles carrying humans and guns (especially
dUring Black Bear hunting season, when
Grizzlies are mistaken as Black Bears) equals
dead Grizzly Bears. Your help is needed to see
that the roads in Birch Flat/Mud Lake area are
closed to motor vehicles so the Grizzlies that
depend on the area's rich habitat are neither
disturbed nor shot.

The Montana Department of Fish,
Wildlife, and Parks has manipulated popula
tion and mortality data to support its plan to
delist the Grizzly Bear, and will apparently
continue to do so until challenged. Needless
to say, the FS is pleased with the
Department's efforts and the thought of not
having to comply with the ESA's protective
measures. While politically motivated bu
reaucrats argue over how many Grizzlies
there are, the bear's existence becomes more
tenuous by the day.
WHAT YOU CAN DO:

Oppose premature delisting of the
Grizzly Bear! For information or to com
ment on the Department's listing of Griz
zly mortalities, Grizzly Bear EIS, or effort
to delist the Grizzly Bear, contact Arnold
Dood, FWP Bldg, MSU Campus, Bozeman,
MT 59717-0001.

For information on the,Swan (refer to
it as the "South Fork") Grizzly Bear Study,
contact Rick Mace, MDFWP, POB 67, Kalis

, pell, MT 59901.
Work for road closures! Urge biologist

Shawn Riley oftheMDFWP (same address)
to work with his sister agency, the Mon-,
tana Dept of State Lands, to secure the
closure of all roads in the Birch Flat/Mud
Lake area, where Bear #98 was killed, to
help prevent further poaching of Grizzly
Bearin the area. Also write (orsend a copy) _
to Dept ofState Lands in this regard at POB
940, Kalispell, MT 59901.

Don't allow the Forest Service to feed
the bears! Tell the FS to make BN clean up
its spilled com. Compliment the ranger
for previous efforts, but insist that, until
the bears quit congregating along the
tracks and highway to feed on what com
remains, they are not enough. Write
Ranger Al Christophersen, POB 340, Hun
gry Horse, MT 59919.

, -Keith ]. Hammer, Habitat Security
Officer, EF! Biodiversity Project



ECOSYSTEM ON THE EDGE
Old Growth Forests of the Southwest

be listed too, he said, "Not necessarily ... with
our guidelines in place we may be able to
keep the Mexican Spotted Owl from ever
being listed as Threatened." The FS doesn't
want the owl listed, as then they would have
to gain US Fish and Wildlife Service approval
for any project that would impact a Spotteti '
Owl territory. Presently the FS manages the
Mexican Spotted Owl as a "Sensitive" spe
cies. A FS timber planner rold me this is
"essentially the same asa threatened listing."
In fact, however, this is not so, as under the
Sensitive category the FS is free to "mitigate";
or, as has been done in the Northwest, to
arbitrarily move on paper a Spotted Owl
habitat from a timber sale area to an already
protected area sometimes miles away! Many
environmental groups, including the Na
tional Audubon Society, have charged that
the FS "Sensitive" species designation has
been used many times to prevent protection
under'the £SA for a species in jeopardy.

All bureaucracies protect their own turf,
and the FS is no different. By keeping the
Spotted Owl a "Sensitive" species, the FS
avoids interference from the Fish and Wild
life Service, the agency primarily responsible
for upholding the £SA. The Sensitive species
designation often is essentially a smoke
screen allowing the FS to continue their
destructive, extraction orien ted manage
ment policies.

Forest Service officials are doing things
more professionally here with the Spotted
Owl than FS officials in the Northwest did.
(It is hard to imagine a more vile example of
deliberate mismanagement than Region 6
did with the Northern Spotted Owl.) The
current 'guidelines are a small step in the
right direction, but they will not protect
long-term viability of the species as man
dated by federal laws.

During the Reagan-Bush years, there
has been a great increase in the "commodiza
tion" of public lands. Since 1980, pressure
has fallen on local FS officials to produce
more and more timber regardless of the
environmental consequences. Steep slope
cable logging is the latest onslaught.

Timber Liquidation
The high forests of the Southwest re

ceive barely enough rainfall to exist. Many
ecologists argue that commercial timber
production is unsustainable in this environ
ment. The forest may survive two or three
cycles (with greatly reduce,d diversity and
health each time), but it will not recover for
centuries, ifeyer. The Forest Service claims it
can regrow an old-growth forest. Old
growth experts like Chris 'Maser doubt this.
The FS-is misleading the public by stating
that it is retaining a certain percentage ofold
growth. The Apache-Sitgreaves NF is, ac
cording to the forest plan, preserving 6% of
the original old-growth on the Forest. In
some management units, however, old
growth does not exist, has not been sur
veyed, is currently being logged or soon will
be.

The timber industry in the Southwest
contributes less than 1% of the nation's
wood supply. The timber industry supplies
0.05% of jobs in New Mexico and Arizona.
(The Wilderness Society) The FS loses mil
lions of dollars yearly in the Southwest sub
sidizing deficit timber sales.

The past 10 years have taken a heavy toll
on the Southwest's old-growth. The Forest
plans for Region 3 call for a massive increase
in loggingover the next few decades. Timber
companies in the Southwest, such as South
west Forest Industries, Stone Container,
Kaibab Industries, Duke City, and Bates
Lumber, clamor for more lumber while auto
mation produces more wood products with
less workers. Corporate executives and some
Forest Service officials convince timber in·
dustry workers that environmentalists are
their enemies. Things are getting ugly in

continued on page 18
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Cable Logging
The remaining old-growth in the

Southwest is now seriously threatened by the
advent of steep slope cable logging. This
practice, which allows foresters to harvest
timber on slopes of over 40% gradient and
has been used for many years in the North
w~t, is rearing its ugly head in New Mexico
this year, and has been used increasingly on
the Apache-Sitgreaves and the Coconino NFs
in Arizona for the last few years. (One FS
official on the ASNF told me thata firm in the
White Mountain area had just bought steep
slope logging equipment and the FS felt
obliged to keep him operating.) Steep slope
cable logging is the biggest threat to the
remaining old-growth in the Southwest.

Mexican Spotted Owl
As the old-growth goes, so do the many

species dependent on this ecosystem, in
cluding the Mexican Spotted Owl (Strix oc
cidentalis lucida). This subspecies of Spotted
Owl is known to utilize over 2000 acres per
pair on average, about 1000 of this being old
growth forest. In their entire range, 500 plus
or minus 200 pairs of Mexican Spotted Owls
survive. (Fletcher, FS) Spotted Owls disap
pear from areas where extensive timber har
vest has occurred. (Forsman 1984)

The Forest Service Southwest Region
has long known about the Mexican Spotted
Owl, but only when environmental groups
like Earth First! succeeded in making the
Northern Spotted Owl a national issue did
the FS begin a research program in the South
west. The FS issued interim management
guidelines to protect the Mexican Spotted
Owl on June 30 of this year. The guidelines
call for the establishment of a 2000 acre
territory for each pair or 'individual found.
The catch is that logging is allowed in 25%,
500 acres, of the territory. This figure can
increase to over 700 acres '''if necessary."
Within the territory is designated a 450 acre
Core Area. No logging is allowed in the Core
Area, but road-building is allowed as a "last
resort." Moreover, these restrictions only
apply if owls are found before a timber sale
has begun or before a timber sale contract has
been signed. According to Keith Fletcher,
head of the Spotted Owl ID Team in the
Southwest, this is because the FS "Cannot
afford to pay whatever claims may be made
against them by contractors if a timber sale
has to be stopped." Public coriunent on
these guidelines was accepted until Septem
ber 1, and the FS intends to publish a final
version soon.

The Northern Spotted Owl is currently
being listed as Threatened under the Endan·
gered Species Act (ESA). The Mexican Spot
ted Owl is thought to be even rarer than the
Northern Spotted Owl. When I asked Keith
Fletcher if, since the Mexican subspecies is at
least twice as rare as the Northern, it should
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Cable logging operations allow logging ofsteep-sided canyons that were previously inaccessible.
Art by US Forest Service.

harvest. FS offiCials, other than those on the
Carson and Kaibab, are showing little if any
progress on the aerial and on-the-ground
old-growth mapping that they have been
claiming to be doing for several years.

In the Pacific Northwest is it believed
that over 90% of the old-growth forests have
been logged. The FS has been Widely accused
ofdistorting old-growth figures in the North
west to make it seem as thdugh the old
growth crisis were not so grave. The FS
changed the definition of old-growth one
month before congressional hearings on
ancient forests two years ago, then stated
before an incredulous Hou~epanel that there
were 6 million acres of old-growth instead of
the 3 million claimed the year before. The
scientists and environmentalists rejected the
FS reasoning. In fact, the only areas with
reliable figures on old-growth were those
covered by The Wilderness Society's aerial
photo, old-growth mapping project and the

.Audubon Society:s Adopt-a-Forest volunteer
project.

greater in an old-growth forest than at any
other stage in the forest's development.
Many species are partially or completely old
growth dependent; without enough old
growth habitat, they will ultimately go ex
tinct. In the Southwest these species include
the Mexican Spotted Owl, Pileated Wood
pecker, Pine Marten, Arizona Montane Vole,
Flammulated Owl, and Mt. Graham Red
SqUirrel.

Hundreds of miles of desert lowlands
separate the mountain chains of the .South
west. Within these mountains human dis
turbances are rapidly isolating old-growth
stands. Old-growth dependent species are
trapped in these islands within islands, and
diversity of gene types within the species is
reduced. Inbreeding dooms any population
or species.

Historically, timber harvests in the
Southwest have been limited to areas with
slopes of 40% or less. Almost all such land
has now been logged. Most remaining old
growth forest in the Southwest is in steep
canyons and on rugged mountainsides.

Today relatively little old-growth remains
in the Kaibab, Coconino, and Sitgreaves Na
tional Forests. Largely because oftheir remote
ness, some areas of the. Apache and North
Kaibab forests were spared, and still support
considerable old-growth expanses. Now, though,
intense pressures are being exerted to accelerate
the harvest of this old-growth. (AZ Game &
Fish)

Areas of old-growth in the Southwest
include high elevation Wildemess Areas in
northern New Mexico; areas within the Gila
Wilderness, Aldo Leopold Wilderness, and
Blue Range Primitive Area; Bearwallow, Eagle
Peak, The Ward, and Water areas of Gila NF;
Elk Mountain in Santa Fe NF; Scott Able area
of Lincoln NF; Bonito area of the Jemez
Mountains; Borrego Mesa of Santa Fe NF,
Angostura area of Carson NF; Sacramento
Mountains ofLincoln NF; Zuni Mountains of
Cibola NF; Mt. Graham in Arizona's Coro
nado NF; and areas along the Mogollon Rim
in Apache-Sitgreaves NF. Most of these areas
are threatened. Almost the entire old
growth inventory of the Alpine Ranger Dis
trict on the Apache-Sitgreaves NF is slated for
liquidation in the next ten years.

Unreliable FS Figures
The Forest Service Region 3 headquar

ters, which covers Arizona and New MeXico,
has released "rough estimates" on old
growth in the Southwest. The FS says there
are approXimately 15 million forested acres
on Region 3 NF land; of this, 2.37 million
acres are designated Wilderness including
about 570,000 acres (24%) 'of old-growth.
The FS considers suitable for timber harvest
3.53 million acres with about 530,000 acres
(15%) of that being old-growth. The FS
'consider~ unsuitable for timber harvest 9.26
million acres with about 1 million acres of
that (11.6%) old-growth.

The FS spokesman I spoke with did not
say what criteria were used' to determine
what old-growth is or whether the same
definition was used in different areas. The FS
prepared the old-growth figures at the re
quest of Senator Jeff Bingaman (D-NM).
They are based on an outdated sawtimber
inventory and take into account only tree
size, not old-growth structural characteris
tics. The spokesman indicated that harvest
would continue even while scientifically
accurate definitions and data bases for old
growth are being developed. The FS figures
show that at least 85% of the original forests
of the Southwest have been logged. They
indicate that there are about 2.1 million
acres of old-growth remaining in the South
west Region National Forests and that 1.5
million of those acres are off-limits to timber

by Peter Galvin

Imagine a series of islands surrounded
not by water, but by desert, grasslands, and
juniper woodlands. Standing amongst the
Saguaros in the sizzling Arizona desert, it's
hard to believe that just a few air miles away
is a lush spruce-fir forest: one of the
Southwest's "Sky Islands." In the early 1900s
ecologist Charles Lowe noted that for every
1000 feet of elevation gain, the land mim
icked a northerly movement of about one
degree latitude. Lowe also concluded that for
every 1000 feet of elevation gain an addi
tional5 inches of precipitation fell annually,
so that at 11,000 feet on the San Francisco
Peaks, conditions mimic those of alpine
meadows. Lowe used the Southwest, Ari
zona in particular, to prove his theories of
how elevation and aspect affect climate and
hence vegetation. Lowe noted that almost
every land ecosystem known in North Amer
ica is represented in the Southwest. Until
recently, the Sky Islands of the Southwest
supported millions of acres of forests domi
nated by ancient Ponderosa Pine, Douglas-fir
and Engelmann Spruce. This forest began to
disappear with the arrival of the white man
and his use of wood for mine supports, build
ing, smelting, and milling. What once
seemed like. an endless resource is today an
ecosys\em on the edge of survival.

This cow is stepping out ofa Forest Service Researc
grazing.

Differing Old-growth Definitions
Old-growth forests have only recently

entered the American consciousness. The
debate over the vanishing forests of the
Pacific Northwest has become a national
issue. Scientific terminology helps us ex
pand on the common perception of old
growth as big old trees.

Forests that have developed over long peri
ods without catastrophic disturbance of either
natural or human origin are known as old
growth forests. They are what mostpeople mean
by the phrase "virgin forest, " a term that reflects
these forests' untouched primeval quality. Old
growth forests differ from young ones in species
composition and structure as well as in cyclingof
energy, nutrients, and water. These differences
result mainly from the presence in old-growth

. forests of large live trees, large snags (standing
dead trees) and large downed logs.

Most current research on the nature o(old
growth (orests has been carried out in the Pacific
Northwest, where conditions for conifer growth
are ideal, require at least 175 years to develop,
and most trees are from 350 to 750 years in age.
In other regions, old-growth forests may take
longer to develop fully and may not achieve such
longevity, but they serve many af the same
ecological functions.

Old-growth forests are composed of trees
that vary in size and species; the dominant trees
are truly impressive. Their multilayered cano
pies produce·heavily filtered light. As a result, the
understory layers ofshrubs, herbs, and tree seed
lings are moderate in density and patchy in'
distribution, tending to be best developed where
terrain or disturbance has created openings.
Snags and rotted stubs are common, and numer
ous large logs in various stages ofdecay lie strewn
over the (orest floor and across streams.
(Audubon Society)

In the Pacific Northwest, 'old-growth' is
nowa household term; but few people realize
that the Southwest has old-growth forests
too. The Forest Service definiticn of old
growth varies from region to region and in
the Southwest from National Forest to Na
tional Forest. The Apache-Sitgreaves defini
tion is, "The. final successional stage of a
forest, characterized by a high degree of
decadence, because of declining health ..."

To some foresters, an old-growth forest
may appear decadent, but countless studies
have shown that the diversity of species is



BRINGING OLD-GROWTH BACK TO

Southwest Old Growth.

Peter Galvin, a veteran old-growth activist
from the Northwest, now resides in Arizona,
where he is writing a book on Southwest old
growth.

forest, essential habitat corridors.
The big national environmental groups

should make Southwest old-growth a na
tional issue to achieve these aims. Local
groups and grassroots activists should make
noise on this issue. A conference on the
Southwest Old-Growth Ecosystem, spon
sored by a non-government entity, should be
held.

. WHAT YOU CAN DO: 1) Tell your
friends, neighbors, and co-worked about
Southwest old-growth. Write letters to
local newspapers, and to senators (US
Senate, Washington, DC 20510), represen
tatives (House of Representatives, DC
20515), and other power brokers. Urge
them to protect all remaining old-growth
now. Send letters also to thesupervisors of
the Southwest National Forests. EspeCially
needed are letters to these NFs:
*Apache-Sitgreaves NF, POB 640, Springer
ville, AZ 85938
*Gila NF, 2610 N Silver St, Silver City, NM
88061
*Santa Fe NF, POB 1689, Santa Fe, NM
87504
2) Since this approach may not work,
consider more immediate tactics....

OLD-GROWfH CHARACTERISTICS
Before we can assess the potential for

old-growth, we must define what we hope to
restore. There are few scientific records of the
nature of the Southern Appalachian prime
val forest. Ecologists have documented relics
such as Joyce Kilmer Memorial Forest, lin
ville Gorge Wilderness Area, and the boreal
forests of the Great Smoky Mountains. We
have descriptions of plants and animals,
especially birds, by early naturalists. The
turn-of-the-century logging companies pu b
lished descriptions of large standing timber
for sale. But most of the forest history of our
mountains records only the massive destruc
tion of the old-growth forests. Today we
must piece together the scraps of Informa
tion gleaned from these sources and from
modem ecological interpretations of sec
ond-growth forest dynamics to estimate the
kinds of plant and animal communities that
existed In pre·settlement forests.

Because of the immense diversity of
potential habitats in the Southern Appala
chians, it is easier to define what old-growth
is not than what it is. It is not a forestthat has
grown beyond economic or commercial
timber maturity. It is not decadent. It is not
limited to virgin or ancient forest. It is not
just a forest that contains very big trees. It is
not synonymous with "wilderness."

Let's try a simple definition: Old-grawth
forests are forests having a lon~ uninterrupted
period ofdevelopment, or scientifically speak
ing, they are the end point ofan ecosystem's
development without disturbance by mod
em man.

A regime of recurring natural distur
bances gives old-growth forests their essen
tial character, that of "canopy gap patch
iness," or to use the technical term, that of a
"shifting mosaic steady state.~' As old trees
are lost from the canopy, by such natural
causes as lightning strikes, ice breakage, and
blowdowns, younger replacement trees
maintain an uneven-aged canopy structure.
Looking at the forest as a whole, these small
patches of shifting canopy ages comprise a
heterogeneous steady state, or mosaic.

An old-growth forest always contains
trees in all stages of aging, including senes
cence, as well as dying, standing dead, and
fallen dead trees. With a few exceptions,
most tree species that comprise the Southern
Appalachian forests today reach senescence
between 150 and 300 years. Because old
growth forests contain many species, ages of
individual dominant trees' in such a stand
may vary between mature 100-year old trees
just growing Into canopy gaps and dying
400-year olds. Both the size of old trees and
the average life expectancy for dominant
trees vary considerably with site. however,
thus leading to a descriptive criterion for age
rather than a quantitative one.

"Age" ofan old-growth stand must also
include the length of time fallen dead trees
have been decaying. The micro-habitats
provided by old wind-thrown trees, standing
dead snags, and rotting logs are essential to
the Integrity of old-growth. Down trees and
large debris are even more important in
streams than on the ground, indispensable

the beginning of clearcutting in the 1960s,
selection harvesting and high-grading of
mature timber removed some commercially
important trees from many stands, thus es
tablishing canopy gaps without the accom
panying fallen dead boles. Over hundreds of
thousands of acres of National Forest, how.
ever, second-growth has developed rela
tively free of further man-caused distur
bance. In some remote sites without access
for salvage operations, a component of
dying, dead, and down trees is beginning to
develop. Natural disturbances continue to
create canopy gaps for more varied tree spe
cies to assume dominance.

Most importan'tly, many plant and
animal species are gradually migrating from
adjacent refuges, that is, from fragments of
ecosystems that escaped devastation, into
surrounding habitats that are becoming
habitable. As more of these mature forest
interior species become established, there is
an acceleration of essential recovery proc
esses, such as a build.up of soil organic mat
ter, the creation of more varied micro-habi
tats and niches, and a proliferation oflowest
trophic level organisms.

LAND OWNERSHIP POTENTIAL
. Where are second-growth forests lo
cated In the Southern Appalachians that are
suitable for restoration to old-growth? Be
cause of the long-term commitment re
quired, only two possibilities exist: 1) pre
serves created by such private organizations
as the Nature Conservancy, and 2) public
federal lands, especially the National Forests
and National Parks. The private preserves are
exemplary, and serve an urgent need to
protect rare and. uncommon habitats; but
such preserves are fragmentary, almost al
ways small Isolated tracts surrounded by the
abrupt edges of a modified landscape. They
are not an integral part of an old-growth or
mature forest landscape.

Great Smoky Mountains National Park
encompasses the largest remaining area in
the Southern Appalachians of old-growth
forest landscape, 165,000 acres of contigu
ous forest habitats that retain most charac
teristics of old-growth, free of significant
physical disturbance by European man.
Much of this old-growth lies in the unique
high elevation spruce-fir forest, currently
being degraded biologically by the man-in
troduced balsamwoolyadelgid. The remain
ing two-thirds of the Park, about 335,000
acres preViously cut-over, farmed, grazed
and otherwise disturbed prior to the estab
lishment of the Park, meet all requirements
for the restoration ofold-growth landscapes.
The protected status of the Park allows these
forests to eventually be restored to near pre
·disturbance conditions.

The six National Forests of the Southern
Appalachians in North Carolina (Pisgah,
Nantahala), Tennessee (Cherokee), Georgia
(Chattahoochee), South Carolina (Sumter),
and Virginia Oefferson) presently contain 30
separate tracts of congressionally designated
Wilderness, totaling 275,000 acres. It must
be remembered that Congress sets aside
these areas for people, as recreational com
modities. The needs of biota are only of
secondary consideration, as evidenced by
the hundreds ofthousands ofpeople visiting
these areas annually, creating severe impacts
on biota, especially stresses on birds and
large mammals. However, the long-term
legal comTnitment for preservation does in
effect secure Wilderness Areas for the restora
tion of old-growth.

The five largest of these National Forest
Wilderness Areas average about 22,000 acres,
or 35 square miles each, areas sufficiently
large for restoration of complete old-growth
landscapes. The remaining 25 areas average
only 5200 acres each, with the ten smallest
averaging less than 3500 acres. The small
sizes of these Wilderness Areas come into
perspective when we realize that the home
range of a single male Black Bear is well over
25 square miles of contiguous forest. Unless·
protected by large additional acreages of
surrounding mature forest with a long-term
old.growth commitment, all but the five
largest National Forest Wildernesses in the
Southern Appalachians serve little purpose
in restoring the integrity of the old-growth
forest landscape.

Aside from the small and fragmentary
.sizes of this potential old-growth in desig
nated Wilderness, such areas were selected
largely for their scenic beauty and their
unsuitability or inaccessibility for timber
harvest. Many of these Wilderness habitats
are high ridges and deep gorges, excellent
examples of lincominon forest communities
and critical to regional diversity. Only the
Cohutta Wilderness in Georgia, the Citico
Wilderness in Tennessee, and parts of the
Joyce Kilmer/Slick Rock Wilderness in North

BIOLOGICAL POTENTIAL
Thete are three classes of "potentials"

for the restoration of old-growth landscapes
in the Southern Appalachians: 1) the biologi
cal potential, 2) the land ownership poten
tial, or potential for long-term commitment,
and 3) the ethical potential, or potential for
acceptance by society.

A forest that has been disturbed by
timber harvesting can be a candidate for
restoration to an old-growth forest. Al
though the indigenous condition has been
altered by logging, some old-growth charac
teristics may be retained and many more
may be restored over time. Most present-day
timber management activities in second
growth forests do not irreversibly alter the
potential for old-growth restoration. These
transient management disturbances, proba
bly more properly termed "interferences,"
include the suppression of natural distur
bances such as wildfire, and the removal,
termed "salvage," of dead and dying trees.
So-called "timber stand improvement" and
"vegetation management" alter only tempo
rarily the species composition in many forest
stands by discriminating against those tree
and shrub species that have little or no
commercial value. .

Ecologists agree that restoration to near
pre-disturbance conditions, with the excep
tions of extirpated species and the presence
of introduced exotic species, can in time be
accomplished on previously cut-over fores
tlands that have regenerated a second
growth forest ·of native species. Exceptions
to this in the Southern Appalachians are
plantation forests and some second-growth
naturally seeded forests established on lands
that were previously converted to agricul
ture. Soil degradation on such land in many
cases has so modified habitats that recovery
to pre-disturbance condition will require
thousands of years. ,

In most present-day second-growth
forest stands that have recovered through
protection from logging abuse early this
century, significant restoration has already
occurred. After 60·100 years of natural reha
bilitation, such stands are approaching bio
logical maturity. Because of their origin, that
is regrowth from massive disturbance, many
of these stands are even-aged. Canopy gap
patchiness has 'not yet become established,
and in fact will' be slow in emerging because
all dominant trees are the same age. As
genetically different dominant trees suc
cumb to environmental stresses, and as
lightning and ice take their toll, younger
trees, usually of shade tolerant species, will
begin to fill canopy gaps. Tree species diver
sity thus will increase along with age diver
sity.

During the four or five decades between
the massive logging early this century and

to restoration of aquatic habitats in old
growth forests. Thus natural processes that
even tually achieve such restoration may
require centuries to reach true indigenous
condition. Most ecologists agree that a
semblance of old-growth structure and
composition is developed in many hard
wood forest types of eastern North America
at age 150-200 years, with another 50-100
years to achieve the down-timber habitats .

Many primeval forests were not ancient
forests when Europeans first encountered
them, put were in varying stages of succes
sional.development toward a stable, end
point condition. In the pre-settlement
Southern Appalachian Mountains, periodic
wildfires prevented the long-term stabiliza·
tion of forest composition on some sites, in
particular south-faCing slopes and ridges.
Such fire-maintained sub-stable communi·
ties are a natural part of the mosaic of old
growth landscapes. The "age" of these sub
stable forests in a primeval landscape, how
ever, must include that ofthe previous forest,
because the residual standing charred snags
and decaying remnants of burned down
timber are integral parts of the evolVing
biotic community.

A restored old-growth forest cannot be
delineated as a forest "stand," in modern
inventory terminology. There dm be no
clear boundaries drawn where old-growth
stops. There must be a' gradual transition to
other communities or land uses, because
requisite for the protection of interior species
from "edge effects" is freedom from man
caused disturbances in the surroundingarea.
There are no sharp "edges" in an old-growth
landscape, because the entire area is a mosaic
of canopy gaps. Even natural wildfires, ice
storms, and wind blowdowns do not leave
abrupt edges. Thus forest management ac
tivities outside old-growth preserves must be
carefully assessed for their impacts on the
rehabilitation processes of the interior com
munities under restoration.

••

by Robert Zahner

BACKGROUND
The case has been established for large

contiguous areas of old-growth. Isolated
fragments do not meet the imperative for
biological diversity. We must no longer
think in terms of old-growth forest stands,
but in terms ofold-growth forest landscapes,
and the requirements of forest interior spe
cies, both plants and animals, who depend
on uninterrupted mature forest, that is, high
quality old-growth forest landscapes.

Restoration to primeval or pre-distur
bance condition of forest habitats in the
Southern Appalachian Mountains is, of
course, Impossible. Many plant and animal
species have been extirpated. Soils on some
sites have been degraded by erosion ordeple
tion of minerals and organic matter, so that
productivity of natural biotic communities
has been permanently altered. Introduced
insect and disease pests continue to take
their toll on native forest trees. Perhaps most
Importantly, acid rain, ground level ozone
poisoning, and climate change due to carbon
dioxide enrichment of the atmosphere will
continue to disrupt life support systems at
every ecosystem level.

Reservoirs of genetic diversity for forest
interior species will become more essential
for the survival and migration of species as
man-caused stresses become more severe.
The potential exists at the species level for
many forest interior communities to be re
stored to at least a semblance of their predls
turbance biota. The potential also exists at
the habitat level for virtually all major natu
ral forest types to be represented In a large
scale landscape restoration effort. Thus It is
still possible to Integrate large contiguous
areas of diverse habitats that can be restored
to biological maturity, and in time to old·
growth forests.

Southern Appalachian land use history
determines the potential for restoration of
old-growth, and this in tum is defined by the
magnitude ofpast damage to a given ecosys
tem, the time lapsed since man has altered
the system, and the degree of recovery to
date. Current forest ages, current rehabilita
tion status, landscape ownership patterns,
and future management plans all impose
challenges to old-growth restoration. Future·
old-growth forests will have a unique com
position and a structure as yet unknown.

This paper discusses the potential for
restoring some of the indigenous landscape
we have lost here in the southern mountains.
It addresses the requirements, limitations,
and challenges for our society to commit
large areas of the Southern Appalachian sec
ond-growth forests to continue recovery

. toward old-growth ecosystems. We have the
resource already established on the land
scape: millions of acres of second-growth
forests under the long-term stewardship of
our National Forests. We also have the vi
sion. Butwedonotyethavetheplan. Nature
has a strategy for rehabilitation of old
growth forests, but the forest managers do

. not.

Strategies for Action
All remaining old.growth should be

protected In a roadless state. One idea is the
formation of Desert Island National Park,
National Mo'nument or National Biological
Preserve. The largest stands could be in
cluded as separate units; the smaller stands
could be included as Research Natural Areas
(RNAs). Habitat corridors should be estab
lished. Wild and Scenic status should be
granted to the high elevation rivers of the
Southwest, which are the lifelines of the
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continued from page 17
logging towns of the Southwest, such as
Springerville, Alpine, and Reserve, as the
citizens realize that the end of resource sup
plies is near. Inevitablycompanies like Stone
Container will pull out. .

It's tragic that people in these colonial
. outposts never realize that they are being
used by industrial capitalism, and that when
they've served their purpose, when there is
no more timber to cut, the companies will
move, leaving the workers with crying hun
gry children, ignorantly blaming the wrong
people. With so little old-growth remaining
in the Southwest, it is clear the timber Indus
try is on its way out. Even a federal pay-offof
$25,000 for every logger family, in addition
to job retraining, might well be less expen
sive than the massive subsidy of this ecologi
calLy disastrous industry.



THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIANS

Federal lands in the Southern Appalachians (not including the Blue Ridge Parkway, the Appalachian
Trail or 7VA lands). Reprinted with permission from The Wilderness Society's study, Mountain
Treasures At Risk.

disturbance landscapes, within another 75
150 years many habitats can be restored to a
semblance of their primeval condition. The
land base and partially rehabilitated second
growth forests exist on our mountain Na
tional Forests; the long-term commitment to
bring it about is possible in federal land
management policy. Finally, public and
congressional sentiments have evolved to
recognize the scientific and moral necessity
to provide old-growth habitats where all
levels of biological diversity can evolve natu
rally in response to the expected environ
mental changes of the next century.

A national crusade is arising for preserv
ing and restoring old-growth forests in every
forest region. A recent conference of the
Natural Areas Association, for example,
hosted 12 papers on the old-growth temper
ate deciduous forests of the southern United
States. Scientific journals, environmental
reports, and even national media are giving
the subject unprecedented attention. The
case for restoring old-growth has been well
established. We are beyond the debating
stage. As now urged by the Society of Ameri
can Foresters, it is time to conserve an ade
quate supply of second-growth forest, and
leave it alone. Forever.
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Robert Zahner is a retired professoroffor
estry who lives in Highlands, NC, near a unique
temperate mesic forest threatened by Forest Serv
ice clearcutting.

The Endangered Species Act, the Mul
tiple Use Sustained Yield Act of 1960, and the
National Forest Management Act of 1976
have mandated that public agencies protect
certain biotic habitats. These laws establish
legal ways for humans to defend some of the
"rights of nature" against man's infringe
ments. A next stage in this legal evolution is
the passage of the proposed Biological Diver
sity Hill and the World Environmental Policy
Act now in Congress. Such a clear federal
mandate should give natural diversity the
same legal status now enjoyed by individual
Endangered species. This means that
uncommon combinations of species that
comprise a biotic communitywiII have legal
protection, and further, that federal land
managers will have an obligation to not only
protect such existing communities but also
to restore such communities where the po
tential exists. Since old-growth forests com
prise many habitats in shortest supply in the
Southern Appalachians, National Forest
management plans will be revised to accom
modate this new law.

Congress still operates from the conser
vative philosophy of Gifford Pinchot which
espouses good stewardship in the manage
ment of our National Forests for the produc
tion of goods and services for people. Many
preservationists today, however, are embrac
ing a more biocentric view ofnature. Norwe
gian philosopher and naturalist Arne· Naess
proposed in 1973 a new environmentalism
that.hetermed "deep ecology." This concept
has caught on strongly in America over the
past decade, and many recent writings are
espousing the intrinsic rights of all species
and all habitats, In fact, all nature, to exist
unmolested by humans. Such a philosophy
is essential to success in the move,nent for
restoration of old-growth forest landscapes.

animal and plant, and called for an end to
the dominance of man over nature. By
contrast, the earliest National Forest policies
were based on the land stewardship concept
of Gifford Pinchot, that of the conservation
and management ofour natural resources for
the use of society. Aldo Leopold added a
more biocentric aspect to land management
with his call for a "land ethic" that included
respect for and preservation of all species,
whether or not they were ofeconomic value.

Leopold's land ethic is receiving much
attention today among professional land
managers. Indeed, in the 1988 and 89 sur
veys of its membership, the Society ofAmeri
can Foresters found overwhelmingly that
Leopold's A Sand County Almanac is the most
important book reIating to their profession.
Further, the Society recently released a posi
tion statement that there are ethical reasons,
among others, for preservingand rehabilitat
ing old-growth. forests throughout the
world. The Society is currently encountering
much pressure from its membership to add a'
"land ethic" to its official code of human
ethics. I conclude, therefore, that many
professional foresters are part of an ethical
movement to grant rights of existence to all
types of natural systems. However, the Leo
pold ethic has not yet found its way Into
widespread practice.

What is the potential for such a move
ment to gain legal status for the "rights of
nature?" Legislative history in America sug-.
gests the potential is good, at least legal rights
for natural habitats. Since the Declaration of
Independence established Ame'rica's desire
for the rights of citizens (at least for male
citizens) many acts of the US Congress have
established an evolVing concept for the legal
rights of other entities: In 1863 the Emanci
pation Proclamation extended legal freedom
to slaves; in 1903 the National Wildlife Ref
uge Act protected certain public lands as
sanctuaries for specified wildlife; in 1920 the
Nineteenth Amendment gave female citi
zens equal rights with males; in 1924 the
Indian Citizenship Act gave native Ameri
cans equal rights; in 1938 the Fair Labor
Standards Act freed blue collar workers in the
workplace; in 1957 the Civil Rights Act put
legal teeth into the other acts that had estab
lished equal rights for all citizens; in 1964 the
Wilderness Act opened the way for the pres
ervation of large wild landscapes on public
lands, and permitted legal defense of in
fringements on these preserves; in 1966 the
Animal Welfare Act, in 1972 the Marine
Mammal Protection Act, and in 1973 the
Endangered Species Act all gave particular
legal rights to certain animals, rights that
were later extended even to certain plants.

CONCLUSION
All the potentials are In place for the

restoration of large old-growth forest land
scapes across the Southern Appalachian
Bioregion. Although these old-growth for
ests will not be the same as those of pre-
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lock, Yellow and Sweet Birches, Beech, Yel
low Buckeye, and Silverbell, will gradually
work their way up into the canopy to take
their places beside large Yellow Poplar and
White' Pine already there. A stabilized old
growth forest on these sites will probably
contain over 30 species of canopy trees, in
cluding a few old residuals of the present oak
and hickory species.

The Society of American Foresters' task
force on old-growth has stated the situation
clearly (adapted from the Journal o{Forestry,
1984): There is a compelling need to preserve
and to rehabilitate old-growth forests
throughout the United States and the world.
Further, it is not possible to hasten the proc
esses by which nature creates. old-growth.
The best way for management to restore old
growth is to conserve an adequate supply of
present second-growth stands and leave
them alone. Most forest scientists agree that
there is little silvicultural paten tial for
"speeding up" the restoration of old-growth.
It is a matter of educating National Forest
managers and policy-makers to the responsi
bility of defining, identifying, and invento
rying adequate large areas of present fores
tland, and then making the long-term com
mitment to preserve and monitor it as it
matures toward Old-growth. This must be
done despite strong pressures for resource
production.

Here on the National Forests of the
Southem Appalachians we are well on our
way toward the 150-200 year-old stands that
begin to stabilize as old-growth. This reha
bilitation has occurred in mv lifetime in the
65 years since the 50uthe'rn Appalachian
National Forests were established. We are
half way to the youngest old-growth condi
tion. My grandchildren can experience the
initial phases of restored ald'-growth forests
across large landscapes. This will take a
commitment longer than the life span to
date of the' agency we are asking to allow
these old forests. .

How much old-growth is enough?
Accepting that old-growth forest landscapes
are reqUired for the restoration of biological
diversity in the Southern Appalachians,
minimum sizes must be sufficiently large to
embrace several adjacent entire watersheds.
Species migration ane;! genetic exchange
require, in addition to large preserves, corri
dors of old-growth forests linking preserVes
together. Preserve Appalachian Wilderness
(PAW) has a vision of a wildlife corridor
linking mature forests along the Appala
chian Trail from Maine to Georgia, utilizing
much of the mountain National Forests to
provide large preserves. The six Southern
Appalachian National Forests would playa
major role in realizing such a vision. Such a
concept offers a framework on which to
build policy and reform National Forest land
use planning.

ETffiCAL POTENTIAL
In addition to the biological and land

allocation potentials for the restoration of
old-growth forests in the Southern Appala.
chians, we must address a third factor: What
is the ethical potential that such large-scale
restoration of forest landscapes can be estab
lished on our public lands? What are the
social and legal possibilities?

Strong biocentrlc sentiments have flow
ered Intermittently throughout recorded
history, in such thinkers as St. Francis of
Assisi, Albert Schweitzer, and Henry David
Thoreau, all ofwhom saw God in every liVing
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Carolina contain large contiguous areas of
forest with significant second-growth timber
potential. Yet it is those very habitats with
good timber potential that contain the spe
cies mix and site capabilities to' provide the
old-growth forest communities that are now
most lacking and are most needed in a re
stored old-growth landscape.

The greatest limitation to old-growth
restoration lies in current National Forest
management plans, which make little or no
provision for any rehabilitation of old
growth outside designated Wilderness and
Research Natural Areas. Plans call for new
road construction into and clearcutting of
large acreages, a continuation ofpolicies that
are rapidly fragmenting these forests into
small blocks of young regeneration, setting
back natural forest succession by at least six
decades. The potential gained for restoration
of old-growth, that is, the rehabilitation that
has occurred since the National Forests were
established as watershed preserves in the
mid-1920s, is rapidly diminishing. Every
year the six l\ational Forests of the Southern
Appalachians plan to c1earcut over 24,000
additional acres of second-growth commer
cially mature timber.

Timber management for commercial
sawlog rotations is designed to maintain
oaks, as well as introduce more planted pine,
on the south-facing slopes and ridges. Tim
ber management on the north-facing slopes
and coves is increasing Yellow Poplar to the
point of eliminating many other, less eco
nomically important, mesic species. Na
tional Forest plans include harvesting
2,000,000 acres of such forest eventually,
redesigning it to produce more commer
cially desirable timber and game species.
This immense acreage includes virtually all
National Forest lands that would be reqUired
to restore the old-growth habitats in a bal
anced landscape, Le., to provide contiguous
habitat for interior species and to provide
corridors of mature forest for migration and
genetic exchange among old-growth com
munities.

What is the potential composition of
tree species in biologically mature forests of
!he ~outhern Appalachians as they grow
undisturbed toward old-growth? Ecological
research tells us that the second-growth oak
hickory forests currently occupying many
south-facing slopes and ridges will probably
perpetuate themselves as climax forest, and
in time develop directly into old-growth.
Associated tree species will include White
and Yellow Pines, Red Maple, Black Gum,
Sourwood, and occasional Black Locust and
Black Cherry. With the elimination ofvege
tation management that reduces undesir
able timber species, a total of perhaps 20
canopy old-growth species should eventu
allyoccupysuch south-facingand ridge sites.

On the other hand, second-growth oak
hickory stands currently occupying many
north-facing slopes and coves, mixed with
varying amounts of Yellow Poplar and other
hardwoods, will eventually be replaced by a
more mesic species composition. The cur
rent predominance of oaks and hickories on
these sites Is due to the violent disturbances
wrought by early logging and burning, and
this forest type now represents a late succes
sional stage. As the present oaks, hickories,
Black Locust, Black Cherry, Sourwood, and
Sassafras mature toward senescence and die,
mid-story species, including Red and Sugar
Maples, American Basswood, Eastern Hem-
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The Destruction of

Forest Service clearcutting in old growth Douglas Fir/Westem Hemlock (orest adjacent to Olympic National Park, Washington.
Photo by US Forest Service, courtesy o(Forest Watch magazine.

by Dave Foreman -_---
copyright © 1989 by Dave Foreman
ed. note: The (ollowing is a chapter (rom

'The Big Outside. This book, which no wilder
ness activistshould be without, is available (rom
Ned Ludd Books (see ad in this issue).

To ask the question, "Why do we de
stroy wilderness?" is to' grapple with the
fundamental problem. of our species. The
profound questions with which philoso
phers have danced since the Athenian Acad
emy, "What is Beauty? What is Truth? Who
are we? Where are we going? What is the
purpose of life? Whatisthe Nature of Man?"
are subsumed by that of human destruction
of the wild. It is the keystone to understand
ing our alienation from Nature, which is the
central problem of Civilization.

Analyzing why we destroy wilderness
requires us to step back 10,000 years to the
nascency of agriculture, that brought with it
the city, bureaucracy, patriarchy, war and
empire. It was agriculture that severed our
kind from the natmal world and prompted
our devastation 01 native diversity. (Some,
like Paul Martin of the University ofArizona,
'Irgue persuasively that this devastation
began earlier, as small bands of skilled hunt
ers first entered Australia, Oceania, Siberia,
Madagascar, North and South America at the
close of the last Ice Age and caused the
extinction of dozens of genera of large
mammals and birds that were not experi
enced in evading so skilled a predator.)

Before agriculture was midwifed in the
Middle East, humans were in the wilderness.
We had no concept of "wilderness" because
everything was wilderness and we were apart
o( it. But with irrigation ditches, crop sur
pluses and permanent villages, we became
apart from the natural world and substituted
our fields, habitations, temples and store
houses. Between the wilderness that created.
us and the civilization created by us, grew an
ever widening rift.

Fortunately, we do not need to delve
further into this complex question here. Our
topic is far simpler: How are we destroying
wilderness in the United States ofAmerica in
the late twentieth century? As we discuss
this, we will also uncover who is destroying
wilderness."

The ways in which we are destroying
the last American wilderness are interrelated
and synergistic in their effects, but can be
broken down into the follOWing categories:

.,J Road-building

.,J Logging

.,J Grazing

.,J Mining

.,J. Energy extraction

.,J Dams and other water developments

.,J Pipeline and powerline corridors

.,J Slob hunting

.,J Wildlife "management"
" Eradication of species
.,J Introduction of exotics
" Wildfire suppression
.,J Off-road-vehicles (ORVs)
.,J Industrial tourism
.,J Wilderness recreation
.,J Outside impacts

Road-bllilding _
The arm) of wilderness destruction

travels by road. With few exceptions, each of
the items on the above laundry list requires
roads or motorized vehicles to exploit the
wild. The road ne~ork in the United States
is pervasive - twenty-one miles is the far
thest point from a road in the lower 48 states;
there are few areas ten miles or more from a
road.

The National Forest System contains a
large share of the Big Outside in the lower 48
states, but it also boasts 375,000 miles of road
~. the largest road network managed by any
single entity in the world. The United States
Forest Service employs the second highest
number of road engineers of any agency in
the world (over 1,000). During the next half
century, the FS plans to build an additional
350,000-580,000 miles of road - mostly for
logging. At least 100,000 miles of that will be
in currently roadless areas. This road con
struction costs the American taxpayer half a .
billion dollars a year. Reducing - better yet,
eliminating - the bloated FS road-building
budget in the Congressional appropriations
process is one of the best ways to defend

*AIthough In fairness, we must recognize
that all of us are destroying wilderness be
cause of the alienation of our society from
nature; because of human arrogance; and be
cause of the gross overpopulation of our spe
cies combined with the wasteful lifestyle of
modern humans that converts thirty percent
of Earth's photosynthetic production to hu
man purposes.
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wilderness. Simplywritingone's members of
Congress and demanding that the FS road
budget be cut or eliminated is one of the
more effective single acts any of us can per-'
form.

The Bureau of Land Management is also
beefing up its road network - for the benefit
ofgraziers, energy companies and motorized
recreationists. Many BLM areas could be
classified and protected vast wilderness pre
serves if one or two dirt roads were closed.

The wilderness of our best-known Na
tional Parks has been rent by "scenic motor
ways." The Going-to-the-Sun road in Gla
cier, Tioga Pass road in Yosemite, Skyline
Drive in Shenandoah, Newfound Gap road
in Great Smoky Mountains, Trail Ridge road
in Rocky Mountain, and Island in the Sky
road in Canyonlands are prime examples. A
battle is now raging in Capitol Reef National
Park in Utah as local boosters ~rsevere in
their effort to pave the Burr Trail.

Roads are used for logging; dam build
ing; oil & gas exploration; overgrazing
"management"; powerline construction and
maintenance; mineral exploration and ex
traction; and ski area, recreational and subdi
vision development. Trappers, poachers,
slob hunters, prospectors, seismographic
crews, archaeological site vandals and other
vanguards of the industrial spoliation of the
wild use roads. Roads provide freebooters
with access to key areas of wildlife habitat
and to the core of wild areas. Roads cause
erosion, disrupt wildlife migration and cre
ate an "edge effect" that allows common
weedy species of plants and animals to in
vade pristine areas providing refuge to sensi
tive and rare native species. Many creatures
are killed by vehicles on roads.

Without roads, without mechanized
access, native species are more secure from
harassment and habitat destruction, and
fewer people with fewer "tools" are able to
abuse the land.

Logging
As the pioneers encountered the fron

tier in their march from the Atlantic sea
board to the Mississippi River, their first step
in civilizing the land was to "open it up": The
oppressive forest, harboring savages; wild
beasts and godlessness, and shutting out
sunlight and progress, had to be cleared.
While much of this ancient forest was simply
burned, some of it fed the growing timber
industry, which qUickly became dominated
by larger and larger companies as the timber
frontier moved from New England to the
Upper Midwest to the Pacific Northwest. In
the view of the timbermen, the forests were
endless and they were perfectly justified in
ransacking an area, leaving it raw and bleed
ing, and moving further west. In the late
1880s and '90s public outcry over this ra
paciousness led to the protection of Adiron
dack State Park in New York and the estab
lishment of forest reserves in the West to
protect watersheds.

John Muir hoped the forest reserves
would be off-limits to logging, but under the
leadership of Gifford Pinchot, they became
the National Forests and were dedicated to
"wise use." Chief Forester Pinchot estab
lished his prescripts qUickly: 1) The first
principle of conservation is development;'
and 2) There are only two things in the world
- people and natural resources.

The early-day Forest Service hoped to
selllts timber to private companies, but these
companies still had plenty of old growth on
their millions of acres of private lands and
were not interested. Not until after World
War II did the marketing of National Forest
timber attract interest as the stocks on corpo
rate lands became depleted. In the last 40
years, the annual cut on the National Forests
has steadily increased, until today the Forest
Service brags that it is logging (i.e., destroy
ing) a million acres of wilderness a year.

It is important to keep in mind that
"harvesting" 10-12 billion board feet of
timber a year from the National. Forests
(about a fifth of the nation's total timber
production) not onlyexceeds sustained yield
(the amount of timber harvested is more
than that grown) but that most timber sales
in remaining roadless areas on the National
Forests are below cost sales. It costs the Forest
Service (thus the taxpayer) more to offer and
prepare these sales for cutting than timber
companies pay for them. The Office of
Management and Budget reported that, in
1985, Forest Service below cost sales cost the
taxpayer $600 million. Moreover, this figure
does not include the associated costs of de
stroyed watersheds, devastated wildlife habi
tat, loss of recreation, herbicide pollution of
air and water, decreased native diversity,
concentration of wealth in fewer hands, and
bureaucratic growth in the Forest Service to
administer the program.

The situation is getting even worse.
According to a recent study by The Wilder
ness Society, proposed Forest Plans nation
wide call for an increase in logging of 25%
over the next decade. Virtually every un
protected large, forested roadless area on the
National F.orests is threatened with logging
and associated road-building. Except for the
small amoun ts of old growth forest in desig
nated Wilderness Areas, the Forest Service
plans to convert the remaining old growth to
intensively manllged tree farms during the
next 50 years. (Unfortunately, the FS is not
always successful in this: Many clearcuts
have not regenerated, even with expensive
replanting, fertiliz-ing and herbiciding.
Hundreds of Forest Service cIearcuts remain
butchered, bleeding wastelands decades af
ter clearcutting.)

Grazing
The livestock industry has .probably

done more basic ecological damage to the
Western United States than has any other
single agent. The Gray Wolf and Grizzly
have been exterminated throughout most of

the West for stockmen (Grizzlies are still
being killed around Yellowstone National
Park and the Rocky Mountain Front for
sheep ranchers; the new Gray Wolf pack in
Glacier NP has been largely Wiped out to
protect cattle; and ranchers are the leading
opponents ofwolf reintroduction in Yellow
stone and the Southwest). The Mountain
Lion, Bobcat, Black Bear, Coyote, Golden
Eagle and Raven have been relentlessly shot,
trapped and poisoned by and for ranchers
until lion and Bobcat populations are frac
tions of their former numbers. Elk, Bighorn,
Pronghorn and Bison populations have been
tragically reduced through the impacts of
livestock grazing. Streams and riparian vege
tation have been degraded almost to the
point of no return throughout much of the
West. The grazing of cattle and sheep has
dramatically altered native vegetation com
munities and has led to the introduction of
non-native grasses palatable only to domes
tic livestock. Sheet and gully erosion from
overgrazing have swept away most of the
topsoil in the West. In non-timbered areas,
most "developments" on public lands 
roads, fences, juniper chainings, windmills,
pipelines, stock tanks and the like - benefit
only a few ranchers.

Expansive areas of the Great Basin and
Southwest could be designated as Wilderness
were it not for the livestock industry.
Throughout the rural West, public lands
ranchers are the most vocal and militant
lobby against environmental protection or
Wilderness designation. Sadly, designation
of an area as Wilderness or National Wildlife
Refuge does not restrict commercial live
st~ck grazing. Even some National Parks are
legally grazed. Of course, nearly all National
Forest, BLM and state lands in the West are
grazed by domestic livestock.

To make this situation more outra
geous, all this is done to produce only two
percent of the nation's red meat; ninety
eight percent of US beefproduction is on pri
vate lands, mostly in the Eastern states. The
ranchers using the public lands are wel(are
ranchers. In 1988 they paid only $1.S0 per
AUM (Animal Unit Month - the average
amount of forage a cow and her calf eat
during a month), which is less than one
fourth of the cost ofgrazing leases on private
lands. Additionally, BLM and Forest Service
range specialists perform many services for
their welfare charges, and fences, roads,
stock ponds and other improvements for
increased grazing are often built at taxpayer
expense. All in all, the Forest Service and
Bureau of Land Management lose about
$100 million a year with their grazing pro
grams - and this does not count the costs of
environmental degradation, which run into
the hundreds ofmillions ofdollars annually.
The 22,000 ranchers with BLM or FS grazing
leases are among the most accomplished
welfare chiselers in the nation (perhaps only
military contractors are more facile at living
on the public dole).



Wilderness

A rancher's fence takes its toll on wildlife on the public lands in southern Arizona.

Mining
Although mining has affected a smaller

acreage than have lOgging or grazing, where
it has occurred, its impact has been momen
tous, as a glance at the Santa Rita open pit
copper mine in New Mexico or uranium
tailings around Moab, Utah, will attest.
Besides the scarification of the land and
attendant air, water and soil pollution,
mining requires a network of roads, power- .
lines, pipelines and other infrastructure,
which drive away wildlife and dispel wild
ness. Geological processes are such that
minerals tend to be most concentrated in
rugged terrain, which is not only more vul
nerable to damage but is also more likely to
be wild and roadless than is gentler country.

Mining on the National Forests and
BLM lands is sanctioned by the 1872 Mining
Act, an antique from the days ofthe early
gold rushes in the Wild West. This law allows
any individual or corporation to claim min
erals on federal lands. Such claims are staked
by only a small filing fee and maintained by
only $100 worth of work a year, and can be
taken to patent (passed into private owner
ship) if a reasonable mineral production is
made. Like logging and grazing, mining on
the public lands is a gigantic rip-off. Most
National Parks· and Wildlife Refuges are
closed to new claims, as were Wilderness
Areas after 1984 (previous claims - those
filed prior to 1984 for Wilderness Areas; prior
to designation for Parks and Refuges - can
be mined in all of these areas, however). The
FS and BLM are limited in restricting or
reguJating mining on their lands, although
they have more authority than they exercise.

There are essentially two types of min
ers operating today: the so-called "small
miner" and the mining corporation. Small
miners are typically ne'er-do-wells with a
bulldozer and a fanatical conviction that
they're going to make a big strike that they
can sell to a large. corporation for millions.
These pitiful pieces of human flotsam live in.
backwater towns near their diggings, or
commute on weekends from Phoenix, Los
Angeles and other dties to the backcountry.
Although these little guys have made virtu
ally no large strikes, they seem to be every
where in the West and can be enormously
destructive to wild country as they prospect.
They are also likely to poach, trap or pursue
other unsavory habits. They are vocal and
potentially violent opponents of Wilderness
designation and other "lock-ups."

Medium to large corporations do the
real mining. They have professional geolo
gists, use sophisticated methods to locate

potential ore bodies, and carry large explora
tion budgets. Although financially and insti
tutionally better able to practice mining and
reclamation in a less environmentally
destructive manner than small miners, they
are not inclined to do so unless forced.
Mining companies have considerable politi
cal clout in the Western states, and they and
their lobb.ying association, the American
Mining Congress, are powerful opponents of
Wilderness and National Park designations,
arguing that all the public lands must remain
available for more sophisticated prospecting
techniques which will be developed in the
future so they can patriotically produce the
strategic minerals America needs to hold the
worldwide godless communist conspiracy at
bay (no exaggeration!).

A national effort to replace the 1872
Mining Law with a lease and royalty system,
having environmental safeguards, failed in
the late 1970s due to pressure from both
types of miners. National conservation
groups are again considering such a cam
paign. It is longoverdue. Even more overdue
is a ban on mining in all remaining wild
(roadless) areas.

Energy Extraction
Unlike hard-rock mining, energy ex

traction (oil & gas, coal, tar sands, geother
mal) on the public lands by private compa
nies is governed by leasing. Leasing, in
contrast to claiming, returns fees to the fed
eral treasury, and does not transfer owner
ship of the land from the federal govern
ment. It is based on several laws more recent
than the 1872 Mining Law. Although the
Secretary of the Interior has considerable
discretion in leasing, the federal government
(especially under tile Reaganauts) has been
enthusiastic to lease as much of its land as
possible to the few giant corporations
(Exxon, Mobil, Shell, Chevron, Union,
Getty, etc.) that dominate all facets of the
industry.

Exploration for oil & gas begins with
seismographic crews, who use explosives or
"thumper trucks" to produce vibrations in
the ground. Subterranean echoes are then
read on monitors to determine where po
tentially favorable geological formations
exist. Because each of several competing
companies carefully guards its information,
sometimes a dozen different seismo crews go
overthe saine terrain. Their blasting disturbs
wildlife, and thousands of miles of road have
been bladed through Western wildlands for
thumper trucks.

After a favorable formation is found and

an exploration lease obtained, exploratory
drilling begins. Roads are built into wild
areas, drilling pads are cleared, and outsized
drilling rigs are set up for several weeks or
months. The roughnecks who work on such
crews are often ORVers, poachers, pot hunt
ers and other unenlightened users of the
wild. Even if a strike is not made (a dry hole),
exploration roads frequently become part of
the permanent road system of the National
Forest or BLM District, and provide access to
wild country for the motor-bound public.

Ifa strike is made, more wells are drilled,
roads built, pipelines constructed and pump
ing stations installed until dozens of square
miles of public land become an industrial
complex, and Elk, bear and other critters are
displaced. Such is the scenario for hund~eds
of thousands of acres of roadless country in
the so-called Overthrust Belt of the Central
and Northern Rockies.

Geothermal leasing, exploration and
extraction generally follow the same pattern
as that for oil & gas. Coal (usually strip
mined) is a leasable mineral on the public
lands. It is a threat to wilderness primarily in
Utah (as are tar sands).

Dams and Other Water Devel
opments

Some of the most remarkable wildlands
and rivers in the United States have been
flooded by dams and their reservoirs. Glen
Canyon, Hetch Hetchy and much of Hells
Canyon have been drowned beneath stag
nant reservoir water. Only all-out national
campaigns by conservationists have pre
vented dams in the Grand Canyon, Dinosaur
National Monument, the Gila Wilderness
and the remainder of Hells Canyon. Dams
on the Columbia River have decimated
salmon runs in the wildernesses of the
Northwest and Central Idaho. Upstream
dams on the Colorado; Green and Rio
Grande have severely affected wildlands
downsteam.

These dams have been built by the
Army Corps of Engineers, Bureau of Recla
mation and Bonneville Power Adminis
tration for electric power generation, flood
control, irrigation and "recreation:"

The era of giant dum building in the
United States is coming to a close and only a
few large road less areas are threatened by
future construction. A new threat, however,
is that of "small hydro" - the construction
of small dams and powerplants to produce
electricity from thousands ofsmall rivers and
streams whiCh are often in the wilder comers
ofthe National Forests. As encouraged by the
Public Utilities Regulatory Power Act
(PURPA), the Federal 'Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) can issue permits to
private individuals for such projects. Ap
plications threaten dozens of roadless areas
- mostly on the West Coast.

The best tool forproteci:ing free-flOWing
rivers and streams' is designation as part of
the National Wild & Scenic Rivers System or
a state river protection system. The national
system was established by the 1968 National
Wild & Scenic Rivers Act; many state systems
have since been established as well. Al
though Wild & Scenic River designation has
been inadequately utilized during the past
twenty years, conservationists are gearing up
a major new national campaign. Inclusion
in the system generally places only a quarter
mile wide zone on each side of the river
under protection, but It does protect a river
from dams and other development that
would modify its free-flOWing character.

Powerline and Pipeline Corri
dors

Associated with the extraction of en
ergy sources is the construction of pipelines,
powerlines, coal-fired power plants and so
forth. Powerlines and pipelines slice across
the backcountry and divide many units of
the Big Outside from one another. Irrigation
canals, aqueducts and powerlines from
hydropower and water storage dams cut
across many remote sections of the country,
dividing large roadless areas from one an
other. More lines are projected, and new
transmission corridors will be proposed
through large roadless areas.

Slob Hunting
I am a hunter, and offer no apology.

Hunters have been among the most effective
wilderness and wildlife conservationists.
This does not negate, however, the impact of
the slob hunter (and of poor public policy
catering to slob hunters) on wildlife and'
wildlands. The popular conception of the
hunter as a fat, drunken bumpkin or urban
good 01' boy croising the backwoods in a
jeep, armed with little natural history or
appreciation of nature but plenty of ammu·

nition, is all too true. Slob hunters fall into
several categories:

1) The market hunter. Abooming black
market exists for.body parts of Black Bears
(gall bladders, paws), Elk antlers and teeth,
Grizzly claws and skins, etc. for practicioners
of oriental medicine, collectors and other
sexually-deficient oddballs. Big bucks can be
made both by individuals and well-organ
ized rings. Over-worked game wardens catch
only a handful of these dangerous criminals.

Apologists for hunting claim that no
species has become extinct because of hunt
ing. In reality, market hunting and "game
hogging" for American Alligator, Bison, Gray
Wolf, Elk, Bighorn, Passenger Pigeon, Wild
Turkey and numerous species of waterfowl
and shorebirds played as major a role as did
habitat destruction in extirpating or drasti
cally reducing these species.

2) The road hunter. This is the stere
otypical hunter. He wants to drive his jeep,
trail bike or ATV to where he'll shoot his
freezer meat or anything else that moves. He
opposes designating Wilderness Areas be
cause he can't drive in them. He doesn't like
predators because they're eating his deer, Elk
or Moose. The Arizona Wildlife Federation,
for example, generally opposes Wilderness
designations because it largely represents
this type of hunter. On the other hand, the
Idaho Wildlife Federation supports more
Wilderness than does the Sierra Club because
it's made up of real hunters - men and
women who know that wilderness provides
hunting at its best.

3) The "gut hunter." These fellows
shoot at any game they see, regardless of the
distance. Firing countless rounds at an Elk or
deer several hundred yards away, gu t hunters
miss more often than not. Too often, how
ever, they succeed in gut shooting a critter
which then wanders off to die in agony.

4) The poacher. These people also need
roads. They shoot without respect, and
outside the law.

S) The trophy hunter. Some trophy
hunters are conservationists and support
protection of the land. Others, such as many
in the Foundation for North American Wild
Sheep, want to eliminate predators and have
road access ever)'where. Trophy Bighorn
Sheep,. hunters are usually wealthy, and are
leading opponents of Wilderness designa
tion for areas in the California Desert and in
Arizona National Wildlife Refuges. Other
sleazy trophy hunters concentrate on Moun
tain Lion, Grizzly and other top level preda
tors.

6) The trapper. Trapping is legal and
encouraged by fish & game departments in
most states. Not only is it cruel, but it is
usually done from road or ATV. Trapping
targets Bobcat, Lynx, Marten, Mink, Fisher,
River Otter and other predators with low
reproductive rates. Trapping upsets the
normal predator-prey balance. Trapping
caused the near-extermination of Beaver
from much of the United States, and trap
ping today continues to keep Beaver popula
tions at an unnatural low. (Trapping by
Native Americans in Canada and Alaska is ar
guably another matter.)

7) The "put-and-take" fisherman.
While flyfishing for native, naturally repro
ducing fish is one of life's higher callings,
many fishermen just want to catch their
limit (or exceed it if no game warden is
about). They are a poweifullobby which has
created a fish farming orientation among
state wildlife agencies. Non-native, hatch
ery-reared fiSh whiCh compete with natives
have been introduced throughout the
United States. Put-and-take fishermen have
caused the introduction of trout to many
high country lakes and tarns in Wilderness
Areas that did not naturally contain fish.
This has upset delicate aquatic ecosystems.
Lake and riverine fauna has been more trans
formed than any other in the United States.
Put-and-take fishermen have been as much
to blame for this as have.polluters and dam·
builders.

Slob hunters of all flavors oppose Wil
derness designations, create roads, kill exces
sive numbers of wildlife, and help turn the
backcountry into a game farm.

Wildlife "Management"
The US Fish & Wildlife Service and state

game & fish departments are partially com
posed ofoutstanding professionals who love
wildlife and wHderness. They are disciples of
Aldo Leopold, who founded the science of
wildlife management and argued for the
"land ethic." Unfortunately, many wildlife
agencies are controlled by political appoint
ees who represent slob hunters or welfare
ranchers, and are staffed by arrogant bureau
crats who believe in running game farms on
the public lands for their constituency -

continued on page 22
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Destruction of Wilderness. • •

continued from page 21
road hunters and put-and-take fishermen.
This kind of wildlife manager supports
clearcutting, vegetative manipulation,
predator control and roads because these
often favor weed species like deer or provide
hunter access. This kind of wildlife manager
stocks lakes and rivers with exotic fish or
hatchery-reared. fish because such stocking
sells licenses and brings more money to the
department. This kind ofmanager promotes
hunting of top level carnivores 'such as
Mountain Lion and Grizzly because po
litically-powerful ranchers and trophy hunt-.
ers demand it. This kind of wildlife manager
releases non-native birds like pheasant and
Chukar because quail and grouse don't pro
vide enough hunting. In bizarre cases, such
as occurred with the New Mexico Game &
Fish Department in the early 1970s, exotic
species such as Oryx, Barbary Sheep and
Iranian Ibex have been released on the pub
lic lands to create huntable populations for
which high license fees are charged.

Ofcourse, we must understand that any
bureaucracy promotes programs that create
work for itself. Not until wildlife managers
realize that their job is not to maximize the
production of deer, pheasant, trout or other
"desirable" game species, but to maintain
wildness and native diversity, will the profes
sion live up to the standards Aldo Leopold
established for it.

Eradication of Species
With rare exceptions, every ecosystem

in temperate North America has lost key
species. In the East, Cougar, Grey Wolf and
Elk have virtualiy disappeared. In the heart
land, Bison, once 60 million strong, are gone.
In the West, Grizzly and Gray Wolf have
been largely extirpated. Along the northern
border, Wolverine, Woodland Caribou,
Lynx and Fisher are ghosts, lingering only in
the wildest places. In the Southwest, the
tropical cats Qaguar, Ocelot, Jaguarundi) are
shadows seldom seen. Bighorn Sheep, Black
Bear and Wild Turkey have been severely
reduced in number wherever they once
ranged. Riparian systems have had their
native fish and invertebrate faunas so altered
that exotics now dominate. Without the
sensitive, wilderness-dependent species, wil
derness is a hollow shell. Without the top
carnivores, the dynamic balance no longer
exists. What will become ofthe deer without
the wolf to whittle its swift legs? Is the
mountain still alive without the bear?

Extirpation of native species Is perhaps
the most Insidious tool of wilderness de
struction. For conservationists, It is not
enough to merely protect the land from the

. bulldozer and chainsaw. We must return the
rightful inhabitants to their homes. As Lois
Crislerwrote, "Wilderness without wildlife is
just scenery."

Introduction of Exotics
As native species have disappeared, as

the balance has been upset, exotic, weedy
species have Invaded, thereby changing
whole ecosystems. Fragmented ecosystems,
with smaller cores and greater area in "edge"
conditions, are highly vulnerable to inva
sion by such species. Many of these exotics
were deliberately introduced by unthinking
people. Most of the grasses in California are
exotics. The salt cedar (tamarisk), from the
Middle East, crowds out cottonwood and
willow in the Colorado and Rio Grande
drainages. House Sparrows, Rock Doves,
Starlings and Chukars have taken over the air
and fields in many places. Spotted
Knapweed chokes out native grasses in the
Northern Rockies of Idaho and Montana.
Alfred Crosby, in his brilliant and ground
breaking Ecological Imperialism, argues
that we have created "Neo-Europes" in tem
perate areas around the world. The deliber
ate and criminal introduction of Crested
Wheatgrass by the BLM in the Great Basin is
probably the major current attack on the Big
Outside from this angle.
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Suppression of Wildfire
Naturally occurring wildfire (generally

started by lightning) is an important compo
nent of most ecosystems in the lower 48
states. Periodic fire is necessary to cause
certain seeds to sprout, recycle nutrients,
maintain prairies, thin out vegetation and
accomplish other ecosystem services. The
suppression of wildfire (the "Smokey the
Bear Syndrome") has degraded wildernesses
throughout the country. The fires that raged
through the Pacific Coast forests in 1987 and
across Yellowstone in 1988 were simply in
evitable natural events which accomplished
much ecological good. The Forest Service
and Park Service have begun to acknowledge
the valuable role of fire in wilderness ecosys
tems and have, in some cases, established
"let bum" policies for natural fire in Wilder
ness Areas. Unfortunately, when commer
cial timberlands or private property outside
the Wilderness are threatened, full-scale fire
control, including bulldozers and slurry
bombers, is unleashed. Fighting a forest or
grass fire is nearly always more destructive
than letting it burn.

Off-Road-Vehicles (ORVs)
Twenty years ago the problem of ORVs

scarcely existed. Jeeps, four-wheel-drive
pickups, dirt bikes and snowmobiles were
rare. Motorized tricycles and other all-ter
rain-vehicles (ATVs) were not invented.
Today, however, millions of these infernal
machines are piloted by boys trying to exor
cise the demons of their puberty, or by soft
men and women wanting to "get into the
backcountry" to hunt, fish, trap, poach,
treasure hunt, prospect or camp. ORVs de
stroy vegetation, disrupt wildlife, erode the
land, foul streams and air, andprovide access
to pristine areas for people who do not re
spect such places. Barry Goldwater may be
correct in calling ORVs "the Japanese re
venge."

The disturbing question is, "Why d'J
land managers allow ORVs?" Both the BLM
and Forest Service have full power to restrict
or prohibit off-road travel. Presidents Nixon
and Carter each issued Executive Orders
giving federal agencies explicit authority to
controlORVs. The vast majority of the over
300 million acres of National Forest and BLM
land in the lower 48, however, is open to
ORVs - not just on jeep routes or dirt bike
trails, but cross-country. ORVs carve thou
sands of miles of new low-standard roads
into roadless areas of the public lands every
year. At the very least, vehicles should be
restricted to designated roads with all cross
country travel absolutely banned.

Why is this not done? Two reasons
corne to mind. First, many FS and BLM
employees and managers use ORVs in the
backcountry themselves, and therefore iden
tify with other recreational ORV~~s. Second,
ORVers are well organized and vocal. They
scream bloody murder when they are re
stricted in any way from exercising their
"constitutional rights" to drive wherever
they wish. Although the public dislikes
ORVs and their use on the public lands, this
rude minority gets its way.

Four-wheelers, dirt bikers and other
motorized recreationists present the strong
est opposition to protection of the California
Desert. They represent a large anti-Wilder
ness constituency in other areas as well.
Snowmobilers are a similar stumbling block
to protection of wildlands in the northern
states and Rockies.

Industrial Tourism
Outdoor recreation has become a big

business. Large corporations, land develop
ers, and small businessmen operating in
National Parks (concessionaires) and "gate
way" towns (including local chambers of
commerce) .have exploitative attitudes to
ward wildlands that rival those of loggers or
miners. National Park administrators rank
their "success" by the riumberofvisitors they
host (as indicated byYellowstone NP's decla
ration that they plan to heavily advertise to
get visitation up again after the adverse
publicity of the 1988 fires). A large number
of outdoor recreationists loathe "roughing
it" and demand full hookups (electricity,
water, sewage) for their travel trailers or
motor homes - Recreation Vehicles (RVs).

RV campgrounds, condominiums, sec
ond home subdivisions, resorts, golf courses,
ski areas, tennis clubs, recreational reser
voirs, marinas, scenic highways, visitor cen
ters, motels and access roads serve these
industrial tourists. In doing so, they usurp
prime winter habitat for Elk and Bighorn,
cause (indirectly) the· death of Grizzly (in
Yellowstone and Glacier), create air pollu
tion and traffic jams in remote areas, replace
native vegetation with exotics, destroy wild
rivers and streams, overfish and overhunt
(thereby encouraging the game farming
mentality), and bring far too many inexperi-

enced people into delicate ecosystems.
Large roadless areas are threatened by

ski area development in California and Colo
rado; ambitious wilderness recovery plans
are being torpedoed by condos and recrea
tion subdivisions in New England; the sur
vival of the Grizzly in Yellowstone is jeopard
ized by RV campgrounds; and water skiers
zip over the drowned Glen Canyon. In every
section of the country, wilderness. and wild
life are trampled underfoot by various mani
festations of industrial tourism.

The National Park Service has many fine
employees (as do the Forest Service and
BLM), people who value the wild and answer
acalling to protect it. Unfortunately, some
of the top administrators have lost touch
with the wild nature their Parks were estab
lished to preserve, and have become, in
many cases, leading threats to the Parks.
Developments such as Fishing Bridge and
Grant Village, and arrogant mismanage
ment of Grizzlies have disrupted the ecologi
cal integrity of Yellowstone National Park.
The tacky urban center of Yosemite Valley is
a national disgrace. Commercial outfitters
dictate policies on river running in Grand
Canyon and other Parks and lock out private
boaters. Corporations offering "scenic over
flights" are given free access to skies over
Parks by Park Superintendents who enjoy
bUZzing around in helicopters, too. Concen
trating on scenic views and visitor services,
Park Superintendents have allowed develop
ment in sensitive ecosystems. The primary
constituency of the Parks is not the residents
- wildlife - but local chambers of com
merce, concessionaires and the motorized
tourist. Indeed, concessionaires (often sub
sidiaries of multi-national corporations)
have largely usurped management of popu
lar Parks from the Park Service, and run them
to maximize their profits.

Unless the National Park Service can get
back on track with a philosophy of ecosys
tem management, and kick out the conces
sionaires, the National Park ideal which the
United States gave the world will become a
cruel hoax.

Wilderness Recreation
One would think that those who take

the time to hike, float or horsepack into
Wilderness Areas would seek to protect the
pristine quality of the land. Most do, but a
minority, often locals on horseback but
sometimes urban backpackers, shows no
respect to the Wilderness. Fire rings without
number, semi-burned aluminum foil, toilet
paper"flowers," hacked green trees, empty
Coors beer cans, discarded fishing line, soap
in streams and lakes, horse tethering in
campsites or hobbling around lakes - all are

. the calling cards of wilderness slobs. In
extreme cases, commercial hunting .guides

and packers establish semi-permanent Wil
derness camps which resemble small towns.
Some outfitters have even packed in prosti
tutes to service hunters in places such as
Wyoming's Teton Wilderness Area.

Wilderness recreationists who fail to
practice sensitive backcountry ethics should
be fined an~ banned for specific periods from
entering Wilderness Areas. Commercial
outfitters should be carefully supervised. and
have their permits yanked for trashing Wil
dernesses. The FS,BLM, FWS and NPS need
to hire more (and qualified!) Wilderness
Rangers to enforce proper backcountry use.

By chopping large ecosystems into
smaller pieces, not only do these pieces be
come extremely vulnerable to disruption,
but they can no longer support the full array
of native animals and vegetation that they
once supported as larger areas. Understand
ing the factors that cause the destruction of
wilderness is the first step to preventing such
destruction. None of the remaining roadless
areas in the United States 'is large enough to
stand alone. None is iarge encugh to main
tain the minimum viable populations of
wide-ranging carnivores. Identifying the
remnants of the Big Outside in the lower 48
states is the first step toward restoring
healthy wilderness ecosystems.

In 1956, conservationists accepted a
compromise on the Colorado River Storage
Act which cancelled a huge dam on the
Green and Yampa Rivers in Dinosaur Na
tional Monument in favor of one on the
Colorado River at Glen Canyon. Except for
a few pioneer river runners like Ken Sleight
and Katie Lee, no one objected. The conser
vationists who mage that compromise knew
the canyons of Dinosaur but they didn't
know Glen Canyon. David Brower has said
that that compromise was the greatest mis
take he ever made. It was the tragedy of "the
place n0 one knew." The damming of Glen
Canyon cut the heart out of the largest
roadless area in the United States.

Other great roadless areas have simi
larly been destroyed because they were un
known. The southern Nevada desert, de
scribed by Bob Marshall as the finest desert
wilderness he ever visited, also was ne
glected. lt became an atomic bomb testing
range. In too many other cases, conserva
tionists have not fought for areas, large and
small, because they were known merely as
blank spots on maps.

It is. the purpose of THE BIG OUTSIDE to
prevent that from happening again. With its
publication, the largest roadless areas left in
the United States have been delineated and
described. May we never again lose the place
no one knew!
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Below we list and then discuss goals and
methods of establishing Evolutionary Pre
serves. These goals and methods are de
signed with the forests of Maine, New Hamp
shire, Vermont, and New York in mind, but
apply equally to other regions.

Goals:
1. A healthy regional environment, as meas
ured by biological and ecological diversity,
stability, and dynamic equilibrium.
2. Continuity of healthy biological commu
nities.
3. Reestablishment of extirpated species and
the stabilization of populations based on
dynamic equilibrium.
4. Sustainable low-impact human Interac
tion with the biotic community, based on a
biocentric ethic.

Methods:
A. Establish large Wilderness cores represent
Ing all habitat types, connected by corridors
and surrounded by wide buffer zones.
B. Identify habitat and landscape types.
C. Develop a biocentric land ethic.
D. Restore damaged habitats in an ecological
manner.
E. Stop acid rain, global warming, ozone
depletion and other anthropogenic environ
mental stresses on the biosphere.
F. Reduce human population to a level below
the carrying capacity.

Discussion of Goals:
1. A healthy regional environment. '

Intact biological diversity is the full
cbmplement of indigenous species and va
rieties liVing in equilibrium. Ensuring this
means all species native to the land will be
given equal consideration, and restoration
efforts will be directed toward ecosystem
health, not manipulation for desired species
like White-tailed Deer and Red Pine. Resto
ration efforts will restore ecological health
through succession and evolution. Extir
pated species willbe reintroduced onlywhen
natural immigration is not possible; and
only the most appropriate genotype avail
able of the reintroduced species will be used.

Intact ecological diversity is the full
complement of habitat types naturally
found in a region. These will be identified
and restored to approximate the undis-

continued on page 24
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As to the alleged economic disruption, a
sustainable economy cannot be based upon
ecological abuse. Ifwe keep subsidizing the
timber industry, our remaining intact public
lands will soon look like the industry lands in
northern Maine, Crown Lands in British
Columbia, and other clearcut lands all over
the globe.

In place of land raping, we propose a
radical reduction in the consumption of
forest products - no more redwood picnic
tables for L.A. yuppies; no junk mail, pam
pers, biomass boilers, or monoculture plan
tations. We need to implement non-toxic
paper recycling. Above all, we must stop the
colossal waste of trees by mechanized har
vesting and by slop consumption.

The state eventually removes victims of
child abuse from abusing parents. We must
demand that the government likewise con
fiscate public and private lands from forest
abusers.

Region 1 (Northern)

12 of 13 Forests

submitted by Preserve Appalachian
Wilderness
ed. note: The following essay is a preliminary
part ofa Wilderness proposal being developed by
PAW for the forests of northern New England
and northern New York. PAW coordinators
Jamie Sayen and JeffElliott have been advocat
ing this Greenline approach with great success at
Northern Forest Land Study (NFLS) hearings
throughout New England recently. Indeed,
mainstream environmentalists have endorsed a
Greenline approach, albeit a less visionary one
that PAW's, for the Northern Forests. For infor
mation on the NFLS, seeJamieSayen's articles in
past issues of the Journal.

If the northeastern forests are ever to
know the roar of the Panther, if the headwa
ters of our rivers are to receive communica
tions from the ocean carried by the Atlantic
Salmon, we must change our ways now. We
must adopt a respectful, biocentric land
ethic; and designate and protect preserves
with evolution as our mandate, for nothing
less than the process of evolution is at stake.

To begin, we must ask what are the
health needs of this region. The ecological
needs of the Northern Appalachians can
only be met by the creation of large areas 
Evolutionary Preserves - where the wild
ness of the biota can dance through evolu
tion. Though the eastern United States is
densely populated, some of this country's
largest and healthiest biosystems survive
here. Unfortunately, these are also some of
the most threatened.

Greenlining is the best method to pro
tect the health of regional Evolutionary Pre
serves. [That is, we should draw a Greenline
around the forested region of northern New
England and northern New York, much as
New York has drawn its famous Blue Line
around the Adirondacks, and preserve the
lands Within.] Greenlining allows for cohe
sive, region-wide strategies to protect bio
diversity and natural processes, and it offers
the best method for developing local, sus
tainable human communities. Greenlining
must not be seen as a purely utilitarian trick,
such as to make it easier for Congress to pass
tax subsidies for the timber industry that
benefit industry only in the NFLS region's
four states.

EVOLUTIONARY PRESERVES
A Greenline Approach

maturity), pressure is growing from industry
and FS bureaucrats to increase the pace of
cutting. PAW is currently designing a
"Greenline" for a Northern Appalachian
Evolutionary Preserve (NAEP). A critical
component is the one million acres of Na
tional Forest in the region.

In t/:1e West, where greater percentages
of the regions' wood fiber come from Na
tional Forest, theend oflogging in NFs would
be more noticeable. Yet even on the westside
forestland in the Pacjfi.c Forest Province,
only 22.5% of softwood sawtimber cut
comes from NFs.

This reform will force industry to prac
tice truly sustainable logging on its own
lands because it will lose its "insurance pol
icy" - public lands. In the past, industry has
trashed its own lands because it knew it could
rely on the FS to bail it out by opening the
National Forests.

Reprinted with permission from the Wilderness Society's The Uncounted Costs of Logging.

Region 3

(Southwestern)

7 of 11 Forests

Region 10 (Alaska)

2 of 2 Forests

Timber receipts failed to recover expenditures on 74 of 120 national forests in 1988. This includes
the majority of forests in seven of the nine Forest Service regions. SOURCE: USDA-Forest Service, 1989.
Timber Sale Program Annual Report, FY 1988 Test, Forest Le.vellnformation.

Region 6 (Pacific NW)

o of 19 Forests

Region 4

(Intermountain) ,

16 of 16 Forests

Region 5
(Pacific SW)

6 'of 18 Forests

ecosystems in the region; riparian corridors
to other wilderness areas, including the big
gest wilderness of all, the ocean; and corri
dors that link the Southern Appalachians
with Florida and the Central and Northern
Appalachians. East-west corridors must also
be identified. Ecologically sustainable log
ging and sustainable, value-added industry
will be permitted in the buffer zones sur
rounding the Preserves. There will be no
more unmilled exports. Profits will stay in
the local economy.

In the Northern Appalachians, Na
tional Forests account for less than 5% of the
wood fiber cut in the region. As these forests
reach economic maturity (but not biological

FS Ecosystem Management
Review Initiated

The Earth First! Biodiversity Project has
begun a review of, US Forest Service policies
and implemented regulations regarding the
identification and protection of ecosystems.
The analysis will concentrate on 37 represen
tative National Forests across the country,
most of which are critical components of
large natural diverse ecosysterris such as the
Greater Yellowstone, Northern Continental
Divide, Gila/Aldo Leopold, and Klamath
Knot/Siskiyou. The Project will look at the
appropriateness and effectiveness of the
ecological classification systems employed
by each of the 37 Forests and also the degree
to which each is applying the latest FS guide
lines pertaining to the preservation of bio
diversity. Despite the alarming increase in
the number of species classified as s'ensitive,
or recognized as being biologically threat
ened or endangered on the National Forest
System in the past five years, the agency has
been slow to adopt a multiple:species or
ecosystem approach to the preservation of
natural diversity.

-jasper Carlton

.WV Continues Paddlefish
Harvesting

While West Virginia anglers proudly
have their pictures taken with snagged Pad
dlefish in the bait shops along the Ohio
River, the West Virginia Department of
Natural Resources refuses to remove the rare
and biologically threatened Paddlefish
(Polydon spathula) fronf'lhe state's legal-take
sport list. This, despite the best scientific
information available indicating the species
is on the threshold of extirpation from West
Virginia waters.

The Paddlefish is now the subject of a
form!!1 petition for listing as as Threatened
under the f~deral Endangered Species Act,
yet the state of West Virginia allows its
"sportsmen" to kill the fish. The Earth First!
Biodiversity Project has been working to
change this policy and has advised the West
Virginia governor that the continued failure
of the state to protect the Paddlefish could
jeopardize federal funds the state receives
under cooperative wildlife agreements.

Please write West Virginia Governor
Gaston Caperton, State Capitol, Char
leston, WV 25305, expressing your out
rage over the situation. Tell him you will
not visit or purchase products from the
state until its Paddlefish are protected.

-jasper Carlton

BIODIVERSITY REPORTS
Congress Considers
Biodiversity Bill

The National Biological Diversity Con
servation and Environmental Research Act
(HR 1268) would establish a national policy
for the conservation of biodiversity. The
Earth First! Biodiversity Project considers
this legislation an essential first step in fos
tering a national awareness of the extensive
species endangerment, ecosystem degrada
tion and fragmentation, and corresponding
decline of natural diversity in the United
States.

Over 6000 species and natural commu
nities are biologically threatened in the
United States. This estimate consists of spe
cies with global rankings of G-1 (critically
imperiled globally because of extreme rarity)
through G-3 (very rare), and includes native
vertebrate, invertebrate, and plant species.

HR 1268 would support environmental
research and training necessary forconserva
tion and sustainable use of biotic natural
resources; establish mechanisms for carrying
out the national biodiversity policy; and
facilitate the collection, synthesis, and dis
semination of information needed for these
purposes.

It is clear from our experiences with the
US Forest Service and Bureau of Land Man
age~ent that existing conservation laws are
not adequate to prevent species 'or their
ecosystems from becomingendangered. Not
surprisingly, top bureaucrats from the Forest
Service, BLM, and many other federal agen
cies have testified against this bill. One
reason may be that HR 1268 would require
that full disclosure of all development im
pacts on biological diversity be included in
environmental impact statements.

Fearing that this act would disclose the
biological price this country is paying for
allOWing resource extraction to dominate
federal lands, organizations such as the
Wildlife Legislative Fund of America are
working hard to defeat the bill. Many
"sportsmen" organizations also oppose the
bill, since its passage would expose the real
impact on natural diversity of trapping and
hunting on our National Wildlife Refuge
System.

Activists should write their con
gresspersons in support of HR 1268. Ad
dress senators at US Senate, Waslitilglon,
DC 20510; representatives at House of
Representatives, DC 20515.

-jasper Carlton

by j amie Sayen, PAW

The time has come for Earth First! to
advance its proposal to "Reform the Forest
Service." In the Appalachians, where 10% or
less of the region's wood fiber comes from
National Forest lands, the solution is obvi
ous: NO MORE COMMERCIAL LOGGING
IN NATIONAL FORESTS.

This is the appropriate solution for all
National Forests nationwide. In 74 of the
120 National Forests, timber receipts failed
to recover expenditures in 1988. According
to US Forest Service estimates, only 12-15%
of the wood fiber cut in the entire United
States comes from National Forests. Elemen
tary conservation measures could reduce
waste by at least that amount. EF! should
lead the way in calling for an end to all
commercial logging on all public lands.

The National Forest lands should be
come cores for Evolutionary Preserves [see
jeff Elliott's article]. Subsequently, ecologi
cally appropriate restoration practiceswill be
be permitted, but human-centered activities
- grazing, mining, logging, ORVs, etc. 
will be banned.

At a conference in Asheville, North
Carolina, in October, several participants
concluded that the 3.5 million acres of NF
lands in the region must become the core of
a regional wilderness [see Robert Zahner's
article]. The purchase boundaries of the NFs
must be expanded to include: all native

TRUE
FOREST
SERVICE
REFORM



Vermont's Last Frontier

adult pair, The young ones look small for so
late in the season. Did the adults have to reo
nest after haVing their first clutch of eggs
destroyed? Eat quickly and heartily, young
loons, for the ice is coming and your parents
will soon leave you forever.

We walk the wooded, rocky shoreline
and find the remains ofa burned cabin. Nice
as it may have been to retreat to a lakefront
cabin, I am glad it is gone, allowing the lake
to be truly undeveloped. Why are New
Englanders unwilling to make what we have
always been taught is a fair compromise: 50
50? Fifty percent of our lakes must be left
completely undeveloped, and the other
lakes may be developed. Sounds fair to me,
though I would rather see a much higher
percentage of undeveloped lakes. Lots of
cabins and opulent second homes will need
to go. Who will make the first move?

Along the south shore we find three
aluminum rowboats cached in the woods.
The first has been destroyed with an axe, the
second has no oars, and the third is lake
worthy (sort of), complete with oars. We
drag it into the water, rowing away from the

'loons.
As I row I begin to feel the voyageur urge

to keep on going, as deep as I can go into
Vermont's last frontier, portaging and pad
dling, portaging and paddling. Only a few
minutes pass and I have rowed across the
lake, from one end of the frontier to the
other. There is nothingwe can do but return.
The sun drops behind the ridge where the
other side of Holland lies waiting. There is
water in our boat both here and beyond the
ridge, and, rather than search for the leaks
and repair them, we continue to row with
dWindling hopes of safe passage to the other
side.

-Robert Streeter

wind further through the woods until finally
seeing the shimmering waters of the border
lake glisten through the trees.

It is a rare and precious form of excite
ment to come upon a wild lake for the first
time, after walking several miles and emerg
ing from the forest to look out across 'the
water. The beautiful basics are here: Wind,
water, sun, rock, the forest, and a pair of
loons. It is as though we were a thousand
miles west in the Boundary Waters ofMinne
sota. But over the distant ridge are the farms
of Holland, the ubiquitous stench of manure
and the drone of mechanized farming.
Wolves are missing, too, and this region
could use a predator with a taste for cow.

Vermont's nesting loons have
dwindled to about 50 birds, and I watch this
pair with a sense of both satisfaction and
urgency. How many places can you go,
Common Loon, now that we've made you
and your habitat uncommon? It is time to
change your name in Vermont; how about
Long Lost Loon?

There are two y~ung loons with the

means walking. It is part of the Hurricane
Brook Wildlife Refuge and no vehicles are
allowed, at least according to an abused and
ignored sign that hangs before Amy and me
in an aspen tree. We walk in the tracks of a
three-wheeled ATV, its future uncertain
should I find it unattended.

We hear only the sounds of nature in
the raw, impromptu and imperfect, thank
fully. Perfection implies completion, and
nature, however we choose to define it, is
never complete. It is as mercurial as a sunset,
no goals to achieve, no agenda to complete.
It just is, and that is what feeds me. I can
come here and die, and all of the knowns and
unknowns of nature will absorb me, but it
will not care. How else could such a universe
endure?

We walk onward, through the classic
smell of northwoods for a few serpentine
miles. We pass a small pond of 15 acres or so,
shallow and wild, and wait for a moose that
never shows. Only the muddy tracks assure
us that moose are here. We leave behind the
tracks of moose and man (and woman), and

Holland, VT: I have finally come to the
other side. Since moving to Holland in July,
I have watched the ridge just east of my
hilltop home, 'knowing that the far side was
a rare kind of place for Vermont, a place
where cow's and sheep and people do not
dominate, where a 'loon or moose might
quench its thirst in the waters of a lost lake.
I have come now, on this cloudless autumn
day, to find the lake where no road leads,
where no houses dwell and no boats are
rented.

There is drama in the change from west
to east in Holland. It begins with open,
sprawling farms, domestic as a dog and
smelling of manure, and ends with the last
wild land in Vermont, smelling ofbalsam fir.
It is this eastern edge that feeds me like a
mother, soothes me in the night when noth
ing else can.

The lake is known simply as Beaver
Pond. It is possibly Vermont's northernmost
~ild lake, only a stone's throw from the
irrelevant national border that cuts through
the woods. Access to the lake, ifdone legally,

Evolutionary Preserves.
continued from page 23
turbed, pre-Columbian conditions. Land
scape manipulation will be limited to resto
ration necessary to stabilize anthropogenic
instability and/or to assure the survival of
biotic components.

Stability of population dynamics is a
precondition of regional health. The devel
opment of parallel trophiC structures that

, provide ecological stability will be encour
aged. Biological diversity will be protected
and encouraged through ecological stability
that allows a maturation process conducive
to the evolution of populations-'including
speciation and natural extinction. Dynamic
equilibrium will not be limited to biotic
components but will include geomorphic
changes that would take place without
human intervention, such as stream bed
migration and mass movement.
2. Continuity of biome allowing genetic ex
change.

The stability and diversity of the biotic
systems require that wilderness preserves be
large and interconnected, and that all native
ecosystems be incorporated into the net
work. Genetic diversity and exchange define
the long-term health of a system. Genetic
degradation occurs through unnatural isola
tion of populations. Dynamics of landscape
ecology, such as global climatic fluctuations,
and biotic factors such as Beaver dam-build
ing and insect and blight infestations, will
not be disrupted by human activities.
3. Reestablishment ofextirpated species.

Extirpated species are species that coev
olved with the biotic community and have
been displaced by human intervention, not
by community eutrophication. Species of
concern will be allowed to return to popula
tion health in balance with their biotic and
abiotic community. This includes sensitive,
rare, Threatened, Endangered, and extir
pated species (e.g., Gray Wolf, Cougar, Wol
verine, Lynx, Caribou, Atlantic Salmon,
Eastem Diamondback Rattlesnake, Kamer
Blue Butterfly), as well as species that, due to
human interaction, have unstable
populations exceedingtheir bioregion's carry
ing capacity (e.g., Raccoons, White-tailed
Deer, humans and Spruce Budworm).
4. Sustainable low-impact human interaction in
the buffer zone.

'Sustainable activities will provide socio-

• •
economic health. Activities in the buffer
zone might include organic farming, selec
tive logging, and hunting. Practices that
harm the environment, such as pesticide
spraying and c1earcutting, will not be al
lowed. Habitat fragmentation will not be
tolerated, e.g., damming rivers, creating
extensive pastures, or constructing roads.

Discussion of Methods:
Environmental health in this bi

oregion, and others, can only be attained by
adopting a biocentric land ethic. A geo
graphic boundary for this region must be
defined. This boundary will be referred to as
a Greenline. Geomorphology, microcli
mates, community dynamics, natural distur
bance regimes, and other ecological factors
must be addressed when determining zone
designation within the Greenline - Wilder
ness core, Wilderness corridor, or buffer
zone. Within the Greenline, ecological
health will be attained by the follOWing:
A. Establish large Wildemess cores.

a) Expand the Northern Forest'Land
Study region by expanding White and Green
Mountain National Forest purchase bounda
ries and eliminating inholdings and frag
menting developments. Extend the region
ofconcern to include other public limds such
as state forests, as well as riparian zones
leading beyond the NFLS area, and represen
tatives of all ecosystems naturally found
within this region. For instance, add the
Gaspe Peninsula and New Brunswick in
Canada, the Taconics in eastern New York
and western Vermont, Mt. Graylock in west
ern Massachusetts; and the Catskills.

b) Establish core Wilderness Areas large
enough to allow biological stability of all
indigenous species, restoration ofextirpates,
and unimpeded evolution, succession, eu
trophication, and geophysical dynamics.

c) Establish corridors linking Wilder-
, ness Areas, critical habitats, riparian zones,
and the ocean. These corridors will extend to
Canada, the Tughill Plateau (western NY),
the Taconics, the roadless areas in the Cat
skills, and ultimately the length of the Appa
lachians and beyond. Rivers and riparian
zones to the Atlantic Ocean will be protected
as wild habitat regardless of how far they
extend from core Wilderness zones. Corri
dors offer pathways for genetic exchange,
species migration, and colonization. They

help preserve biodiversity by safeguarding
against extinction caused by habitat frag
mentation and isolation. They allow extir
pated species passage home. Fence row type
corridors are not acceptable because they are
too narrow to allow for the dispersal of most
plants and animals. Riparian corridors are
necessarybut not sufficient. They are usually
too narrow, and composed of few habitat
types. These same limitations apply to ridg
etops. What is needed are multiple, wide
bands of land that contain a diversity of
habitats.

d) Establish'buffer zones managed with
a "conservation" land ethic as opposed to the
preservation land ethic of the cores and cor
ridors. Human activity will be low-impact,
and may include organic farming, respon
sible silviculture, work horse breeding, and
some regional, benign industry (e.g., value
added wood products).
B. Identify habitat and landscape types.

Intense and continuous inventories of
the ecosystems will be conducted. Rather
than have agents who inventory salable re
sources such ,as gravel, conservation biolo
gists and biocentric landscape ecologists
should inventory the geophysical abiotic
and the biotic components and study how
they correlate, to help assure that long-term
health is protected.
C. Develop a biocentric land ethic.

"We abuse the land because we view it
as a commodity belonging to us. When we
see land as a community to which we belong,
we may begin to us8ii.twith love and respect."

We must heed Aldo Leopold's words.
Intrinsic values must take precedence over
economic values. Development of a land
ethic could be furthered through the public
education system and by promoting low
impact economic activity (e.g., advertising
local produce, subsidizing sustainable cot
tage industrie~). This would not be, revolu
tionary, but rather would reflect the values of
the American public and its desire for a
healthy enviwnment. Most Americans do
not (ethically as opposed to economically)
support environmentally destructive indus
try.
D. Begin ecologically appropriate habitat resto
ration.

The restorative powers of natural sys
tems, not intensive management, will al
ways be favored. Restoration efforts will be
restricted to activities that stabilize anthro
pogenic degradatlpns. Activities that sup
press regeneration through natural succes-

sion wilInot be tolerated unless inactivity
would be detrimental to critical systems or
endangered species.
E. Stop acid rain and global warming.

Although' largely the by-product of
industrialization and development,' these
problems affect all regions of the globe, in
duding the polar regions. Restoration will
never succeed unless global problems are
addressed on both a local and global scale.
Global warming and acid deposition pro
duce environmental stresses greater than
any in undamaged ecosystems. As a result,
evolutionary adaptation cannot keep up
with environmental degradation. There are
only two options in response to environ
mental stress:' adaptation and extinction.
Habitat fragmentation and destruction, and
global warming, ,ilCid deposition, and deple
tion of atmospheric ozone, are interacting
synergistically to destroy life on Earth. Solv
ing all these problems is key to the survival of
life.
F. Reduce human population.

Though human activity will be mini
mal in the Wilderness cores and corridors,
the buffer zones will support human com
munities. Zoning regulations and natural
attrition will reduce the ecological demands
of human populations. A biocentric land
ethic will redefine human carrying capacity.
It will allow a biocentric inclusion of humans
within the buffer zones, rather than entail
ing a misanthropic exclusion of this species.
Zero population growth is a goal of many
Americans today, but it is no longer enough.
Negative population growth must ,be the
goal of each bioregion u,ntil it reaches sus
tainable human population levels.

Conclusion:
The implementation of the Evolution

ary Preserve and biocentric ethic should be
creative and fleXible. Bioregional implemen
tation will include creative use of zoning,
such as islands of habitat in rural or suburban
areas tp.at would not satisfy the requirements
of Wilderness. These areas should be desig
nated as buffer zones and connected by cor
ridors. In urban areas, corridors could be
established as Green Ways. Though these
would be able to support little in terms of
biodiversity, they would help to stabilize and
mitigate the environmental degradation of
human population centers and would en
courage an appreciation of the biocentric
land ethic.
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The Natural Role of Humans in Wilderness
by George Wuerthner

Many recent wilderness management
plans exemplify a tendency to view human
presence in wild places as unnatural. This
philosophical assumption is based ona
mythical and sentimental view of pristine
wilderness as it supposedlyexisted before the
arrival of the white man. In this mythical
concept, humans never left a mark on the
land and lived in "natural harmony and
balance."

Areading of early exploration accounts
shows how misinformed such a perspective
really is. With the exception of some arctic
islands and remote tropical jungles, humans
lived'in all of the world's wild landscapes.
These people, without the benefit of modern
camping equipment, burned wood for
campfires, cut trees for shelter, killed wildlife
for food and clothing, and dug up roots and
gathered berries for food. They created trails,
compacted soils at their campsites, and even
set fire to grasslands and forests.

Lewis and Clark did not encounter an
untouched wilderness when they crossed the
American continent. They frequently met
Indians and often found former campsites
with teepee rings and campfire ashes. The
explorers also noted meadows where the
Indians had ripped apart the sod seeking the
nutritious bulbs of camas and other wild
flowers. (Clark, W. & M. Lewis; 1806; Th~
Journals of Lewis' and Clark; reprinted 1964,
Mentor Books)

During the height of the trapping era,
few parties or individuals passed a day with
out meeting Indians or other trappers. Some
of these parties were quite large. Alexander
Ross, who led an Hl34 Hudson Baybrigade in
Idaho, left his winter camp at Flathead
House, Montana, with 55 trappers, 25
women, 64 children and 392 horses. Lewis
and Clark had a relatively small party of 33
men.

Francis Parkman traveled the Western
plains along the Oregon Trail in 1846. On
the South Fork of the Platte River, he found
"the ashes of some 300 fires among the
scattered trees, together with the remains of
sweating lodges."

The American West was an Inhabited
wild place. Humans'were as much a natural
part ofwildlands as the other animals in this
region.. Even places as remote as Alaska's
Gat:s of the Arctic have been .traversed by
Eskimos and Indians for several thousand
years.

The fur trappers, miners, sheepherders
and loggers who followed the early explorers
also left their mark on the land, often in ways
that make the impacts of today's careful,
educated wilderness user look trivial. Min
ing towns supported up to 20,000 people in
parts of what i$ today Idaho's River of No
Return Wilderness. What Is now Montana's
Bob Marshall Wilderness was dotted with
homesteads, logging sites and cattle ranches.
Yet these imprints of human use can barely
be discerned by present travelers.

Several years ago, I hiked over the fa
mous Chilkoot Pass on the Alaska-Yukon
border. In 1898, 30,000 people traveled this
route on their way to the Klondike gold
fields. Old pictures of the trail show almost
complete deforestation, especially in the
Lake Bennett area, where wood was used for
heating, boat construction and housing.
Today, the area looks natural and wild. Even
in this "fragile" northern environment, the
trees have grown back. The only remaining
evidence of past human hordes is garbage.
Tons of it. Broken bottles. Rusted machin
ery. Cans. All, ironically, considered histori
cal artifacts. The National Park Service will
fine anyone who tries to clean up the mess.
How long will it be before today's beer can is
a historical artifact?

Almost every designated Wilderness
.has a similar history. For the most part,
evidence ofpast human use has disappeared.
In light of the historic uses ofourwild places,
the impact of today's users has to be viewed
as insignificant. There is a tendency to look
at "micro" impacts and equate them with
much larger "macro" environmental dam
age. The erosion caused by hiking boots is
inconsequential when compared to the ero
sion and sedimentation that result from
logging roads, agriculture, mining and even
natural processes such as streambank ero
sion.

Current management con'cerns in
Gates of the Arcti~ National Park provide a
good example of this "micro" approach:

Campfires disrupt delicate nutrient cycles.
Atwo-inch-diameter dead tree in the Arctic may
represent 100 years' ofacquiring nutrients, and
be important for decomposition of these nutri
ents over future centuries ... a natural cycle that
is altered in only a few minutes when it is used in
a campfire. Heatgenerated by campfires maybe

\

sufficient to sterilize soils, and the nutrients
'released are concentrated in one small area
(National Park Service, Gates' of the Arctic
General Management Plan, 1985).

All the above statements are mOre or less
true, but the Park Service's interpretation of
their significance is exaggerated. It implies
that a campfire disrupts natural nutrient
cycling. Yet, in the same document, the
agency extolls the virtues of "natural" wild
fire:

. Wildfire has been recognized as a natural
phenomenon that must be permitted if natural
systems are to be perpetuated.

Park Service managers apparently feel
that wildfire will not sterilize soils, concen
trate nutrients or alter the natural composi
tion ofdead litter as campfires do. Or, if they
do believe that these impacts will occur, they
seem to consider them acceptable, while the
trivial effects of a campfire must be con
trolled or avoided.

The campfire-versus-wildfire distinc
tion seems to display a poor understanding
of ecological relationships or a bias against
anything of recent human origin. Neither of
these phenomena is outside the normal

. cycling patterns of natural landscapes. To
worry about the environmental conse
quences of a few square feet of sterilized soil
is analogous to fretting about disruption of
natural energy cycles every time one kills a
mosquito.

The natural ecosystems of the West and
far North have adapted or can adapt to
campfire effects or the loss of a few mosqui
tos without damage to the overall function
of the systems. Too many managers equate
minor environmental degradation with
major ecological disruption; they are too
busy looking down and fail to see the larger
picture. Certainly, a disturbed campsite with
bare soil, a campfire ring and one or two
downed trees does not look like a place
unaffected by humans. But is it unnatural
and inappropriate in a wild place? More
important, does it affect the ecological integ
rity of a wilderness?

Such questions must be answered on a
case-by-case basis. Acampsite beside a desert
watering hole may disrupt the ecological
harmony of the place if animals avoid it
when humans use the site. On the other
hand, though.a patch of bare soil on a for
ested lake shore or a. rutted trail across a
m~adow shows definite human presence,
neIther destroys the ecological balance of a
million-acre wilderness.

Much of the aversion to indications of
human use may be a bias we have incorpo
rated in our collective view of what consti
tutes a wild place. This point was brought
home years ago while 1was hiking up the Sun
River in Montana's Bob Marshall Wilder
ness. 1came upon a series of parallel rutted
trails, obViously the result of backpackers
and horses. At first, I was appalled. But as 1
hiked up these human trails, it struck me
how similar they are to those made by Cari-

bou in the Alaskan Brooks Range.' In fact, the
Caribou trails are more extensive. The "frage

ile" Brooks Range can handle Caribou trails,
and the Bob Marshall can handle horse and
backpackertrails without a substantial loss of
ecological health.

The impact ofwildlife, where it is abun
dant, is often much greater than the impact
of the typical wilderness explorer. This
might be more apparent if Americans had
not destroyed so much of their wildlife heri

.tage. Had not the Grizzly Bear been killed off
in California and the Bison driven from the
piairIs, people might find wild places full of
trails and trampled meadows. Only in a few
areas of the lower 48 states have wildlife
populations regained something like their
former abundance. Few people have seen
Bison or Elk wallows or acres of land clearcut
by an active Beaver colony. Very few parts of
the country are crisscrossed by game trails,
and rare is the person who has seen acres of
sod and tundra dug up by a foraging Grizzly.
These animals and their impacts were wide
spread in the past.

Examples of this kind of "environ
mental destruction" can be seen in the
northern part of Yellowstone National Park
where wildlife numbers are still large enough
to have a visible impact. Likewise in Alaska
where wildlife is abundant, so' are trails:
wallows, compacted soils, ancj trees stripped
of bark for food.

Not only do we have a bias agairIst the
minor impacts created by members of our
own species using primitive liVing and sur
vival skills, but we are selective about which
impacts we notice. Often, I have walked with
people up trails, over bridges, past signs, only
to arrive at a destination with a campfire ring
a~d a small area of bare dirt. Suddenly their
wIlderness experience is destroyed by evi
dence of past human use. It seems inconsis
tent to view a disturbed campsite as unnatu
ral, while ignoring the artificial conven
iences, such as bridges, groomed trails and
signs, which allowed the travelers to reach
their destination in the first place. .
. .This alienated view of the human place
In Wilderness is evident in some of the termi
nology used by management. Wilderness
travelers are called visitors, implying that
people have no real business in such places.
Somehow, our collective view of wilderness
has created a landscape devoid of humans.

Furthermore, land heals more qUickly
tpan many suspect, even in the harsh far
North. I worked as a river ranger on the Forty

. Mile Wild and Scenic River, the site of a
major gold rush in the late 1880s. The banks
of the river were gouged, and all the timber
was cut for heating cabins, melting perma-.
fr~st and powerirIg dredges. Today, finding
eVIdence of this past mining and associated
activity is difficult. It's there, but one must
look carefully beneath the lush growth of
ferns, birch and asPen.

This is not to imply that recovery will
proceed rapidly in all areas. However, cur-

rent wilderness and park management tends
to restrict low impact use, with regulations
such ~s preset schedules, designated camp
'sites and time limits. Such regulation elimi·
nates the most cherished aspect ofwildlands
travel:,the adventure, the intimacy and the
spontaneity of wandering in a wild place.
Managers frequently point to the language
of the 1964 Wilderness Act, which declares
wilderness a place of solitude, while over·
looking other aspects such as unconfined
recreation.

In the Gates of the Arctic, for example,
the new management plan calls for a three
day limit at anyone campsite (NPS, 1985).
Under this plan, Bob Marshall, who champi
oned establishment of this wilderness area
would not be able to explore much of th~
Park; Marshall often camped for many days
at one site. It is difficult to imagine Marshall
or John Muir making a reservation with
Tickatron, a commercial ticket reservation
company, for a wilderness campsite, then
stopping at a ranger station for a permit and
any warnings about possible hazards.

Associated with the general philosophy
that humans are not a natural part of wild
landscapes is the idea that regulation is an
immediate necessity. Regulations are often
implemented without any serious attempt at
education: FrequentlY.we see lists of wilder
ness regulations with no explanation ofwhy
they are desirable. Managers should show
more respect for people's intelligence by
provi?ing informative orientation displays
and literature. Unfortunately, this is rarely
done, and when their boring and uninfor
mative signs fail, wilderness and park man
agers embark on very restrictive regulatory
systems. Regulations are used as a substitute
for creativity.

Management in the Gates of the Arctic
has also chosen to regulate the size of groups
and even suggested a reservation system for
some of the more popular areas. Yet air
planes are still allowed, and, indeed, prOvide
the major form of access to this roadless
region. Those who can afford itcan be flown
into the most remote corners of the park.
Instead of restricting airplanes, the Park Serv
ice has chosen to limit individual human
use. I maintain that such wild places are for
people just as they are for deer, Elk, Grizzlies
and wolves. They are not places for ma
chines or other forms of high technology.

Restricting airplanes in Alaskan parks
would not prevent people from exploring
them. Bob Marshall lined a boat up the
Alatna River to see the Arrigetch Peaks, an
area now used more than any other in Gates
of the Arctic. In Marshall's day, it took weeks
of lining up the river to reach the area.
Today, technology has made such a journey
unnecessary.

Attempts by wildemess managers to
spread use out over a large area by restricting
human numbers at popular destinations
may inadvertently increase environmental
impacts. For example, recent research has
shown that a campsite used 5-10 times has
the same impact as one used 100 times or
more (Cole D., 1981, Managing Ecological
Impacts at Wildemess Campsites, Journal of
Forestry 79). In the Gates of the Arctic, 90%
ofhum,an use is in five areas. The remainder
of this huge park is virtually untouched and
thus available to those who desire a genu
inely wild unregulated wildlands experi
ence.

The Park Service should continue to
concentrate use in the areas where people
naturally congregate. This is analogous to
concentrating people's impact in towns
raTher than spreadmg It out into the~
r~ndmg landscape with rural deyelop
ments.
---Wilderness managers seem to believe
that all human use is harmful and must be
restricted. However, just as a certain amount
ofwildfire is not detrimental in most ecosys
tems, a certain amount of human impact
does not permanently damage the natural
environment. Humans are animals and as
such belong in a wilderness environment. It
will be a sad day when all wild places are
merely museums where people walk
through, but are not allowed to touch or
interact with the land. Such a scenario can
only continue our present trend toward the
alienation of humans from all other life.

George Wuerthner is a Montana based
freelance writer and biologist who writes fre
quently for EF! A longer version of this article
originally appeared in Western Wildlands, a
natural resource journalpublished by the Univer
sity ofMontana School ofForestry.

George's views on wilderness regulations
and on horsepackers conflict with some other
conservationists' views. We have asked Dave
Foreman to present his very different opinion of
wilderness regulations for a future issue.
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ECOCENTRISM AND GL'OBAL
by George Sessions

ed. note: The following essay is from a
longer essayprepared for The Wilderness Condi
tion conference held in Estes Park, Colorado,
August 1989. The longer version will appear in
The Wilderness Condition: Essays on Envi
ronment and Civilization (Max Oelschlaeger,
ed.; forthcoming). Due to lack ofspace, we have
not included the lengthy source list for this essay.
For a copy of the footnotes co"esponding to the
citations in the text, send a SASE to the Journal
office in Tucson.

During the 1970s and 80s ecophiloso
phers have concentrated on issues such as a)
whether modern humanistic ethical theory
can be "extended" to cover the concerns
raised by ecology, or whether a "new" envi
ronmental ethic will be needed; b) whether
non-human individuals, species, and ecosys
tems have inherent worth and, if so, how
much; and c) whether the existing anthropo
centric technological/industrial society can
be "reformed" in ecological ways, orwhether
ecological realities will require a new "post
modern" society ~ased on an ecological
metaphysics and world view.

Such issues, in various forms, have a
history that can be traced back to St. Francis,
Spinoza, and the Romantic movement; and
they have received intermittent attention
since the 19th century writings of George
Perkins Marsh, John Stuart Mill, Henry
David Thoreau and John Muir.(38) 1submit
that an overall consensus has emerged on
these issues among ecophilosophers and
professional ecologists. That is, modern
moral theory cannot be extended to ade
quately cover ecological situations; non
human individuals, species, and ecosystems
have equal inherent value or worth with hu
mans; and a new post-modern non-consum
erist society based upon an ecocentric world
view is reqUired. It is now time for ecophi
losophers to devote their attention to a new
set ofmore pressing issues: helping to devise,
evaluate, and advocate plans for protecting
wilderness, wild species, and humans and for
easing the transition to an ecocentric world
view and society. As we ecophilosophers
continue to debate the values of wilderness,
the possibilities for a rich diverse world will
vanish irretrievably within 20 years unless
effective action is taken NOW!

THE LESSONS OF CONSERVATION BIOL
OGY

In the 1960s, professional biologists
and ecologists, beginning with Rachel Car
son, and including Garrett Hardin, Lamont
Cole, Raymond Dasmann, Barry Com
moner, and Paul Ehrlich, stepped outside
their narrow areas of professional expertise
and began to warn the public of the impend
ing ecological disaster, and proposed strate
'gies to cope with the problems. The "intel
lectual activism" begun by these ecologists
has now been institutionalized into a new
branch of the science of ecology called
"conservation biology." Mitch Friedman,
co-author of Forever Wild: Conserving the
Greater North Cascades Ecosystem, says that
"Conservation biology considers the appli
cation ofecological theory and knowledge to
conservation efforts."(39)

Conservation biology has been' spear
headed largelyby Michael Soule, an ecologist
and former student of Paul Ehrlich who has
recently worked closely with Arne Naess.
Soule refers to conservation biology as a
"crisis discipline" which has to apply its
findings in the absence of certainty. This
new field integrates ethical norms with the
latest findings of scientific ecology.(40)

Soule has provided scientific defini
tions for the terms 'conservation' and 'pres
ervation'. In his usage, 'preservation' means
"the maintenance of individuals or groups,
but not for their evolutionary change." He
proposes that 'conservation' be taken to
denote "programs for the long-term reten
tion of natural communities under condi
tions which provide for the potential for
continuing evolution."

Friedman carries this a step further by
introducing the concept of "ecosystem con
servation." This "involves the preservation
of ecosystem wilderness: enough of the land
area and functional components - ,the
creatures and their habitat - to insure the
continuation of processes which have co
evolved over immeasurable time."(41) [See
past articles in EFt on conservation biology
by Friedman and by Jared Diamond.]

Skipping over important discussions of
island biogeographyand ecological concepts
such as minimum viable populations
(MVPs), we come to the nub of the problem
for ecosystem conservation. Friedman ex
plains:

, It is not enough to preserve some habitat for
each species ifwe want to conserve ecosystems;
the habitat must remain in the conditions under
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which the resident species evolved....To conserve
species diversity, the legal boundaries of nature
reserves should be congruent with natural crite
ria. For instance, a reserve may be large (e.g.
Everglades National Park) while still notprotect
ingtheecological integrity ofthe area. Newmark
(1985) suggests that reserves contain not only
entire watersheds, butat leasttne minimum area
necessary to maintain viable populations of
those species which have the largest home
ranges. (44)

In the 1970s Soule and fellow research
ers examined 20 wildlife reserves in East
Africa, including the massive Tsavo and Ser
engeti National Parks. Friedman outlines
their grim projections:

All of the reserves will suffer extinctions in
the near future. Their study predicts that a
typical reserve, ifitbecomes a habitatisland, will
lose almost halfofits large mammal species over
the next 500 years ... when a habitat island, for
instance a nationalpark su"ounded by national
forest, is reduced in size, the numberofspecies in
that island will decrease. The empirical evidence
for the relaxation effect is alarmin~ a"hd reflects
the urgency with which we must reevaluate our
conservation strategies and remedy the situ
ation.(45)

Edward Grumbine, also a co-author of
Forever Wild, reinforces this theme:

Newmark (1985) investigated 8 parks and
park assemblages and found thateven the largest
reserve was 6 times too small to support mini
mum viable populations ofspecies such as griz-

, zly bear, mountain lion, black bear, wolverine,
and gray wolf A recent studyby Salwasser et. al.
(1987) looked beyond park boundaries and in
cluded adjacentpuhlic lands as partofconserva
tion networks. The results were the same. Only
the largest area (81,000 square km) was suffi
cient to protect large vertebrate species over the
long term ... Virtually every studyofthis type has
reached similar conclusions: No park in the
coterminus US is capable of supporting mini
mum viable populations oflarge mammals over
the long term.(46)

Frankel and Soule claim that "an area on
the order of 600,000 square km (approxi
mately equal to all of Washington and Ore
gon) is necessary for speciation of birds and
large mamrhals."(47)

The inescapable conclusion is this:
Along with protecting the ozone layer, mini
mizing the severity of the greenhouse effect,
and stabilizing human population growth,
the most crucial ecological task now facing
humanity is to devise realistic nature reserve
protection strategies, begin their implemen
tation within the next 5 years, and bring
about a reorganization of human society
consistent with these strategies. Ecophiloso
phers can play an important role in this
process.

Narrowly "rational" scientistic ap
proaches must give way to the wider ap
proach that Arne Naess calls "ecosophy"
(ecological Wisdom). For, as Paul Shepard
has claimed, "there is an ecological instinct
which probes deeper and more comprehen
sively than science, and which anticipates
every scientific confirmation of the natural
history of man." The overwhelming dimen
sions of the 'human overpopulation/envi
ronmental crisis were seen intuitively by
some of the ecologists and radical environ
mentalists of the 1940s, 50s, and 60s. They
tried to sound the alarm at a time when their
more conservative "narrowly rational" col
leagues, and most of the public, were thor
oughly immersed in the narrow human
centered industrial/consumerist vision of
reality. These visionaries included Aldo
Leopold; William Vogt, Fairfield Osborn, Sir
Julian Huxley, Aldous Huxley, Robinson
Jeffers, Raymond Dasmann, Paul Ehrlich,
Dave Brower, Loren Eiseley, Paul Shepard,
Edward Abbey, and Gary Snyder.(48)

GLOBAL ECOSYSTEM PROTECTION
ZONING

In 1967 David Brower made perhaps the
first world-wide zoning proposal to protect
wilderness. Claiming that less than 10% of
the Earth had, at that time, escaped the
technological exploitation of humans, he
proposed protecting the remaining wilder
ness and "granting other life forms the right
to coexist" in what Jerry Mander called an
Earth International Park. Brower's'increas
ingly radical ideas were a factor in his forced
ouster from the Sierra Club, after which he
formed the more ecologically radical Friends
of the Earth, in 1969.

In 1971 ecologist Eugene Odum devel
oped another zoning proposal. Ecophiloso
pher John Phillips expanded upon Odum's
proposal. The Odum/Phillips zoning policy
makes this recommendation:

The Biosphere as a whole should be zoned,
in order toprotect it from the human impact. We '
must strictly confine the Urban-Industrial Zone
and the Production Zone (agriculture, grazing,
fishing), enlarge the Compromise Zone, and

drastically expand the Protection Zone.
Arne Naess distinguishes between wil

derness protection zones or parks (where
people do not live and resource extraction is
pr9hibited) and "free nature." Examples of
free nature would be areas of relatively sparse
human habitation (such as the foothills of
the Sierra, parts of Northern Europe, and
much of the Third World) where natural
processes are essentially intact. These areas
should be zoned to protect natural processes
and wildlife while encouraging non-exploi
tive bioregionalliving.

In 1973 Paul Shepard made a daring
proposal for global ecosystem protection
zoning: Allow the interiors ofcontinents and
islands to return to the wild. Based on the
assumption that human population would
stabilize by the year 2020 at 8 billion, hu
mans would live in cities strung along the
edges of the continents. Hunting and gilth
ering forays would be allowed' into the wil
derness, but no permanent human habita
tion there.(53)

Shepard, like Brower, foresaw that huge
amounts of protected wilderness would be
reqUired for the healthy ecological and evo
lutionary functioning of Gaia. But his pro
posal has practical problems, which include
1) the tremendous political, legal, and eco
nomic issues, not to mention the actual
physical task, involved in relocating humans _
to the edges of the continents and 2) the
pressures that would be exerted by these
concentrated populations on the coastal
ecosystems, including estuaries [which are
sO!l1e of the richest ecosystems on Earth]. At
this stage of history, it is probably more
realistic to expand wilderness protection
zones with the basically eXisting patterns of
human settlement in mind.

Gary Snyder has traced the etymology
of 'wild' and 'wilderness' to the concepts of
free and autonomous; to the Tao (the "way of
Nature," spontaneous and "generating its
own rules from within"). He also points out
that pre-Columbian American wilderness
was "all populated" with humans. In fact,
"there has been no wilderness without some
kind of human presence for several hundred
thousand years."(54) It is important to pro
vide a special kind of wilderness/free nature
zoning for remaining tribal peoples, such as
the Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert and the
tribes at the headwaters of the Amazon; who
are still living in essentially traditional ways
with minimal impact on wild ecosystems.

Among the features ofa "new ecological
society" might be decentralization and
"bioregional" ways of life, involVing rein
habiting and restoring damaged ecosys
tems.(55) But Roderick Nash, a majorpropo
nent of wilderness protection, worries that a
total movement toward bioregional rein
habitation of the Earth at this point (what he
calls the "garden scenario") would be ecol
ogically 'disastrous: "There are simply too
many people on the planet to decentralize
into garden en,vironments and still have
significant amounts of wilderness."(56)
Elsewhere, Nash characterizes bioregional
ism as "the ~ontemporaryattempt to 'rein
habit' wilderness areas."(57)

Nash is entirely justified in calling -at
tention to the limitations ofan overly ambi
tious bioregional program at this time. It is
not clear, however, that the intent of con
temporary bioregionalists is to reinhabit
wilderness areas. Leading bioregional theo
rists such as Peter Berg, Gary Snyder, Ray
mond Dasmann, Thomas Berry, and Kirkpa
trick Sale, are fully aware of the importance
of establishing large wilderness protection
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zones. Bioregional ways of life are necessary
for areas zoned as free nature and forecologi
cally restructured cities, such as Peter Berg's
proposed Green Cities.(58) Ecological cities
should incorporate wild and semi-wild areas
interspersed with human inhabited areas,
either by protecting and expanding wild
areas that now exist, or by restoring such
areas. Humans could continue to visit some
wiiderness zones in limited numbers, pro
vided they followed minimum impact ways
and did not disturb the ecosystems and wild
species. Nash mentions that "In 1982Abbey
expressed his basic belief that humans had
no right to use more than a portion of the
planet and that they had already passed that
limit. "(59)

Ecophilosopher Paul Taylor distin
guishes between "basic" and "non-basic"
interests of humans. In order to allow for
sufficient amounts of species habitat, hu
mans need to curb their population growth
and reduce their non-basic wants and con
sumption habits when these come in con
flict with the basic needs of other species for
survival and well-being. Here, Taylor'sanaly-

- sis coincides with Naess's distinction be
tween vital and non-vital needs which is
incorporated into the Deep Ecology Plat
form.(61)

Taylor also makes another important
contribution with his discussion of the bioc
ulture. He defines bioculture as "that aspect
of any human culture in which humans
create and regulate the environment of liv
ing things and systematically exploit them
for human benefit."(62) Agriculture, pets,
domestic animal and plant breeding, and
tree plantations all belong to the human
bioculture. Establishing wilderness protec
tion zones would, in effect, separate the
world of the wild from the exploitive human
activities of. the bioculture. Free nature
would be a sort of hybrid buffer zone be
tween protection zones and the bioculture,
with ecological processes predominating.

Many groups that consider themselves
ecological are, in effect, primarily involved
with an ecological "reform" of the biocul
ture. The organic farm'movement, inspired
by Wendell Berry and Wes Jackson, is an
example of this. The concern of the animal
rights movement with the "rights" of ALL

. animals, often fails to distinguish between
the conditions of domestic animals in the

• bioculture and the condition ofwild animals
in wilderness, with sometimes alarming and
anti-ecological results. The goals of the For
est Service, and similar efforts world-wide, to
clearcut natural forests and replace them
with tree plantations, can now be seen as
attempts to continually extend the biocul
ture at the expense of the wild. As Taylor
points out, the ethics of the bioculture differs
from the basically "non-interference" ethics
of the wilderness. Perhaps some ecologically
enlightened version of the stewardship
model is appropriate for the bioculture.
Other problems arise when wild animals
stray from the protection zones into the
biocultural zones, and when there are
"mixed communities" of wild and domestic
as in free nature.(63) It is important for those
primarily concerned with biocultural "eco
logical" reform to expand their outlook to
encompass a genUinely ecocentric perspec
tive to insure that their programs are com
patible with the overall ecological health of
Gaia.

Arne Naess has begun the critical eco
philosophical task of providing analyses of
contemporary policies and proposals de
signed to protect wilderness and to bring



ECOSYSTEM PROTECTION
about a sustainable society. One such pro
posal is the World Conservation Strategy
developed in 1980 and backed by the United
Nations Environment Program. Naess agrees
with much in this proposal, but says it lacks
an ecocentric perspective. He has also exam
ined the Brundtland report and finds that it
lacks an adequate emphasis upon human
population reduction.(64)

Two other strategies for protecting
natural ecosystems are the Biosphere Reserve
concept (part of UNESCO's Man and the
Biosphere Program) and the World Heritage
Site system. Ed Grumbine describes these
programs:

A model biosphere reserve consists offour
integrated zones: a large protected co~e; a buffer
zone; a restoration zone; and a stable cultural
area where "indigenous people live in harmony
with the environment# ... the National Park
Service has informally adopted the biosphere
reserve model as a guide to regional land plan
ning ... after 18 years, 41 biosphere reserves exist
in the US, many ofwhich occupy both national
park and forest lands.(65)

Grumbine sees possibilities with World
Heritage Site designations, but claims there
are serious problems with the Biosphere
Reserve concept: the zones are not properly
interrelated and the "self-sustaining" core is
not large enough to allow for speciation. He
suggests that the Biosphere Reserve model be
replaced by a national system of biological
reserves. This needs to be supplemented by
a major program of ecological restoration.

Restoration of damaged lands must be
married with the goal ofnative diversity.' This
follows the wildemess recovery strategy ofNoss
(1986a) and would include large scale restora
tion ofnatural fire cycles, recovery ofthreatened,
endangered, and extirpatedspecies, roadclosures
and reforestation projects, stream rehabilitation
to increase native anadromous fisheries, and
much more (see Berger 1985). Once an area was
restored, nature would take its course with mini
mal interference from managers. The amountof
work to be done wouldlikelyoffsetthe loss ofiobs
in exploitive industries.(66) ,

The concept of ecological restoration is
crucial for all the zones, but some have used
it as an excuse for "mitigation" procedures,
claiming we can continue to develop (Le.,
destroy) natural ecosystems and then com
pensate these losses by "restoring" equiva
lent areas elsewhere. The "mitigation" of
wildlife habitat loss painfully resembles the
similar process of Native American "resettle
ment." In the latter case, Europeans dispos
sessed native peoples of their best tribal lands
and moved them to the marginal edges (only
to find, to their chagrin, that these "useless
lands" contained huge deposits of coal, oil,
and uranium!). Similar proposals are under
consideration to drill for oil and gas under
existing wildlife refuges.

As for the question of how much of the
Earth should be protected in wilderness
zones, the answer has been given by conser
vation biologists: enough wildlife habitat to
protect species diversity and the ecological
health of Gaia and to allow for continued
speciation and evolutionary change. Along
these lines, Arne Naess has provided an eco
logical vision toward which we can progress:
" .. .imagine a development such that, let us
say one-third was preserved as wilderness,
one-third as free Nature with mixed commu
nities, which leaves one-third for cities,
paved roads, etc.... "

Holmes Rolston recently claimed that a
shift of focus should be made from individu
als and species to ecosystems, and he pro
poses an Endangered Ecosystems Act to ac
eompany the Endangered Species Act.(68)
The need for legal. protection of entire eco
systems is felt when environmentalists have
to argue for the protection ofSpotted Owls in
order to protect the old growth forests that
comprise their habitat. Yet, given the pres
ent global crisis, even the passage of an
Endangered Ecosystems Act is not enough.
The entire Earth is endangered and needs to
be protected through immediate global
zoning. To wait until it can be established
that some specific component (this or that
species or ecosystem) is in danger is to miss
the point! This is not to say, however, that
determining which species or ecosystems are
near extinction should not be used to help
determine the priorities and strategies of
protection efforts. "

The first step in protecting Gaia is to
halt any further development and destruc
tion of wild habitat. In their 1987 summary
ofworld environmental problems, the Ehrli
chs generalized such a stand to the whole
Earth:

The prime step [isJto permit no develop
ment of any more virgin lands ... whatever
remaining relatively undisturbed landexists that
supports a biotic community ofany significance
should be set aside and fiercely defended against
enCToachment.(69)

As Thomas Fleischner points out in
Forever Wild, "Over 95% of the contiguous
United States has been altered from its origi
nal wilderness state. Only 2% is legally
protected from exploitive uses." (70) Even
that 2% lacks adequate protection. Forest
Service "designated wilderness" allows min
ing, sport hunting, and domestic animal
grazing. Legislative efforts are now being
made to revise existing mining laws, such as
the 1872 Mining Law, which have caused
much public land abuse. Some have
claimed, though, that, apart from timber
cutting, the greatest cause of ecological de
struction on public lands (both Wilderness
and non-Wilderness lands) has been cattle
and sheep grazing.

Once the ecologically destructive uses
of now-existing Forest Service Wilderness
have been eliminated, the additional 3% of
public lands in the contiguous United States
that are de facto wilderness (roadless but not
designated as Wilderness) should be placed
in protection zones. This would bring the
total protected habitat to 5% of the contigu
ous US, which would still leave the contigu
ous United States about 30% short of a 1/3
wilderness, 1/3 free nature, 1/3 bioculture
ratio. Under the provisions of the Wilder
ness Act of 1964, the biggest battles over the
classification of wildlands in the National
Parks and Forests have already been fought,
and environmentalists have had to compro
mise severely in both cases, particularly the
latter. Now the battle to zone lands as Wil
derness is occurring over the 250 million
acres administered by the Bureau of Land
Management. The BLM is studying only
10% of its lands for possible Wilderness des
ignation, and the likelihood is that, after
political wrangling and compromise, only
10-15 million acres will be protected. This
decision is to be made in 1991.

The Wilderness Act is essentially a pre
ecological document "and, accordingly, its
provisions do not reflect the huge tracts of
wilderness reqUired for ecosystem protec
tion, large mammal speciation, and plane
tary health. In order to boost the protection
zene percentages toward the 33% figure, it
would probably be necessary to place almost
all FS and BLM lands in protection zones and
restore them to wildlife habitat. The recent
proposals by Deborah and Frank Popper of
Rutgers University to return the Great Plains
to Buffalo habitat would also greatly increase
ecosystem protection areas. Earth First! has
developed ecologically realistic plans for
greatly increasing Wilderness Areas in the
US.(72)

This brings us to the issue of global
human overpopulation. The pressure of the
existing 5-6 billion people on Earth, magni
fied by the incredible levels of consumption
and industrialization in the industrial coun
tries, is already exerting intolerable pressure
on the 'global biosphere. Many professional
ecologists and environmentalists hold that a
maximum viable global human population
livingcomfortably at a basic needs consump
tion level, and allOWing for the evolutionary
and ecological requirements of the planet,
would be no more than 1-2 billion, :-vith the
US at about 100 million.(74)

While demographers and population
biologists not long ago predicted that the
human population would level off at about
10 billion by the end of the next century, the
latest UN projections are that, at current
rates of increase, the population will soar to
14 billion before leveling off. In all likeli
hood, this would prove to be a total disaster
for Gaia. This prospect underscores the need
for mounting an all-out world-wide cam
paign to stop population growth by humane
means as qUickly as possible. As someone
once said, "Trend is not destiny!"

Aside from Third World countries, with
their high rates ofpopulation increase, there
are special areas of environmental concern
within the industrial world. Raymond Das
mann once made a distinction between
"ecosystempeople" and "biosphere people":

Ecosystem people live within a single eco
system, or at most two or three adjacent and
closely related ecosystems. They are dependent
upon that ecosystem for their survival ... Bio
sphere people draw their support, not from the
resources of anyone ecosystem, but from the
biosphere ... Biosphere people can exert incred
ible pressure upon an ecosystem they wish to
exploit, and create great devastation - some
thing that would be impossible or unthinkable
forpeople who were dependent upon thatparticu
lar ecosystem ... I propose that the fUture belongs
to [ecosystem people].(75)

Japan, with its total dedication to indus
trialization and international markets, and
its high consumption patterns, lack of natu
ral resources, and import policies, ha,s be
come the most obvious example of a "bio
sphere people," currently surpassing even
the United States and Europe as the world's

leading destroyer of ecosystems. It is exploit
ing the last of the old-growth forests, from
Brazil and Peru, to the United States (espe
cially Alaska), to Southeast Asia, in addition
to depleting the oceans.

In a series of public lectures in Japan in
1989, Arne Naess pointed to the current
indifference of the Japanese government
and people toward the global environment.
Japan's direction for the last 30 years has
been a "ruthless, increasingly destructive
policy ofeconomic growth atanycost." And
citing the World Conservation Strategy, the
United Nations Charter for Nature, the
Brundtland Report, and Worldwatch's State
ofthe World reports, Naess challenged Japan
to become a leader of world conservation
strategy.(76)

Another special area of concern is Cali
fornia. As the 6th largest economic power in
the world, and with heady images of "Pacific
Rim" international trade dominating cur
rent economic talk, California is, in many
ways, trying to emulate Jap~n. Like Japan,
California is headed for a disastrous social
and environmental future. For example,
600,000 people are moving to California
each year. (The main factor preventing Cali
fornia, and the rest ofthe United States, from
stabilizing its population is immigration,
both legal and illegal.) Some California cities
and counties, especially in the central and

northern foothill areas, are growing at rates
in excess of the fastest growing countries in
Africa. The great agricultural operatiOns of
the Central Valley have been drenching the
soil with pesticides and chemical fertilizer
for over 40 years and groundwater supplies
are now contaminated. Further, as one oft!J.e
most diverse biotic areas in the world, Cali
fornia is now experiencing a wildlife crisis as
a result of habitat loss from increasingdevel
opment, commercial poaching, and agricul
tural waste water and selenium poisoning of
waterfowl sanctuaries. Cities cannot meet
federal standards for clean air, and this air
pollution is contributing to the death of
forests near Los Angeles and along the west
slope of the Sierra.

A recent poll showed that Californians
now realize the quality of life is declining in
the state. What Is conspicuously absent is an
awareness of the need to stop further devel
opment and reduce population. California is
a land of strange contradictions, where
Disneyland economic growth fantasies and
New Age religious cults exist side-by-side
with the birthplace of world ecocentric envi
ronmentalism Oohn Muir, David Brower,
and the Sierra Club), and where the citizens
alternate between electing such arch anti
environmental governors as Ronald Reagan
and George D~ukmejian, and the environ
mental visionary, Jerry Brown.

In 1965, the year after California sur
passed New York as the most populous state
in the Union, ecologist Raymond Dasmann
proposed that population growth be stopped
through a strategy of "not planning for
growth. "(77) Perhaps the only strategy at
this point that would allow California an
ecologically viable future would be the pas
sage of a state-wide no-growth initiative
together with the implementatlon ofprotec
tion zones around all remaining wild and
semi-wild areas. Viewed ecologically, immi
gration only adds to the impact of existing
human qverpopulation on the affected eco
systems. As Gary Snyder points out, one of
the first principles of bioregionalliving is to
"Quit moving - stay where you are!"(78)

After the promising environmental
awakening of the 1960sand 70s, wein the US

have experienced a decade-long environ-"
mental hiatus during which a conservative
Republican President did everything in his
power to obstruct environmental protec
tion: from neutralizing the efforts ofthe EPA
and suppressing acid rain studies, to refusing
to allow money to be spent for the acquisi
tion of additional parks and protected habi
tat. Further, the Reagan administration
shocked the world community in 1985-6 by
halting US funding for UN population con
trol programs on the grounds that these
organizations provide abortions. The Re
agan administration ignored the environ
mentallY,comprehensive 1980 Global 2000
Report to the US President, a report that
caused a considerable stir among govern
ment heads in other parts of the world.(79)

ECOLOGICALLY STRUCTURED
GOVERNMENTS

The 1990s will likely be an era of global
environmental reawakening like the 1960s.
This is largely because of such global envi
ronmental disruptions as the greenhouse
effect, ozone layer depletion, and tropical
rainforest destruction and rising rates of
species extinctions.

One main obstacle in the way of"saving
the planet" is a fundamental difference of
emphasis and ecological awareness among
those in theenvi'ronmental movement. This

Washington Red Cedar by Peggy Sue MeRae

problem emerged in the 1960s, and has been
with us ever since. The environmental dec
ade of the 60s began with Rachel Carson's
warnings about pesticides which negatively
affected both the health of humans in the
bioculture and natural ecosystems. She was
a trained ecologist and ecocentrist who cared
deeply about both people and the natural
world. Her source of inspiration was Albert
Schweitzer and his "reverence for life" prin
ciple.

But soon a new breedofenvironmental
ist arose, exemplified, according to environ
mental historian Stephen Fox, by Barry
Commoner, Ralph Nader and the Environ
mental Defense Fund. These "newer man
centered leaders" focused on industrial pol
lution as the essence of the environmental
problem. Commoner, who was not trained
as an ecologist, took a stand against the
warnings ofPaul Ehrlich and otherecologists
on human overpopulation. (As of 1988,
Commoner still denied; there is a global
human overpopulation problem.)

David Brower worried that, in the pub
lic rush to embrace the new anthropocentric
survival environmentalism ofthe late 1960s,
ecocentric concerns such as wilderness and
wild species protection would be lost in the
shuffle. He was right.

The environmental legislation passed
in the late 1960s and early 70s in the United
States reflected the narrowly focused biocul
tural "pollution" orientation of this new
version of conservation. By contrast, Paul
Ehrlich, in 1968, had proposed an ecologi
cally oriented governmental Department of
Population and Environment. He also called
for an "international policy research pro
gram [to] set optimum population-environ
mental goals of the world and to devise
methods for reaching these goals. "(81)
While various population control and ecol
ogically-orlented environmental programs
were established in the United Nations, the
United States settled for the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and the Clean Air
and Water Acts.

The EPA essentially reflects the pollu
tion approach to the environment; it is

continued on page 28
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S t\TELLITES TRACK WILD
LIFE FOR TROPHY HUNTERS

Humans and Honeyguides:
Cooperation Between Species

Rabbit's Foot Found in
Computer System

At a tension-filled news conference last
week, Brigadier General Miles Bullock admit- 
ted that the .space shuttles have for the past
2 years been releasipg into orbit top-secret
surveillance satellites to monitor the posi
tion ofgame animals. The information these
satellites obtain is helping commercial out
fitters to more efficiently find trophy ani
mals for corporate clients. "Why do you
think the Fish and Wildlife Service has been
putting those radio collars on the damn
things?" said Bullock, an avid hunter him
self.

The plan, which the Hexagon calls
ToFA (Total Faunal Accounting), will use
three satellites to track the exact coordinates
ofover 400,000 game animals in thecontigu-

. ous United States and Alaska. Hawaii and
Puerto Rico will be added to the "game grid"
in the early 1990s. Over half the funds for the
project has come from commercial hunting
outfitters, such as Helicopter Hunts, Inc.
"Yeah, we're happy about it," said Mort
D'Uberal, the bra;h CEO of Helicopters
Hunts, who started the business with a sur
plus Huey Helicopter Gunship he bought
after the Vietnam War with a loan from his
sister. "Those of us in the business of aerial
hunting see this as a real opportunity to give
our clients the kind ofqUick exciting kill they
desire."

White House chief of staff John
Sunukenuke expressed his belief that the
report will finally lay to rest any speculation
that President Busch cannot balance envi
ronmental and economic goals. "It's an
other example of how the Busch administra
tion is encouraging cooperation between
government and the private sector in an
environmentally sound way. Our Fish and
Wildlife people have collared every mam
mal over 20 pounds in weight."

"16 pounds!" said Secretary of the Infe
rior Lulu with pride in a telephone interview
yesterday afternoon. Lulu also said there are
plans under ToFA to collar every mammal in

North America, all game birds and several
species of gastropods. Busch himself was
heard to say, "That thing up there, that ToFA
thing, it's flying around, keeping watch over
the animals, American hunters getting their
quotas, confidence factor way up."

NASA spqkesman Clifford Amhearst
was qUick to confirm the report after Hexa
gon clearance. "Along with man's yearning
for knowledge and adventure, this project is
one more great reason why the taxpayer
should support the space program."
Ambearst calculates that every tax dollar
spent on NASA will lead to the killing of one
large mammal.

The issue came to light recently when a
rabbit's foot was found in one of the satel
lites' computer systems prior to lift-off. A
radical environmental group calling itself
"Eat, Rebel and Die" (ERD) took credit for the
felonious rabbit's foot, which unluckily
caused $3 billion in damage to the sophisti
cated satellite, Hexagon sources confirmed.

"These ERD people should all be shot
like dogs," said D'Uberal, in his usual frank
fashion. "We've been hunting animals in a
balanced way since Christ walked God's
green earth, and we can damn well keep
doing so. 1hope the satellites focus in on lots
of arctic rabbits this year, because that
rabbit's foot cost us jobs."

Several environmental organizations
have expressed Concern over ToFA, but were
eager to repudiate the radical environmen
talists' tactics. "We've worked hard to give
the environmental movement credibility
with the kind bfcorporate managers who use
the big game hunting services," said Jay
Beard of the World Wildlife Investment
Management Project (WWlMP). "We're not
about to let a few terrorists and deadbeats
ruin that for us." Beard added that WWIMP
will ask Fish and Wildlife to scale back ToFA
by not collaring snails and other gastropods
smaller than 2 inches. "We see no reason to
use firearms against these creatures, when
they can easily be crushed with a boot or
heavy object," Beard concluded.

-Christoph Manes

by Mark Sunlin

Native Africans never developed the art
of beekeeping themselves, but many tribes
became and remain avid honey hunters. The
Boran people of Kenya in East Africa have a
unique method of locating bee hives: a little
bird tells them.

Appropriately, the little bird is called
the Honeyguide, or Indicator indicator by
zoologists. H.A. Isack, of the National Mu-

o seum of Kenya, and H.U. Reyer, of the Max
- Planck Institute in West Germany, recently

reported their observations on how the Bo
ran people interact with this wily bird.(l)

Either the Honeyguide or human may
initiate the honey hunt: The tribesmen
whistle to summon the bird, or the bird
summons the tribesmen by giVing a "tirr-tirr
tirr" call and fluttering about in the tree
branches to attract attention. This done, the
Honeyguide flies away for several minutes,
presumably to double-check the location of
the target hive. Returning to the tribesmen,
the bird flutters noisily and encouragingly
from tree to tree, clearly urging the human
partners to follow. As they come closer to the
hive, the bird's flights from tree to tree be
come increasingly short and low to the
ground. When they reach the hive, the
Honeyguide gives a different call- translat
ing, no doubt, to something like "Eureka!"

On the'average, Reyer and Isack found,
tribesmen hunting without the the Hon
eyguide took 8.9 hours to locate a beehive.
With the heip of the Honeyguide, their aver
age hunting time dropped to only 3.2 hours.

In the 1930s, George Adamson, of
"Born Free" fame, also noticed this coopera
tive, symbiotic relationship between bird
and Boran.(2) Adamson noted that "African
tradition insists that some of the honey must
be left for the bird, for if not, the next person
who comes along will be led to a snake or
some other dangerous beast." To this day the
Boran - who mistakenly believe the birds
are interested in the honey - dutifully place
some of the comb aside on a tree for their 
helpful partners, though, as Adamson notes,
"it is the grubs contained within the comb
which the honey guide is really interested
in."

Ornithologist William Shields has
pointed out that in the partnership between
Honeyguide and humans, the birds origi
nated the idea, for Honeyguides had been
guiding badgers to honey before they began
guiding humans.(3) This likely came about
by the birds presenting themselves as an
alluring target for the omnivorous badgers to
chase until reaching the more desirable
honey. Badgers - like humans after the
honey - are sloppy eaters, tearing open the
hives and inadvertently leaVing plenty of
high-protein grubs lying about for the birds.

References
1. Isack, H. and H. Reyer; "Honeyguides and
Honey Gatherers: Interspecific Communica
tion in a Symbiotic Relationship"; Science,
243, 1343, 1989.
2. Adamson, G.; A Lifetime with Lions; Avon;
1970; p.68.
3. Quoted in Science News, 3-18-89, p.l72.

countries have yet to face the fundamental
incompatibility of continued human expan
sion and economic development with the
viable ecological functioning of the Earth.
They continue to equate economic growth
with "progress" when just the opposite is the
case. Years ago, Karl Polanyi pointed to
radical nature of the emerging consumer
society which involved "no less a transfor
mation than that of the natural and human
substance of society into commodities."(83)

IfAmericans (and the rest of the world)
are to deal effectively with ecological prob
lems, then there must be a decisive shi4 from
the economic/consumerist vision of reality
to a genUinely ecological/ecocentric world
view. Gary Snyder has claimed that "eco
nomics must be seen as a small sub-branch of
ecology."(8S) As a way of making the transi
tion to an ecologically sustainable society,
Anne and Paul Ehrlich have promoted Her
man Daly's steady-state economic theo
ries.(86) In short, the "business" of the world
must become primarily ecological protec
tion.

The structures of governments must be
reorganized from their present human-cen
tered pro-developmental orientation to re
flect this new emphasis upon ecological
protection. A new overarching agency 
possibly' called the Ecosystem Protection
Agency - needs to be established to coordi
nate and oversee the efforts to protect both
the biocultural zones and the ecological
protection zones. This agency should be
heavily staffed with professional ecologists
and conservation biologists.

The EPA would become a branch of the
Ecosystem Protection Agency and could
continue as the primary agency concerned
with the ecological reform of the bioculture
(air and water pollution, organic agricultural
reform, etc.). The Forest Service would be
removed from the Department of Agricul
ture and, together with the Department of
the Interior (including the National Park
Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, and Bu
reau of Land Management), would be over
~n by the Ecosystem Protection Agency.
Their function would shift primarily to eco
system protection. The functions of the
Bureau of Reclamation and the Army Corps
of Engineers would become primarily eco
system restoration. An agency concerned
with encouraging the reduction of popula
tion would be created.

With the "cold war" presumably Wind
ing down, a large portion of the defense
budget should be allocated to environ
mental protection: a~quiring land for the

ECOCENTRISM .
continued from page 27
charged with enforcing the provisions of the
CleCln Air and Water Acts, and monitoring
pesticides and toxic wastes: the "externali
ties" of industry. The only legislation con
cerned with wider ecological issues, the
Endangered Species Act, came later (1973)
almost as an afterthought and, from an eco
logical perspective, it is minimally effective.
Environmental legislation during the 1970s
was reformist in nature, and designed essen
tially to allow industrial development to
continue at accelerating rates, while making
minor concessions to "cleaning up the envi
ronment" and protecting ecological integ
rity.

, National opinion polls taken over re
cent years have consistently shown support
for environmental issues. But an analysis of
these polls reveals that much of this support
consists of pollution consciousness. Con
cern, for more ecocentric issues such as
human overpopulation and wilderness de
struction ranks much lower than concern for
air and water pollution, toxic waste disposal,
etc.; and these issues are often seen as sepa
rate. A reasonably sophisticated awareness
of the interrelated nature of these issues, and
of the overall threat to the planet, is not
widespread among the general public. The
news media makes almost no effort to edu
cate the public in a comprehensive way
about the current environmental crisis.
Environmental education in the schools,
although mandated by law in states such as
California, is also pitifully inadequate.

After the unprecedented anti-environ
mentalism of the Reagan administration,
George Bush now claims to be an "environ
mental president." Bush appears to be en
couraging a more vigorous approach to some
forms ofpollution control by the EPA, but he
also continues to pursue the Reagan.type
exploitation of public lands by appointing
pro-development people as heads of the
Department ofInterior and other public land
agencies, and by promoting oil drilling in
marine mammal sanctuaries off the Califor
nia coast and in the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge. Although Bushand his advisors have
had access to the environmentally compre
hensive annual Worldwatch Institute State of
the World reports since 1984, his concept of
environmentalism has advanced little be
yond the "pollution control" level, what G.
Tyler Miller, author of the leading environ
mental textbook, Living in the Environment,
refers to as the first and most simplistic level
of environmental awareness.(82)

The leaders and citizens of industrial
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protection zones, staffing environmental
protection agenCies, educating the public
about current ecological realities and pro
posed solutions. The government and media
should promote a national debate on these
issues. The effects of ozone layer depletion,
the greenhouse effect, acid rain, air and
water pollution, pesticides, human over
population, and current consumerist growth
policies freely cross the boundaries between
the bioculture, free nature, and ecosystem
protection zones. Only an integrated holis
tic approach to environmental problems has
a chance of succeeding.

Increasingly, our environmental prob
lems are recognized as global in scope and, as
such, requiring international cooperation.
Noel Brown, director of the United Nations
Environment Program, indicated that an
"ecological council" comparable to the Secu
rity Council could soon be a reality.(87) The
UN also needs to reorganize its population
control agencies and environmental protec
tion programs to reflect a unified ecosystem
protection approach. The UN General As
sembly adopted a basically ecocentric ap
proach when it approved the World Charter
for Nature in 1982. The Charter asserts that:

Every form of life is unique, warranting
respect regardless of its worth to man, and, to
accord other organisms such recognition, man
must be guided by a moral code of action ...
Nature shall be respected and its essential proc
esses shall not be disrupted.

The Reagan administration gained
international notoriety by opposing the
Charter for Nature. The General Assembly
voted for the charter, 111 to 1, with the US
casting the one dissenting vote!"(88)

The United Nations should step up by
several orders of magnitude efforts to stabi
lize the human population in the shortest
time possible, while also protecting human
dignity, ideals of justice, and individual free
dom of choice. The UN should continue to
help feed the hungry and improve basic
living conditions iIi. Third World countries.
As part of an overall program of ecological
and economic sustainability, the UN should
also help natior:J,s establish ecosystem protec
tion zones; help police these zones (as in
Africa where .large mammal 'populations
have declined, precipitously in the 1980s at
the hands of poachers); and discourage in
dustrial .consumerism. The UN needs to
develop educational programs to "ecolo
gize" the peoples of the world.

In pursuing these goals, it should be
recognized that the situations of ~irst World
and Third World countries are very different.
As Arne Naess has pointed out, unlike First
World countries, which are already overde
veloped and ecologically unsustainable,
Third World countries will need to continue

to develop, but along ecologically sustain
able paths. EnVironmentalists in First World
countries must 'be sensitive to the unique
human problems in Third World countries.
It is unrealistic and unjust to expect Third.,
Woild countries to protect their natural
ecosystems at the expense of the vital needs or
their human populations. At the same time,
the magnitude of the global environmental
crisis must be fully appreciated. Third World
countries should be encouraged to expand
ecosystem protection ~ones, and protect
large areas of free nature. Rich industrial
nations will have to pay most of the costs of
global environmental protection and resto
ration. The Worldwatch Institute's 1988
State ofthe World report estimates these costs
at $lS0 billion a year. Naess claims that a
step in the right direction would be for indus
trial nations to forgive Third World debts
and loans.(89)

Paul Taylor sees such goals as achiev
able:

A world ofharmony between human civili
zation and nature is a distinct empirical possibil
ity ... it should be evident {rom my discussion of
the biocentric outlook and the attitude ofrespect
for nature that an inner change in our moral
beliefs and commitments is the first, indispen
sable step. And this inner change is itself a
psychological possibility. Some people have
actually made such a change, exercising their
autonomy in the decision to adopt new moral
principles regarding their treatment ofthe natu
ral environment " .(90)

The shift from an economically domi-·
nated exploitive world view and societyto an
ecological "green" society should be seen as
a joyous gain for humanity and Gaia rather
than as a self-denial for individuals and
humanity. To experience the transition in
this way no dou bt requires a conversion to an
ecological consciousness, an "ecological
self," or what Taylor refers to as an "inner
change." While this inner change is occur
ring among people at an increasing rate
throughout the world, and while people are
adopting ecologically compatible bi
oregional ways of liVing, ecological destruc
tion is also accelerating at a terrifying rate.
Interim legalistic strategies such as ecosys
tem protection zoning and the ecological
restructuring of governments seem indis
pensable at this point. Ultimately, we must
work at all levels ofecological protection and
restoration, social justice, and human spiri
tual renewal simultaneously.

George Sessions, an author andprofessorat
Sierra College in California, co-authored Deep
Ecology with Bill Devall, and formulated a
basic deep ecology platform with Arne Naess.



Thoughtful
Radicalism

THE
GRIZZLY
DEN
by Ho\'\-'ie Wolke

author's note: The description below ofa felony calism has become both common and neces-
is pure fiction and is for entertainment purposes sary. But if lacking a sound ethical and

.only. For the discussion that follows, "radical- biological basis, environmental radicalism
ism' means monkeywrenching(ecological sabo- can be a double-edged sword: a threat to the
tage), various forms ofcivil disobedience (road enemy, yes, but a danger to its wielder, too.
blockades, illegal occupations, tree sitting, etc.), In order to avoid self-defeating radicalism, I
and even legal demonstrations .that promote suggest a commitment to what I'll simply
protectingall remaining wildlands and restoring call "thoughtful radicalism." The 4 £Orner-
much that has been degraded. stones of thoughtful radicalism are: 1)

Three men in a rusty foreign car drank a Thwart. 2) Protect. 3) Restore. 4) Educate.
warm sixpack of Pabst as they drove down It is admittedly impossible for all radical
the Limestone Creek Road in Wyoming's actions - legal or not - to always build
Bridger-Teton National Forest. Behind them upon all 4 cornerstones. Sometimes, all you
were the peaks of the Gros Ventre Range, can hope for is to thwart, or perhaps to
glowing the later afternoon sun. Earlier, the contribute to long-term protection for an
three men and a 7 year old boy had stood area. Bu! it is possible to always.avoid regres-
among those peaks baked by the intenseJune sion. That means we should ~omider bOth
sun in a world of wet snowbanks, meltwater, tIleShort arid long term consequences of our
bare rock and glacier lilies: a "Sierra Club actions. For instance, generally avoid mon-
Calendar wilderness" of glaciated brilliance, keywrenching a project if a legal victory to
one that even the Forest Service concurred to stop it seems at hand. Monkeywrenching in
protect. that situation might impair public support

The driver, a slightly ovenveight uni- for long term protection. Don't damage any
versity professor, was a thoughtful man cornerstones.
whose son it was that had succumbed to Eduqti= is the most fundamental of
sleep. As the pitiful machine lumbered down the ((;"rnerstones, and it's the one most
the gravel road, all three were admiring the important when we look beyond the short
adjacent rich habitat of Mountain Sage- term crises that so often co-opt our efforts.
brush, grass, Douglas-fir, Subalpine Fir, It's also the e,ilsiest cornerstone to ne,glecU:>L..
Lodgepole Pine, and Quaking Aspen. This liubvert. An);'_action, however radic~
was the unprotected roadless country be- illegal, should avo!~.?.aIY...lJl~ml~
neath the peaks; the land of multiple use 'ffioughtles~ acts that gti..Bh!.J2!~_~top~

where the Forest Service proposed logging, minded peopreffom heeding our message.
oil rigs, and new roads. Remember, we want fo convincetne popu-

In 1980 the blasting of seismic crews lace (70% ofwhom now considerthemselves
was ubiquitous in western Wyoming. Roads to be "enVironmentalists," according to poll-
and oil rigs followed the seismic crews deep ster George Gallup), or at least elicit their
into the wilds; the rigs pierced the earth by sympathies. The stupidest thing that radical
pulverizing thousands of feet ofsedimentary activists can do is to appear as common
rock. Big oil was looking for natural gas in criminals. That's the fastest way to negate
the Wyomingwilds. But this day was Sunday education.
and local seismic workers were off, hungover For instance, when carrying out civil
from a typically drunken Saturday night in disobedience or monkeywrenching, don't
Jackson. dilute your message by committing extrane-

At once, the two youngIPen noticed the ous illegal acts. There are great philosophical
"Doghouse" a hundred or so yards from the differences among radical environmentalists
road. The small buildingcontained a seismic regarding laws and lawbreaking in general.

crew's "nerve center," where high tech de- Regardless of those differences, though, get-
vices recorded the rumblings of a bruised ting busted for grass, getting stopped for
Earth and translated those rumblings to a DUI, or getting caught shoplifting will only
potential bottom line calculated in some convince the public that radical activists 'are
sterile boardroom hundreds or thousands of a bunch ofanarchist hooligans with no sense
miles distant: in horrible places such as of decency or respect for others. Regardless
Houston, New York, and Casper. The devices of how badly you'd like to rip off that store
inside the locked building were worth hun- with the anti-wilderness sign; regardless of
dreds of thousands of dollars. The young how badly'you'd like to slip out of the Exxon
men told the professor to stop the car, let Valdez station with a full tank arid a full
them out, continue down the road and then wallet, do it on your own time if you must;
return to pick them up in a half hour. With .avoid such temptation when carrying out or
little hesitancy, he obliged. In broad day- preparingtocarryout radical environmental
I.ight with little forethought and no plan- defense. Consider th~t upon those
ning, with stealth but no tools, the two men we're trying to reach. ocus.
committed a felony. They broke into the Moreover, we want the public to focus
building and attacked the computers, not on our style but on the substance of our
switches, dials and data with the appropriate message. With substance in mind (not the
available technology: rocks. Within min- controlled kind), it is often good strategy for
utes,' the damage was done; the ecoteurs radical activists (this generally does not per-
crossed the shadowed sagebrush meadow, tain to monkeywrenchers) to wear fairly
met the nervous professor along the road, conventional attire. Again, the public needs
and were in the tourist mecca ofjackson by to learn about the ecological atrocity; we
dark. don't want undue attention diverted to the

• • • •.• unusual dress or lifestyle of action partici-
As ecological calamity unravels the liv- pants: Swallow your pride and leave your

ing fabric of the Earth, environmental radi- hippie or 1830s mountain man duds at
home. Ecosystems are more important than
your personall(knbty. Agam, focUs. 
-=="FUrthermore, since we want the public
to get the message, ~on't confuse the is~ueat,
hand with other issues, no matter how dear
to your heart they may be. In Earth First! the
issue is wilderness/biodiversity/planetary
survival. Afradical actions promoting natu
ral diversity, don't confuse the issue by pro
moting legalization of dope, the right to
burn a flag, women's rights, racial equity, tax
protests, nuclear disarmament, or anything
else extraneous to the particular issue. Do we
have legitimate feelings about these things?
Certainly. Are nuclear weapons, unfair
taxes, and racism symptoms of a thoroughly
corrupt and destructive system? Of course
they are. Nonetheless, do we want ~ose
who might politically differ from us but
agree with us on wilderness and planetary.
survival to jump on our bandwagon? Em
phatically yes! Once more, just say "No" to
your ego. Focus.

Thoughtful radicalism means that
spokespersons (and ideally all who are in
volved) must be knowledgeable. Quoting
biologists is often effective. "Even better is to

I include a reputable biologist as a spokesper-
,{f'M.\o\Json. Publicize the "why" as well as the
", "what." Prepare an informative packet for

demonstrations. Thoughtful radicalism will
create public support for wildness and natu-

ral diversity. Occasionally that will contrib
ute to thwarting a project or to gaining long
term protection for an area. Thoughtful
radicalism can also lay the groundwork for
future restoration of damaged wild places.
Again: Thwart, Protect, Restore and Educate.
Whenever and however we decide to break
the law in defense of the planet, we must do
so without egocentrism, and with clarity of
purpose. That is, focus. Understand the issue
and leave your baggage at home.

How does the episode at the beginning
of this essay relate to the 4 cornerstones of
thoughtful radicalism? On that June after
noon the three radical activists thwarted, at
least for a while, destruction - oil explora
tion in roadless habitat. Moreover, mon
keywrenchingjp. general can- thwartmany
destructive but economically margrIialpi'5T-=
ects by adclli.!z..significantly to the!!:...cg~!t·
(read Ecodefense for a discussion of this
topic). In itself, the men's act of planetary
defense was probably neutral regarding long
term wilderness restoration. The action,
however, certainly helped incite a polarized
atmosphere which contributed to the even
tual designation of an incomplete but sub
stantial Gros Ventre Wilderness. Moreover,
social polarization regardi.!1~lli.!!!£~.Ug

tfii~n Hole area has created at least
some diffidence in the Forest Service's desire
to wreck habitat. Regarding protection, I
iIve the monkeywrenchers a slight plus.
Unfortunately, though, the local media re
ported the act as "vandalism." The ecoteurs
should have carefully and anonymously
publicized why they demolished the "Dog
house." Crudely put, seismic exploration
had opened the door for the throbbing organ .
of an industrial dragon planning to rape the
Gros Ventre roadless area. Though they
could have said it more gently, the saboteurs
failed to educate.

The monkeywrenchers who thwarted
the seismic operation acted spontaneously.
They had simply been hiking. There was no
planning and little consideration of the
potential consequences. But the men knew
the intent of the industrial dragon, and they
acted with a focused purpose: to damage a
vulnerable appendage of the monster; to
emasculate its lust for unprotec'ted wilder
ness. §.p.ontaneous monkeywrenching is ok.'
Dragonian claws are everywhere, suddenly
emerging at unexpected times and places.
Occasionall ecodefenders have little
.c oice but to seize the moment and act.

Should illegal acts of environmental
defense be undertaken only as a last resort
when all methods of legal resistance fail?
Not just no, but Hell no! Again, the claws of
the mutated beast are everywhere: To neu:
tralize opposition, apomary strategy for
agencies such as the Forest Ser~1~JU1Q..BJ-M
is to wear us out with rocess. Assaults on
natura diversity are so overwhelmingly
common, so multidimensionai that it is
impossibie for activists to monitor - let
alone resist - more than a tiny fraction of
threats to wildlands. Hearings, negotiating
sessions, EISs, appeals, lawsuits, and infor
mational (propaganda) workshops are time
consuming and expensive for volunteer ac
tivists, yet represent bread and butter for
bureaucrats and corporate officers. Remem
berthat Thursday night when you wanted to
read at home after a hard day's work or
maybe watch your kid play basketball, but
instead you went to that wilderness meet
ing? You got the shaft, but the Freddie got
overtime WY. And you wrote the checkL
• By submergmg ourselves in the process;
indeed, by making an effort to exhaust the
process prior to conducting illegal but moral
resistance, we guarantee more fodder for the
dragon. Yes, we need more people working
within the s s cause occasionally tha!
succeeds. But we also need m ocused"")

. riiQiik;Ywrenching and more civil disobedi- (
ence to fend off the dragon, even when the ,
individuals involved make little or no at- 1
tempt to spar with the beast in its own arena.

so, ere's an In erent anger In
committing civil disobedience or mon,
keywrenching after staggering through the
confusing maze of the "Iegitimate" process.
Chances are, after you've spent time, energy
and money on meetings, phone calls, and
appeals ad nauseum, all to no avail, you'll be
quite justifiably angry. If you're like me,
you'll be thinking&;VENGE. Such a mi!!9
set, though natural and occasionally stImJ,l:
lating, is not conducive to cIant of u se'
that is, to con uding a well- ocused effort to
thwart, protect, restore, and educate.
Though I'm not certain of this, I suspect that
serious radical activists - monkeywrenchers
in particular - should generally avoid work-

ing within the system altogether.
In 1986 I spent 6 months in a county

jail. I was a convicted remorseless mon
keywrencher who had gone through all
available legal channels in a futile attempt to
thwart an oil drilling and logging project in
Wyoming's Grayback Ridge roadless area.
The final straw was a meeting at which Br
idger-Teton National Forest Supervisor Reid
Jackson refused Chevron Oil's offer to restore
and reclaim the new road and drillsite if the
well proved dry. The supervisor wanted
access for future below cost timber sales in
the wildlife-rich area. This situation illus
trates the pitfall of "frustration mon
keywrenching." On the day I got busted, my
cohort and I had spotted the full-time guard
(the project had already been de-surveyed
twice, though, of course, not by me!) before
he spotted us. Nonetheless, we unWisely
decided to continue to monkeywrench. We
should have waited until night. Or until
Sunday, when the guard's hangover would
have impaired him. Or until we had another
cohort to monitor the guard. But Iwas angry.
I remembered the time consuming sessions,
the paperwork, the late night phone calls,
and the Forest Service's stubborn refusal to
compromise. Pure anger can result in a lack
of focus on the 4 cornerstones of thoughtfu I
radical activism, and that can be dangerous.
A pissed off monk~Y'YrencherC.9u..mu:'!.Le:.
less. That mindset cost this one 6 months.
~ There is, of course, a bigger question

that I've thus far avoided. Implicit in my plea
for thoughtful radicalism is an assumption
that there are limitations on what ecodefen
ders can accomplish. If, however, we see
ourselves as a rising power capable of bring
ing the industrial system to its knees before it
squelches all that remains wild, then perhaps
we should do as follows: Lash out at every
offensive aspect of society at once. Decry all
laws as unjust and blatantly break them. Be
wild and radical to encourage rebellion for its
own sake. Dress like punks, hippies, or
Neanderthals at demonstrations because
conventional attire is worn by land-raping
pillagers. Most important, because every
thing is connected to everything else, and
because planetary demise is the result of a
complex tangle of greed, injustice and over
population, lash out at everything - attack
the whole enchelada because it's all equally
rotten. That's one way of emphasiZing 0llr
disgust with the insanityofa world paradigm
based upon consumption, greed, and growth
for its own malignant sake.

But if we assume, as I do, that for a while
at least we're stuck with the dragon, an
insatiable force that can be slowed but not
entirely subdued, then focus where it is occa
sionally vulnerable, and where its slime
encrusted claws are directly assaulting na
ture. Convince our fellow humans by being
thoughtful yet unyielding that we must
radically alter the way our species treats its
embryonic home, the wilderness, and the
rest of this beleaguered planet.

Quite honestly, I doubt that an:ihingt...
including thoughtful radlCaIJsm, can ridge
the a between savI~e Wilderness
toda an creating a sone t a Ives'Wi'tliIi1
its ecologica means: u s mem ers!.
not outlaws, of the biotic comm~ I
doubt even more strongly, mo'tlg ,t e ulti
mate effectiveness of unfocused organized
tantrums. Thoughtless radicalism will save
little that remains wild now. Despite the

. insanity qf modern consumerism, shopping
mall "puke-ins" don't educate; they alienate.
A bunch of naked anarchists smoking dope
at a wilderness demonstration will neither
speed the demise ofthe industrial dragon nor
save a besieged roadless area. Neither will
militant vegetarians who won't work with us
omnivores to save wild country.

lhe demise of the beast will, Iven~~
occur via the ungoaIy weIght of its own"
momentum. Education today will increase
the chance of creating an ecologically sus
tainable societyafter the inevitable demise of
today's biological aberration. What will
eventually replace today's dragonian mad
ness Is anybody's guess. It's my guess,
though, that thoughtful radicalism will save
some biotic diversity in the short term, and
allow more to be saved and restored for the
longer run. Then, when the flounderln&
beast finally, mercifully chokes in its own...
~ng pile~there'll at least be some wilderness
reillainin as a seedbed for planet-Wide re
c~Maybe even some Grlz; some Flat:
spired Three-toothed Land Snails, some Pal
lid Bats; some man-eating Tigers; some wild
humans; and some living canyons like the
Colorado's Glen. Some hope. And maybe
even some human wisdom.
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ed," a dubious social category, one never
clearly defined by those who find sudden
concern for people supposedly nonambula
tory and immobile. Being "age-ed" now
apparently means being infirm. The argu
ment and its inherent prejudice toward
anyone not young is usually buttressed with
grand democratic pronouncements. For
instance, the hyper-commercial Swiss ski
industry is praised for promoting alpine
accessibility for all. Environmental groups
are accused of shutting off mountains to all
but an elite group of aerobic androids who
hike 20 miles before their first morning cup
of gorp.

I won't bore you with the European
origins of the argument. Historian Roderick
Nash presents a fine summary of what he
calls "the access-resort philosophy" in Wil
derness and the American Mind. The issue is
really one of access to scenery, one of drive
up mountains, the kind of access offered at
Mt. Hood, Mt. Rushmore, Crater Lake,
Yosemite, Yellowstone, Grand Teton, Gla
cier, and other Parks. A few too many such
Parks for Franklin Roosevelt, the one "in
firm" American president, thepresidentwho
endorsed California's roadless Kings Canyon
National Park in 1940.

Here are a few facts you might find
useful when the "age-ed" argument is raised
at the next hearing you attend:

Given that age bias in the United States
first affects people at about 35, when the
social label "middle-aged" appears, let's start
with Raymond Lambert. This toeless 38
year-old Swiss guide went to 28,100 feet on
Mt. Everest in 1952 with 38-year-old Nepal
ese guide Tenzing Norgay. Norgay walked to
the summit the next year with New Zealand
beekeeper,Edmund H,illary, 34.

Middle-age has always been the norm
according to mountaineering historian
James Ramsey Ullman. "A remarkable
number of the great ascents in climbing
history have been made by men [and
women] well into middle age ..."

Indeed, social bias, much more than
physical limitation, has kept most people
over 40 chairbound: In 1838, 45-year-old
Henriette d'Angeville shocked Switzerland
when she became the first "lady" to ascend
Mont Blanc under her own power. In 1936
at age 40, famed British mountain explorer
H.W. Tilman climbed Nanda Devi, 25,645
feet, an altitude record that stood until 1950.

In 1975, 49-year-old Pierre Mazaued
reached the summit of Everest with Kurt
Diemberger, 46. In 1987 Diemberger
climbed K2, second highest summit in the
world.

If your opponents dare counterattack
with the suggestion that they're really talk
ing about people over 50, you're set for the
kill.

In 1888, 50-year-oldJohn Muir climbed
Mt. Rainier. In 1980, 58-year-old Smith
College Latin professor Annie Peck was the
first to ascend the north summit of Huas
caran, a major South American peak. At age
50 in 1925, Albert MacCarthy completed the
first ascent of Canada's massive Mt. Logan.
At age 52 in 1965, Italian mountaineer Ri
cardo Cassin climbed Alaska's Denali. Wash
ington resident Dave Mahre, father of cha,m
pion downhill skiers, was not content to
watch his twin sons get all the glory. Mahre
went above 8000 meters on Everest without
oxygen in 1982 at age 54.

What about 60?
Sixty-year-old Norman Read made the

second ascentofMt. Logan in 1952. In 1975,
67-year-oldJeanJuge, presidentofthe Union
of International Alpine Association, climbed
the Eiger north face, one of Europe's most
dangerous climbs.

Or 70?
H. Adams Carter, editor of The A merican

Alpine Journal, wrote to tell me: "I took my
first serious rock climbing fall just a week or
two after my 70th birthday and broke eight
ribs." But his ribs healed, and he also said
that his friend Brad Washburn, a famous
Alaskan explorer, "at 75 still shoulders 50
pounds of surveying equipment and keeps
climbing to push cartography to greater
perfection."

By now your opponents should be
struck dumb. If not, assure muteness with
mention that John Muir wrote at age 73 in
1911 that the calendar "offers startling
proofs of age. Yet, strange to say, I am almost
wholly unconscious of the' fast-flying
years.... This, in part, is the reward of those
who climb mountains and keep their noses
out of doors. " You could add that at 74 Muir
traveled to the Andes, where he slept under
the stars while his younger friends crawled
into a tent for the night.

You might also mention Norwegian
Herman Smith Johannsen. "Jackrabbit"
Johannsen introduced cross-country skiing
to Canada around 1900, exercised daily, and
remained self-suffiCient until he died on 26
December 1986, a spry 112 years old.

at the same time exacerbate existing fiscal
and social problems?

""Pro-choice supporters are more pro
child than anti-abortionists. The pro
choicers favor children who are wanted,
healthy, educated and properly cared for.
They oppose the birth of grossly deformed
children or those who would be born into
families of convicted child abusers (most
pro-choicers believe such persons should be
sterilized), or neglected, or could not be
supported by their parents.

""'India has lower rt:r-capita food-gram
Q!oduction in 1988 than it did in 1900. This
is a result of a population explosion from
237,000,000 to 796,000,000.

""Religious zealots, in effect, sentence a
mother to 20 years of raising a child she
doesn't want and can't afford. The result is
newborns found in garbage dumpsters.

"*The projected drought in northeast
and central Africa may make the Ethiopian
famine of 1984-85, when a million people
starved to death, look insignificant, accord
ing to Werner Fornos, President of the Popu
lation Institute. He noted, "It might shock
Americans into realiZing ... food is not a
limitless resource. In most of the world it is
a shrinking resource."

One evening a while back I drove to a
Eugene motel for one of those perpetual
wilderness study area hearings. Though tes
timony could barely be heard above the din
from the adjacent meeting room, I did catch
one witness using the standard "age-ed"
argument as reason not to have any more
protected wild areas in the high desert east of
the Cascades.

The argument rests on the dubious as
sumption that wilderness excludes "the age-

WILD CODGERS
by Barry Greer

about civil-rights. With such direct viola
tions of 4th amendment rights occurring,
none of our personal possessions or papers
are secure. Even as Eastern Europe becomes
more open, the "freedom" we have in this
country becomes ever more hollow.

The violation of our civil rights should
come as no surprise to those familiar with
social movements. It is new to the environ
mental community, however. It can be said
that we have brought it upon ourselves. We
have challenged the very foundations of the
developers and timber beasts and they are
irritated enough to bring the full brunt of
their allies down on us.

What to do? First, we need to go back to
an old adage: "tell me no secrets, I'll tell you
no lies." As long as we have no secret meet
ings, nothing in our daily business that
cannot be public, we are untouchable. The
Feds cannot deal with a movement that has
no leaders and no secrets. Sowhat ifthey rifle
the files. So what if they "infiltrate" our
meetings. Second, we need to form long
term affinity groups - admit that we are in
this for the long haul and work with friends
we can trust for years. Third, we need to
develop strategies to integrate new people
into our movement carefully and safely.
Fourth, it's time those of us who have been
involved for a long time get together and
discuss where the movement is going. Fifth,
it's tim.e for some of us to personally stop
monkeywrenching; but it's also time for
others to begin (on their own, at night, with
their parents' permission). We must not for
sake advocacy of monkeywrenching. It's
long been the case that most mon
keywrenchers have nothing to do with EF!
Sixth, it's time to fight, in court if necessary,
those taking awayour civil rights. !four civil
rights go, wilderness has no chance. If we
allow this repression to continue, those who
work in the mainstream will be next. The
developing thugs will do their utmost to
prevent an environmental consciousness
from emerging. 'We need to get word of the
tactics used against us out to all allies so that
the Feds cannot use the tactics they've used
on us with others.

We have always had a lot to do; now the
work-load will be heavier for a while. We will

" weather this storm too, and we will be
stronger because of it. The Feds don't know
it yet, but they've done us a favor.

-Roger Feather.$tone

:,:
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and fight agaip.st labor unions, and abuse of
civil rights leading to the burning of Watts,
Detroit and other black areas. The popula
tion problem, including a high birth rate
among parents who cannot support or prop
erly care for their offspring, is hurtling down
that old familiar railroad track.

""Order a Dominos pizza and you are
supportihg anti-abortion zealots. Tom
Nonaghan, owner of Dominos, is a leading
supporter of and financial contributor to
anti-choice forces. Pro-choice organIzations
are urging a boycott of Dominos.

·*The State Department's Undersecre
tary for Refugee Affairs says, "I have smaller
populated states who have agreed to employ
refugees, but they all want to go to Califor
nia, and I simply cannot compete with the
generosity of the California Welfare Sys
tem."

""By Presidential decree refugees are
allowed to immigrate into the US in unlim
ited numbers. In 1988 over 50% of all refu
gees who have entered s"ince the Vietnam
War are on welfare. California led the per
centages with 90% on welfare and Washing
ton state came in second with 74%. What
other nation would voluntarily add to an
already burgeoning population problem and

GA. Further north, citizens Asheville, NC
and Knoxville, TN stand on either side of the
Smokies and are committed to out-do each
other to preserve the region. North Carolina
was the hot-bf'd of environmental confer
ences this fall. Chapel Hill just had a major
student environmental conference. The
Asheville area hosted a biodiver~ity confer
ence, regional activist conference, and recy
cling conference.

Activists in the South seem inclined to
focus on these issues: 1) SaVing the South's
numerous and diverse rivers, which are now
being destroyed by siltation from clearcut
ting and pollution from paper mills. 2)
Stopping the clearcutting of the southern
forests. 3) Restoring Red-cockaded Wood
pecker habitat. 4) Restoring coastal habitat.
5) Restoring the high elevations of the
Appalachians. 6) Curbing development,
roads and toxic.polhJters.

For me, the South means a refreshing
change from the internal bullshit that is
draWing down some established EF! groups.
Let's hope the folks in the South can learn
from our inactivity and break the cycle of
timidity. Rumor has it that there will be a
Southeast RRR in early May. We'll be singing
songs of "Dixie" around the campfires in
1990!
IMPLICATIONS OF THE FBI's GROWING
INfEREST IN EF!

Speaking of bullshit, we are up to our
ears in it now. As the full scope of the FBI
investigation comes to light, what are the
implications for the way we conduct our
selves? None of us have any doubts about
the feds trying to entrap Dave Foreman and
others. Michael Tait (Mike Fain?), Ron Fra
zier and "Kat" Clark tried hard to talk £F!ers
into committing illegal acts and the best they
could do was one night in the desert. The
cases are flimsy, but still the harassment
takes it's toll. The "investigation" of the
Arizona Four is apparently over, but other
"investigations" just as chilling continue.

The Feds continue to follow and harass
folks within the movement (including my
self), alleging that we had something to do
with the downing of powerlines at the Palo
Verde nuclear power plant in 1986. This has
no basis in reality, as the Feds must know, yet
they seem determined to convict EF!ers.

The FBI's seizing of personal effects and
diaries ofEF!ers in Missou la, and then sealing
the search warrant affidaVits, should send
chills down the spines of everyone who cares

........

""':If we don't change our direction,
we'll end u where we're lieaaed " says a Chi
nese proverb. In 1989, 8 million net new
humans will join Earth, the greatest increase
ever, and propel us to a doubling of human
population in the next 40 years.

""Immigration has proven a handy sub
terfuge for criminals, mostly gang connected
drug dealers, to enter the US. In the past six
months the Western Region of the Immigra
tion and Naturalization Service (INS) has de
ported 9000 legal immigrants identified as
criminals. In adc'.ition Cuba has dumped
thousands of its criminals and insane on
Florida. These figures include only "legal"
immigrants. An estimated two-thirds of all
immigration is "illegal."

""Kenya's President, Daniel arap Moi,
threatens to sack senior government officials
who have too many children. Some senior
officials want 8-10 children. Kenya's 4%
annual population growth is near the high
est in the world.

""America's history of social and politi
cal upheavals is characterized by allOWing a
problem to get so bad it is obvious to every
one. A few examples are slavery, the robber
baron era, securities speculation and frauds
leading to crash of 1929, the abuse of labor

ed. note: The following is the first of a new
column by roving outside agitator Roger Feather
stone, giving his views on where the movement is
and where it is going. Roger will give special
attention to new ideas gleaned from the road and
problems facing the movement.

THE SOUTH RISES AGAIN
The South has long been known as a

cons.ervative area. As industries have relo
cated to areas more accepting of their pollut
ing ways, the South has become home to
more polluting industries than anywhere
else in the US. Paper mills spew dioxin into
streams and groundwater. Wetlands are
drained for development and agriculture.
The Everglades are near death. Forest plans
in the southern National Forests call for an
average of 60% of each Forest to be clearcut
in the next 20 years. The ForestService wants
to build enough new roads to create 2 miles
of road per square mile of National Forest.

The forests of the Southern Appalachi
ans and of Florida are among the most di
verse anywhere. One- half of the nation's
tree species live in southern forests. Half the
country's population lives within a one day
drive of these forests and they are the most
heavily used for recreation. Yet, 'the Forest
Service persists in spending its money on
roads and clearcuts, not trails and wilder
ness.

For years, the general impression was
that folks in the South would swallow this
land abuse hook, line and sinker. Well, not
any more, Yankee! The South is rising again!

Seldom in my years on the road have I
felt such commitment to stop the destruc
tion. Southerners are generally friendly,
conservative, and slow to get riled, but get
them upset and ... "George bar the door."
This is happening in every city we visited on
the Green Fire tour.

Earth First! is on the rise in Florida.
Folks in Gainesville and Tallahassee are hot
after the Dept. ofEnvironmental Regulation.
Tallahassee and Gainesville shared a demo in
Tallahassee follOWing the Green Fire tour.
Earth First!ers stand ready to help Sea Shep
herd stop dolphin captures in the Gulf. Bir
mingham EF! is working to save the Cahaba
River, which flows through Birmingham and
has more species of fish than any other
American river. Students in Birmingham
and j~lontgomery are becoming politically
active in environmental issues and in recy
cling. EF! is also rising in Atlanta and Athens,
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INDIAN GIVER
by Andrew Bard Schmookler

When I was a kid, there was an expres
sion you don't hear much any more: Indian
Giver, which meant someone who gave a gift,
and then expected to get it back.

It was a pejorative term, and I suppose
the expression has falle into disfavor be
cause people think it's an ethnic slur on the
Native American. But recently from reading
a book about the Gift, I've come to under
stand that it is not the name itself - Indian
giver - that shows our ethnocentrism. It is
our thinking there's something wrong with
being an Indian giver.

The root of the matter is that the Indi
ans had a different sense Of ownership from
ours. And different doesn't mean worse 
particularly in this case.

Among the Indians, a treasured object
would be "the Gift"~ something that would
move among the tribe, never belonging to
anyone. (Hyde, Lewis; The Gi{t: Imagination
and the Erotic Life of Property, 1983) So an
Indian might pass the Gift to an Englishman
who, with his sense of property, thinks

:fragments of'Earth. Wisaom

"Great! We can keep this in the British
Museum." The Englishman is into.accumu..
~nd he is annoyed when an Indian,
seeing the Gift in the White man's house,
keeps it moving by 'taking it with him.

In the Indian giver and his counterpart,
the White Man Keeper, we see two ,ways of
relating to the goods of life: as things that
flow on through, or as things stored and
possessed.

We all know how the contest between
these two approaches to life turned out.
Those who were into acquisition acquired
the homelands of those who were not. The
continent is now possessed by those with a
sense of possession.

Butto say that the warofI?Ossession has~

triumphed is not to say that we are~
winners,. Not ifwe ourselves are,J;!9ssessed by ~
the s irit of ossession. We live in the richest
country in the histo-ryoftheworld, byuve're..
always hungry for more. As ifou r things were
themselves som~red up happiness. As
if money, embodying all the gratification
we've delayed, were a promissory note for a
future of fulfillment. Like magic.

I saw on television a few years back a
feature on some Hollywood mogul with 250
telephones strewn around his Beverly Hills
estate, as if by magic his owning those
phones assured that he would forever be
connected with the world. Afld then there is
Imelda Marcos's amazing collection cif 3000
pairs of shoes - as if she thought that, by
magic, she herself would last until all those
shoes were worn out.

But life is not like that. As the saying
goes, "You can't take it with you." Anyone

who insists on fighting that fact of life is sure
to lose.

Life is a gift that's not ours to keep. All
we can do is pass that gift along in our tribe,
which alone endures.

The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh
away. There's the archetypal Indian Giver.

Andrew Schmookler is the author of The
Parable of the Tribes: The Problem of Power
in Social Evolution.

Yule, Christmas,
and the Seasonal Affective Disorder
by Dolores laChapelle

The human body evolved on the planet in close
contact with the earth. Breaking these bonds
with the earth leads to peculiar types ofinsanities
found in cities. Breaking the bonds with the earth
causes "the paper reality' ofcivilization to en
croach upon one's consciousness to a pointwhere
one believes that the paper reality is real, rather
than a convenient construction of man.

-John Lilly

When I did the research for my book,
Earth Wisdom, back in 1977 the only material
I could find on the influence of positive and
negative ions on humans was a badly trans
lated document from Russian research. Es
sentially, American authorities refused to
admit such a possibility, so the best research
was being done in Russia and Israel. Having
lived'in Switzerland I knew that the Swiss
recognized the effect of positive ions. from
the foehn wind which blows in the spring. If
one had a foehn headache one could leave
work. Occasionally, when the ion effect was
unusually severe, they even closed the
schools. Because I am "weatber sensitive," I
could see ,the wisdom in this; hence began
research into seasonal and weather effects on
humans.

By the time I wrote Sacred Land Sacred
Sex, this country had finally begun to recog
nize the sitUation, labeling it Seasonal Affec
tive Disorder or SAD. Now, only a year later,
we have a full blown new academic disci
pline called biometeorology to cover the
entire spectrum of human relationship to
seasons and weather. Just a few years ago
scientists estimated the population inci
dence of seasonal-related depression at only
5%, but at a recent Ameri~an Psychiatric
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Association meeting they said it's far higher.
In addition to seasonal winds such as

the foehn, another potential SAD source is
the approach of winter, which triggers what
is called the "hibernation response." More
melatonin, a pineal gland hormone, which
prepares the body for sleep, is prodllced in
the darkening days of autumn and winter.
This can lead to depression in some people.
According to Whybrow and Bahr: "... the
urge to hibernate is a response of the human

, as animal. It's that conflict between the
tendency to hibernate and the impossibility
ofdoing so which makes autumn and winter
a disastrous time for millions of us around
the world."

There's a qUick technological fix for this
of course - "make your own sunlight by
using a bank of full-spectrum fluorescent
bulbs." That means still more use of electric
ity, thus more dams, high tension wires, etc.
The natural remedy is seasonal festivals.
Archaic human cultures for at least 50,000
years countered the effects of increasing
darkness with ritual festivals to overcome the
anxiety and quarreling. Tribes in this coun
try who lived in dark, gloomy winter areas
had specific rituals for this purpose. For
example, the Iroquois did the "false face
ceremony" which lasted for weeks. Each day
they shared their dre'ams of the night before;
and then around the shared fire in the long
house, acted out the more powerful ones;
thus resolVing bad feelings, conflict and
depression.

The other common "weather sensitive"
effect, the type associated with seasonal
Winds, is due to varying ratios ofatmospheric
ions. An abundance of positive ions in the
atmosphere can lead to symptoms such as
irritability, headaches, anxiety, insomnia,
nightmares, nausea, and depression. Higher
ratios ofpositive ions occur in cities and from
so-called ill winds. Negative ions have a
calming, healing effect on humans and are
produced bywaterfalls, ocean waves, and the
tips of vegetation (another reason why trees
are necessary). Traditional cultures held fes
tivals when such bad winds occurred, as well
as when the dark season arrived.

The basic orientation of all festivals is
provided by the inter-relationships between
the two circles: the circle of the four seasons
(sacred time), and the circle of the horizon
around us - the "Powers" standing in each
of the four directions (sacred space), medi
ated to us by the "holy winds" that walk
about the "rim of the world." The pivot of
these two circles,is the power of the relation
ship between Mother Earth under our feet
and Father Sky above our heads.

Aboriginal means "native to a region"
(from the Latin, ab, "from" and origine, "the

• •

beginning"). Sacred has to do with "the
power" that flows through all the cosmos. In
most rna jor civilizations it gets lodged in one
god above all else. But in Aboriginal cultures,
still in touch with their roots in the land, it
has to do with the flow of power through the
plants, animals, land, humans, gods, earth
and sky. As long as this flow cif energy'circu
lates unimpeded, it is sacred -:- whether it is
flOWing through food, sex, birth or death.
One who tries to stop this flow arbitrarily or
to control it for one's own ends brings doom
onto himself or his people or the earth of his
own place. The human mind, having come
out of nature, follows the same patterns as
nature. "Heaven, earth and man have the
same Li (pattern)."

The major earth festival days rectify or
realign this flow of power so that it does not
get badly out of balance due to human arro
gance. Our Celt:c ancestors held their major
Samhain (Halloween) Festival when the
growing'darkness of autumn came. The
Celtic people originated about where Yugo
slavia is today and moved west, reaching
France, Belgium, parts of Italy, Ireland and
Scotland. They brought their cattle into
nearby fields at Samhain (late October).
Later, as it grew close to severe winter, deei'
sions were, made about how many cattle
could be carried through the w.inter with the
available fodder. The rest were slaughtered,
after which came a feast on the meat as the
people gathered around giant bonfires to
counter the growing darkness. Eventually
this feast was fixed in the Germano-Celtic
calendar in the middle of November under
such designations as Jiuleis, Giuli and in
Scandinavia, Yule. When the Christians took
over, the Yule rituals were added onto the
Christmas festival.

The actual date of the birth of Jesus is
not mentioned anywhere in the Gospels.
Pope Liberius officially fixed the date as
December 25 to counteract the Saturnalia
and the Mithraic ritual in honor of the birth
of the Sun. December 25 in the old calendars
coincided with the Winter Solstice.

In our modern world, unfortunately, all
the festivals have been loaded onto this one
day. The myriad good effects, which only a
true festival can accomplish, are all "sup
posed" to happen on December 25. The
result, of course, is disaster! There are too
many expectations without any real ground
ing in the power ofthe returning sun with its
blessings on people and place. Besides sheer
loneliness, there is'increased violence within
families and even suicide on this day. In his
article, "Tis the season to be lonely," Melvin
Maddocks says getting out of this "lost centre
ofloneliness is like climbingout ofa sand pit.
Is it because we lack rituals?..and all the
villages have beco'me so big!"

Maddocks hits two of the main prob
lems here but misses the root ont all. "Psy
chology without ecology is lonely," as Tom
Jay tells us. Until more people realize that we

must include the earth, the sky and the place
in our celebrations, there will be no "climb

.ing out of the sand pit" of loneliness.
Because Winter Solstice is the longest

night of the year, the anxiety brought on by
darkening days reaches its peak then. In
archaic times it was felt that if proper atten·
tion and respect was not paid, the sun might
not turn back toward his summer house and
it would just get colder and darker. In these
modern days, we find that due to human
greed, smog is growing and the sun is losing
some of its power - at least as far as we here
on earth are concerned. "The sun is becom
ing darker," Loloma, a Hopi artist, said at a
Convocation ofIndian Scholars at Princeton
University. ' At this meeting, as others made
speeches about the problems of Indians and
the future of America, Loloma thought they
were ignoring the true problem. "I stood up
and all I had to say were seven words: 'In the
East, there is no sun!'" At first there was
silence, and then everyone applauded.

Winter Solstice is a World Renewal Rit
ual; and in such rituals, the entire "sacred
hoop of the world" is present. In "Future
Primitive" Freeman House writes of the
"richness and complexity of th~ primitive
mind which merges sanctity, food, life and
death - where culture is integrated with
nature at the level of the particular ecosys
tern." And nothing is left out. An Eskimo
shaman, Ivaluardjuk, says: "The greatest
peril of life consists in the fact that human
food consists entirely of souls." The height
ened awareness that comes from recognizing
this awesome responsibility works toward a
sense of dynamic harmony with the "rest of
the world." We, in the modem world, are so
little at peace within our own selves and in
our relations with each other because we are
not at peace with our "place," our land.
Seyyed Nasr says the Earth, our Mother, is
our closest bond and until we end our vio
lence against the Earth, how can we hope to
end our violence against each other?

Not only can you counteract depres
sion, you can renew your "world" by cele
brating Winter Solstice toge,ther in the "old
way." I give directions in Chapter 14 ofSacred
Land Sacred Sex on how to accomplish this as
well as further insight into the importance of
World Renewal Festivals for bonding human
beings with their place on earth.
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Why the Greenhouse Effect Could be a
Major Inconvenience

*The Earth has a unique atmosphere, tensified greenhouse effect is upon us: The
not fri&id cold like Mars, nor broilinghot like extent of polar ice has declined; sea level has
Venus. The localized aberration called Life been rising' faster and with more certainty
on Earth is a benefactor of, and interactive than previously thought; and global tern·
with, this comfortable atmosphere. perature has increased, with the six hottest

*About 99% of the aerial gases sur- years in the 12 decades of direct measure-
rounding our planet are nitrogen and oxy- ment all occurring in the 1980s.
gen, which have little direct effect on cli- *Though the 1990s could be hotter still,
mate. it is not certain because climate naturally

*Among the remaining 1% are gases varies. Climate is a product of literally bi!-
that allow solar radiation into the lower lions ofcontinuous int~ractionsbetween the
atmosphere, but trap heat on its way back atmosphere, water, heat, and the entire Bio-
out. These "greenhouse gases" warm the sphere.
Earth,whichwouldotherwisebeaballofice. Only the naive or arrogant would at-

*As more and more of humanity has tempt a detailed prediction of this infinitely
been dragged into the industrial mode, complex organism's behavior for any given
greenhouse gases, notably carbon dioxide decade. But it is clear that severe alteration of
and methane, have progressively (and expo- the planet's atmospheric chemistry is well
nentially for the last four decades) accumu- under way, and reasonably certain that,
lated in the atmosphere. without dramatic changes in the way indus-

*In theory, if greenhouse gases build up, trial societies operate, most people under the
more heat will be trapped near the planet's age of 40 will live (and die) to see the destruc-
surface and climate will intensify, leading to tive power of a climate gone berserk. Of
bigger and more frequent hurricanes, rising course, the Biosphere is already enduring
seas, drought over large regions, and chaos worldwide ecological attack that will act de-
for agriculture and natural ecosystems. synergistically with the greenhouse effect,

*Analyses of ancient air trapped in escalating the destruction.
bubbles within deep polar ice affirm the Fortunately, the changes in daily hu-
relationship between greenhouse gases and man lifeways reqUired to save the Biosphere
prevailing climates. The ice shows that over are the same as those needed to ward off
the last 160 millennia, through ice ages and global heating: Stop killing ecosystems; stop
hot times, C02, methane, and global tem- burning fossil fuels; stop reproducing so
perature have increased and decreased to- many cows and people that consume and
gether. fart so much.

*The ice also shows that the current Indeed, climatological science is ac-
atmospheric load of both C02 and methane, knowledging what eco-radicals have sensed
the most important gases affecting climate, all along. We of industrial ways will change
is greater than at any time since at least radically, or be subject to radical change, of
160,000 BP. very unpleasant sorts.

*Evidence is accumulating that the in- -Bhyst Wrath
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THE DEEPNESS OF DEEP ECOLOGY

THE CHALLENGE OF GLOBAL WARM
ING; Dean Abrahamson, editor; introduc
tion by Senator Tim Wirth; 1989; Island
Press,1718 Connecticut Ave NW, DC 20009;
in cooperation with Natural Resources De
fense Council; cloth $34.95, $19.95 paper;
35Opp.
ENfROPY: Into the Greenhouse World,
revised edition; by Jeremy Rifkin with Ted
Howard; 1st published 1980, revised 1989;
Bantam Books; distributed by The Green
house Crisis Foundation, 1130 Seventeenth
St. NW, Suite #630, DC 20036; $9.95 paper;
35Opp.
THE END OF NAtuRE; by Bill McKibben;
Random House, 201 E 50th St, NYC 10022;
$19.95 hb; 225pp.. Soon to be carried by the
Earth First! Bookstore.

These three new books are among the
early works to address anthropogenic cli
mate change (and to challenge Twain's clas
sic remark that everybody talks about the
weather but nobody does anything about it).
They are valuable for activists fighting for
population control, simple living, recycling,
or delndustrialization ... insofar as these
appear to be prerequisites for averting cli
mate changes far greater than those we've
already induced. The first two books are
projects of environmental groups, Natural
Resources Defense Council and The Green
house Crisis Foundation (which emerged in
p~rt from The Foundation on Economic
Trends, a group Rifkin leads); the third is by
a former New Yorker staff writer.

Though there is no reason to see these
books as rivals, it is interesting to compare
the two sponsored by environmental groups.
Abrahamson et. al. offer more statistics and
predictions pertaining to climate change.
Rifkin more explicitly points to the source of
the greenhouse crisis: technology. Rifkin
uses the second law ofthermodynamics (the
entropy law) to show that machines always
represent a conversion of energy from a
usable to an unusable form, and that even
with so-called renewable energy technolo
gies, pollution is unavoidable. That Entropy
is more forthright than Challenge in citing
problems inherent in technology suggests
that Rifkin's group, The Foundation on Eco
nomic Trends (despite its singularly unin
spiring name), is more willing to go to the

root of problems than is the more main
stream Natural Resources Defense Council.

Bill McKibben's book has received per
haps the highest compliments of the three:
It has been reviewed with derision by newage
theorist Walter Truett Anderson and by a
Forbes magazine writer. McKibben brings
global climate change home, simply yet skill·
fully shOWing what the greenhouse effect
reallymeans: It means the end of Nature. In
saying this, McKibben does not mean that
the planet will cease to be Inhabitable. No,
life will survive, McKibben thinks, but it will
no longer be - indeed, no longer is - Nature;
that is, it no longer has existence independ
ent of humans, for we have altered every
thing, even the globe's upper atmosphere
and climate. In an unusually frank and
insightful discussion of what we can do,
McKibben describes the 2 main options he
sees: 1) We can maintain our defiant refusal
to conform to Nature, and create an alto
gether artificial world, through genetic engi
neering (another big GE!) and macroman~

agement ofthe planet. This would in essence
be the second death of Nature, as we would
then be not only altering but manipulating
life from the microscopic level to the global
level. 2) We can choose the path being
touted bya small, somewhat peculiar band of
nonconformists who call themselves Earth
First!ers, deep ecologists, and such. These
people uphold a humble attitude toward
Nature, and so does McKibben, with elo
quence.

In short,' Challenge is perhaps the best
popular source of data on the greenhouse
effect; Entropy is a compelling critique of
technology; End is among the most lucid
environmental books of recent years; and all
three books provide informative and de
pressing reading. These selections exemplify
their sad tidings:

CHALLENGE: While we don't know
nearly enough about the operation ofthe earth's
climate system to make reliablepredictions ofthe
consequences of the greenhouse buildup, we do
know enough to say that these impacts are
potentially quite serious. Regardless of the sce
nario adopted, it seems to me that the earth's
remaining wildlife will be dealt a serious blow.
If, as the climate record in ice and sediment
suggests, climate changes come in leaps rather

than gradually, then the greenhouse buildup
'!'ay threaten the continuity ofour food supply.
To date, we have dealt with this problem as ifits
impacts would come in the sufficiently distant
future and sogradually that we could easily cope
with them. While this is certainly a possibility,
there is, I believe, an equally largepossibility that
the impacts will be considerably more dramatic.
Hence, we must pull our heads out of the sand
and. deal with the climate problem as with the
cancerproblem and nucleardefenseproblem. As
there are no quick fixes oreasy solutions, we must
gear up for the long, hard job offiguring out how
the Earth system operates....(ch.13, "Green
house Surprises," Wallace Broecker)

ENTROPY: The greenhouse global warm
ing trend cannot be effectively reversed in the
short run. /tcan howeverbe slowed down enough
to allow our species several more decades oflead
time to adjust to the epochal change in the
economy and climate of the planet. Buying just
a few decades ofprecious time maywell make the
difference between survival and extinction for
much of life and civilization.

There is no quick technological fix to the
greenhouse phenomenon. The only solution is to
eliminate the sources oftheproblem. Atboth the
Belagio Conference held in Italy in 1987and the
Changing Atmosphere Conference held in
Toronto, Ontario, in 19.88, scientists from
around the world agreed that the first order of
business is a radical reduction in the burning of
fossil fuels - coal, oil, and natural gas - that
produce C02emissions. Thegoal is 50% ormore
reduction in fossil fuel use by 2015. To reach
that goal, governments must begin immediately
to devise programs to increase efficiency. That
initiative should begin with the United States
and the Soviet Union, who together account for
nearly 45% ofthe fossil fuel burning C02 emis
sions on the entire planet. (p.210-11)

END: I've been using the analogyofslavery
throughout this discussion: we feel it our privi
lege to dominate nature to our advantage, as
whites once dominated blacks. When one
method ofdomination seems to be ending- the
reliance on fossil fuels, say - we cast about for
another, like genetic tinkering, much as Ameri
cans replaced slavery with fim Crow segregation.
However, in my lifetime that official segregation
ended. Through their courage, men and women
like Martin Luther King and Fannie Lou Hamer
managed to hames,s the majority's better quali
ties - idealism, love for one's neighbor - to
transform the face ofAmerican society. Racism,
it is true, remains virulent, but the majority of
Americans have voted for legislators who passed
laws - radical laws - mandating affirmative
action programs.... It would be wrong to say
categorically that such a shift couldn't happen
with regard to the environment- thata mixture
offear and the love for nature buried in most of
us couldn't rise to the surface... .

Most ofmy hope, however, fades in the face
of the uniqueness of the situation. As we have

by Arne Naess

Long ago I read in Earth First! an amus
ing articie about the pretentiousness of the
term "deep ecology." Unfortunately, termi
nology is important, and I think some clari
fication is still needed.

In about 1971 I started to use three
terms: '~the d~ep ecology movement," "sup
porter of the deep ecology movement" and
"ecosophy." The term "deep ecology" slowly
gained acceptance as a somewhat ambiguous
word synonymous to one of the three terms
or corresponding to combinations of the
three. "Deep ecology" Is useful in its short
ness - for instance in titles - and also as a
near synonym for "ecosophy." By the latter
term I refer to the articulations ofa total view .
partly inspired by ecology and the deep
ecology movement and being closely tied to
decisions and actions. That is, an ecosophy
is not an academic philosophy which may
lack careful reference to practical conse
quences in conqete life situations.

The "deepness" of the deep ecology
movement, as opposed to the non-deep or
shallow, consists, roughly speaking, in its
insistence that to overcome the ecological
crisis, deep (basic, 'fundamental)· chjmges
that affect every aspect of human behavior
on Earth are necessary. The supporters of the
non-deep or shallow movement accept,
roughly speaking, that there is a crisis, but
that new technology will take care of it, and
only repairs on, a moderate scaie are neces
sary. On the whole: business as usual!

There is nothing pretentious about
being a supporter of the deep ecology' move
ment. Acall for "deep change" is sometimes
rather silly. By using the terms '~deep" or
"shallow" we do not imply that we are deep.
and others shallow. A couple of illustrations
may help.

The famous Baron Munchhausen
(1720-1797) once told of being thrown from
his horse into a bog. Being physically very fit
at that time and having marvelously strong
hair, he dragged himself to the shore by his
own hair. Nonsense, most people would say,

seen, nature is already ending, its passing quiet
and accidental. And not only does its ending
prevent us from returning to the world we previ
ously knew, but italso for two powerful reasons,
makes any of the fundamental changes we've
discussed even more unlikely than they might be
in easier times ....

The end of nature is a plunge into the
unknown, fearful as much because it is unknown
as because it might be hot or dry or whipped by
hurricanes. This lack of security is the first
reason that fundamental change will be much
harder, for the changes we've been discussing
the the deep ecology alternative, for instance 
would make life even more unpredictable. One
would have to begin to forgo the traditional
methods of securing one's future - many chil
dren, many possessions, and so on....

...Every good argument - the argument
that fossil fuels cause the greenhouse effect; the
argument that in a drier, hotter world we'll need
more water; the argument that as our margin of
security dwindles we must act to restore it- will
lead us to more La Grande projects, more dams
on the Colorado, more "management." Every
argument - that the warmer weather and in
creased ultraviolet radiation is killingplants and
causing cancer; that the new weather is causing
food shortages - will have us looking to genetic
engineering for salvation....

At the same time - and this is the second
kicker - the only real counterargument, the
argument for an independent, eternal, ever-sweet
nature, will grow ever fainter and harder to
make. Why? Because nature, independent
nature, is already ending.... (pp.204-6, 209)

ECOLOGY, COMMUNITY, AND LIFE
STYLE; Arne Naess, translated and edited by
David Rothenberg; Cambridge University
Press, 32 E 57th St, NY, NY, 10022; 1989,
$44.50 cloth; 220pp.

Deep ecology philosophical writings
are reputed to be esoteric and abstract. Ecol
ogy, Community, and Lifestyle thus comes as
pleasant surprise: Despite some elusive
parts, as a whole, this book is understandable
even for the uninitiated, and practical for
anyone wanting to .reduce their adverse
impacts on Earth. Its practicality is evident
from the many pressing topics Arne Naess
(the Norwegian philosopher who coined the
term 'deep ecology') addresses, including
simple living and direct activism, green poli
tics, conservation biology, and ecologically
sound economics. Its comprehensibility is
due in part to the fine work of editor David
Rothenberg. Rothenberg, an American phi
losopher, lUcidly introduces Naess's philoso
phy and dispels some common.mispercep
tions about Naess and deep ecology. (See also
Arne's article in this issue.) One of these
misperceptions is that deep ecology is a
dogmatic, rigid philosophy. Rothenberg
and Naess both emphasize that deep ecology

this is impossible according to the laws of
physics because his arm was not attached to
the shore. Shallow judgment, a "deep" fel
low might say, physical laws are only inven
tions telling what had been the case millions
of time in the past. We have to dig deeper
into the problems of philosophy of science,
perhaps also into the question of God's inter
ference. Munchhausen may well be right
and our physicists should propose new ver
sions of physical laws compatible with the
experience of the Baron. The example illus
trates how a decision ("nonsen3e!") of little
consequence is pertinent and not one that
implies tremendous consequences for basic
areas of the scientific enterprise.

Another example: Anne and Bertie,
who have lived happilytogetherfor 10years,
disagree whether to buy the book The Grapes
ofWrath or borrow it from the library. Their
friend Charles hits a simple solution: He has
read the book and proposes to give them his
copy. Very superficial, says David, the fourth
person of the drama. The disagreement
reveals basic differences ofattitudes. Give up
your home, David continues, go to New
York, contact one of the ablest psychiatrists,
don't desire to read books anymore, or the
fatal conflict might repeat itself! The "shal
low" Charles is here the hero, not the "deep"
David.

Suppose somebody says "You have been
called a deep ecologist. But you are not an
ecologist and certainly not a deep person."
You might, for instance, answer, "You may
be a much deeper person, but I never pre
tended to be deep or an ecologist. I am a
supporter of the deep ecology movement
and perhaps you also are - without knOwing
It:'

In short, as supporters of the deep ecol
ogy movement we are convinced that deep
changes must occur in order to overcome the
ecological crisis and restore life conditions
on Earth. We emphatically reject that to dig
deep in this situation is to overreact. The two
examples show that to ask for deep changes
may in other situations be silly.



is a very general w.orldview compatible with
any number of Earth·centered· movements
and philosophies. Naess's own philosophy,
which he calls EcosophyT, has as its ultimate
norm Self-realization, but even this norm is
amenable to numerous interpretations, so
long as they involve recognition that Self is
not bound by the individual ego, but encom:
passes all life.

This book should be read especially by
mainstream environmentalists and critics of
deep ecology. It will convince many of them
that deep ecology is an appropriate paradigm
under which to group today's various bio
centric movements and philosophies. Deep
ecology's openness is suggested by this pas
sage from the book's introduction:

... there are many motivations for the par
ticular gestalt switch needed to reach an under
standingofthe abyss between our species cmd the
Earth. One ofNaess's aims is to reveal as many
possible motivations as possible.

One thing common to all these motivations
(ways of reaching the switching point) is that
they all connect the individual to theprinciples of
interconnectedness in nature. Naess's key con
cept in this is "Self-realisation, • used throughout
the book in various guises.... Arne stubbomly
refuses topin down this term to a rigid definition.

"People are frustrated that I can write an
entire book upon an intuition that is 'nowhere
defined or explained.' It is tantalising for our
culture, this seeming lack ofexplanation ... But
ifyou heara phrase like 'all life is fundamentally
one!' you must be open to tasting this, before
asking immediately 'what floes this mean?'
Being more precise does not necessarily create
something that is more inspiring." (p.8)

THE UNIVERSE IS A GREEN DRAGON; by
Brian Swimme; 1984; Bear & Company, Inc,
PO Drawer 2860, Santa Fe, 87504-2840;
$9.95, 173pp.

The author is a physicist; his format is a
conversation between wise old "Thomas"
(after Thomas Berry) and a youth (after the
immature human species). He tells a new/
old story of the universe. . .

This book says things we already know/
experience in diverse ways outside of
thought. Forme, the ideas tickled, bent, and
stretched my left brain Into contortions my
right brain takes for granted, thus connect
ing them in ways that make me vibrate and
hum with ecstasy. To Brian Swlmme, 'Cos
mic Allurement runs the gamut from gravity
to instinct to interest to love. He cites the sea
when discussing cosmic sensitivity, and
mentions lands in cosmic memory. Fire's
principle is unseen shaping; wind's is cele
bration! Simple statements he made about

fundamental principles, we know with our
atoms, cells, spirits; principles that I express
in song; that mystics and deep ecologists and
magicians practice.

You must experience this book, not just
read it. Like we must experience our lives,
not just survive them, because we are the self
reflexive aspect of the universe. My view of
gravity,' its heavy connotations of weight
and falling, changed dramatically after
reading Universe. Allurement seen as attrac
tion, longing, the glue that holds the uni
verse together, the idea expanded out of the
material plane linking it with a myriad of
other planes! I was lost for hours just con
templating the implications! I couldn't read
this book fast and will read it again and
again, slowly assimilating ideas. I got the
most out of it while sitting outside in the
weather near living things, so I could stop
and experience what he was talking about.

Reviewed by Peg Millet.

CONSCIENCE OF A CONSERVATIONIST:
Selee:,ted Essays; by Michael Frome; U of
Tennessee Press, Knoxville; 1989; $24.95 cl.;
285pp.

Dave Foreman has called Michael
Frome the finest environmental journalist In
this country. Frome has a rare gift ofweaving
fascinating and informative tales, with con
servationists as the warp and Nature as the
weft. That is, Frome mixes human interest
stories - often about colorful personalities
in conservation history - with natural
history. Conscience is an anthology incorpo
rating many of his best essays from the 1960s
to the 1980s. A taste of the book can be
gleaned from a part of his discussion of
Thoreau in the Maine woods:

One evening at dusk, I had gone paddling
and fishing from my campground on the shore of
Lake Umsaskis, about midway along the Alla
gash Waterway. A bronze sheen offading sun
spread over the water. Across the lake a lone
moose raised his dripping antlers, then sub
merged them to browse the roots ofwater lilies.
Instinctively I thought of the words of Henry
David Thoreau, which I had reread that very
afternoon.

"It is. all mossy and moosey, • recorded the
master of the Maine wilderness. "In some of
those dense fir and spruce woods there is hardly
room for the smoke to go up.....

How astonishing that the scene around me
should parallel so closely Thoreau's description
ofmore than a century ago! Such is the marvel
ofthe Maine Woods. More than 80% ofthestate
i,covered with forest. No other statepossesses so
great a proportion., The towering white pines
thatonce stood as hiKh as 240 feet and were three

centuries old are now gone, though even they
could return in time, given human wisdom and
appropriate selfrestraint. Still, Thoreau th;ough
the printed page is as valid a guide and compan
ion as the day his words were written. (p.2S8;

. from Vista, fall 1973) .

ON CONFLICT AND CONSENSUS; by C.T.
Lawrence Butler; 1987; Food Not Bombs
Publishing,' Rm 306-35, 1430 Massachusetts
Ave, Cambridge, MA 02183); 67pp; paper
$7.50 (more if you can, less if you can't),
$1.50 postage.

If war is the violent resolution ofconflict,
then peace is not the absence of conflict, but
rather the ability to resolve conflict without
violence.

This book is a gem for those wanting to
incorporate non-hierarchical meeting proc
ess into their everyday lives. It explains
consensus in a clear, concise manner much
the way Robert;s Rules of Order describes
parliamentary procedure. The secular form
of consensus has its roots in the native na
tions of Turtle Island - such as Haudenau
saunee (Six Nations Iroquois Confederacy).
It came. to many of us Amerigo Vespucians
more recently via the Society of Friends, and
is becoming a popular form of decision
making in many organizations.

Although the book explains processes
particular to large groups, the formats can be
·used at work, school, for family meetings,
large and small. Consensus is a great tool for
subverting the dominant paradigm. Non
violence, trust, respect, and insusceptibility
to infiltration, all containt!d herein, are
important for building any successful move
ment.

To counteract these anti-democratic tactics
by the state, the movement needs to develop and
encourage decision· making processes which
cannot be covertly controlled or manipulated....
Since the assumption is one ofcooperatiol'l and
goodwill, it is always appropriate to ask an
individual to explain to the group how and why
their behavior is in the bestinterest ofthe group.
Disruptive- behavior should not be tolerated.
While it is true this process cannot prevent
openlydisruptive behavior, thepointis to prevent
covertdisruption, hidden agendas and malicious
manipulation of the process. Any group for
which infiltration is a threat ought to consider
the process outlined in this book if it wishes to
remain open, democratic and productive.

This self-published work by a long-time
participant in direct action and civil disobe
dience is essential for anyone familiar or
unfamiliar with consensus.

Reviewed by Deadmea, Verde.

'Eartfisourufs
DESERT SOLITAIRE, by Steve Roach, Kevin

. Braheny, and Michael Stearns. CD $15 or
cassette $9 from Celestial Harmonies, POB
30122, Tucson, AZ 85751. Add $1.50 post
age.

Edward Abbey once wrote that of all the
music he knew, the music of Arnold Schoen
bergand Ernst Krenek came closest to "repre
senting the apartness, the otherness, the
strangeness of the desert." Like Schoenberg's
and Krenek's music, "the desert is also a-to
nal, cruel, clear, inhuman, neither romantic
nor classical, motionless and emotionless ...
both agonized and deeply still." (Desert Soli
taire, U of AZ Press ed. p.241) For those
unfamiliar with the composers Abbey men
tioned, what he meant was that music-of the
desert isn't "easy-listening."

How true. Good desert music requires
close attention, like the desert itself. It is
austere, spare, commodious - and some
times unpleasant. I don't know if Ed Abbey
would have liked the music I'm about to
describe, an album named after his best
known book. Ed loved Bach, Beethoven,
Mahler, and his feelings about electronic
music are unrecorded.

But I urge you to sample this record - a
memorial to Ed Abbey just issued by three
well-regarded Los Angeles composers ofelec·
tronic scores. Paradoxical as it may seem,
these synthesizer whizzes have succeeded in
capturing the eerie, the remote, the numi
nous quality of unspoiled desert spaces 
with nothing but synthetic sounds. No good
tunes here, and only rudimentary harmonies
and simple rhythms. Unfolding and shifting
timbres - that's what this music is. listen
ing to it will either open the door to stark yet
unexpectedly rich landscapes, as it did for
me, or it will leave you cold. Even if you
don't like this sort of thing, listen anyway if
you want to hear music history being made.

These sustained and subtle tones will
evoke a landscape haunted by hawks, 'owls,
spring peepers, singing crickets, and maybe a
few lingering specters 'of the Anasazi. Listen
for Kokopelle at the end of track 6. Spooky.
Cleansing. Ifyou keep the volume just about
right, you might even get the 'oties to sing
along.

Perhaps whatever remains of Edward
Abbey is now participating in a telluric
symphony we cannot even imagine, and
might regard these composers' efforts as
hopelessly crude. Who can tell? But I like to
think that music of this quality comes close
to evoking the spirit of the land Abbey most
held. dear. It's a fine memorial and a great
listen.

Reviewed by Daniel Conner

Ned Ludd Books ~

I

ECODEFENSE
A Field Guide to Monkeywrenching
Edited by Dave Foreman and Bill Haywood

Forward! By Edward Abbey

Even before the FBI launched a $2 million campaign to intimidate us from
publishing and distributing it, ECODEFENSE was the most controversial con
servation book ever written. Now with the accelerating destruction of wilder
ness, the failure of "legitimate" means to haltthe destruction, and the crackdown
by authorities against monkeywrenching, ECODEFENSE is needed as neverbe
fore.

ECODEFENSE features detailed, field-tested hints from experts on:
...j Decommissioning heavy equipment
...j Closing roads
...j Stopping off-road-vehicles
...j Spiking trees
...j Removing survey lines
...j Hassling overgrazers
...j Felling billboards
...j Removing traplines
...j Safety and security
...j and much more!

HEAVILY ILLUSTRATED
311 PAGES
$13.50 Postpaid

NED LUDD BOOKS PO Box 5141, Tucson, AZ 85703

The Big Outside
A Descriptive Inventory of the Big Wilderness Areas of the

USA
By Dave Foreman and Howie Wolke

This landmark conservation book argues effectively that ecological wilderness
is big wilderness. After8 years ofdetailed research the authors haveupdated Bob
Marshall's historic 1936 Roadless Area Inventory. THE BIG OUTSIDE features:

.. Descriptions and status of every roadless area in America over
100,000 acres in the West and 50,000 acres in the East

.. Historical and ecological introductions for each state or region

.. 21 maps showing large road less areas

.. History of large roadless areas

.. Ecological importance of large roadless areas

.. The factors destroying America's roadless areas

.. Large road less areas ranked by size

.. Large roadless areas listed by states

.. Bob Marshall's 1936 roadless area inventory

.. Bob Marshall's 1927 roadless'area inventory (never before
published)

.. Detailed guide for further reading

.. Foreword by MICHAEL FROME

.. 470 pages

$21.00 Postpaid

IMPORTANT NOTE: All orders for ECODEFENSE and THE
BIG OUTSIDE (retail and wholesale) should be sent directly to
NED LUDD BOOKS, POB 5141, Tucson, AZ 85703. Do not
order from the Earth First! Journal.
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For a copy of Living Without
Landfills, send $15 (add $2 more
for first class postage).
Discounts are available for
orders of 10 or more.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE CAMPAIGN
625 Broadway, 2nd Floor

New York, NY 10012

Confronting the
"Low-level"
'Radioactive
Waste Crisis

Living Without Landfills is
attractively produced in a
perfect bound 8 W' xII"
format. The l20-page report
includes numerous helpful
charts, graphs, tables and
photographs.

As the first comprehensive
guide to "low-level" radioac
tive waste, Living Without
Landfills

• defines "low-level" waste
• identifies waste generators
• examines problems with

current disposal practices
• describes realistic alterna

tives to landfills.

FREE

The Job Seeker specializes in environmental
and natural resource vacancies nationwide.
Two issues each month are filled with current
vacancies from Federal, state, local, private,
and non-profit employers. A three month trial
SUbscription is only $15.00. Subscribe today! .

The Job Seeker
Dept A, Rt 2 Box 16, Warrens, WI 54666

. ~MAKE PROTECTING THE
1':NVIRONMENT YOUR JOB

We offer a beautiful selection of greeting cards,
gift wrap, "ote cards and stationery and a com
plete line of office, printing, computer and
copy paper-all printed on the finp.st quality,
100% recycled paper. In the U.s., people throw
away 100 billion pounds of paper every year.
Send the recycling message to others by using
products that save trees and stop waste. Send
for our free, 12-page catalog.

Earth Care Paper Inc.
P.O. Box 3335, Dept. 19
Madison, WI 53704
(608) 256·5522

Choose
Recycled

ADVERTISE IN
EARTH FIRST!

Reach thousands of refined minds with
your slick Madison Avenue message in
our high-toned, sophisticated publica
tion. Rates are as follows:

KAYAK. PADDLE. OR RAFT
........~ THE GRANO CANYON

(or other rivers) DO'
-n.,E COLORA

SAVEHELP Write:
AND FOR.-Southwest

Box 11.15
Flagstaff, AZ 86002

Commercially·operated and licensed
raft/paddle trips and Kayak support
on Grand Canyon. Cataract, Green,
San Juan, Dolores. AT SPECIAL
LOW PRICES, AS BENEFIT to
FR/ENDS OF THE RIVER.
in its effort to protect the Colorado,
from "peaking power" and other
energy development.

EF! Pilgrimage. Visit the sacred
founding place of EF! in the Mexican
desert with an expert guide (March
1990). Re-live the early days of EF!
Climb Cerro Pinacate, search for
messianic Visions, pray for Mother
E~rth, then visit the famous bar in San
.Luis, Sonora, for strength and revival
fire. Write for information to:
El Gran Desierto Guides, PO Box 426,
Union City, CA 94587

Half Page $300
Quarter Page $150
Eighth Page $80
Column inch $10

Columns are 2% inches wide. There
will be a minimum $25 extra charge
for any ads that are not camera-ready.
Ads that are not the proper width will
be returned or they can be PMTed to
fit for an additional $10 charge. Class
ified ads are available for 40 cents a
word ($5 minimum). Send your. ads to

_!F~:?~~82:..~::on?!"~~~~ __.J

WILD AMERICA
IS OUR CAMPUS
Career programs leading to
AA, B.S. andM.S. degrees
You can't fuily leam about the envi·
ronment by sitting, in a classroom.
Our expeditions are small groups of
inquiring college, high school, grad
uate students and faculty who travel
across America as a learning com
munity. As we camp out September
Mayor summers-hiking, canoeing
and skiing-we visit people and
places to encounter deep ecological
problems, society and self. Our 4
week to 4-year cross-cultural studies
-Newfoundland to California-lead
to naturalist, outdoor and educa
tionallivelihoods.

The Expedition Education Advan·
tage. Q incorporates all previous
undergraduate coursework. Q of
fers accredited career internships.
independent study, life experience
credit and transferable coursework,
Q awards financial aid and career
startup funding.

Send for complete, 'lIrmnation packet or inquire:

National Audubon Society
Expedition Institute

Sharon' Conn. 06069,
(203) 364-0522

.\·tudents Ofe admitted regardless of their race.
sex. religion or national origin.

FOf2. A Fi<EE eMALO(, AND 5AMPLC,5Ef'lD
'·Me. TO' RFD # I . O/<ANGE, MA. 01364

GI<APHlc DESI6N FOR A H~t1LTH't PLA~IOT

MEET OTHER ECOLOG~

MINDED SINGLES through
the Concerned Singles News
letter. Nationwide. Since
1984. Free sample: Box 555-B,
Stockbridge, MA 01262.

@ b. V<::>N a/~n /987

MODERNE MAN
COMIC-S

&77' b. Von a/ren

A 6-RAPHIC., S£:MI- SA.TIRICA.L LOoK AT MODERN
L \FE A;ND \IS E-N\' IRONMENTA.L tMPL\C A.TIONS

PA-PE-R.~A.cK - Cf6 PA.&E:S - 3;4 COMiC STRIPS
(SOME: HAVE:- APPE-A.R.E-D IN E-A-R.TH FIR,:>T!)
ISBN '0-"16'24'2.1B-0-4

$q.~S+ 15"(0 SHIPPING &HANDL1NC:r (ZO;%FOfi:,
OlJT'SIDE- U.S. - U.S. FUNDS, INTERNA.TIONA.L
MONE-Y ORDERS ON.L'(,' PLE-ASE-.)

iter ~1~ OFF WITH TI-lIS A.D

O.K. PRE:-S':; - P. o. e:.. 5'21
e:.UTTE-, MT Sq 703

OIL SPILLS
OZONE DAMAGE
DEFORESTATION
GARBAGE CRISIS

OVERPOPULATION
FOREST FIRES

State Zip _
Please mail to:
E Subscriptions, PO 80x 6667, Syracuse. NY 13217

DON'T
GET

MAD
GET

E
"ow, a new magazine marks lhe d'l\l"O of [(1e 1'I90s - the
Decade ofrhe EOI'ironment! E is an independent puhlica
lion for concerned peopIe-lhc growing thousands of grass
roots <.Icri\·isrs and \'eteran en\'ironmentalists-who ,,'ant ro
clean up our eOl'ironment and impro\'e lheir relmionship
Wilh the nalUral world.

E ,II(/gt/zi"" is your connection to a mO\'emCI1( that is swcep
ing lhc world. It is vour "c1earinghousc" of eOl'ironmenral
information-on the issues and trends -on the clmpaigns
of kev organiz:Ilions-on ",'hm yo" mil do to help presen'c
and restore our imperiled cOI·ironment. Subscribe tOcla\·1

FOR FAST ACTIO\, CALL 1-800-825-0061 (\Ion· Fri. 4."I,'p\I. UT.)

THE ENVIRONMENTAL MAGAZINE

ACID RAIN
TOXIC WASTES

PESTICIDES
OCEAN DUMPING

GLOBAL WARMING
ANIMAL ABUSE

Name _

Address
City --'- _

o Payment enclosed 0 Please bill me

........-- - - --- -- -- - - -- - - ~.--o YES, Sign me up for E Magazine. 4 EF 8 9 X
01 year/$20 02 years/$36 03 years/$50 (Canada/Mexico. add SS/year Overseas add SIO/year)
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~*************************************~~********~**~***~~****************************~

~ Armed with Vi ions ~.. .... ..
: clear as cut glass :
.. & just as dangerous Due to sptu:e constraints, we reserve :
: the right to excerpt and occaswnally edit-ED. ..

************************************************************~ ~.. . ~.. ..
: BYODO-IN :
.. DOWN UNDER ..
: I look out with Amitabha through the temple :
""- window . ..
~ I~~ 13efow tIU fat 6ef[y of tIU 'Equator ..
: grey sky, rain has stopped . ~ i ~~ wlUre a 6i1£ion simians grasp ..
~ looking, looking. :T ~ for a scrap of fOot£, up here on Sweetwater Creek :
~ F f h ~ 0 ~ £} '!'f.. .. , we run after wild animals ""-.. ar rom ere t.:J I:LI ~
.. a light chop on the alpine lakes wfiere a pu6[ic tum is a sign try to jump into their skin :
: a few flakes in the first winter wind of at feast one gooa moutfi fu[[ ea t grass drink springwater ..
.. Fred Wah of anotFUr gaunt anima[,s tfeaa end, live with no fear ..
: South Slocan wlUre sickJok..es are more common sing our songs :
.. From a recent chapbook, "Rooftops," tfian enougli paper to 6uy slU[ter over warm blood :
: published by Gary Lawless of Blackberry Books, 6etween some wfiore sspiru£[y fegs, Ed Engle ..
.. Chimney Farm, RRI/Box 228, Nobleboro ME 04555. Durango"
.. wliere ycm ana I norteamericanos , Llc. ..

: aream to vacation, A O' JAn ~ :
~ TAKURI tnJ to five offgoU£en sunsets :
~ .~ "E""
~ ana tFU aiamontfs of tIU SoutFUrn Cross ..
1: Hopi word for "yellow corn" ..
;: Garrett Lambrev from the Modem Word Association Alphabet ..
.. Oakland ..
""- The saguaro are dying, jackrabbits ..
~ . h . b di' Eco-System ..
~ gnawmg at t err ases, 'ggmg Environment ..
1: burrows in the Salt River bed ..
;: dry Existence ..
~ running through Phoenix. CHANT IX Endangered:
~ Epidemic ..
: Coyote hangs rotting from barbed wire. Steamboat Mt., Wyoming Emergency'..
~ Sonoran Desert, EARTH FIRST! :
.. what can I do for you? climbing up the slope t easy Example ..
~ You're nothing now but a dead whore, side of a buffalo jump EXXON:
.. the only woman in town still raped I have no imagination for the sheer Economically ..
: by those who'd pretend you loved them. for the run Egocentric ~
: Overlooking Mesa or fall EMPIRE:
.. & its oozing slick of white but a feel for the body of the boy that fell Loral ..
""- t h I tu Mountain View ..
~ concre e ouses, m my eyes . adrenalin charged and flat ..
:: towards me - fields of brittlebush so gamey a squaw might say ..
: climb the hills of Lost Dutchman, the wolves wouldn't touch it :
.. a few bursting into a thousand suns. . James Taylor, III ..

:: Three walls of igneous rock Black Hawk ~ :
.. encase me, dirty arms ..
: around my knees. Inside this red :
.. rock husk I am no answer ~
: just flesh, blood & bone DELTA :
.. . in a tiny golden seed. Darkly-furred rocks ..
.. Beth Fox ..
: Santa Fe National Forest curving into silvery-pale :
.. thighs of sand; ..
.. AllRighls ResM/ed to Authon high tide licks you ..
: salty-wet smooth. :
~ Kim Ly Bui-Burton :
;: ~~ .... .... ..
: E!TYPtian • 1 Or/yEnal E!7!IPfiim :.
.. .Leiters. Hzlrogljjphics. .... ..
.. ')J~ \ @A~ ~I ~.. N . ._.~Q ~ ~

: 1+ 1+ D=~ '~fa :.. ..
~ ..
: INTERSTATE :

~ THE BOULDERS :
1: FROST The desert floor has swallowed ..
~ -from The Sharp-Shinned Hawk (1987) ..
~ every noise, and a coyote ..
;: -from Dazzled, Floating Island, 1982 Some bird moves on sparkling steps ..
: was always riding the high limbs across his country, unaware :
.. Notice each windowpane has a different of the dead cottonwood that it is growing smaller. No boundaries ..
: swirling pattern of frost etched on the glass. below the house. block his way, but the lights :
.. And notice how slowly the sun melts . You saw it sweep the sky from the long road are too many. ..
: the glaze. It is indelible: a fossil of fern, like a dark woman. In coyote time, they move :
: or a coelacanth, or a derelict who The dentist below, at speeds beyond the heart :
~ rummages in his pockets and pulls out a few busy all winter with along their blinding strip. ~
~ his chainsaw, ~
.. apple cores. Notice the peculiar The distance sags ..
""- I f li h . th I hift f' got her this month - between desert cities, and the J'oumey ..;: ang e 0 g tIne s ow s 0 sunnse. brush stacked over the stump. ..
.. Where is the whirr of the helicopter? But in the open field, is temporary, ending :
: the search for escaped convicts in the city? two boulders where the land is a commodity ..
.. Be amazed at the shine and the wet. we never saw before. and once it has been sold :
: Simply to live is a J·oy. there is nothing to do ..
.. Roger Dunsmore but to sell it again. ..
.. Arthur Sze --;.J Moroana ..
.. SanlaFe'[] _~ ..~I u~'~~I. David Charlton ..
... Phoenix:
: . Page 3S Earth First! December 21,1989"
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Good reading!

Gary Paul Nabhan
David Quammen
Wallace Stegner
David RaIna Wallace

We are offeringseveral fine US Geological Survey
maps - all suitable {or wall mounting, as well
as being necessary re{erence tools {or wilderness
activists. Prices listed are postpaid. Maps are
mailed {olded (although they can be sent rolled
{or an extra $2 per order, except (or the Wilder
ness System map).
NATIONAL WILDERNESS PRESERVA
TION SYSTEM This full color, large map (40"
x 25") shows all designated Wilderness Areas
by agency in the US (including Alaska and
Hawaii), plus a list ofall the Wilderness Areas
by state with their acreages. Scale is
1:5,000,000. Information is current to Janu
ary 1987. Rivers, state boundaries, and major
cities are also shown. 53.25.
US POTENTIAL NATURAL VEGETATION
A beautiful multi-color map showing 106
different vegetative types in the US. This is
the Kuchler Ecosystem Map the Forest Serv
ice used in RARE II. The reverse side shows
Alaska ,!,nd Hawaii and offers a fairly detailed
essay about the map and potential natural
vegetation. A National Atlas Separate; scale
is 1:7,500,000 (28" x 19") $3.25.
MAJOR FOREST TYPES A multi-color map
shOWing the 25 major forest types in the
United States including Alaska and Hawaii.
ANational Atlas Separate. 1:7,500,000 (28" x
19"). 53.25. '
FEDERAL LANDS ANational Atlas Separate,
1:7,500,000 (28" x 19"), shOWing National
Forests, Grasslands, Parks, Monuments,
Wildlife Refuges, BLM lands, military, In
dian Reservations, Bureau of Reclamation,
etc. in different colors for a'II50 states. $3.25.
ALASKA NATIONAL INTEREST LANDS A
splendid color map of Alaska with shaded
relief, rivers, lakes, elevation points, commu
nities and roads. The National Parks, Pre
serves, Monuments, Wildlife Refuges, Wild
& Scenic Rivers and Wilderness Areas desig
nated by the December 2,'1980, Alaska Na
tional Interest Lands Conservation Act are
shown, as are the Tongass and Chugach
National Forests. 24" x 18". 53.25.

MAPS

1/
Vickery. 512.
ON THE BRINK OF EXTINCTION "Con
serving the Diversity of Life" by Edward C.
Wolf. 54 pages, index. $4.
RIVERS OF EMPIRE Water, Aridity & The
Growth of The American West By Donald
Worster. Index, footnotes, paperback.
514.50.
YELLOWSTONE AND THE FIRES OF
CHANGE By George Wuerthner. Many
color photographs, bibliography, maps, 64
pages, paperback, oversized. S10.

1990 Western Wilderness Calendar
Featuring: Edward Abbey Ann!<> DIllard

Mary Austin Jim Harrlaon
Byrd Baylor Robinson Jeffers
Carol Bly Barry Lopez

1990 Utah Wilderness Calendar
Our National Parlca and Wilderness Calendar whJch Includes; Zion, Bryce,
Arches, Canyonlands, Capitol Reef National Pub; DInosaur and TImpanoga5
Natlonal Monuments, Golden Spik,e National Historic Site and mON.

1990 Redwoods and Bi~ Trees Calendar '
Our~_tCalendar1eaturlng; Yoaemite, Redwoods, Sequoia, KIngs Canyon, Muir
Woods, Calliomla State Parlca and other addltlonal parlca.

1990 Bi~ Bend National Park, Texas Calendar
Far:down at the Mexlcan Border, the RioGrandemakes a great U-tum. Inside this mighty
curve lies a remote and magnificent national park known as the Big Bend that-relatively
few have visited. The FIfth Anniversary Ec:Utlon.

1990 Shenandoah I Great Smoky Mountains Calendar
The Appalachian, Great Smokles and Blue Ridge Mountains are three of the 8"'at
ancestral mountain ranges of the eastern United States. Together for the first time with
the Blue Ridge Parkway.

$10.00 each postpaid directly from Earth First!
Coming In January:

The Monkey Wrench Gang by Edward Abbey,
Hardb~und edition illustrated by R. Crumb

~ DREAM GARDEN PRESS

Wilderness and Natiottal Park Calendars from
Dream Garden Press Available through Earth First!

, THE HUMAN CONDITION "An Ecological
and Historical View" by William H. McNeill.

Hardcover, 81 I'aKes. $10
PLAGUES AND 1'EOPLES By William H.
McNeill. Paperback, 291 pages, index, foot
notes, appendix. $8.
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO ECOLOGY?
by Stepha'nie Mills. Hardcover, 253 pages,
521.
*A WHALE FOR THE KILLING By Farley
Mowat. $5.00
JOHN MUIR'S STICKEEN A 38 minute cas
sette tape pe,rformed by Lee Stetson. $10.
WILDERNESS AND THE AMERICAN
MIND By Roderick Nash. 513.50
THE RIGHTS OF NATURE "A History of
Environmental Ethics" By Roderick Nash.
Hardcover, 529.
ENDANGERED RIVERS "And the Conserva
tion Movement" by Tim Palmer. 40 full
color photographs by the author. 316 pages,
index, references, appendiCes. 5IS.
DOLPHIN LEAPING IN THE MILKY WAY
By Jeff Poniewaz. $8
CADILLAC DESERT "The American West
and Its Disappearing Water" by Marc Re
isner. $11
MOUNTAINS WITHOUT HANDRAILS
"Reflections on the National Parks" by Jo
seph L. Sax. $9.50
DESERTS ON THE MARCH Fourth edition
by Paul B. Sears. Hardcover. $20.
THINKINGLIKEAMOUNTAIN "Towardsa
Council of All Beings" byJohn Seed, Joanna
Macy, Pat Fleming and Arne Naess. Illus
trated by Dailan Pugh. 128 pages; references.
59.50
SISTERS OF THE DREAM by Mary So
journer. Hardcover, 363 pages, 522.
CONSERVATION BIOLOGY "An Evolu
tionary-Ecological Perspective" edited by
Michael E. Soule and Bruce A. Wilcox. 395
pages, index, bibliography. 526.50
CONSERVATION BIOLOGY "The Science
ofScarcityand Diversity" edited by Michael
E. Soule. 584 pages, index, bibliography.
529.50
THE OLD WAYS By Gary Snyder. 55.50
WITHJUSTICE FOR NONE "Destroying an
American Myth" By Gerry Spence. 370
pages, hardcover, index, references. $21.
*THIS IS DINOSAUR "Echo Park Country
and Its Magic Rivers" edited by Wallace
Stegner. $10
ZODIAC "The Eco-Thriller" by Neal
Stephenson. Paperback, 283 pages. 59
THE WHISPER BEHIND THE WIND By
Walkin' Jim Stoltz. 44 pages. 57.50
RESPECT FOR NATURE A Theory of Envi
ronmental Ethics
By Paul W. Taylor. Index, bibliography,
footnotes, 329 pages. Paperback. 514.
WILDERNESS VISIONARIES By Jim dale

Activists and What We Can Do About It By
Brian Glick. 92 pages, paperback, footnotes,
resources for help. 56.

, a or and
the Environment" by Richard Kazis and
Richard L. Grossman. Special discounted
price of 59.50' ,
SECRETS OF THE OLD GROWTH FOREST
By David Kelly with photographs by Gary
Braasch. Bibliography, 99 pages, oversized
hardcover. 532.
THE BREAKDOWN OF NATIONS By Leo
pold Kohr. Foreword by Kirkpatrick Sale.
Index, bibliography, appendices, paperback,
250 pages. $6.
SACRED LAND SACRED SEX "Rapture of
the Deep" byDolores LaChapelle. One ofthe
best deep ecology books. 382 pages, index,
footnotes, bibliography, oversized. 524.50.
EARTH WISDOM By Dolores LaChapelle.
515.50
BEAR MAGIC A chapbook by the National
Grizzly Growers. 53.50
A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC By Aldo
Leopold. 59
HEADED UPSTREAM "Interviews With
Iconoclasts" by Jack Loeffler. 194 pages,
photographs, 512.50.
ALDO LEOPOLD "His Life and Work" by
Curt Meine. Hardcover, 532.
COMPANION TO A SAND COUNTY AL
MANAC "Interpretive & Critical Essays"
edited by J. Baird Callicott. 514.50
QUATERNARY EXTINCTIONS "APrehls
toric Revolution" Edited by Paul Martin and
Richard G. Klein. Paperback, index, foot
notes, references, 892 pages. $37.50.
WILDLIFE IN AMERICA By Peter Matth
iessen. Heavily illustrated with color and
black and white (including color plates by
Audubon). Index, 332 pages, hardcover.
Originally prices at 532 postpaid, now only
518!

DEEP ECOLOGY "Living As If Nature Mat
tered" by Bill Devall and George Sessions.
263 pages. 511.50
THE ARROGANCE OF HUMANISM By
David Ehrenfeld. Index, references, 286
pages. 512.50
THE NATURAL ALIEN "Humankind and
Environment" by Neil Evernden. 514
TROPICAL NATURE "Life and Death In the
Rain Forests of Central and South America"
by Adrian Forsyth and Kel} Miyata. 59
THE AMERICAN CONSERVATION MOVE
MENT "John Muir and His Legacy" by

, Stephen Fox. 516.50
CLEARCUTTING: A CRIME AGAINST NA
TURE by Edward C. Fritz. Hardcover, 16
pages of color photographs, graphiCS.
516.50.
STERILE FOREST "The Case Against
Clearcutting" by Edward C. Fritz. Special
discounted price of 56.50
TAME WILDERNESS By Dennis Fritzinger.
56.
CONSCIENCE OF A CONSERVATIONIST
"Selected Essays" by Michael Frome. 288
pages, $27.
PROMISED LAND "Adventnr::.> and En
counters in Wild America" by Michael
Frome. Originally priced at 518.95. Signed
by Mike Frome. Hardcover. 512 as a special
for EF!ers.
WHOSE WOODS THESE ARE "The Story of

.National Forests" by Michael Frome. 510
ARA overt Action Agam

OVERSHOOT "The Ecological Basis of Revo
lutionary Change" by William R. Catton, Jr.
Ind ossary, references, 298 pages. 512

ENTSO '

All prices listed below are postpaid. Order directly from Earth First!, POB 7, Canton,
NY 13617. Books are sent 4th class book rate. For quicker first class mailing or UPS
delivery please check with Nancy Z(602-622-1371) for additional shipping charges.

SLUMGULLION STEW "An Edward Abbey
Reader" by Edward Abbey with illustrations
by the author. Hardcover, 383 pages, $21.
THE FOOLS PROGRESS "An Honest
Novel" by Edward Abbey. Hardcover, 485
pages, $22.
THE MONKEY WRENCH GANG By Edward
Abbey. 56.
THE MONKEY WRENCH GANG (German
translation) By Edward Abbey 512.
DESERT SOLITAIRE By Edward Abbey. 255
pages, hardcover, 528.
DESERT SOLITAIRE By Edward Abbey.
Paperback, 54.50
FREEDOM AND WILDERNESS "Edward
Abbey Reads From His Work" 2 cassettes
(2hrs. 52 minutes). 518.50 postpaid first
class.
THE JOURNEY HOME "Some Words in
Defense of the American West" by Edward
Abbey. Illustrated by Jim Stiles. 510
ONE LIFE AT A TIME, PLEASE By Edward
Abbey. 59
BEYOND THE WALL "Essays From the
Outside" By Edward Abbey. 59
LAST WORDS By Antler. Paperback, 191
page~. 56.
LAND OF LITTLE RAIN By Mary Austin
with an introduction by Edward Abbey. 58
A GREEN CITY PROGRAM For San Fran
sisco Bay Area Cities &Towns'by Peter Be'rg,
Beryl Magilavy, and Seth Zuckerman. 70
pages, softcover, 56.50.
THE GRIZZLY IN THE SOUTHWEST
"Documentary ofan Extinction" by David E.
Brown, with a foreword by Frank C.
Craighead, Jr. Hardcover. 522.
THE WOLF IN THE SOUTHWEST "The
Making of an Endangered Species" David E.
Brown, editor. 511
STATE OF THE WORLD 1989 By Lester
Brown and Worldwatch. Index, footnotes,
256 pages, paperback. 511.50.
TOPSOIL AND CIVILIZATION Revised edi
tion, by Vernon Gill Carter and Torn Dale.

Please note that Ecodefense: A Field Guide for Monkeywrenching is no longer sold
directly by the Earth First! Bookstore. All orders for it should be sent directly to the 
publisher, Ned Ludd Books (PO Box 5141, Tucson, AZ 85703). See the Ned Ludd
Books ad in this issue for details.

Titles with asterisks (*) have been discontinued and will not be reordered when our
current stock js gone.

THE EARTH FIRST! L1'L GREEN SONGBOOK
78 terrific Earth First! songs by Johnny Sagebrush, Cecelia Ostrow, Bill Oliver, Greg
Keeler, Walkin' Jim Stoltz and others from Australia and America. Guitar chords are
included with most songs. An absolute must for every true-green EF!er to sing along
with our minstrels or to play the songs yourself. Dealer inquiries welcome. $6
postpaid, $4 postpaid special to Earth First! subscribers only! ($3 plus shipping for
prepaid wholesale orders of 5 or more).

War Against the Black Panther Party and the
American Indian Movement" By Ward
Churchill and Jim Vander Wall. 509 pages,
index, extensively footnoted, heavily illus
trated with photos, softcover. 517.
THE HISTORY OF THE SIERRA CLUB,
1892-1970byMichaeIP. Cohen. Hardcover,
550 pages, index, footnotes. 532.50.
THE PATHLESS WAY By Michael Cohen.
514.50
HOW NATURE WORKS "Regenerating Kin
ship with Planet Earth" by Michael]. Cohen

,(a different Mike Cohen than the author of
"The Pathless Way"). 263 pages. 512.50.
CHANGES IN THE LAND "Indians, Colo
nists, and the Ecology of New England" by
William Cronon. 241 pages, index, foot
notes, bibliographic essay. 59.
ECOLOGICAL IMPERIALISM "The Bio
logical Expansion of Europe, 900 - 1900" by
Alfred W. Crosby. Index, references, maps,
Illustrations, 368 pages. 513
SIMPLE IN MEANS, RICH IN ENDS "Prac
ticing Deep Ecology" by Bill Devall. 224
pages, bibliography. 512.50.
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NOTECARDS FROM
HELEN WILSON

Look Into The Sky; and more. S9 postpaid.
Bill Oliver "In These Ancient Trees"

This short tape is a fundraiser for the Ancient
Forest Rescue Expedition, and features two of
Bill's best and most recent tunes: In These
Ancient Trees and Woodpecker Rebellion.
S5 postpaid..-

Cecelia Ostrow"All Life Is Equal"
'Cecelia has one of the most beautiful voices
in music today. The lyrics and music to her
songs are haunting and profound. Includes:
Sweet Oregon Home; Water; Wild Things;
_Forest Song; Oh California; Dark Time; You
Were There For Me; and mo're. S8.50 post
paid.

Cecelia Ostrow "Warrior of the Earth"
Here's a new taste of Cecelia's gently piercing
voice and Earth-sensitive lyrics. Includes the
title song, along with: The Blockade Song;
Chicago; Eagle Creek; American Pacific
Northwest; Bird Song; You've Got The
Power; Idaho; My Soul Is Dancing; Love
Song; The Day The Fo!estDied; In the Moun
tains; I Know A Tree. S9 postpaid.

Rainforest Information Centre
"Nightcap"

An outstanding one hour long documentary
of the successful defense of the Nightcap
Rainforest in Australia in 1979. One half
music including "Take Your Bulldozers
Away," "Tonka Toys," and other great Aus
tralian environmental songs. The rest of the
tape is live action recording from the block
ade. S10 postpaid.

Joanne Rand "Home"
Joanne was the surprise hit of this year's
Rendezvous, with an amaZingly powerful
vo~e ~eminiscent of Joni i\litchell's early
days. Another great find from the Pacific
Northwest. Includes: I'll Be Washed Away,
Eyes Like Salmon, Home, -Blood Red, Way
farer, Radiation On My Windshield, Banks of
Time, Nobody Lays A Hand On Me, and
Thanks. SlO postpaid.

John Seed, Bahloo & Friends
"Earth First!"

From Australia, John has done more to
launch the global rainforest movement than
has any other single person and has become
one of the leading developers of the Deep
Ecology philosophy. His first album of
Aussie music includes: Extinction, Handful
Of Tifi,ber, Ballad Of Mt. Nardi, The Water
Song, Tonka Toys, Solomon Island, Killing
Of The Trees, The Future Is In Our Hands,
and more. S9 postpaid.

Jon Sirkis "A Few Less Colors"
Lone Wolf Circles reviewed Jon Sirkis' debut
album in EF!, writing, "It is popular for its
funny political ramblings, tunes that seem to
have hitchhiked here from the sixties, the
soles of their feet black from walking city
sidewalks and kicking idealistic coals back
into the philosophical fire." S9 postpaid.

Susan Grace Stoltz "Circle of Friends"
The first tape from Susan Grace, performer
on the most recent EF! roadshow, shows that
Walkin' Jim isn't the only great singer in qis
family. Besides the title song, this includes:
Old Time Friends, Song of the Arctic,
Beverly'S Song, Auroras Dance/Midnight on
the Water, Coffee, Ribbon of Steel, The Love
We Carry Within, Northern Lament,
Chatanika River Song, and Follow Your
Heart. S10 postpaid.

Walkin' Jim Stoltz
"Spirit Is Still On The Run"

Walkin' Jim's deep voice and wilderness
inspired lyrics will send shivers upyour spine
and launch a howl in your heart. Includes:
All Along the Great Divide; Lone Lion Runs;
Followin' the Rainbow Trail; Yellowstone
Tales; Sweetwater; and more. S11 postpaid.

Walkin' Jim Stoltz "Forever Wild"
Walkin' Jim Stoltz has walked 15,000 miles
across the wilds of the West'. These songs
were written in the wilderness and are sung
with his incredibly deep and resonant voice.
Jim's second album includes: The Brand New
Grand Canyon Suite, The River Song, Just A
Part of the Sky, Let Me Listen To The Wind,
Wolf Song, Old Cisco, Follow Your Heart, I
Walk With The Old Ones, Green and Grow
ing, Forever Wild. Includes liner notes. SII
postpaid.
Walkin' Jim Stoltz "Listen to the Earth"

Walkin Jim has put out another classic, full
of Earth-music. His passionate lyrics and
deep voice put you straight out into the
wi-lderness, or remind you of why you
should go. Includes: River Runnin'
Through It, Listen To The Earth, Man Of
The Mountains, I'm Goin' Back To Idaho, _
Montana Moon In The Pines, The Sacred
Buffalo, and more. SII postpaid.
Glen Waldeck "Wreckin' Ball Waldeck"
Longtime star of the campfire circuit and
frequent accompanist to Bill Oliver (his
humor makes Bill look like a straight man,
a real accomplishment), Glen has finally
put out a tape of his own stuff. And it's
about time - we've nearly worn out the
bootleg copy we got for the office several
months ago. Includes: With My Friends,
Tulsa Rag, N.O.L.A., Inspired By You, It's
Apparent, Every Dog Has Its Day, Them
People, Sign of the Times, Yellowstone or
Bussed, Wreckin' Ball. S10 postpaid.

Greg Keeler "Bad Science Fiction"
Keeler returns with an all new album: Bad
Science Fiction, Cow College Calypso, Do
Not Ask, Montana Banana Belt Cowboy,
Nuclear Waste Blues, Is The Ouzle Stupid?, If
Bears Could Whistle, Nuclear Dioxin Queen,
What's Left OfThe West, Ode To Rough Fish,
Take Me Back, Duct Tape Psalm, Modern
Problems Dancing. S9 postpaid.

Greg Keeler "Post-Modem Blues"
Ohmigod, he's back. Includes: P-U-B-L-I-C
L-A-N-D-S, Post-Modern Romance, Swiss
Army Beatitudes, Rain Forest Rider, Give Us
Fiber, Ryegate Montana Testicle Festival,
Lament of the Laundromat, Lady Please
Drive Me Back To Oklahoma 'Fore I'm
Driven To Tears, and others. S9 postpaid.

Greg Keeler "Nuclear Dioxin Queen"
Keeler goes pro, complete with backup musi
cians and slick production. This tape -has a
few new songs, including "Manly Men", hit
single of the '89 RRR, and No Dog Bathroom.
Otherwise, this is largely a "greatest hits"
collection, with remixed versions of the title
song; WD-40 Polka; Lady Please, Drive me
Back To Oklahoma; Lament 0 The laundro
mat; New Age Cowboy; Talking Interface
Blues: Do Not Ask; and Bad Science Fiction.
S10 postpaid.

Katie Lee "Colorado River Songs"
Katie writes, "In the late '50s and early '60s,

- protesting anything the Wreck-the"Nation
Bureau did to our rivers was like putting out.
a forest ·fire with an eyedropper. Nobody was
listening. The fact that NOW the Barry
Goldwater and Stewart Udall types are 'sorry'
doesn't make me feel one bit better - their
gross mistake is still my sorrow. GLEN CAN
YON IS GONE and will stay gone until some
one blows up that heinous dam or the great
old Colorado gets mad enough to kick its ass
downstream. Most of these songs were writ
ten before, and in protest of, those life-killing
plugs and have survived to be added to, re-ar
ranged and parodied by river runners. A few
are new. They are LOVE SONGS to a trun·
cated Grand and to those glorious canyons
over whose bones the unenlightened multi
tudes race on a freeway of stagnant water."
S12 postpaid.

Katie Lee "Fenced!"
Twelve new songs about the old West, writ
ten in the folk tradition. These songs remind
us of some of the things we should try to keep
from slipping away. Includes: Wreck-The
Nation Bureau Song; Bert Loper; Ridin'
Down The Canyon; Fenced; and others. 60
minute cassette. $12 postpaid.

Katie LEe
"Ten Thousand Goddam Cattle"

28 spirited songs about an older and disap
pearing West. Includes: A Cowboy's Prayer;
Old Dolores; The Last Wagon; Dobe Bill; Jose
Cuervo; Empty Cot in the Bunkhouse; The
Ballad ofAlferd Packer; and more. 90 minute
cassette. S14 postpaid.

Katie Lee "Love's Little Sisters"
17 heart-tugging, poignant, yet-tasteful-bal-
lads about the souls, lives and loves of
women who made The West and its men!
Includes: House of the Rising Sun; The Sisters
of the Cross of Shame; The Hooker (written
by Tom Paxton); Casey's Last Ride (written
by Kris Kristofferson); The Flower of Virginia
City Fire Company; and more. S12 postpaid.

Dana Lyons "Our State is a Dumpsite"
Ashort but powerful cassette by Washington
State environmental singer/songwriter Dana
Lyons. Includes title song, The Company's
Been Good to Me, The Stars Will Always
Move, and Drying Tears. S6 postpaid.

Dana Lyons"Animal"
Dana's long-awaited second tape is finally
out. For anyone who has heard him at a RRR,
you know he's one of the finest musicians
and songwriters in the country. For those of
you who haven't heard him yet, you'll just
have to buy this tape. Includes: RV, Building
One In My City, I Am An Animal, I Saw His
Body, Music OffThe Moonlight, Timebomb,
The Tree, OEO When Will The Work Be
Done, and others. SII postpaid.

Mokai "Clearcut Case Of The Blues"
Mokai is an original EF! tree-climber and ac
complished blues guitar picker. His first
album includes: California Condor; Gain' To
The Wilds; Wild Places; Springhead Blues;
Pollution Blues; Clearcut Case Of The Blues;
Goddamn The Forest Service; Earth First!
Now (What Did I Say?). S9 postpaid.

Bill Oliver "Texas Oasis" ,
Bill Oliver's first inspiring, witty and rollick
ing album. Includes: Texas Oasis; Pretty
Paper, Pretty Trees; If Cans Were Nickels;
Shopping Maul; Village Creek; Holes; Snail
Darter March; River Libber; Have to Have a
Habitat; and lots more! S9 postpaid.

Bill Oliver & Friends
"Better Things To Do"

Bill Oliver has rearranged his fine "Better
Things To Do" cassette with the addition of
several new songs including Turtle Island;
Champ! (With the Austin Lounge Lizards);
and Rio Gra~e Valley. Also includes Muir
Power To You; Better Things To Do; Get
Along Litter Dogies (With Jerry Jeff Walker);
Pine Away Pine Bark Beetle; Grand Canyon
Rendezvous (by Glen Waldeck); When I

backed by a variety of musicians. Well engi
neered, this tape captures the spirit of a road
show and makes you want to go out and do
something. S10 postpaid.

Dakota Sid "... For The Birds"
You've enjoyed the heart-stirring songs of
Dakota Sid at the Round River Rendezvous.
Now you can purchase his cassette featuring
For the Birds, Eagle Song, High Flyin' Tune,
Endangered Stranger, The Condor at the
Western Gate, Runnin' with the Moon (Owl
Song), and Hawks & Eagles: This one's forthe
birds - and all you bird lovers, too. SlO
postpaid.

Dakota Sid "No Mercy"
Dakota Sid's latest (and best!) album features
the powerful song, "Greenfire" created on
EF! roadshows along with the hIt of the '87
Round River Rendezvous "It's All Bullshit!"
Also includes Their Brains Were Small And
They Died, It's All Right Kid, Expanding
Universe, Redwood, 2187, The Seed, Smoke,
No Mercy, Trouble Deep, and Nirvana City
Blues. S10 postpaid.

Kelly Cranston "For the Kalmiopsis"
Wilderness activist Kelly Cranston escaped
from the hinterlands of New Mexico with a a
love of the land, a wicked sense of humor and
a keen eye for Amurrican culture. After
honing his musIc beside countless camp
fires, he finally put some on tape. Besides the
title song, this includes Dragonfly, Country
Song, Public Lands, The Greenhouse Effect
(The American Response), Northern Pines,
Free the Wolf, All of Stone, You Betl, and
Wisdom of GroWing Older. S9 postpaid.

Mark Graham "Natural Selections"
Intelligent, funny, misanthropic music with
a twisted bluegrass flavor. Some great pick
ing on songs like: I Can See Your Aura (And
It's Ugly), I'm Working On The Food Chain,

Have a Nice Day, Life Is Hard When You're
Dumb, Their Brains Were Small and They
Died (he wrote it), and more. $9 postpaid.
Greg Keeler "Songs 01' Fishing, Sheep and

Guns in Montana"
Greg Keeler's marvelously satiric first album
pokes fun at everything worth poking fun at
in the West. Includes: Ballad of Billy Mon
tana, I Don't Waltz (And She Don't
Rock'n'Roll), Drinkin' My Blues Away, Miles
City Buckin' Horse Sale, Latter Day Worm
Fisherman, Fossil Fuel Cowboy, Montana
Cowboy, Cold Dead Fingers, Last Great
American Cookout, I Call My Mama Papa,
Good Morning Sailor, Make Bucks Get Rich,
Roll Oil. Missouri. S9 postpaid.

Greg Keeler "Talking Sweet Bye & Bye"
Greg's encore and just as biting. Includes
Little Bitty Bugs, There'll Come A Revolu
tion, Talking Sweet Bye & Bye, Facilitators
From The Sky, Talking Interface Blues,. Old
Friends And Lovers, Big Budget Woman,
Church Bells, Ski Yellowstone, Idaho, Death
Valley Days, Dark Clouds. S9 postpaid.

The Journal is proud to carry a line of
notecards from wildlife artist and EF!
activist Helen Wilson. They are 4" by
5 1/2" and printed on recycled
cardstock. $4 postpaid for a set of
eight (two each of four designs), plus
envelopes.

Austin Lounge Lizards
"Creatures From the Black Saloon"

Marvelous country satire, superbly pro
duced. Includes smash songs such as: Sa
guaro; Pflugerville; Anahuac (With Jerry Jeff
Walker); Kool-Whip; Chester Woolah; Hot
Tubs of Tears; Old & Fat & Drunk; The Car
Hank Died In; and much more. S9 postpaid.

Austin Lounge Lizards
"Highway Cafe of the Damned"

The Lizards drop to new depths with their
second tape featuring the title song; Corn
husker Refugee; Industrial Strength Tran·
,quilizer; Wendell The Uncola Man; Acid
Rain; I'll Just Have One Beer; Dallas, Texas;
The Ballad of Ronald Reagan; When Drunks
Go Bad; Jalapeno Maria; Get A Haircut, Dad;
The Chester Nimitz Oriental Garden Waltz.
S9 postpaid.

Darryl Cherney
"I Had To Be Born This Century"

Darryl is a singin' fool and organizing dy
namo who has taken the North California
Coast by storm and earned the eternal en
mity of Charlie Hurwitz and MAXXAM. His
first smash album includes: Earth First!;
Where Are We Gonna Work When The Trees
Are Gone?; Chernoble Blues; My Stereo
Comes From Japan; It's CAMP; Eel River
Flood Of '86; Give 'Em Hell, Sally Bell; Big
Mountain WilJo. Not Fall; Dave Foreman
Called On The Ice Age This Year; MosqUito
Party; and more! Liner notes with words
included. S9 postpaid.
Darryl Cherney "They Sure Don't Make

Hippies Like They Used To!"
At long last, Darryl took time out from his
many blockade and demonstration gigs to
record some of his latest radical tunes. Be
sides the title song, this has: Xerox The
Money; Board of Forestry Song; Potter Valley
Mill; Earth First! Maid; You Can't Ciearcut
Your Way To Heaven; Free The Dead; We're
All Dead Ducks; Ballad ofDon Hodel; Knock
t.g on Extinction's Door; Ballad of the Lone
some Tree Spiker; Stop the War; Running For
My Life; Where's Bosco?; Spike A Tree For
Jesus; This Monkeywrench of Mine. In
cludes lyric sheet (complete with chord nota·
tions) and a classic burning 'dozer cover. S9
postpaid.

Lone Wolf Circles "Full Circle"
A poetic journey into the artist's magical
worldview, set to the music of man and the
music of nature. A return to awareness and
sensitivity, to our wild and true selves, alive
and free. Gary Snyder says "Full Circle is a
surprising experience; archaic, fresh, future;
wild, refined, all at once. Which should be
no surprise - that's how the real world is 
my respects to Lone Wolf Circles." 27
poems. S10 '-'ostpaid.

Lone Wolf Circles "Tierra Primera"
Live recordings of the Deep Ecology Medi
cine Show featuring Wolf's primal poetry
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EARTH FIRST! TRINKETS
WINDOW STICKERS CAMOCAPS NON-CAMO CAPS BUMPERSTICKERS

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

how Trinket Description Color Size Amountmany

Sub-total
-

Name Add 4°,6 sales tax
if NY delivery.

Address
OKAY, ,HERE'S -

City, State Zip

PUBLIC LANDS GRAZrNG =
WELFARE RANCHrNG

GET LIVESTOCK OFF
OUR PUBLIC LANDS

Almost FREE
BUMPERSTICKERS!
The following bumperstickers are
printed on cheap paper (very difficult
to remove) and look great on certain
signs throughout the West. We have
a large quantity available, and will
happily send you some if you'll cover
the postage. Send a 25 cent SASE for
two stickers, 45 cent SASE for six, or
write to inquire about larger volumes.

REDNECKS FOR WILDERNESS

WOLVES! - NOT COWS

SUBVERT THE DOMINANT PARADIGM

TIlrNK GLOBALLY - ACT LOCALLY

VOTE GREEN

Unless otherwise indicated, our
bumperstickers are green lettering on
long lasting white Vinyl and are $1
postpaid. "Starred bumperstickers are
multi-colored with designs and are

$1.25 postpaid.

PAY YOUR RENT
WORK FOR THE EARTH

STOP CLEARClJITING
(Regula, sticke,s fa' ,egula, price. Also available on cheap,

ha,d-ta-remove paper, 12 fa, S5)

AMERICAN WILDERNESS"
LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT ALONE

(with red, white &: blue US flag)

ANOTHER MORMON ON DRUGS

STOP THE FOREST SERVICE
SAVE OUR WILD COUNfRY

SAVE THE WILD

SAVE THE YELLOWSTONE GRIZZLY
(red &: b,own with bear &: no ski area design)

RESIST MUCH, OBEY LITTLE

RESCUE THE RAINFOREST

OIL AND BEARS DON'T MIX
(with bear logo)

ESCHEW SURPLUSAGE

HAYDUKE LIVES

PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT
STOP PUBLIC LANDS LIVESTOCK GRAZING

DESERT RAPER
(bright red lettering - a sticker with many uses)

BACK TO THE PLEISTOCENE
(With 'Ned Ludd' logo)

BOYCOlTCQORS "BEER"

DAMN TIlE CORPS NOT R!VERS

DARWIN
(letters in IMJlving fish with legs)

HUNT COWS - NOT BEARS

NI;ANUt:KTHAL ANU PKOVU
(With 'Ned Ludd' logo)

NATURE BATS LAST

HUNfERS:
Did a cow get your elk?

DEVELOPERS GO BUILD IN HELL!
(black and red lettering. 12 for S5)

DREAM BACK TIlE BISON
SING BACK THE SWAN

I'D RATIlER BE MONKEYWRENCHING
(with Monkeywrench/War Club logo)

IF YOUR PECKER WAS AS SMALL AS MINE,
YOU'D NEED A MUSCLE WAGON, TOO!

(Important note: This bumpersticker is - hopefully! -' not for
your own vehicle, but to surreptitiously paste on a jacked-up
muscle wag01l )'011 find in the local shopping center parking
lot. Don't get caught! These stickers are C01lStnlcted ""t of
cheap paper with permanent adhesive to· maximize the
diffiCIJlty ofremoving them. Spedal price: 12 for S5!)

MALTIlUS WAS. RIGHT

MUIR POWER TO YOU"
(white and black 011 brown with face ofMuir)

NATIVE"
(blue Words with blue, green &: white globe)

EARTH FIRST!

SILENT AGITATORS

For you non-militaristic types out there,
we now have a non-camouflage cap 
the fist and "Earth First!" in black inkon
a tan cotton cap with a cloth back. One
size fits all. $8 postpaid

Fun to stick anywhere - bar bath
rooms, Freddie offices, trail registers ...
wherever the evil ones need to know
that we are about and watching.

ANTI-GRAZING
A grazing cow and barbed wire with
the universal "no" slash, and the
words "Free Our Public Lands!" and
"Stop Destructive Welfare Ranching
End Public Lands Livestock Grazing."
1 5/8 inch diameter circles. 30 for
$1.25 postpaid.

EARTH FIRST! FISTS
Green EF! fist logo with words
"EARTH FIRST! No compromise in
defense of Mother Earth" in red ink.
1 5/8 inch diameter circles. 30 for
$1.25 postpaid.

"TOOLS"
The late John Zaelit's Monkeywrench
and Warclub design is back by
popular demand. Brown design with
"Earth First!" in green on 1 5/8 inch
diameter white Circles. 30 for $1.25
postpaid.

COORS
Spread the word on these villains.
Black words on green stickers. 2 x 3
inch rectangles. 10 for $1.25 post
paid.
Coors is Anti-Earth
Coors is Anti-Women
Coors is Anti-Labor
AND IT TASTES AWFULl
BOYCOTT COORS

We've got a variety of camouflage base
ball caps. They'come in either wood
land or desert camo with 100% cotton
backs. We also have desert camo caps
with mesh backs. They all have adjust
able tabs so one size fits alL The EF! fist
logo and the words "EARTH FIRST!" are
printed in black. Be sure to specify what
style you want or we'll send you what
we have most of. $8 postpaid.

•EARTH FIRST! TRINKETS ORDER FORM :
•Make checks out to "Earth First!" or send cash. Mail to Earth First!, POB 7, Canton, NY 13617. Please allow three to •

five weeks for delivery (contact us if it has not been received in that time). If possible, please use a street address so we •
can ship by UPS. First Class delivery can be arranged. Enter size, color, style, etc. We are sometimes temporarily outof :
certain items while waiting for stock to arrive. We'll send you the rest of your order immediately and the missing item •
as soon as we receive it. If you are in a hurry, give us a second choice of colors and when you need it by. Orders from •
outside of the United States must be in U.S. currency and include extra for shipping. :

••••
•
•..
•
•
••
••

EARTH FIRST! FIST Green EF! fist
with the words "EARTH FIRST! No
wmpromise in Defense of Mother
Earth" in green on a 3 inch diameter
white vinyl circle. 4 for $1 postpaid.

NO COWS Cow and barbed wire in
black with "universal no" red slash
and circle. Words: Free Our Public
Lands! Stop Destructive Welfare
Ranching End Public Lands Livestock
Grazing. 3 inch diameter white vinyl
circle. 6 for $1 postpaid.

OVERGRAZING
SLIDE SHOW

The excellent 10 minute, color-sound 16 mm movie of Earth First! cracking
Glen Canyon Damn in 1981 starring Ed Abbey and Johnny Sagebrush. An
inspiring and humorous intr.oduction to the Earth First! movement. Rental
fee of $30 for showing to groups (includes shipping fee); $5 (shipping only)
for EF! groups. Note: rental only; not for sale. Orders must include street
address for UPS delivery..

We now have the cracking of Glen Canyon Damn for sale on video. $20
postpaid: Orders must include street address for UPS delivery.

DAMN MOVIE VIDEO

"The Eating of the West" graphically displays the devastation of Western
public lands at the hands (and hooves) of the livestock industry. The show
consists of over 100 high-quality slides from National Forests, National
Wildlife Refuges, and BLM lands which portray the shocking magnitude of
the problems caused by grazing. The slide show comes with a written script
and is rented at cost, $10. Free copies of a 4,8-page tabloid on grazing are also
available. Please include with your order the name and phone number of
a contact person, and the date you need the show along with alternate dates.
Orders must include street address for UPS delivery. "The Eating of the
West" was funded by donations to Lynn Jacobs and the Earth First! Foun
dation.

CRACKING OF
GLEN CANYON DAMN

MOVIE

•••••...
•••
••••••••••••
••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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6SNAKEOIL .T-SHIRTS
Unless otherwise noted, all shirts are 100% cotton and are available in

sizes S, M, L, and XL.

NEW!

EARTH FIRST!
Fist logo with words "EARTH FIRST! No Compromise in Defense of Mother Earth!"
in black on green or red 100% cotton Beefy-T. $10 postpaid. In kid's sizes, too! Only
color is green, 50/50 blend, sizes S , M, and L. $7 postpaid. Be sure to specify kid's
when you order.

For cool-weather wear, we offer two of our t-shirt designs on long-sleeved
100% cotton shirts, with colors and patterns described in t-shirt listing.

MOTHER GRIZZLY AND CUB $16 postpaid.
DEFEND THE WILDERNESS $13 postpaid.

NED LUDD BOOKS
The Ned Ludd Books logo of the Neanderthal with a Monkeywrench (by ~rushWolf)
and the words "Back to the Pleistocene" and "Ned Ludd Books." Black ink,on a tan
shirt. $10 postpai<;l.

LONG-SLEEVED T-SHIRTS

TOOLS
John Zaelit's powerful impression of wilderness defense both old and new - the
monkeywrench and stone club crossed. Black design on tan or blue shirt (blue only
in S & ~ sizes). $10 postpaid.

FREE THE EARTH
A woman of power in an image by Gila Trout. Purple and silver ink on teal (dark
blue) or fuschia (hot pink). $12 postpaid.

DEFEND THE WILDERNESS
The monkeywrencher's shirt. Art by Bill Turk. Silver design on black 100% cotton
Beefy-T for night work. $10 postpaid.

THE CRACKING OF GLEN CANYON DAMN
Jim Stiles' infamous masterpiece. Keep on praying for that one little precision
earthquake! Black design on blue heather 75/25 cotton/poly blend. $10 postpaid.

AMERICAN CANYON FROG
Roger Candee's popular American Canyon Frog (Croakus abyssus pistoffus) with the
message"AMERICAN WILDERNESS LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT ALONE." Avery colorful
4-color design on a grey shirt. $12 postpaid.

MOTHER GRIZZLY AND CUB
A pretty EF! shirt! A lovely full-color mother grizzly and cub against the rising sun
on a light blue shirt. "American Wilderness - Love It Or Leave It Alone" slogan. Art
by Susan Van Rooy. $13 postpaid.

DON'T TREAD ON ME
Monkeywrenchillg rattler on front with the words "Earth First!" and "Don't Tread
On Me" (no longer printed on back). Brush Wolf's amazing full color snake seems
ready to lunge off the shirt. Now in two colors: sand (tan) and watermelon
(pinkish). Sorry, no large tans. $13 postpaid.

MOTHER GRIZZLY AND CUB
DEFEND THE WILDERNESS

EARTH FIRST!

EARTH FIRST!
SWEATSHIRTS

We are closing out our stock of french cut t-shirts. All french cuts will go for
just $5 postpaid, as long as supplies last. Shirts are all SO/SO blends in sizes S,
M, and L (note that these shirts run very small), with colors and patterns as
described in t-shirt listing. Please give an alternate selection with your order,
just in case.

French Cut Clearance
Sale!

Years of requests and a trip -to the Frozen Northlands
(upstate New York) finally convinced us to print an EF!
sweatshirt, and it turned out to be a beauty. It features the
fist and slogan in emerald green on a gray SO/SO Hanes
sweatshirt. $20 postpaid. ~N WILDERN
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Clip and send to: Earth First!, POB 7, Canton, NY 13617

SUBSCRIBE T.O EARTH FIRST!

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS - Introduce others to Earth First! and receive the EF! bumpersticker of your choice or 30 silent
agitators for each gift subscription you make. Indicate your address and what you would like on the subscription form.

Keep us informed of ADDRESS CHANGES! The Post Office will charge us 30¢ for an address correction and won't
forward your paper.

•
•••
•
••••••••••••

LIFE SUBSCRIPTIONS - Tired of that little red check mark every year? Want to really help Earth First! and insure that •
•you'll get Earth First! The Radical Environmentalloumal for life (yours or ours, whichever is shorter)? Then become a life •

subscriber. Send us $400 and you've got it. It

••
•
•••
•
••
•
•••••••

__ Here's $20 or more for a one year subscription to Earth First!
Here's $20 to resubscribe to Earth First!

__ Here's an extra $15. Send Earth First! First Class.
__ Here's $30 (US funds only). Send Earth First! to me First Class in Canada or Mexico or surface mail outside the USA.
__ Here's $45 (US funds only). Send me Earth First! Air Mail outside the USA.
__ We are a government agency or exploitative corporation. Here-'s $75 for a subscription ($100 for First Class mail).
__ Here's $400 or more for a life subscription to Earth First!:-
__ Please send a gift subscription to the person below. Here's $20 or more.
__ I'm broke. Please"send me a subscription for $__. - -.
__ Please change my address. Myoid zip code was: ""

•••
•• Earth First! The Radical Environmental Journal- is an independent entity within the broad Earth First! movement
• and serves as a forum for no-compromise environmental thought and action. Subscriptions go to publish this
: newspaper and to fund a variety of Earth First! actions. Please subscribe or resubscribe today!

•••••••••••••
••
••••••••
•••

EMBROIDERED
PATCHES

EARTH FIRST!

Alas, we are victims of fashion! We
expect to be running out of all our tan t
shirts over the next few months because
we just can't get any more. Current fash
ion trends run to day-glo colors, and
npne of the big t-shirt makers are pro
ducing heavy-weight tan t-shirts. Oh,
woe! Much as we at theJournal like tan,
our current stock is all we expect to have
for some months - until fashions
change again. If you really want tan, get
it now.

A NOTE ON
TAN T-SHIRTS

This embroidered patch features the
green fist and the words "EARTH
FIRST!" and "No Compromise." Green
and black on a white 3" diameter round
patch. $3.50 postpaid.

HAYDUKE LIVES
These are black 3 inch diameter round
embroidered patches with a red mon
keywrench and the words HAYDUKE
LIVES in red. $3.50 postpaid.

Name _
Address _
City . State Zip _

The EF! subscription list is kept entirely confidential. You are welcome to use an alias. Make sure the mailperson knows
that James What (or whoever) is getting mail at your address.......................................................-.........
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EFt
POB 7
Canton, NY 13617

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

NOTE: A Red Check Mark
on your Address Label
Means your Subscriptioll
is Expired. Ple.ase Renew!

Bulk Rate
U..:.. lostage

PAID
Tucson, Arizona
PERMIT NO. 488
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